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HOW
CAN WE
HELP YOU?

Who are we?

How does SOLACE work?

What needs are addressed?

SOLACE is a program of the State

If you or someone in the legal
community is in need of help, simply
email SOLACE@gabar.org. Those emails
are then reviewed by the SOLACE
Committee. If the need fits within the
parameters of the program, an email
with the pertinent information is sent
to members of the State Bar.

Needs addressed by the SOLACE
program can range from unique medical
conditions requiring specialized referrals
to a fire loss requiring help with clothing,
food or housing. Some other examples
of assistance include gift cards, food,
meals, a rare blood type donation,
assistance with transportation in a
medical crisis or building a wheelchair
ramp at a residence.

Bar of Georgia designed to assist
those in the legal community who
have experienced some significant,
potentially life-changing event in their
lives. SOLACE is voluntary, simple and
straightforward. SOLACE does not
solicit monetary contributions but
accepts assistance or donations in kind.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.
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The purpose of the SOLACE program is to allow the legal community to
provide help in meaningful and compassionate ways to judges, lawyers,
court personnel, paralegals, legal secretaries and their families who
experience loss of life or other catastrophic illness, sickness or injury.

TESTIMONIALS
In each of the Georgia SOLACE requests made to date, Bar members have graciously
stepped up and used their resources to help find solutions for those in need.
A solo practitioner’s
quadriplegic wife needed
rehabilitation, and members
of the Bar helped navigate
discussions with their
insurance company to obtain
the rehabilitation she required.

A Louisiana lawyer was in need
of a CPAP machine, but didn’t
have insurance or the means
to purchase one. Multiple
members offered to help.

A Bar member was dealing
with a serious illness and in
the midst of brain surgery,
her mortgage company
scheduled a foreclosure on
her home. Several members
of the Bar were able to
negotiate with the mortgage
company and avoided the
pending foreclosure.

Working with the South
Carolina Bar, a former
paralegal’s son was flown
from Cyprus to Atlanta
(and then to South Carolina)
for cancer treatment.
Members of the Georgia and
South Carolina bars worked
together to get Gabriel and
his family home from their
long-term mission work.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.
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FOREWORD

Dear ICLE Seminar Attendee,
Thank you for attending this seminar. We are grateful to the Chairperson(s) for organizing this
program. Also, we would like to thank the volunteer speakers. Without the untiring dedication
and eﬀorts of the Chairperson(s) and speakers, this seminar would not have been possible.
Their names are listed on the AGENDA page(s) of this book, and their contributions to the success
of this seminar are immeasurable.
We would be remiss if we did not extend a special thanks to each of you who are attending this
seminar and for whom the program was planned. All of us at ICLE hope your attendance will
be beneﬁcial as well as enjoyable We think that these program materials will provide a great
initial resource and reference for you.
If you discover any substantial errors within this volume, please do not hesitate to inform us.
Should you have a diﬀerent legal interpretation/opinion from the speaker’s, the appropriate
way to address this is by contacting him/her directly.
Your comments and suggestions are always welcome.
Sincerely,
Your ICLE Staﬀ
Jeﬀrey R. Davis
Executive Director, State Bar of Georgia
Tangela S. King
Director, ICLE
Rebecca A. Hall
Associate Director, ICLE

iii
V
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VII

AGENDA
PRESIDING: John E. Floyd, Program Chair; Bondurant Mixson & Elmore LLP, Atlanta

7:30 REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST (All attendees must check in upon
		
arrival. A removable jacket or sweater is recommended.)
8:20
		

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
John E. Floyd

8:30 HOW WE GOT HERE: RICO THEN TO NOW
		G. Robert Blakey, Professor, formerly at Notre Dame School of Law, Paradise Valley, AZ
		Ronald Goldstock, Faculty, New York University School of Law; Former Commissioner,
		
Waterfront Commission of New York Harbor; Former Director, New York State 			
		
Organized Crime Task Force, New York, NY
9:45 APPLYING RICO’S CONCEPTS
		Michael J. Mueller, Hunton & Williams, Washington, D.C.
10:15 BREAK
10:30 THE OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN: STATE RICO STATUTES
		John E. Floyd
11:00 FROM PLEADING TO TRIAL: PERSPECTIVES ON A PLAINTIFF’S CASE
		Kevin P. Roddy, Wilentz Goldman & Spitzer, PA, Woodbridge, NJ
		Edward F. Hennessey, IV, Robinson Bradshaw, Charlotte, North Carolina
		William S. Stone, Stone Law Firm, Atlanta and Blakely
11:30 FROM PLEADING TO TRIAL: PERSPECTIVES ON A CIVIL DEFENSE CASE
		Amelia Toy Rudolph, Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP, Atlanta
		James M. Deichert, Fellows LaBriola LLP, Atlanta
		Benjamin E. “Ben” Fox, Bondurant Mixson & Elmore LLP, Atlanta
12:00 LUNCH (Included in registration fee.)
1:00 PROSECUTORS PERSPECTIVES ON THE USE OF RICO
		Kim S. Dammers, Assistant United States Attorney, Northern District of Georgia; Chief,
		
Organized Crime and Gangs, Atlanta
		John S. Melvin, Chief Assistant District Attorney, Cobb County District Attorney’s Office,
		Marietta
		Christopher W. Timmons, Adjunct Professor, Georgia State University; Sr. Assistant,
		
District Attorney, Public Integrity Unit, DeKalb County District Attorney’s Office, Decatur
1:30 CRIMINAL DEFENSE PERSPECTIVES ON THE USE OF RICO
		Craig A. Gillen, Gillen Withers & Lake LLC, Atlanta
		William A. Morrison, Jones Morrison & Womack, Atlanta
		Jerome J. Froelich, Jr., McKenney & Froelich, Atlanta
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2:00 THE GEORGIA UNIFORM CIVIL RICO FORFEITURE ACT AND ITS IMPACT ON RICO
		David S. McLaughlin, Senior Assistant Attorney General, Georgia Department of Law,
		Atlanta
2:30

BREAK

2:45 RICO AND CLASS ACTIONS
		James F. Bogan, III, Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP, Atlanta
3:15 JUDGE’S PERSPECTIVES ON PROFESSIONALISM AND THE USE OF RICO
		Hon. Daniel J. Craig, Judge, Augusta Circuit Superior Court, Augusta
		Hon. Shawn E. LaGrua, Judge, Fulton County Superior Court, Atlanta
		Hon. C. Latain Kell, Judge, Cobb Circuit Superior Court, Marietta
4:00

ADJOURN
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(July, 28, 2018)

Memo on the Effectiveness of RICO
Has RICO been successful in controlling organized crime? The
answer is a qualified, “Yes.”
A. Opinions on RICO’s Effectiveness Against Organized Crime
The list of those authorities that indicate that RICO is effective
against organized crime is impressive: the General Accounting Office,1

1

General Accounting Office, Effectiveness of the Government’s Attack on
La Cosa Nostra (April 11, 1988). It concluded:
Prior to the passage of [RICO], attacking an organized criminal group
was an awkward affair. RICO facilitated the prosecution of a criminal
group involved in superficially unrelated criminal ventures and
enterprises connected only at the usually well-insulated upper levels
of the organization’s bureaucracy. . . .
Before the Act, the government’s efforts were necessarily piecemeal,
attacking isolated segments of the organization as they engaged in
single criminal acts. The leaders, when caught, were only penalized
for what seemed to be unimportant crimes. The larger meaning of
these crimes was lost because the big picture could not be presented in
a single criminal prosecution. With the passage of RICO, the entire
picture of the organization’s criminal behavior and the involvement of
its leaders in directing that behavior could be captured and presented.

Organized Crime: 25 Years After Valachi, Hearings Before the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Governmental Affairs, 100th
1
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the Senate Permanent Committee on Investigations,2 President’s
Commission on Organized Crime,3 various media sources,4 and
academic researchers.5 The bases of these judgments are well informed,
professional opinions, but they reflect only antidotal evidence. I decided
to see if I could develop a statistical base to quantify—to whatever
Cong., 2d Sess. 72 (1988) (testimony of David C. Williams, Director of Special
Investigations, General Accounting Office).
2

After taking testimony from the Department of Justice, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, and others, the Subcommittee concluded that federal law
enforcement agencies “should continue, in appropriate and deserving cases, their
innovative and effective use of the enterprise theory of investigation, the task force
approach, and the provisions of the RICO statute.” Federal Government’s Use of
the RICO Statute and Other Efforts Against Organized Crime, Report by the
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Governmental
Affairs, S. Rep. No. 407, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 31-32 (1990).

3

PRESIDENT’S COMMISSION ON ORGANIZED CRIME, REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT AND
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL—THE IMPACT: ORGANIZED CRIME TODAY (April 1986)
concludes that RICO is one of the most powerful and effective weapons in
existence for fighting organized crime. Id. at 133-34.
4

See, e.g., Robert D. McFadden, The Mafia of the 1980’s: Divided and Under
Siege, N.Y. Times, Mar. 11, 1987, at 1, col. 1; Stewart Powell, Busting the Mob,
U.S. News & World Report, Feb. 3, 1986, at 24; Special Report, The Mob on Trial,
Newsday, Sept. 7, 1986, at 4, col. 1.
5

The most prolific and reliable researcher in academia is Professor James B.
Jacobs of the New York University School of Law. See, e.g., James B. Jacobs &
Lauryn P. Gouldin, Cosa Nostra: The Final Chapter?, 25 Crime & Just. 129
(1999).
2
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degree feasible, given the substantial limitations of these data—these
opinions.6 Conducted in the summer of 2006, the results of my study
appear herein Appendix A.

6

The task is formidable. First, you have to develop a working definition of the
class to study. No single definition of organized crime exists, much less on precise
enough for the study of the effectiveness of any one item of legislation.
Arbitrarily, I selected families of the Mob in the New York area, which was a
consensus example of organized crime, fully recognizing that the Mob
organization in New York or anywhere else does not exhaust the concept of
“organized crime.” Nevertheless, Congress developed RICO in light of its study of
the families of the Mob. Congress was right to use the Mob as an occasion for
studying the defects in our criminal justice system in coming to grips with group
crime, but right also not to use the Mob as a limit for the extent of its reforms.
Once found, the defects were defects touching every form of group crime
prosecution that came into the system. In sum, Congress was right to make the
reform general, applying to organized crime of any form, white-collar crime,
terrorism, etc. Moreover, the thought of using families of the Mafia in New York
City as a case study was a reasonable choice. The problem of organized crime is
worse in the City than anywhere else, or at least that is what the most prominent
observers believe. In addition, the law enforcement agencies, including the federal
and state prosecutors and police agencies, in New York City are at least as
sophisticated, well-trained, honest, and competent as anywhere else. If I could
evaluate RICO in New York City, during a defined period, against its most
challenging target, I could draw useful conclusions of a more general character.
Second, you have to choose starting and ending dates. That is not hard. Like the
choice of the focus, the dates are arbitrary. I selected a period of time prior to when
the Supreme Court made the federal sentencing guidelines discretionary, so that I
could exclude the factor of judicial discretion in sentencing. Then, you have to
collect datum and analyze it, letting it tell you whatever it has to say, including
nothing intelligible. That is where the dark data, that is, the data that you don’t
know about (members of the families that exist, but have not surfaced to public or
law enforcement attention), is your ever-present nightmare. The families of the
Mob do not publish membership lists or, for that matter, annual reports of income
and expenses audited by certified public accountants. Even if they did, we know
that if we cannot always trust Wall Street, as the events if 2008 show, why should
3
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B. Enactment of RICO
In 1969, Senator John L. McClellan, for the Senate Committee on
the Judiciary, reported out the Organized Crime Control Act.7 He
focused his analysis on the problem of organized crime—as President
Nixon noted in his Message on Organized Crime—on the admitted
failure of the law enforcement to destroy any one of the organized crime
families that he identified in his earlier study of organized crime in his
role as Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Investigations. In the
hearings that preceded the Committee Report, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation identified for the Committee 288 “made members” of the
Mob, focusing on the highest levels of leadership.8 In 1988, 18 years
we trust the Mob? Within these sever limitations, you can turn to what these data
show.
7

S. Rep. No. 91-617, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969).

8

Measures Relating to Organized Crime: Hearings Before the Subcommittee on
Criminal Laws and Procedures of the Committee on the Judiciary, 91st Cong. 12440 (1969). The Subcommittee took the leadership, because the Bureau did not
have sufficient confidence in its intelligence on the lower levels of the Mob. Lack
of good intelligence is a constant problem in law enforcement. Indeed, when
Robert F. Kennedy became Attorney General in 1961, he was aghast at the lack of
criminal intelligence in the files of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. He knew
from his own work on the McClellan Committee more than Bureau officials did, at
least if the files it then made available to the Department accurately revealed its
4
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knowledge, a doubtful proposition. Kennedy knew them from having faced them in
congressional hearings and, ironically, in the Appalachian prosecution itself where
he was a witness. Brief of the United States at 167, United States v. Russell A.
Bufalino, 285 F.2d 408 (2d Cir. 1960) (No. 26194). In fact, at the time of the
Appalachian meeting, Hoover had William Sullivan, the head of the Intelligence
Division of the Bureau, conduct an investigation to determine if the Mafia existed;
he assigned Charles Peck, the best crime researcher in the Bureau, to the job; the
Peck study concluded that the Mafia existed. Hoover rejected the conclusion,
calling it “baloney.” Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., Robert Kennedy and His Times
264 (1978). Indeed, as late as January 1962, The Law Enforcement Bulletin,
published by the Bureau, quoted Hoover, “No single individual or coalition of
racketeers dominates organized crime across the nation. There are, however, loose
connections among controlling groups in various areas . . . .” Earl Johnson,
Organized Crime: Challenge to the American Legal System, 53 J. Crim. L.,
Criminology, & Police Sci. 401 n.12 (1962). That said, the Bureau began a shortlived Top Hoodlum Program immediately after WWII, which the chairman of the
House Appropriations Committee informally terminated. During that period,
however, Hoover obtained from Attorney General Tom Clark and President Harry
S. Truman an expansion of the President’s authorization to use wiretapping in
domestic cases. Intelligence Activities: Hearings Before the Select Committee to
Study Governmental Operations With Respect to Intelligence Activities of the
United States Senate, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 67 (1975) (Testimony of Attorney
General Edward H. Levi). The text of the authorization appears in ABA Project on
Minimum Standards for Criminal Justice, STANDARDS RELATING TO ELECTRONIC
SURVEILLANCE 170–171 (approved draft, 1971, G. Robert Blakey, Reporter).
Based on that authorization, the Bureau wiretapped the Capone Mob in Chicago, in
particular Ralph Capone. In addition, Hoover revived the Top Hoodlum Program
at the time of the Kefauver Committee investigations, and during that period, the
Bureau continued to collect intelligence on organized crime figures throughout the
United States. How much of these activities were shared with the Department of
Justice is unknown. In any event, Kennedy repeatedly deprecated the Bureau’s
intelligence, and said as much in meetings he held in his office of the Organized
Crime and Racketeering Section. Unceremoniously, Kennedy told the liaison
official of the Bureau in the meetings—and through him, J. Edgar Hoover and the
leadership of the Bureau—to get the intelligence and evidence the Departmental
attorneys needed if they were to launch a major effort to bring criminal
prosecutions against the major figures of organized crime. Within months of
Kennedy’s admonition—though without spelling out the details of its strategy to
him—the Bureau placed the major figures of the Mob under electronic
5
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after RICO’s adoption, the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
held a second set of hearings, this time naming over a thousand known
Mob members in all levels of leadership.9 When comparing the two lists
of members and their resulting convictions and jail time served, secured
surveillance, albeit he spoke in much more earthly language. It did not use
wiretaps, as they required Kennedy’s permission on a case-by-case basis, but bugs,
as Hover construed the permission he was given by Attorney General Herbert
Brownell to use microphone surveillance on his own initiative. In June 1962, the
Bureau forwarded to the Department “The Commission Report,” a comprehensive
review of the Mafia in the United States that—for the first time, as far as the
Department was concerned—identified its membership, major families, its national
structure, geographical areas of operations, and its legal and illegal activities.
Investigation of the Assassination of President John F. Kennedy, Hearings Before
the Select Committee on Assassinations, 95th Cong., 2d Sess., Vol. IX at 11–19
(1979) (describing the development of the Commission file, subsequently renamed
the La Cosa Nostra File). Ironically, calling the “mob” “La Cosa Nostra” is a
grammar mistake; it is the functional equivalent of saying, “The our thing.” The
abbreviation “LCN” has, however, become standard
The Report changed the minds of the attorneys in the Department.
Nevertheless, when the Departmental attorneys asked to get access to the sources
of the report, the Bureau agents told them that they “were not available for trial.”
The attorneys understood then that the agents meant that they were confidential
informants. Only later did they learn that the phrase was a euphemism for
clandestine bugs, used for intelligence gathering only, not to develop evidence for
use in court. On June 30, 1965, President Lyndon Baines Johnson ordered an end
to all forms of electronic surveillance in domestic law enforcement. The quality of
the Bureau’s intelligence immediately began to deteriorate. By 1969, it had
degraded to the point that it could not assure the Subcommittee of the accuracy of
its membership lists at the lower levels.
9

Organized Crime: 25 Years After Malachi, Hearings Before the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations of the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs,
100th Cong., 2d Sess. 72 (1988).
6
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from publically available data, law enforcement secured convictions
after RICO of far more high-ranking Mob members.10 Of the Mob
members identified in 1969, members served an average of 41 months in
prison over their lifetime, or just less than four years.11 By contrast, the
10

To ensure the reliability of data, the only sources used in this study were the two
sets of committee hearings, Lexis Law, and the historical New York Times. Without
the cooperation of law enforcement agencies, including to their present intelligence
information that would reflect pending investigations and prosecutions, which is,
understandably, highly guarded, those data are the only data “available to study.”
In fact, it is doubtful that Congress could obtain that information. Ably helped by
two students, I conducted a keyword search for each named member in the federal
and state cases database, All News, and the New York Times Data Base. We noted
indictments that resulted in a trial; we did not note indictments not resulting in a
trial. We recorded the date of sentencing, if available. In the event it was not, we
noted the date of the first post-trial opinion. If the court gave a life sentence, we
noted it, and we used the time served to 2006 in the data analysis. Other data
recorded included name, date of birth, date of death, cause of death, position in the
crime family, and any known aliases. Through this method, we recorded data on
the five major crime families operating in New York City: the Bonanno, ColomboProfaci, Genovese, Gambino, and Lucchese families. While our study is not
exhaustive, it does represent a large sample population for comparing convictions
and sentences. We surveyed over 750 individuals named in the hearings,
representing a sizable sample of the known Mob leadership and membership.

11

These are the data obtained for 773 Mob members. Of those persons named in
the 1969 committee hearing (129 Mob members), 54 members never served a day
in jail nor did the government ever secure a conviction. Stated in a different way,
of the 129 Mob leaders identified in 1969, 41 percent never saw the inside of a
prison. That the high-ranking members served less than four years in prison over
their lifetime demonstrates a failure of the law to secure meaningful convictions
that incapacitated criminals who devoted a lifetime to serious crime. Often the
government only charged these members with crimes like criminal contempt or
obstruction of justice that carried minimal sentences. For example, within the
Bonanno family, the government never convicted 5 of the 25 known members. Of
7
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Mob members identified in the 1988 hearings served an average of 101
months (almost 8.5 years) for each conviction, with many members
convicted two or three times.12 Of the members identified in the 1988
hearings, 30 percent suffered a conviction for RICO or RICO
conspiracy. By far, Mob members charged with RICO violations served
the most prison time. Those charged with RICO, including those
charged with a RICO violation for whom the government secured a plea
bargain, served an average of 11 years.13
The government used RICO to secure convictions against those in
the upper echelons of family hierarchy previously insulated from the
those Bonanno members convicted, they most commonly went down for contempt
of court (17 convictions) that carried an average jail term of 2 months.
12

These data omits numerous life sentences under service that are not quantifiable.
We obtained these preliminary data from a 140-person sample of the Bonanno
crime family. Of the 115 members identified in 1988, we were able to find
convictions of 71 members. Of these 71 members convicted, the government
prosecuted 29 several times, indicating a high (40 percent) chance of recidivism.
Of the 71 convicted, the government secured convictions of 36 for RICO or RICO
conspiracy.

13

These data omit RICO trials under way or where the sentence remained
unpublished. The average is far less than RICO’s 20-year penalty, because a
majority (60 percent) secured plea bargains. On the other hand, we attempted to
quantify life sentences and sentences still under service by calculating months
served to date (June 2006).
8
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reaches of the law. Before RICO, the government seldom secured
convictions of bosses of organized crime families, and when it did, they
served an average of only 17 months for each conviction. Because of
RICO, bosses then served an average of 100 months for each conviction,
and government secured convictions for multiple violations.14 The
practical result of these convictions is that the family leadership is
disrupted, impeding the flow of information at all levels, and,
significantly, placing inexperienced “acting bosses” to governing
members in their street activities. 15
The conclusion is that, along with other tools—principally the
witness protection program, electronic surveillance, and the sentencing
guidelines, particularly when they were mandatory—RICO works.

14

The same trend continues for Underbosses, Consiglieri, and Capos. Before
RICO, Underbosses served an average 75 months per violation. After RICO, they
served an average 97 months. Similarly, Consiglieri and Capos now serve
sentences twice as long, and the government secures convictions far more
frequently.

15

This turn of events occurred, among others, in the Anguilo (Boston) and
Luccheses (New York) families. See Steven Fox, Blood and Power: Organized
Crime in the Twentieth-Century America 405 ( Penguin Books 1989).
9
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Professor G. Robert Blakey
William J. and Dorothy K. O’Neill Professor of Law Emeritus
Notre Dame Law School
7002 East San Miguel Ave.
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253-5970
574-514-8220
blakey.1@nd.edu

10
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Appendix A

RICO’s Effect on The Mob
A. The Nature of the Study
The data we collected here are one possible metric of the effects of
RICO on the Mob. We used publically available data. We examined
Senate hearings for the names of members of the Mob known to law
enforcement in the 1960s and the 1980s.16 Our study, however, focuses
on Captains, Consiglieri, Underbosses, and Bosses in the New York City
area. These data on this subset are more reliable than the set of known
Mob members. In addition, we examined LexisNexis databases and the
historic New York Times. LexisNexis provides several useful
databases, including state and federal cases, along with a wide array of
newspapers; the historic New York Times allowed tracking of known
members of the Mob in the years preceding coverage by LexisNexis.
16

More members of the Mob exist, of course, than those listed in the Senate
hearings, but, in all likelihood, the ones who escaped detection are low-level
soldiers, because the FBI has kept track of the upper hierarchy of the families. In
addition, law enforcement in the New York area has faced the challenge of the
Mob for a longer time than in other cities.
11
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The data in this study provides two rough snapshots of the Mob. One
snapshot is of the Mob before RICO and its vigorous use by federal
authorities. The other is of the Mob after RICO and its vigorous use by
federal authorities.
B. The Genovese Family
The Genovese family is one of the largest families in New York.
Founded by Charles Luciano, it originally bore his name. It now bears
the name of Luciano’s successor. Formed directly from the Masseria
gang, the Genovese family is and has been involved in various rackets as
well as legitimate businesses and unions, including the Fulton Fish
Market, the Teamsters, International Longshoremen’s Association, and
the garbage carting industry.
Luciano controlled the family until 1937 when a state jury
convicted him for compulsory prostitution and the United States
deported him. Frank Costello held the reins of the family from 1937
until 1957, when Costello relinquished them after Vincent Gigante fired
a bullet at him, but in fact only grazed his head. Vito Genovese,
Luciano’s Underboss, ordered the hit to regain his leadership role
12
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following Luciano’s deportation. Vito Genovese, whose name remains
associated with the family, was in control until his death in 1969.
From 1970 until the present, two men have run the Genovese
Family. Philip Lombardo was Boss from 1970 until 1982, when because
of his deteriorating health, he handed control to Vincent Gigante.
Gigante is in control of the family, but he ruled from federal prison after
RICO convictions. Many authorities believed that Anthony Salerno was
a Boss of the Genovese family in the 1980s until his 100-year sentence
in 1988 under RICO. Authorities now believe that Salerno merely posed
as Boss at the request of Lombardo and Gigante to throw off federal
investigators.
According to our data, a Genovese Boss, as listed in the 1969
Committee Hearings, could expect to spend slightly more than 5 years or
61 months in prison. Likewise, a Consigliere averaged exactly 5 years
during his tenure, while no listed Underboss spent a single day in prison.
Before RICO, he would average roughly 4 years, or 49.8 months, in
prison during the course of his tenure.

13
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The sentences and types of convictions varied greatly for Captains.
A crew could be involved in prostitution, loan sharking, or illegal
gambling or could be involved in something as sophisticated as labor
racketeering or overseas importation of narcotics. Of the 22 Genovese
Captains listed in the 1969 hearings, the average Captain could expect to
spend 8 years in prison during his life.
Moving to the 1988 hearings, only one Boss appears. Vincent
Gigante, who died in 2005, did not expect his release from prison until
2012; by then he would have spent 25 years in prison during his tenure.
No Underbosses appeared in the hearings, but a Consigliere who did
appear received an 80-year sentence in 1989.
Twenty-seven Captains appear in the 1988 hearings. The sentence
for the average captain in the Genovese family greatly increases as
compared to a Captain from the 1960s. The court sentenced the average
Captain listed in the 1988 hearings to an average of 25 years, or 302
months, over the course of his life to date.
Table 1: The Genovese Crime Family
Average Sentences
14
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Boss

Average length of
sentences before
RICO
60 months (5 years)

Underboss
Consigliere

0 months
60 months (5 years)

Top three positions

49.8 months (4
years)
(8 years)

Position

Captain

Average length of
sentences after
RICO
300 months (25
years)
n/a
960 months (80
years)
630 months (52
years)
302 months (25
years)

The overall data for the Genovese family provides only a little
insight into the effect of RICO, because of the need for more data on
more individuals to fill out the picture. That said, these data now exist
for Captains; an average Captain’s lifetime prison sentence increased
from roughly 8 years to a little over 25 years.
C. The Gambino Crime Family
Like the Genovese family, the Gambino Crime Family grew out of
the ranks of Joseph Masseria’s gang. The greater notoriety of the
Gambino family is probably due to the prominence of John Gotti, Sr.
When the Mob formed the family in 1931, Alfred Mineo was Boss, but
he was generally unknown to law enforcement authorities. He
15
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disappeared from the organized crime scene in 1951, and Albert
Anastasia became Boss. Anastasia murdered Mineo to gain control of
the family. In 1957, Carlo Gambino who then took control of the family
had Anastasia murdered.
Carlo Gambino was a seminal figure in the history of the Gambino
family and the Mob. He controlled the Gambino family for nearly two
decades through the period of the Mob’s greatest power in New York.
Carlo Gambino died in 1976 of a heart attack. When Gambino died,
Paul Castellano took over.
While Castellano ran the family, a strict no narcotics rule governed
the family’s activities.17 Thus, when Castellano learned that John
17

A “no narcotics rule” existed in the Mob, with varying degrees of enforcement,
for most of its history. Fearing the social outrage and the long sentences under
trafficking in narcotics, any member caught dealing in narcotics would be killed.
In fact, the Mob enjoyed a degree of social acceptance, because it provided the
public with “harmless” illegal entertainment. Many ordinary citizens enjoyed the
use of the local bookie, policy, or an underground casino. The Mob also provided
bootlegged liquor and contraband cigarettes at low prices. The Commission feared
the public tolerance that the Mob enjoyed would cease if the Mob acquired a
reputation for drug dealing. More important, the Commission feared the long, and
in particular mandatory, sentences under narcotics would provide irresistible
incentives to get plea deals for testimony, making higher-level positions in the
families increasingly insecure. In fact, insulation from conviction for leaders was a
key purpose behind the structure of the Mob. While illegal gambling carries
relatively short prison terms, a drug conviction often results in sentences of
16
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Gotti’s crew was extensively involved in trafficking narcotics, Gotti had
to act before Castellano sanctioned them. In 1986, as Castellano exited
Sparks Steak House in Manhattan, gunmen opened fire, while Gotti
stood down the street and watched. Then, in control of the family, Gotti
frequently appeared in the newspapers, pictured in expensive suits,
earning the nickname “the Dapper Don.” Publicity is rare for a member
of the Mob. Because of it, Gotti became a household name. His
notoriety grew and the press, because government efforts to convict him
ended in three acquittals, renamed him “the Teflon Don.” In 1992,
RICO charges finally stuck (an FBI agent dubbed him the “Velcro
Don”) and Gotti received a life sentence. He died 10 years later of
cancer. In 2002, after John Gotti’s death, Peter Gotti became the Boss
of the Gambino family. A jury convicted Peter in 2003 for RICO

decades or more. The fear was that members facing such sentences would violate
omerta, the code of silence, to get reduced sentences.
In fact, the long sentences under RICO have contributed to an unprecedented
number of members, including Underbosses and a Boss, testifying against the
Mob. In fact, the Commission was farsighted in discouraging activities calling for
long sentences. But RICO ended the ability to steer clear of lengthy sentences by
making involvement in the Mob punishable with lengthy sentences of 20-years to
life where murder was a predicate act.
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conviction; another jury found him guilty of a conspiracy to commit
murder.
Before RICO, the average Boss of the Gambino family faced at
most 4-years, precisely 47 months, in prison over his life. But once he
assumed the position of Boss, he could expect to never see the inside of
a prison again.18 A Gambino Underboss averaged 3 years in prison
during his tenure, and during his term in office, a Consigliere could
expect 5 years behind bars.19 During the tenure of the top three ruling
positions, the average member would spend just over 2 years, or 26.4
months, in prison. The Gambino Captains, however, engaged in a broad
range of crimes, resulting in more convictions; each Captain averaged
just over 10 years, or 120.2 months, in prison over his entire life.
After RICO, the average Gambino Boss can expect to spend over
34 years, or 412 months, in prison during his life Likewise, an
18

When Carlo Gambino and Paul Castellano died both were under indictments. A
grand jury indicted Gambino in 1970 of conspiring to hijack an armored car;
Castellano was on trial for RICO charges.

19

The average time spent in prison over the course of a lifetime for a Gambino
Underboss and Consigliere did not change despite their gaining a higher position in
the family.
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Underboss could expect to spend an average of 30 years, 360 months, in
prison during his life, while a Consigliere fared better and could look
forward to averaging 7 years, or 84 months. Thus, a member of the
Gambino ruling elite averaged roughly 19 years, 235 months, in prison
while occupying his position. In contrast, a Gambino Captain spent an
average of about 18 years, 225.3 months, in prison over his life.
Table 2: The Gambino Crime Family
Average Sentences

Boss

Average length of
sentences before
RICO
0 months

Underboss

36 months (3 years)

Consigliere
Top three positions

60 months (5 years)
26.4 months (2
years)
120.2 months (10
years)

Position

Captain

Average length of
sentences after
RICO
412 months (34
years)
360 months (30
years)
84 months (7 years)
235 months (19
years)
225.3 months (18
years)

The most dramatic increase of prison time occurs among Bosses
and Underbosses. Bosses averaged 34 more years of prison time during
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their tenure after RICO, while Underbosses averaged 27 more years of
incarceration.
D. The Bonanno Crime Family
The Bonanno Crime family arose in 1931 after the
Castellammarese war in the Mob.
When formed, Joseph Bonanno was the head of the family, but the other
bosses forced him to resign in 1964 after a failed attempt to seize control
of the Commission. This family was the first prosecuted under criminal
RICO. Joseph Pistone—the famed “Donnie Brasco”—who infiltrated
the family in the 1970s, provided much of the evidence used to secure
the convictions.
Historically, the Bonanno family has suffered from battles over
leadership and control. After the Commission unseated Joseph
Bonanno, the family underwent intense internal warring for 11 years
until Carmine Galante took control. Galante imported Sicilian mafia
members and seized control of the family from 1975 until 1979 when,
once again, the Commission intervened. Out of fear of Galante’s
growing power, the Commission ordered his execution, and Philip
20
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Rastelli became Boss. Nevertheless, RICO prosecutions rocked the
family in the early 1980s. Rastelli entered federal prison soon after
taking control of the family and stayed there until he died in 1991.
The Family’s most profitable times arose under the more recent
reign of Joseph Massino in the 1990s. In fact, Massino changed the
name of the family to the Massino family to reflect his contribution.
The pride was short-lived, because Massino also turned out as the
Bonanno family’s greatest humiliation. In 2004, after a jury convicted
him on RICO charges, Massino turned state’s witness. Massino became
the first Boss from the New York area to testify on behalf of the
government.
Prison sentences for the leadership of the Bonanno crime family
listed in the 1969 hearings show that the average Boss spends less than a
year, 11.5 months, in prison during his tenure as Boss. Over the course
of his lifetime, the average Bonanno Boss spent almost 7 years, 83.5
months, in prison. Before RICO, the average Underboss spent over 2
years, 33 months, in prison during his tenure, while a Consigliere faired
even better averaging only 1 month of prison time during his tenure. A
21
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member of these three most-insulated positions could expect to serve
just over one year, 14.2 months, during his tenure as a member of the
ruling elite of the family.
After RICO, the average sentence of Bonanno family leaders
dramatically increased. A Boss looked forward to 65 years, 780 months,
as the prison sentence during his tenure. Based on 1988 hearings, a
Consigliere, after RICO, averaged 11 years during his tenure.
Table 3: The Bonanno Crime Family
Average Sentences

Boss

Average length of
sentences before ETI
11.5 months (1 year)

Underboss
Consigliere

33 months (3 years)
1 month (0 years)

Top three positions

14.2 months (1 year)

Position

Average length of
sentences after ETI
780 months (65
years)
n/a
132 months (11
years)
564 months (47
years)

Viewing the average length of sentences for the two generations of
Bonanno crime family members, the increase in sentences is evident.
The three positions taken as a whole saw increases. Before RICO, the
average member of the leadership could expect sentences during his
22
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tenure as slightly over one year, but after RICO, the average leader
could expect 47 years in cumulative sentences. The other noticeable
increase was among Bosses. Those Bosses serving before RICO
averaged roughly one-year of incarceration, but the sentences increased
dramatically to an average of 65 years after the FBI developed the
enterprise theory of investigation.
E. The Effect Upon the Mob
Until now, the focus has been on the leadership of each family.
The tables and explanations provide some insight into the effect upon
each family. To get a more accurate picture of the effect of RICO
requires a larger sample size. Using these three families as a
representative sample of the New York Mob, this section looks again at
the statistics, but from a wider angle. This section recasts the numbers
by taking all Bosses and averaging them regardless of which family they
represent. So, also, with the other positions of leadership, thus providing
a larger and more representative sample of the Mob in New York City.
Looking at the Bosses of these families and examining the
sentences that a Boss could expect during his tenure, those listed in the
23
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1969 hearings averaged aggregate sentences of just over 2 years, 32.8
months. While those Bosses listed in the 1988 hearings, after RICO,
averaged over 47 years, 568 months, aggregate sentences.
Sentences also increased for Underbosses and Consiglieri.
Underbosses listed in the 1969 hearings averaged aggregated sentence
lengths of over 2 years, 30.6 months, as opposed to Underbosses listed
in the 1988 hearings, who averaged sentences of 30 years, 360 months.
Meanwhile, Consiglieri listed before RICO averaged just over 3 years,
40 months, compared to Consiglieri after RICO who averaged 41 years,
492 months.
Finally, if you take all positions of leadership, you notice marked
increases of sentences after RICO. Prior to RICO, they received an
aggregate of slightly more than 2 years, 32.9 months. Further, those
listed in leadership positions of the Mob after RICO received an average
aggregate sentence of 42 years, 509 months.
Table 4: The Genovese, Gambino, and Bonanno Crime Families
Average Sentences
Position

Average sentence
length before ETI
24

Average sentence
length after ETI
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Boss
Underboss
Consigliere
Combined

32.8 months (2
years)
30.6 months (2
years)
40 months (3 years)
32.9 months (2
years)

568 months (47
years)
360 months (30
years)
492 months (41
years)
509 months (42
years)

F. Analyzing the Data
In any study that uses statistics, sample size is crucial. The greater
the sample size the more likely the averages represent the population.
When dealing with the leadership of individual crime families, the
problem becomes acute, because each family only has a handful of
positions in a given family. That said, the statistics for each family and
for each leadership role within the family paints a picture with broad
strokes. You are able to get a sense of the effect of prosecution on the
family over several generations. That average aggregate sentences
increased is beyond serious question.
Accuracy increases as the numbers flatten out as the sample size
grows. When you examine each leadership position regardless of which
family it is in, the sample size grows. Moreover, to group a given
25
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position in one family with the same position in another family does not
jeopardize the accuracy of the study goal. Thus, this study attempted to
see how RICO affected sentences on the leadership of the Mob.
Finally, the data reflect the greatest degree of accuracy when you
look at leadership positions disregarding their family of origin. At this
point, the sample size is at its largest, and these data speak most
eloquently. While a Boss is the most insulated, the Underboss and
Consigliere also enjoy great insulation, but they must interface with the
Captains. Nevertheless, the insulation from conviction is not
heterogeneous.
While these calculations are not flawless, and require care in use,
the study suggests important conclusions if you compare average
aggregate sentences. The growth in sentences is not nominal.
RICO has at least one key goal: To ensure that those in leadership
positions of organized crime do not escape prosecution simply by the
structure of the organizations. This study shows that the government
today successfully prosecutes the leadership of the Mob, and they
receive commensurate sentences that principally serve to incapacitate
26
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the offender. When the aggregate sentence is roughly 40 years, anyone
over 30 years of age is incapacitated. Likewise, those over 40 years of
age will likely serve the rest of their life in prison.
RICO works to decimate the leadership of the Mob. Whatever else
it does, it takes the organization out of organized crime.

27
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Memorandum on Organized Crime
“Under RICO, no matter who ... we are, if we’re together, they’ll
getevery ... one of us.”
Mafia boss, Gennaro Angiulo, as quoted in United
States v. Cintolo, 818 F.2d 980, 984-85 (1st Cir. 1987).

I. Definition of Organized Crime Groups.
Memoranda such as this often begin by offering a definition of
“organized crime,” but noting the widespread disagreement,1 we bypass
the academic debate on the proper definition of “organized crime.”
Instead, we describe the senses in which we use, rather than define, the
phrase.2 For our purposes, the phrase is used in at least three separate,
but not mutually exclusive, senses: “enterprise,” “syndicate,” and
“venture.”
Enterprise: An organized crime “enterprise” is an organized crime
group, developed by criminals, to provide illicit persons, goods, or
services for an underground market. A narcotic wholesaler and his
cutting crew, for example, would fall into this category. An organized
crime “enterprise” is a firm or business organization; it may engage in
such illegal economic activities as production, distribution, or provision
of illegal persons (e.g., immigrants), illegal goods (e.g., drugs, stolen
1

See, e.g., Curtis J. Milhaupt & Mark D. West, The Dark Side of Private Ordering: An
Institutional and Empirical Analysis of Organized Crime, 67 U. CHI. L. REV. 41, 46 (2000)
(“little agreement … on a definition of organized crime”). For the definition of “organized
crime” in federal and state law, see G. Robert Blakey, Definition of Organized Crime in Statutes
and Law Enforcement, in PRESIDENT’S COMMISSION ON ORGANIZED CRIME, REPORT TO THE
PRESIDENT AND THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, THE IMPACT: ORGANIZED CRIME TODAY 511 (1986).
2

Some definition is essential, but the various functions of law enforcement, police, prosecution,
courts, and corrections need not have a unitary definition. The definition for each must reflect
the purposes of those making definitions. Because each function has different purposes, tailormade definitions are essential.
1
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property, etc.), or illegal services (e.g., prostitution, fencing of stolen
property, etc.). Typically, such organizations present a greater potential
threat to the public than individual wrongdoers do. Concerted action
increases the likelihood that those involved will attain their criminal
objective(s), decreases the probability that the individuals involved will
depart from their path of criminality, and provides law enforcement
different challenges in gathering evidence, trying offenders, and
imposing criminal, civil, and administrative sanctions.
Relative to individual criminal activity, group association often, if
not normally, makes accomplishing crimes that are possible that is more
complex. Groups develop specialized roles for committing the offenses.
Skill sets differentiate, and they divide labor accordingly. Efficiency
and effectiveness increase. Further, an organized crime group is not
limited to the particular objective on which it has embarked.
Combination in crime makes more likely the commission of crimes
unrelated to the original purpose of the group.
In sum, a criminal confederation generates a danger that the
criminals involved will find it advantageous to use the enhanced group
power to branch out and engage in unrelated offenses from those that led
to the formation of the organization in the first instance. As illicit
behavior is by definition outside of the law, its long-term success
requires subversion of law enforcement, administrative functions, and
the political process itself. Gradually, organized criminals threaten to
subvert the rule of law in the community, and it can eventually take over
the state itself, choking off the vitality of any community in which it
thrives.
Syndicate: An organized crime “syndicate,” also an organized
crime group, forms to regulate relations between various organized
crime “enterprises.” Some “syndicates” confine their activities to
metropolitan or regional areas, while others are national or international
in scope. “Syndicates” may focus on one field or endeavor, or they will
engage in a range of different products or services. The Sicilian Mafia is
2
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an archetypical illustration of a “syndicate” that has at one time or
another had its hand in a variety of illegal activities throughout countries
in Europe and the Western Hemisphere.3 Generally, a “syndicate’s”
function is not to engage directly in criminal activities, though often they
do—and in a major way. Instead, they provide quasi-governmental
services. Lacking access to courts or other dispute resolutions
mechanisms, criminal groups need to allocate territories and fields of
endeavor, and they must adjudicate disputes. Additionally, “syndicates”
often “levy taxes” on other organized crime groups or professional
criminals. Similar to a criminal cartel or business organization, the
“syndicate” is the group that provides services to other criminal groups
or to a larger group than itself.
Venture: An organized crime “venture” is an organized crime
group that meets on an ad hoc basis to engage in a particular course of
criminal conduct. It may be the hijacking of a truck or the robbery of a
bank. A “venture’s” criminal activity differs from general hijacking or
robbery, because one or more members of the group are “syndicate”
connected or are members of an organized crime group. Because of
their membership in the “syndicate” or their relation to it, they (and the
3

Mention of the Sicilian Mafia raises questions about the role that ethnicity plays in organized
crime groups. Joseph Valachi, the first made member to testify publically in a Senate hearing
about the Mafia in the United States from its modern organization in the 1930s until 1963, put it
well, “Senator, I am not talking about Italians. I am talking about criminals.” NICHOLAS GAGE,
MAFIA, U.S.A. 11 (Dell ed. 1973). In sum, no ethnic group has a monopoly on its involvement
in organized crime. That said, organizational theorists term the ability of one person in an
organization to control one or more other persons as “span of control.” AMITAI ETZIONI,
MODERN ORGANIZATIONS 23 (1964). Typically, the person exercises span of control through
tradition, rational persuasion, or personal charisma. Id. at 51-52. Thus, in fact, ethnicity
facilitates, strengthens, and widens the “span of control.” It makes these organized crime groups
more effective and long lasting than other organized crime groups. Finally, if the ethnic relations
value group cohesion, common ethnicity plays a powerful role. Those values include respect for
the ethnic tradition, a willingness to put the group ahead of personal concerns, personal loyalty, a
reticence to talk about group matters outside of the group, and a general distrust of government.
The identification of the ethnic character of a particular group is, however, merely a matter of
convenience. Importantly, too, the presence or absence of a particular ethnic group within a
community does not mean that the community has or does not have organized crime groups.
What people do, not who they are, is what counts in the ultimate analysis of organized crime
groups.
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group) have access to superior criminal resources, including capital,
skilled labor, or outlets for stolen property, etc. Thus, organized crime
“ventures” present a qualitatively different challenge to law enforcement
and the community than robbery or other forms of theft committed by an
individual.4
II. Presence of Organized Crime Groups in a Community.
The first requirement for any policy maker is adequate
information. How can a policy maker determine if organized crime
groups operate within his community? They do not file annual reports,
but if they did, they would not be reliable. It is a question of indicia.
Most icebergs have a specific gravity of 0.9, which means that 6/7 of the
mass is below the sea surface. That does not mean, however, that a 30meter-high iceberg is 180 meters deep in all cases. Other factors play a
role. In fact, this specific gravity metric obtains mainly among
rectangular, blocky, or flat-topped icebergs common to the Antarctic.
The point is that what is true of icebergs is mutatis mutandis true of
organized crime groups. They will have a surface face and a
subterranean reality. The surface face will give those knowledgeable in
how organized criminal behavior acts indicia of the subterranean reality.
Illicit Drugs: Does a particular community have a “problem” with
illicit drugs? Drug traffic is clandestine, and drug use is generally
private. Apart from general law enforcement intelligence, which should
have general antidotal data, how can you approximate the presence or
extent of illicit drug use? Illicit drug usage tends to produce serious side
4

Much of what this memorandum describes, as “organized crime,” is present in street gangs
engaged in drug sale and violence to protect the “turf” within which they sell the drugs. For an
analysis and reporting on RICO and street gangs, see Lesley Suzan Bonney, Comment, The
Prosecution of Sophisticated Urban Street Gangs: A Proper Application of RICO, 42 CATH. U.
L. REV. 579 (1993); Mathew Purdy, Using the Racketeering Law to Bring Down Street Gangs,
N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 19, 1994, at col. 5, p. 1. See also United States v. Wong, 40 F.3d 1347, 1365
(2d Cir. 1994) (street gang engaged in extortion, armed robbery, kidnapping and murder;
application of Juvenile Delinquency Act to RICO considered); United States v. Thai, 29 F.3d
785, 795-800 (2d Cir. 1994) (street gang engaging in murder, robbery and extortion).
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effects. Individuals seeking treatment for drug overdoses in emergency
rooms is one indirect indicia of the problem. If heroin, for example, is
involved in an overdose and your community does not naturally grow
poppies, you can assume that one or more groups in another community
raised the poppies, refined the opium into heroin, transported the
finished product into your community, and sold it to local consumers.
Thus, a drug overdose, similar to ice visible on an iceberg in the ocean,
suggests a drug’s presence in your community. In addition, like the ice
below the surface, a fairly sophisticate organized crime network of
intercommunity drug trafficking exists.
Theft and Fencing5 of Stolen Property: Does a particular
community have a “problem” with theft and fencing of stolen property?
Automobile theft is common in many communities. Can you
subsequently find these cars in the community? If so, you can infer that
an isolated offender probably stole the car as a means of short-term
transportation. If not, the offender or an accomplice deconstructed the
car to sell its parts or transported the car to a new community. What
kind of car did the offender steal? If it was a popular model or a
particularly expensive model, you can infer that the offender stole it on
“order.” That is, a broker-fence, knowing he can resell stolen cars of a
particular type in another market, “ordered” it from another broker-fence
who had access to occasional or professional car-thieves operating in
your community. Some markets for stolen cars are voracious (e.g.,
eastern bloc countries of the former Soviet Union and Russia). If
offenders ship stolen cars from your community as part of the
international traffic in stolen cars, you have indicia of a sophisticated
traffic in stolen automobiles.
Once again, the analogy is to an iceberg; from what you see, you
can infer the presence of other factors or qualities. You may make a
similar inference if thieves steal other items that are especially valuable,
5

For an analysis of theft and fencing, see G. Robert Blakey & Michael Goldsmith, Criminal
Redistribution of Stolen Property: The Need for Law Reform, 74 MICH. L. REV. 1523 (1977).
5
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including precious stones, paintings by recognized artists,6 gold, bearer
bonds, etc. Hijackings of trucks carrying consumer goods or the theft of
large pieces of agriculture equipment indicate even deeper problems.
Those who steal truckloads of consumer goods do not steal them for
personal consumption. They sell them to broker-fences who, in turn,
resell them to commercial outlets willing to deal in stolen property or
ignore its possibility. The same is true of agriculture machinery theft
(e.g., tractors, combines, etc.) and many other valuable goods.
III. Law Enforcement Efforts to Control Organized Criminal
Groups.
Effective law enforcement7 requires (1) good substantive
provisions, (2) good procedural provisions, (3) good administrative
organizations, and (4) good personnel. Each element is required.
Without one, the system will be relatively ineffective.
Good Substantive Provisions: The substantive provisions of most
criminal codes are inadequate to deal with modern forms of organized
crime groups. The drafters often envision a particular form of crime
when writing criminal codes—usually isolated offenders engaging in
isolated criminal offenses. These offenses—murder, rape, burglary,
etc.—typically occur on the streets of major metropolitan areas or within
family dwellings. Most murders occur within the family group. They
are crimes of insanity or passion. Most rapes occur between individuals
who have some prior relationship. Stranger-rapes are less frequent.
Most robberies occur in large population centers, typically on the street
or in commercial establishments. It is not difficult to draft criminal

6

While fences know private individuals in the market for valuable, stolen paintings, making this
sale is exceeding difficult. Often, the thieves accomplish the theft with the plan of “selling” the
painting to the insurance company, who in turn has fraud agents who “recover” it.
7

A community needs many kinds of tools to control organized crime groups outside of law
enforcement.” It cannot do the whole job. This memorandum is limited to law enforcement.
6
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codes to address these individual offenses. Groups of criminals, on the
other hand, are the exception rather than the rule.
Organized criminal groups present a unique challenge. You still
have to convict the individuals of individual offenses, but you need to
focus on more than the individual offense. You need to consider the
relationship between the individual offense and the group connected to
the crime; you also need to connect the individual offenses to other
offenses of the same or of a diverse kind.8 In fact, organized crime
8

The Racketeer Influence and Corrupt Organizations Act (or RICO) is one such offense. Part
IV, infra, contains a simplified statement of its provisions.
RICO’s legal use is threefold: as a theory of investigation, as a theory of trial, and as a theory
of sanction. These theories blend into one another, but considering them separately facilitates
understanding. Traditionally, criminal investigations started with a single crime and moved
toward the isolated offender from the viewpoint of gathering evidence to convict him. RICO
begins in the same fashion, but it asks more broadly focused questions. What, if any, is the
relation of this offense and offender to another offender and other offense? Do the offenses form
part of a pattern? What, if any, is the relation of this offender or offender to an enterprise? Did
this offense generate assets? Where are they? As a theory of investigation, RICO focuses on
various relations: of crime-to-crime, of offender-to-offender, of crime-and-offender-to-an
enterprise. It is essential to these investigations to trace the flow and location of illicit assets. It
looks at offenses by, and against an enterprise. In sum, it is a theory of investigating enterprise
criminality.
Trial: As a theory of trial, as in traditional trials, RICO still focuses on the presentation of
evidence to convict an individual offender or offenders. At the same time, it broadens the trial to
focus on the “enterprise,” not necessarily as a defendant, but as the focal point of the trial around
which the evidence revolves. While not mutually exclusive, it is (1) a vehicle (actively
offending perpetrator), (2) the instrument (passively without culpability), through which the
offender(s) engaged in the pattern of offenses, or against which (3) a victim, or (4) as a prize, the
offender(s) directed their pattern of offenses—completely or in part. The trial also focuses on
the use, gain, or investing of illicit assets. In sum, it is a theory of trying enterprise criminality.
Sanction: As a theory of sanction, as in traditional trials, RICO seeks the traditional
sanctions of imprisonment and fine, but because of the kind of offenders convicted, it seeks just
sentences that principally incapacitate, and only secondarily deter; rehabilitation is not an aim of
RICO. RICO authorizes fines, but it also mandates forfeiture of any asset used to commit the
RICO offense or gained by it. Finally, RICO authorizes civil remedies by the government for
injunctions, including, but not limited to, prohibiting further offenses by offenders and to
reforming enterprises under RICO. In addition, RICO authorizes private civil suits to secure
injunctions and secure damages for victims of RICO. It is a theory of remedying—criminally
and civilly—enterprise criminality. For information regarding recent, comprehensive, and
successful RICO investigations and the outcomes of Mafia prosecutions in Chicago and New
York City, see JEFF COEN, FAMILY SECRETS: THE CASE THAT CRIPPLED THE CHICAGO MOB
7
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groups are prone to commit cognate offenses. Organized crime groups
may deal illicit drugs, and they may commit murder or use other forms
of violence in connection with the traffic. They may also receive stolen
property in exchange for the illicit drugs. Because of the variety of
related offenses, law enforcement needs to understand and gather
evidence on the character of the group and the pattern of their offenses,
and then seek to prosecute. The courts and the community need to see
the full scope of the criminal offenses to protect the community from the
criminal behavior. If the full scope of their activities comes before the
court and a conviction results, the court will appropriately impose more
severe sanctions, including long-term sentences of incarceration. You
cannot deter these types of offenders from crime, and they defy
rehabilitation; thus, incapacity is necessary for society’s protection. In
addition, legislatures must supplement fines by requiring the forfeiture
of both the instrumentalities and the proceeds of the offense (or
substituted assets).
Society needs more than criminal proceedings to control organized
criminal behavior. Prosecutors and investigative agencies must also
employ civil sanctions to reform corrupted institutions (e.g., unions,
market institutions, industries).
Regulatory agencies also need to consider the presence of
organized criminal behavior in the areas of their concentration.
Good procedural provisions: Procedural provisions include
authorizations and limitations on criminal investigations and the
subsequent use of the evidence obtained in court. Victims seldom come
forward to testify. Therefore, a compulsory process is essential to obtain
witness testimony. When witnesses refuse to testify, law enforcement
and prosecutors must be able to employ immunity techniques to
overcome evidentiary privileges (e.g., privilege against compulsory self(2009); ANTHONY M. DESTEFANO, THE LAST GODFATHER: “BIG” JOEY MASSINO AND THE FALL
OF THE BONANNO CRIME FAMILY (2006).
8
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incrimination). They must also have the ability to threaten civil or
criminal contempt to enforce orders to testify. Further, the law must
include deterrence (e.g., criminal liability) to protect against false
statements and to guarantee the truth of the witnesses’ testimony.
If witnesses testify, methods must exist to record their testimony,
so that prosecutors can subsequently use it in judicial proceedings to
secure sanctions if, perchance, anything happens to a witness. A
program to provide protection to the witness before trial and
subsequently to help the witness blend back into society, outside the
reach of vengeful offenders, is essential. A compulsory process to
obtain books and records of businesses or other entities to follow money
generated by these groups, in addition to a process to obtain other
physical evidence (e.g., voiceprints, fingerprints, photographs, etc.) is
critical to a successful prosecution.
Extraordinary investigative techniques are essential to obtain
substitutes or supplements to witness testimony. Traditional search
warrants for the physical records or evidence of organized criminal
behavior evidence are essential (e.g., drugs, drug paraphernalia, and
records of drug sales). Legislatures also need to grant law enforcement
permission to conduct various forms of non-consensual electronic and
visual surveillance in private areas (e.g., microphone surveillance of
sound, the interception of electronic communications, and wiretaps of
telephone messages).9
Trial procedures for the joinder of offenses and offenders must
consider the special needs of organized criminal prosecutions.10
9

For an analysis of the types of different uses and their effectiveness across offenses of
electronic surveillance, see REPORT OF THE NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR THE REVIEW OF FEDERAL
AND STATE LAWS RELATING TO WIRETAPPING AND ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE (1976).
10

For an extraordinarily insightful comparison of the effectiveness of American joinder rules in
successful RICO prosecutions and considerably less successful English rules, see Julie Gunnigle,
“Birds of a Feather” RICO: Trying Partners in Crime Together, 34 SYRACUSE J. INT’L L. &
COM. 41 (2006).
9
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Similarly, you must integrate the special needs of organized crime
prosecutions into the rules regulating the admissibility of trial evidence
(e.g., the admission of coconspirator statements against the other
members of a conspiracy).
Good Administrative Organizations: Traditionally, the
organization of law enforcement includes the function of police,
prosecution, courts, and corrections. The investigation and prosecution
of organized criminals requires further specialization. Today, police
agencies engage in patrol and detections. Detection requires
specialization in investigative techniques and the prosecution of
organized criminals. Prosecutors, too, must specialize and their
activities must reflect a functional integration in the investigation
process.11 When addressing the issues already present in the
community, planning functions must carefully consider the best
allocation of police and prospective resources. Training in the use of
special techniques of investigations and prosecution is essential.
Good Personnel: If nothing else, the necessary people involved in
the investigation and prosecution of organized criminal behavior must be
well trained, competent, and honest.
IV. Simple Statement of RICO Elements.12

11

For an analysis of specialized prosecution units, in particular in the area of labor racketeering
and the use of civil remedies under RICO, see Robert C. Stewart, Reflections on Labor
Racketeering and Interdisciplinary Enforcement, 9 TRENDS IN ORGANIZED CRIME 60 (2006). For
an analysis of specialized prosecution units at the state level, see G. ROBERT BLAKEY, RONALD
GOLDSTOCK, & CHARLES H. ROGOVIN, RACKETS BUREAUS: INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF
ORGANIZED CRIME (National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, U.S.
Department of Justice 1978).
12

For an analysis of the use and effectiveness of RICO against the Mafia, see JAMES B. JACOBS,
CHRISTOPHER PANARELLA & JAY WORTHINGTON, BUSTING THE MOB (1994); JAMES B. JACOBS,
COLEEN FRIEL & ROBERT RADICK, GOTHAM UNBOUND: HOW NEW YORK CITY WAS LIBERATED
FROM THE GRIP OF ORGANIZED CRIME (1999); JAMES B. JACOBS, MOBSTERS, UNIONS, AND FEDS:
THE MAFIA AND THE AMERICAN LABOR MOVEMENT (2006). For the history of the Mafia in the
United States and in New York City, see THOMAS REPPETTO, AMERICAN MAFIA: A HISTORY OF
10
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In 1970, Congress enacted the Organized Crime Control Act; Title
IX is the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act
(“RICO”).13 Restated in plain English—with Supreme Court and
selected commentary in the footnotes—RICO, in Section 1962 of Title
18, United States Code, provides:
(a)

a “person”14 who has received income from a “pattern of
racketeering activity”15cannot invest that income in an
“enterprise,”16

ITS RISE TO POWER (2004); id., BRINGING DOWN THE MOB: THE WAR AGAINST THE AMERICAN
MAFIA (2006); SELWYN RABB, FIVE FAMILIES: THE RISE, DECLINE AND RESURGENCE OF
AMERICA’S MOST POWERFUL MAFIA EMPIRES (2005).
13

Pub. L. No. 91-452, 84 Stat. 922 (1970), codified as, 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961-1968 (2006), as
amended by, USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, Pub. L. No. 107-56, § 813, 115 Stat. 272, 382 (2001).
14

18 U.S.C. § 1961(3). On the concept of “person” in RICO, see Michael J. Gerardi, The
“Person” at Federal Law: A Framework and a RICO Test Suite, 84 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 5
(2009).
15

In H. J. Inc. v. Northwestern Bell Tel. Co., 492 U.S. 229, 237 (1989), the Court, noting that it
is a limitation, not a definition, clarified the term “pattern” in 18 U.S.C. § 1961(5). It acted in
light of its legislative history to reflect a “relationship” between the acts in the “pattern,” that is,
that they were not isolated events; and “continuity” over time, or its threat. The threat was that
the length of time of the “pattern” would go on for a substantial period, more than a few weeks
or months, or was the regular way of doing business of an ostensibly legitimate or a plainly
illegitimate business. Id. at 238-43. A person violates section 1962 by engaging in a “pattern of
racketeering activity” in connection with an enterprise; he also violates it through the “collection
of an unlawful debt.” Id. § 1962(a)-(c). See, e.g., United States v. Oreto, 37 F.3d 739, 751 (1st
Cir. 1994) (collection of unlawful debt alone is sufficient); United States v. DiSalvo, 34 F.3d
1204, 1211 (3d Cir. 1994) (“used, or aided and abetted another person to use, implicit threats to
collect a debt” is sufficient).
16

The Court in United States v. Turkette, 452 U.S. 576, 583 (1981), rejected an attempt to
confine the term “enterprise” in 18 U.S.C. § 1961(4) to licit organizations, holding that in light of
the word “includes,” the definition of “enterprise” extended to licit and illicit organization of
“any” type. See Nat’l Org. for Women v. Scheidler, 510 U.S. 249, 259 n.5 (1994) (“enterprise”
plays the role of perpetrator, instrument, prize, or victim in violations of RICO). As the Court
recognized in Scheidler, enterprises may play different “roles” in different configurations of
RICO claims. The roles—not necessarily mutually exclusive—include “victim” (e.g., an
otherwise innocent “enterprise” or its members are or are injured or used); “prize” (e.g., control
11
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(b)
(c)

(d)

a “person” cannot get or keep control of an “enterprise” by
a “pattern of racketeering,”
a “person”17 who is employed by or associated with an
“enterprise” cannot “conduct”18 the affairs of the
“enterprise” through a “pattern of racketeering,” and
a “person” cannot “conspire”19 to violate RICO.20

Section 1963 of Title 18 sets out RICO’s criminal sanctions for a
violation of Section 1962. RICO’s criminal sanctions under Section
1963 require:
●
●
●

a criminal trial;
instituted by the Government;
through a grand jury indictment; and

is sought over an “enterprise” or its members); “instrument” (e.g., an otherwise innocent
“enterprise” or its members are or are used); or “perpetrator” (e.g., the “enterprise” or its
members are culpable); see generally Thomas O’Neill, Functions of the Enterprise Concept, 64
NOTRE DAME L. REV. 646 (1989) (best piece on “enterprise” in the literature). One of the more
difficult concepts in RICO is that of an association-in-fact enterprise. The Court recently
clarified it in Boyle v. United States, 129 S. Ct. 2237 (2009) (three elements: purpose,
relationship and longevity: concept of “structure” in relationship not limited to organization
similar to Mafia family).
17
The Court in Cedric Kushner Promotions, Ltd. v. King, 533 U.S. 158, 162-63 (2001), while
recognizing that the individual or entity that plays in section 1962(c) the role of a “person”
defendant cannot also play the role of an “enterprise,” held that the “enterprise-person” rule did
not preclude charging the individuals or entities employed or associated with the “enterprise,”
including its owner, as long as you did not also charge the individuals or entities as the
“enterprise.”
18

The Court in Reves v. Ernst & Young, 507 U.S. 170, 177-86 (1993), established that “conduct”
meant some part in the “operation or management” of the enterprise’s affairs. For an analysis of
“conduct” in RICO, see G. Robert Blakey & Kevin P. Roddy, Reflection on Reves v. Ernst &
Young: Its Meaning and Impact on Substantive, Accessory, Aiding Abetting and Conspiracy
Liability Under RICO, 33 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 1345 (1996).
19

For an analysis of “conspiracy” in RICO, see Nancy L. Ickler, Conspiracy to Violate RICO:
Expanding Traditional Conspiracy Law, 58 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 587 (1983).
20

This plain language translation of RICO owes its origin to St. Paul Mercury Ins. Co. v.
Williamson, 224 F.3d 425, 439 (5th Cir. 2000).
12
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●

the testing of the government’s proof by the standard of
“beyond a reasonable doubt.”

Section 1964 of Title 18 sets out RICO’s civil sanctions for a
violation of Section 1962.
RICO’s civil remedies under Section 1964 require:
●
●
●
●

a civil trial;
instituted;
either by the government or a private plaintiff; and
the testing of either the government’s or a private party’s
proof by the standard of “preponderance of the evidence.”21

This “outline is deceptively simple . . . [, however, because] each
concept is a term of art which carries its own inherent requirement of
particularity.”22
V. Implementation of RICO.
At first, the Department of Justice moved slowly when applying
RICO in criminal prosecutions. Today, it is the prosecutor’s tool of
choice against sophisticated forms of crime.23 The Department of
Justice is also beginning to implement RICO in civil provisions.24 Since
1970, prosecutors effectively use criminal RICO against:
21

See, e.g., Sedima v. Imrex Co., 473 U.S. 479, 488-89 (1985) (sections 1963 and 1964 use
“violation” in the same sense) (“We should not lightly infer that Congress intended the term to
have wholly different meanings in neighboring subsections.”); United States v. Cappetto, 502
F.2d 1351, 1357 (7th Cir. 1974) (government suit; preponderance of the evidence); Liquid Air
Corp. v. Rogers, 834 F.2d 1297, 1303 (7th Cir. 1987) (private suit; preponderance of the
evidence).
22

Elliott v. Foufas, 867 F.2d 877, 880 (5th Cir. 1989).

23

See Oversight on Civil RICO Suits, Hearings before the Senate Committee on the Judiciary,
99th Cong., 1st Sess., 109-11 (1985) (testimony of Assistant Attorney General Stephen S. Trott).
24
Id. at 116-17. (Litigation against mob-controlled unions reviewed.) See also United States v.
Private Sanitation Indus. Ass’n, 44 F.3d 1082, 1084 (2d Cir. 1994) (summary judgment properly
13
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1.
2.
3.
4.

organized crime groups;25
political corruption;26
white-collar crime;27 and
violent groups.28

Independent studies conclude that RICO effectively combats
sophisticated forms of crime. The President’s Commission on
Organized Crime praised RICO and recommended that states adopt
similar legislation.29 The General Accounting Office, too, in its study of
based on invocation of privilege against self-incrimination plus other evidence) (dissent
questioning civil, not punitive, character of civil RICO); United States v. Local 1804-1, Int’l
Longshoremen’s Ass’n, 44 F.3d 1091, 1096 (2d Cir. 1995) (consent decree enforced by civil
contempt; order must be clear, noncompliance clear and convincing, and individual in contempt
not reasonably diligent).
25

See, e.g., United States v. Barone, 114 F.3d 1284 (1st Cir. 1997) (prosecution of Patriarca
Family of Cosa Nostra; admissibility of statements against penal interest under FED. R. EVID.
804(b)(3); United States v. Brooklier, 685 F.2d 1208, 1213 (9th Cir. 1982) (RICO prosecution of
members of “Cosa Nostra, a secret national organization engaged in a wide range of racketeering
activities, including murder, extortion, gambling, and loansharking”); United States v. Salerno,
868 F.2d 524, 528 (2d Cir. 1989) (“The RICO enterprise alleged in the indictment is an
organization known as the ‘Commission’ of La Cosa Nostra, a nationwide criminal society
which operates through local organizations known as ‘families.’”). See S. Rep. No. 617, 91st
Cong., 1st Sess. 36-43 (1969) (6 of 11 individuals indicted in 1984 identified in 1969 in Senate
Report on RICO).
26

See, e.g., United States v. Bustamonte, 45 F.3d 933, 935 (5th Cir. 1995) (RICO conviction of
congressional representative for operation of office by bribery and gratuities); United States v.
Friedman, 854 F.2d 535, 541 (2d Cir. 1988) (RICO conviction of public officials in New York
City parking scandal).
27
See, e.g., United States v. Marubeni America Corp., 611 F.2d 763 (9th Cir. 1980) (prosecution
of Japanese corporation for RICO mail fraud and bribery).
28

See, e.g., United States v. Yarbrough, 852 F.2d 1522, 1526-28, 1540, 1546 (9th Cir. 1988)
(prosecution of “Order” or “Bruders Schweigen,” white-hate group for robbery and murder of
Jewish talk show host Alan Berg). See generally STEPHEN SINGULAR, TALKED TO DEATH: THE
MURDER OF ALAN BERG AND THE RISE OF THE NEO-NAZIS (1989).
29

President’s Commission on Organized Crime, REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT AND THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL—THE IMPACT: ORGANIZED CRIME TODAY (1986), concludes that RICO is one of the
most powerful and effective weapons in existence for fighting organized crime. Id. at 133-34.
14
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federal organized crime prosecutions for a Senate Subcommittee
concluded:
Prior to the passage of [RICO], attacking an organized
criminal group was an awkward affair. RICO facilitated the
prosecution of a criminal group involved in superficially
unrelated criminal ventures and enterprises connected only at
the usually well-insulated upper levels of the organization’s
bureaucracy.
… Before the Act, the government’s efforts were
necessarily piecemeal, attacking isolated segments of the
organization as they engaged in single criminal acts. The
leaders, when caught, were only penalized for what seemed
to be unimportant crimes. The larger meaning of these
crimes was lost because the big picture could not be
presented in a single criminal prosecution. With the passage
of RICO, the entire picture of the organization’s criminal
behavior and the involvement of its leaders in directing that
behavior could be captured and presented.30

30

Testimony before Congress of David C. Williams, Director of Special Investigations, General
Accounting Office, “Effectiveness of the Government’s Attack on Cosa Nostra” (April 14,
1988), in Organized Crime: 25 Years After Valachi: Hearings Before the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations of the Senate Comm. on Governmental Affairs, 100th Cong. 2d.
Sess. 72 (1988). After testimony by other witnesses similar to that of Director Williams, the
Senate’s Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations concluded that federal law enforcement
agencies “should continue, in appropriate and deserving cases, their innovative and effective use
of the enterprise theory of investigation, the task force approach, and the provisions of the RICO
statute.” Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations of the Senate Comm. on Governmental Affairs,
Federal Government’s Use of the RICO Statute and Other Efforts Against Organized Crime, S.
Rep. No. 407, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 31-32 (1990). Finally, the New York Times, in a special
report, “The Mob in Decline,” discussed RICO’s utility in the fight against organized crime:
Law-enforcement officials generally credit a long-term strategy adopted by the
Justice Department and the Federal Bureau of Investigation in the early 1980’s:
developing cases against the top leaders of organized-crime families and relying
largely on the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, or RICO, as a
courtroom tool.
15
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The Government did not begin to institute criminal RICO
prosecution with regularity until around 1975—apparently, the learning
curve was unusually steep. Nevertheless, since 1970, roughly 125
prosecutions occur per year.31 The organized crime area (not Mafia
alone, but also drugs, gambling, labor racketeering, etc.) accounts for
approximately 39%, while white-collar crime (corruption of
government, general fraud in the private sector, securities and
commodities fraud, etc.) accounts for 48%. Other categories such as
violent groups (terrorists, white-hate, anti-Semitic, etc.) constitute the
remaining 13%.

Conclusion
While few would argue that RICO litigation is without
controversy, the statute’s two-track system of public and private
enforcement is today, after an uncertain start, operating largely as
Congress originally designed it. Its impact on organized crime and
white-collar crime is—and promises to be—substantial. Similarly,
federal officials as well as private parties using criminal and civil
sanctions are working toward a more just society, in particular in the
area of white-collar fraud.32
By concentrating on enterprises rather than individuals, Federal prosecutors in
the last five years have removed the high commands of families through the
convictions and long prison sentences of almost 100 top Cosa Nostra leaders.
31

Selwyn Raab, A Battered and Ailing Mafia is Losing Its Grip on America, N.Y. TIMES, Oct.
22, 1990, at A12, col. 1.; Robert D. McFadden, The Mafia of 1980’s: Divided and Under Siege,
N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 11, 1987, at 1, col. 1; Stewart Darell, Busting the Mob, U.S. NEWS & WORLD
REPORT, Feb. 3, 1986, at 24; Special Report, The Mob on Trial, NEWSDAY, Sept. 7, 1986, at 4,
col. 1.
32

See, e.g., Edmund L. Andrews, None Prove So Stubborn as a Giant Spurned, N.Y. TIMES, Jan.
11, 1997, at 37, col. 2 (reporting Volkswagen settlement of RICO case brought by General
Motors); Saul Hansell, Bankers Trust Settles Suite With P & G, N.Y. TIMES, May 10, 1996, at 1,
col. 5 (reporting Bankers Trust Co. of New York settling RICO suit brought by Procter &
16
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Gamble); Louise Kehoe, Stolen Secrets Case Settled Out of Court by IBM and Hitachi, N.Y.
TIMES, Oct. 8, 1983, at 1., col. 1 (reporting Hitachi settled RICO suit brought by IBM).
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Threading the Needle:
Identifying and Preparing a Strong RICO Case
by Michael J. Mueller
Partner and Co-head of Retail and Consumer Litigation Practice
Hunton Andrews Kurth, LLP∗
Washington, D.C. and Miami, FL
So, your client has heard about the RICO statute and wants you to “RICO” the
other side? The provisions for recovery of treble damages and attorneys’ fees make this
attractive for a variety of reasons: to put pressure on the other side, to increase the
potential recovery for your client, and to lesson the fee burden on your client should you
prevail. But when the client asks you to consider a RICO claim, tell the client that you
need to think about it for awhile. Indeed, you do need to think about it for awhile.
Courts often dismiss RICO claims for a host of different reasons, and many lower
court judges are hostile to invocation of the RICO statute in civil cases, in large part
because many such claims are poorly pleaded or the statute simply does not apply to the
facts. Indeed, the Supreme Court has upheld the dismissal of RICO claims at the
pleading stage in some recent decisions. See Hemi Group, LLC v. City of New York,
N.Y., 559 U.S. 1 (2010) (dismissing for lack of proximate cause); Anza v. Ideal Steel
Supply Corp., 547 U.S. 451 (2006) (same); but see Bridge v. Phoenix Bond & Indem.
Co., 553 U.S. 639 (2008) (reinstating case that had been dismissed by lower court for
lack of standing due to lack of reliance).

∗

The author is grateful for the assistance of Armando Cordoves, Jr., an associate in the
Miami office of Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP. Copyright 2018 by Michael J. Mueller and
Institute of Continuing Legal Education in Georgia.
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Thus, practitioners must exercise a great degree of care in determining whether
to file a RICO claim and drafting the complaint. During the case intake phase, you need
to perform a detailed inquiry, gathering information and evaluating many legal and
pragmatic issues. Moreover, even if a potential plaintiff has a legally viable RICO claim,
you still must value the RICO claim and assess the difficulty of gathering the evidence to
prove the elements.
After you have assessed the potential RICO claim and determined that it is viable
and has value, then comes the difficult task of preparing the complaint. Courts are
hesitant to allow vaguely pleaded RICO claims to proceed past Rule 12(b)(6) motions.
For this reason, some courts ─ whether by local rule, or by standing order ─ require the
filing of a “RICO case statement” to ensure that the plaintiff has considered all of the key
concepts that are likely to arise on a motion to dismiss and in discovery. Therefore, you
must painstakingly research the RICO precedent in your circuit and draft a complaint
that satisfies each element of a RICO claim, alleging as specific and detailed facts as
possible. Also consider pleading a “little RICO statute” from your state or another
applicable state as a potential supplemental cause of action. See John E. Floyd, RICO
STATE BY STATE: A GUIDE TO LITIGATION UNDER THE STATE RACKETEERING STATUTES (ABA
2d ed. 2011).
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I.

Assessing the Landscape: Case Intake for a Potential RICO Claim
Before filing a RICO claim, you need to ask a multitude of questions to assess a

number of pragmatic and legal issues:
•

With how many other lawyers has the potential plaintiff spoken?
While this question may seem glib, many aggrieved persons think that they have
a RICO claim. They may have heard about it in the newspaper or television, or
have some passing familiarity with the statute from the experience of other
litigants. In some situations, a potential plaintiff has already spoken to other
counsel who told them that they do not have a viable RICO claim. Beware of
clients who say that all of the other attorneys to whom they spoke were wrong!

•

How much money is at issue? Many potential plaintiffs are mainly attracted
to the RICO statute because of its treble damages and fee-shifting provisions.
They also believe (correctly) that a RICO claim can be a “thermonuclear” device
in a civil litigation war. See Miranda v. Ponce Fed. Bank, 948 F.2d 41, 44 (1st
Cir. 1991) (“Civil RICO is an unusually potent weapon-the litigation equivalent of
a thermonuclear device.”). However, exercise caution when a potential plaintiff
is using these provisions to make the case attractive to you. You should think
twice and evaluate the case on the merits of the untrebled damages. This is
because you may end up recovering only on some other theory. Moreover, from
the perspective of the defendant(s), the maximum settlement value is most likely
going to be the untrebled damages because of a perception that so many RICO
claims do not withstand scrutiny.

3
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•

What is the nature and cause of injury to the named plaintiff? You
can certainly plead injury to other victims, and perhaps there is even a class
claim. However, first and foremost, you must consider whether the predicate act
proximately caused injury to “business or property” of the proposed client or
class of proposed clients. See 18 U.S.C. § 1964(c) (1976). Alternatively, if you are
pleading conspiracy, then you must consider whether there was an injury from an
act that is “wrongful” under the RICO statute. See Beck v. Prupis, 529 U.S. 494,
503 (2000).

•

Who is the deep pocket? And is that person different from the
contemplated “enterprise”? These important questions are interrelated.
Otherwise, you may have a great theory, but one that is entirely non-recoverable.
If you are planning to file a claim under 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c) and the defendant is
also the contemplated RICO “enterprise,” then you should rethink your theory.
Because you have to chase the RICO “persons,” you need to identify and plead a
RICO “enterprise” that is not merely the same as the defendant. See Cedric
Kushner Promotions, Ltd. v. King, 533 U.S. 158, 161-62 (2001). Depending on
the facts, you may be able to construct an association-in-fact enterprise where the
deep pocket is only one of the persons or entities at issue. See Boyle v. United
States, 556 U.S. 938, 945-47 (2009) (Supreme Court’s most recent explication of
principles for an association-in-fact enterprise).

•

What is the alleged “pattern” of racketeering? As a general rule, you
must plead two acts of racketeering, known as the predicate acts. See 18 U.S.C.
§ 1961(1). Racketeering may involve the same facts as the “enterprise” issue, but
it is analytically distinct. See United States v. Turkette, 452 U.S. 576, 583 (1981).
4
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A potential plaintiff may have difficulty identifying a pattern of racketeering,
particularly if the potential plaintiff was the victim of only one predicate act and
cannot identify other victims or schemes. See H.J. Inc. v. Nw. Bell Tel. Co., 492
U.S. 229, 240-43 (1989). To identify and plead a good “pattern,” counsel must
look for related acts of wrongdoing or multiple victims.
•

Is the duration of the “pattern” sufficiently long? This is one of the
biggest questions in assessing the viability of a RICO claim. See H.J. Inc., supra.
Namely, has the conduct ceased and, if so, how long did it last? If the conduct
lasted a long time (e.g., two years), then you have an easy case for closed-ended
continuity. The particular length that will satisfy the requirement for closedended continuity varies by circuit. If the conduct was short-lived, then you might
try pleading open-ended continuity by asking if the conduct is still ongoing,
threatens by its nature to be repeated, or is part of the defendant’s regular way of
doing business.

•

Where did the conduct occur? Do you have a hook to get into court in a
circuit that may be more favorably disposed toward RICO claims? Was your
client injured in the Eleventh Circuit (i.e., easier to plead) or the Fourth Circuit
(i.e., more difficult to plead)? Is at least one of the RICO “persons” a resident of
one of these “easier to plead” forums? If so, file the case in the forum with the
least exacting standard for evaluating RICO claims, and drag the other
defendants there under 18 U.S.C. § 1965(d).

5
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II.

Assessing the Upside: Determining the Value of a RICO Claim
Simply put, it is not easy to prevail on a RICO claim, even if legally viable.

Indeed, prosecuting a RICO claim requires a civil plaintiff to expend a great deal of time
and financial resources. Thus, you must determine the value of the claim and your
ability to gather information needed to prove the damages that are basis for that value.
•

How do you assess whether the case has any value? There must be
injury to your client’s business or property. See 18 U.S.C. § 1964(c). It need not
be “racketeering injury,” but it must be proximately “caused by [RICO] predicate
acts.” See Sedima, S.P.R.L. v. Imrex Co., Inc., 473 U.S. 479, 495, 497 (1985). No
matter whom you are representing, you should entertain hiring an economist
early in the case to evaluate whether you can proffer a witness both to explain the
harm and to distinguish that harm from the other explanations that the
defendants will offer for it. See, e.g., Harris v. Orange S.A., 636 Fed. Appx. 476,
483 (11th Cir. 2015) (finding no proximate cause in shareholder-employees’ RICO
action against corporation for diminished value of shares because of difficulty
determining what losses were attributable to the defendants’ conduct, as opposed
to market conditions and the like).

•

What information should you gather and document to prove injury?
This depends on the type of RICO predicate act at issue. However, there several
considerations for determining the information that you need:
o Has your client suffered lost revenue or income?
o Have your client’s revenues increased, but under circumstances where
they clearly would have been much higher without the defendant’s
conduct? (This is a more difficult case than lost revenue or income.)
6
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o Has your client relinquished property, or suffered a diminution in the
value of property that it did not relinquish?
o Consider hiring an expert to establish a link between the defendant’s
actions and the alleged damages.
•

What type of information should you gather to prove predicate acts
or the enterprise? There are several types of information that you should
gather, if they exist in your case:
o Admissions of the potential defendant. You might find these
through an informant or whistleblower or in statements made by one of
the principals, including either public statements or internal
documentation (e.g., meeting minutes or private reports).
o Prior conviction of defendant, or findings by a government
agency. Such findings are useful if they blame acts or damages on the
potential defendant.
o Assertions by an NGO or a media outlet. You can always start with
someone else’s description of what happened or how the players
interrelated.

7
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III.

Putting Pen to Paper: Drafting a Complaint That Will Survive a
Motion to Dismiss

1. If the plaintiff’s story is complicated, then consider including a compelling
introduction or “nature of the case” statement (one to ten paragraphs in length)
because the judge may not get past the first few pages of the complaint. This is
your opportunity to tell your client’s story to the judge in a compelling and
concise manner before potentially losing his attention in the detailed portions of
the complaint. If your complaint is newsworthy, it will also help the press to
understand the basic thrust of your claim.
2. Identify the parties. Namely, first identify the plaintiff, then the defendants.
Moreover, unlike most complaints, a RICO complaint benefits from having an
explanation of how each defendant fits into the story. If there are other
important players whom you did not name as defendants, you should consider
identifying them in alphabetical order and explaining their relationship to the
story of the case. This is especially true if these additional players are just part of
an alleged “association-in-fact” enterprise, but they are not defendants.
3. Plead jurisdiction and venue.
4. Plead your factual allegations. If you did not include an introduction, then you
should include a factual summary before setting forth the specific allegations.
Here, you want to present a compelling story that has sufficient evidence to
support a claim without giving away all of your evidence. There are several
reasons for this:

8
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o Convince the judge that your client has a valid RICO case. A detailed
description of the facts is one of the best ways to do this, and may be
necessary to avoid the inevitable motion to dismiss under Twombly and
Iqbal. See Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678-87 (2009) (discussing Bell
Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555-56, 570 (2007)).
o A detailed description of the facts will also give you a basis for pursuing
broader discovery. Since 2000, a party has had the right to obtain
discovery that is relevant to its “claim.” See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1).
However, in order to obtain discovery on the broader “subject matter,” you
must go further and show “good cause.” See id. and Advisory Committee
Notes to 2000 amendments to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1). Of course, you
could wait to explain your theory in more detail in a RICO case statement
or in your opposition to a motion to dismiss. To improve your chances of
surviving a motion to dismiss, however, you should think through the
details of your theory and have answers for all of the most likely attacks.
The more you can show how your complaint answers such questions, the
stronger your case will appear.
o Unlike the organization of the factual section of a typical complaint,
chronological order may not be the best way to organize the factual
allegations in a RICO complaint. Indeed, the overarching scheme, parties,
and relationships are often too complicated and diverse to convey them
clearly in a strictly chronological order.
o Depending on the complexity of the factual allegations, you may need to
organize your allegations by topic (e.g., type of scheme) or groups of

9
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players. Regardless of your organization of the factual allegations, you
should try to identify a wrongful act by each defendant. If not, try to
connect each defendant with an agreement to commit a substantive RICO
violation. See Beck, supra Far too many RICO complaints are entirely too
vague as to why the plaintiff named some of the defendants. See
Transatlantic, LLC v. Humana, Inc., 666 Fed. Appx. 788, 789 (11th Cir.
2016) (affirming dismissal of complaint where plaintiff “fail[ed] to
separate the individual Defendants in the RICO causes of action, and ...
group[ed] them as a collective …”).
o If you asset an aiding and abetting claim, then you must plead a factual
basis for this claim as well (i.e., knowledge, acts in furtherance). See, e.g.,
Edwards v. Prime, Inc., 602 F.3d 1276, 1300 (11th Cir. 2010).
5. Allege facts for each element of the RICO claim.
o Predicate acts. You must ascertain the law for each of your alleged
predicate acts. For example, if you are pleading mail or wire fraud, then list at
least two transmissions, explaining how each transmission furthered the
fraudulent scheme. Remember that the particularity requirement of Fed. R.
Civ. P. 9(b) applies. If a use of the mail or wires contains materially
misleading statements or omissions, then specify which ones, although this is
not necessary. See Schmuck v. United States, 489 U.S. 705 (1989). Explain
how the use of the mail/wires was incidental to an essential part of the
scheme. See Pereira v. United States 347 U.S. 1, 8 (1954). If there was
reliance, plead it, although this may no longer be necessary. See Boyle, supra.

10
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o Enterprise. If you are pleading a legal entity as the defendant, the burdens
are relatively low. However, if you are pleading an association-in-fact
enterprise (or multiple association-in-fact enterprises in the alternative), set
forth your theory carefully. At a minimum, the pleaded enterprise must have
“structure.” See Boyle, supra. However, this is not sufficient.
•

You must plead purpose, relationships among associates, and longevity
sufficient for showing the pursuit of that purpose. See Boyle, supra.
These are the three features that, at a minimum, the Supreme Court
views as necessary for an association-in-fact to have structure.

•

If you have facts suggesting how the enterprise operated, plead them.
Doing so may help you survive a challenge under Turkette/Boyle or
Reves v. Ernst & Young, 507 U.S. 170 (1993).

•

You should specify who did which unlawful act, how it differed from
their regular business, how it promoted the affairs of the enterprise,
the relationship of the actors, and who was in charge of the enterprise.
You should also attempt to show that the actions are more than lowlevel actors taking direction. See Almanza v. United Airlines, Inc., 851
F.3d 1060, 1073–74 (11th Cir. 2017) (dismissing RICO claim where
only allegation of agreement creating necessary structure for a RICO
enterprise was a tangential contract that “in no way evidences a
meeting of the minds beyond the meeting of the minds expressed in the
Contract’s terms, which in and of themselves had nothing to do with
the alleged enterprise”).

11
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•

You should allege how the acts were the “regular way of doing
business” or posed a threat of repetition.

o Pattern. It is not sufficient to merely claim that there was a “pattern.” You
should plead facts such as the identity of other victims, the interrelationship
of predicate acts, or the distinct injuries to the same plaintiff.
o Missing facts. If you do not have a fact that is critical to an element of the
RICO claim, then provide a reason why you cannot know that fact (e.g., allege
that the names of other wrongdoers, or details of the fraud, are in the
defendant’s exclusive possession).
6. Organize each count in the complaint in a logical manner and use the “magic
words” in pleading each count.
o A typical RICO complaint is organized by the various types of substantive
RICO violations. For example, Count One may be an alleged violation of
18 U.S.C. § 1962(a), Count Two may be a violation of § 1962(c), and Count
Three may be an allegation of conspiracy under § 1962(d) to violate one or
both of the substantive provisions.
o Sometimes it is wise to plead alternative association-in-fact enterprise
theories. In such instances, some plaintiffs plead each one under a
separate Count. When doing so, remember that you cannot sue the
enterprise when alleging a § 1962(c) claim. Thus, it is good practice to
identify which defendants are being sued on each count or enterprise
theory. This will help the court to see that you have not violated the
enterprise-person distinction rule. See Cedrick Kushner, supra.
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o You must be aware of the language in RICO actions used by the applicable
circuit, tailoring your allegations to include key buzzwords and phrases of
that circuit. For example, case law particularly varies by circuit on the
issues of “pattern” and “continuity.” See United States v. Knight, 659 F.3d
1285, 1289-90 (10th Cir. 2011) (collecting circuit court decisions adopting
different interpretations of “relatedness” for purposes of establishing a
pattern of racketeering activity).
7. Plead domestic damages and proximate causation of those damages.
o While doing so, it is necessary to allege an injury to “business or property,”
which requires proof of a domestic injury. See RJR Nabisco, Inc. v.
European Cmty., 136 S. Ct. 2090, 2111 (2016). In other words, the
complaint must allege some nexus between the injury and the United
States.
o In the two years since RJR Nabisco, the Second and Seventh Circuits have
addressed the “domestic injury” requirement and established the general
rules that injury to tangible property located in the United States is a
domestic injury, and injury to intangible property owned by an individual
or entity residing outside of the United States is not. See Armada
(Singapore) PTE Ltd. v. Amcol International, 885 F.3d 1090 (7th Cir.
2018); Bascuñan v. Elsaca, 874 F.3d 806 (2d Cir. 2017).
o A good practice tip: if your complaint alleges more than one injury, tie
each injury to the domicile, as courts will likely analyze each injury
separately. Bascuñan, supra.
8.

Plead the specific relief you are seeking.
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IV. Conclusion
Many, perhaps most, RICO complaints that get dismissed were destined to be
dismissed from the time that they were conceived or written. The statute is
complicated, and the interpretive case law has made it all the more so. This problem is
exacerbated by the fact that the circuits have taken different approaches to some of the
same issues.
Before you decide to pursue a RICO claim and draft your complaint, invest the
time to seriously evaluate whether you have the facts in hand to state a valid claim, and
whether you can articulate those facts in a manner that will satisfy the standards within
your circuit. Investing such time at the front end of the case could save you and your
client much heartache and wasted financial resources later in the case.
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I.

OVERVIEW
Thirty-five states, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the Territory of the United

States Virgin Islands have enacted statutes based, to a greater or lesser part, upon the federal
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1961, et seq.1 In addition,
there are at least twenty-four anti-gang statutes that are based to a significant extent upon
concepts, such as pattern, found in RICO.2
These non-federal RICO statutes are sometimes referred to as “little RICOs” or “baby
RICOs,” but those diminutive references are often misleading both in the sense that they suggest
state RICO statutes are merely analogs of federal RICO, and in the sense that they suggest that
1

See Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13-2301, et seq.; Cal. Penal Code § 186, et seq.; Colo. Rev.
Stat. § 18-17-101, et seq.; Conn. Gen. Stat. § 53-393, et seq.; Del. Code Ann. tit. 11,
§ 1501, et seq.; Fla. Stat. §§ 772.101, et seq. and 895.01, et seq.; O.C.G.A. § 16-14-1, et
seq.; Hawaii Rev. Stat. § 842-1, et seq.; Idaho Code § 18-7801, et seq.; 725 Ill. Comp.
Stat. 175/1, et seq.; Ind. Code §§ 34-24-2-1, et seq. and 35-45-6-1, et seq.; Iowa Code
§ 706A.1, et seq.; Kan. Stat. Ann. § 21-6327, et seq.; La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 15:1351, et
seq.; Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 271A § 1, et seq.; Mich. Comp. Laws § 750.159f, et seq.;
Minn. Stat. § 609.901, et seq.; Miss. Code Ann. § 97-43-1, et seq.; Neb. Rev. Stat. § 281351, et seq.; Nev. Rev. Stat. § 207.360, et seq.; N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2C:41-1, et seq.; N.M.
Stat. Ann. § 30-42-1; N.Y. Penal Law § 460.00, et seq.; N.C. Gen. Stat. § 75D-1, et seq.;
N.D. Cent. Code § 12.1-06.1-01, et seq.; Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 2923.31, et seq.; Okla.
Stat. tit. 22 § 1401, et seq.; Or. Rev. Stat. § 166.715, et seq.; 18 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann.
§ 911, et seq.; P.R. Laws Ann. tit. 25 § 971, et seq.; R.I. Gen. Laws § 7-15-1, et seq.;
Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-12-201, et seq.; Utah Code Ann. § 76-10-1601, et seq.; V.I. Code
Ann. tit. 14 § 600, et seq.; Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-512, et seq.; Wash. Rev. Code
§ 9A.82.001, et seq.; Wis. Stat. § 946.80, et seq.

2

See, e.g., Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13-2321; Ark. Code Ann. § 5-74-103, et seq.; Cal. Penal
Code § 186.20, et seq.; Colo. Rev. Stat. § 18-23-101, et seq.; Del. Code Ann. tit. 11,
§ 616, et seq.; D.C. Code Ann. § 22-951, et seq.; Fla. Stat. § 874.01, et seq.; O.C.G.A.
§ 16-15-1, et seq.; Idaho Code § 18-8502, et seq.; 740 Ill. Comp. Stat. 147, et seq.; Ind.
Code § 35-45-1-1, et seq.; Iowa Code § 723A.1, et seq.; La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 15:1402, et
seq.; Md. Code Ann., Crim. Law § 9-801, et seq.; Miss. Code Ann. § 97-44-3, et seq.;
Mo. Rev. Stat. § 578.421, et seq.; Mont. Code Ann. § 45-8-401, et seq.; N.C. Gen. Stat.
§ 14-50.15, et seq.; N.D. Cent. Code § 12.1-06.2-01, et seq.; Ohio Rev. Code Ann.
§ 2923.41, et seq.; R.I. Gen. Laws § 11-61-2.; S.C. Code Ann. § 16-8-210, et seq.; S.D.
Codified Laws § 22-10A-1, et seq.; Utah Code Ann. § 76-8-801, et seq.; Va. Code Ann.
§ 18.2-46.1, et seq. See also In re E.S., 262 Ga. App. 768, 586 S.E.2d 691 (2003) (stating
that the Georgia Street Gang Act was derived from RICO).
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state RICO statutes are necessarily less comprehensive or effective than federal RICO. No state
RICO statute is an exact duplicate of federal RICO, and many are significantly broader in scope
than the federal statute. As such, it is the state RICO statutes—not the federal statute—that can
be considered more evolved. More specifically, many state statutes were drafted with an eye
toward correcting perceived shortcomings in the federal statute. While states may differ as to
what those shortcomings may be—for example, some state statutes have no provision for private
civil actions, while others provide for expanded civil liability and remedies not found under the
federal statute—the crucial fact remains that it is hazardous to assume that state RICO statutes
are interchangeable with, or less effective than, federal RICO.
The following are a few examples of important distinctions between state RICO statutes
and their federal counterpart that make close examination of state RICO statutes useful and
necessary:
- Many state RICO statutes have a longer period of limitation than the federal statute.
- Many state RICO statutes have fewer essential elements than the federal statute and
those essential elements are often easier to establish than their federal counterparts.
- Many state RICO statutes have significantly broader civil and criminal applications
than the federal statute, incorporating state law offenses such as computer,
environmental and unfair competition offenses that are outside of the scope of federal
statute.
- Many state RICO statutes allow the recovery of a broader range of damages in civil
actions, such as damages for personal injury or punitive damages, than is available
under the federal statute.
- Many state RICO statutes specifically authorize equitable relief, which several
jurisdictions have held is not available to private parties under the federal statute.
- State RICO statutes are not limited by the federal jurisdictional requirement of an
affect upon interstate commerce.
- Although federal RICO prosecutions must receive prior approval from the Organized
Crime and Gangs Section (OCGS) of the Department of Justice, in most states RICO
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prosecutions can be initiated without any centralized review or approval, often by any
District Attorney.
- State RICO cases may be subject to defenses—including state constitutional
arguments—that are not applicable to federal RICO.
- State courts are showing an increasing willingness to recognize the differences
between state RICO statutes and the federal statute and to recognize that many state
RICO statutes have more in common with each other than with the federal statute.
- More state RICO statutes will probably be enacted. The newest is Nebraska’s.
- Restrictive amendments to the federal RICO statute, such as the de facto elimination
of securities fraud as a predicate act, may have little or no effect upon state RICO
statutes.
- State RICO statutes are subject to pre-emption by federal statutes, although not by
federal RICO.
In short, state RICO statutes are their own area of law. Although based to a greater or
lesser extent upon the federal RICO statute, most state RICO statutes differ from the federal
statute in important respects and while federal case law may be helpful or instructive, because of
the significant differences between many state RICO statutes and the application of the federal
statute, it may also be of limited application.3
As differences between state RICO statutes and their federal counterpart come to be more
fully recognized, some state courts are rejecting the once-commonplace incantation that because
state RICO statutes are “based upon” federal RICO (which is often assumed to match the
interpretation of the federal statute in the circuit in which the particular state is located), federal
authority should be followed in interpreting them.

3

A detailed comparison of the state RICO statutes and the case law interpreting them is
beyond the scope of this paper. For such a detailed analysis, please see John E. Floyd,
RICO State by State: A Guide to Litigation Under the State Racketeering Statutes
(American Bar Association Section of Antitrust Law, Second Edition, 2011).
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The uncritical application of federal authority to state RICO statutes is problematic
because none of the state statutes are identical to the federal RICO statute. This has led some
state courts to express frustration with the tendency to follow federal authority despite textual
differences between federal RICO and the state statute in question and the frequent
disagreements between various federal courts concerning the proper interpretation of federal
RICO. Perhaps the most forceful rejection of federal authority was issued by the Supreme Court
of Michigan:
Further, the Court of Appeals panel’s discussion of the federal RICO statute, 18
U.S.C. § 1961, et seq., and burdens of proof thereunder, have no relevance to
MCL 750.159i(1). Moreover, the panel’s inclusion of a discussion of the federal
statute, even as purported “legislative history” of our statute, is contrary to our
canons of statutory construction. Where, as here, the statute is unambiguous, the
appellate court must assume that the legislature intended its plain meaning and the
statute must be enforced as written. Stated differently, a court may read nothing
into an unambiguous statute that is not within the manifest intent of the legislature
as derived from the words of the statute itself. Only where the statutory language
is ambiguous may a court properly go beyond the words of the statute to ascertain
legislative intent. Consequently, future courts and parties are well-advised to look
to the expressly defined terms of our statute rather than to the federal RICO
statute for guidance.4
Another expression of frustration with the presumed application of federal law to the
interpretation of a state RICO statute is found in a dissent in Glenn v. State.5 Noting that the
Oklahoma statute omitted the introductory language from the federal Organized Crime Control
Act, of which federal RICO forms Title IX, the dissent observed that:
In the absence of any legislative history, we do not know why the preface was
omitted. It could have been because the Legislature did not want to restrict the
state law’s application to only organized crime, and wanted a broader application
than the federal law. It could have been the Legislature was more concerned with
the proliferation of criminal associations on the small scale rather than large scale
organized crime operations. The state law as it is written gives greater authority
4

People v. Guerra, 671 N.W.2d 535, 535–36 (Mich. 2003). The same language is
contained in People v. Gonzalez, 671 N.W.2d 536, 537 (Mich. 2003) (citations omitted).

5

26 P.3d 768, 773 (Okla. Crim. App. 2001).
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to the state to prosecute the smaller scale criminal activity—cattle thieves, small
scale drug rings, etc., which are more likely to occur in this state than large scale
criminal organizations. Whatever the reason for the omission, the preface to the
federal law, and its specified intent to eradicate organized crime, is not contained
in the Oklahoma statute and it is not for the judiciary to insert it.
Accordingly, the federal case law cited in the opinion is not controlling authority,
nor is it relevant to our decision in this case, as it is based upon an interpretation
of the federal act, which has within its statutory framework an expression of
federal congressional intent with its stated purpose to eradicate organized crime.
The failure of the Oklahoma legislature to enact that federally stated intent
obviates the applicability of federal cases interpreting that federal intent . . . .
Reading the state statute in its entirety, I find the criminal activity in this case is
just what the state law was designed to cover—the prohibition of organized
criminal activity, whether large or small scale, which presents great harm to local
communities and which federal authorities cannot prosecute. Following federal
laws as precedent, rather than the language of our statute, would result in the
nullification of the statute due to the small number of large scale criminal
organizations in the state.6
II.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE GEORGIA RICO STATUTE
The Georgia Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act7 is commonly known as

“Georgia RICO.” The statute was enacted in 1980 and has been amended multiple times since
then, most recently in 2015.
A. Legislative Findings
Georgia RICO now contains the following statement of findings and legislative intent:
a) The General Assembly finds that a severer problem is posed in this state by the
increasing sophistication of various criminal elements and the increasing extent to
which the state and its citizens are harmed as a result of the activities of these
elements.
b) The General Assembly declares that the intent of this chapter is to impose sanctions
against those who violation this chapter and to provide compensation to persons
injured or aggrieved by such violations. It is not the intent of the General Assembly
that isolated incidents of misdemeanor conduct or acts of civil disobedience be
prosecuted under this chapter. It is the intent of the General Assembly, however, that
this chapter apply to an interrelated pattern of criminal activity motivated by or the
6

Id.

7

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-1, et seq.
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effect of which is pecuniary gain or economic or physical threat or injury. This
chapter shall be liberally construed to effectuate the remedial purposes embodied in
its operative provisions.8
Until it was amended in 1997, the role of § 16-14-2 in the interpretation of Georgia RICO
was unclear and the decisions addressing its application were inconsistent.9 For example,
although the Georgia Court of Appeals repeatedly held that § 16-14-2 does not require a party to
allege or prove a nexus with organized crime as an element of a civil RICO action10 and twice
held that O.C.G.A. § 16-14-2 does not create an element of a civil cause of action,11 it also relied
upon § 16-14-2 to conclude that a plaintiff must establish that the motive or effect of the
defendant’s conduct was pecuniary gain.12 The basis for that purported requirement was

8

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-2(a) and (b). Note the similarity of this provision to N.C. Gen. Stat.
§ 75D-1; Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-12-202; and Wis. Stat. § 946.81.

9

Prior to the 1997 amendment, § 16-14-2 read as follows:
a) The General Assembly finds that a severe problem is posed in this state by the
increasing organization among certain criminal elements and the increasing extent to
which criminal activities and funds acquired as a result of criminal activity are being
directed to and against the legitimate economy of the state.
b) The General Assembly declares that the intent of this chapter is to impose sanctions
against this subversion of the economy by organized criminal elements and to provide
compensation to private persons injured thereby. It is not the intent of the General
Assembly that isolated incidents of misdemeanor conduct be prosecuted under this
chapter but only an interrelated pattern of criminal activity, the motive or effect of
which is to derive pecuniary gain. This chapter shall be construed to further that
intent.

10

Dee v. Sweet, 218 Ga. App. 18, 460 S.E.2d 110 (1995); Larson v. Smith, 194 Ga. App.
698, 699, 391 S.E.2d 686, 687 (1990).

11

Reaugh v. Inner Harbour Hosp., Ltd., 214 Ga. App. 259, 447 S.E.2d 617 (1994); State v.
Shearson Lehman Bros., Inc., 188 Ga. App. 120, 372 S.E.2d 276 (1988).

12

Sevcech v. Ingles Mkts., Inc., 222 Ga. App. 221, 474 S.E.2d 4 (1996). The federal courts
had also reached differing conclusions concerning the role of § 16-14-2 in the
interpretation of Georgia RICO. Compare Georgia Gulf Corp. v. Ward, 701 F. Supp.
1556, 1561–62 (N.D. Ga. 1987)(nexus with organized crime required); Doxie v. Ford
Motor Credit Co., 603 F. Supp. 624, 628-29 (S.D. Ga. 1984) (same); with Seale v. Miller,
698 F. Supp. 883, 898 n.6 (N.D. Ga. 1988)(nexus with organized crime not required);
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eliminated by the 1997 amendment to § 16-14-2(b), which deleted the reference to “organized
criminal elements,” making it clear that a pecuniary motive or effect is not required, and
mandated liberal construction of the state’s operative provisions.13 The Supreme Court of
Georgia has since looked to § 16-14-2, and particularly the language in § 16-14-2(b), in
construing the statute.14
Provisions like § 16-14-2 can be influential in the interpretation of Georgia statutes. For
example, in analyzing the constitutionality of Georgia’s Street Gang Terrorism and Prevention
Act,15 the Court looked to that statute’s statement of findings and legislative intent, which is
similar to Georgia RICO’s, stating that “[t]here is no better source than such a legislative
expression of an act’s purpose to which a court may go for the purpose of finding the
legislature’s meaning of an act passed by it.”16

Stanton v. Shearson Lehman/Am. Express, Inc., 622 F. Supp. 293, 294–95 (N.D. Ga.
1985) (same). It is now clear that a nexus with organized crime is not required. Cotton,
Inc. v. Phil-Dan Trucking, Inc., 270 Ga. 95, 507 S.E.2d 730 (1998).
13

Act of Apr. 14, 1997, No. 260, 1997 Ga. Laws 672. For a discussion of the amendment
and its background, see note: Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations: Apply
Georgia RICO Act to Interrelated Patterns of Criminal Activity Motivated by or the
Effect of Which is Pecuniary Gain or Economic or Physical Threat or Injury to Others,
14 GA. ST. U.L. REV. 90 (1997).

14

Williams Gen. Corp. v. Stone, 279 Ga. 428, 429–30, 614 S.E.2d 758, 760 (2005) (holding
that the burden of proof in a civil action under Georgia RICO is a preponderance of the
evidence, not clear and convincing evidence and finding that treble damages “further
RICO’s goal of compensating victims and providing incentive for private attorney
generals to initiate actions against those in violation of the Act.”). Cf. Bridge v. Phoenix
Bond & Indem. Co., 553 U.S. 639, 660 (2008) (“We have repeatedly refused to adopt
narrowing constructions of RICO in order to make it conform to a preconceived notion of
what Congress intended to proscribe.”).

15

O.C.G.A. § 16-15-1, et seq.

16

Rodriguez v. State, 284 Ga. 803, 804, 671 S.E.2d 497, 499–500 (2009).
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B. Limitations
1. Civil Actions
There are two components to the statute of limitations for a civil action under Georgia
RICO: duration and accrual.17
As amended effective July 1, 2015, O.C.G.A § 16-14-8 provides in relevant part
“Notwithstanding any other provision of law setting forth a statute of
limitations, a criminal proceeding or civil action brought pursuant to Code Section
16-14-6 shall be commenced up until five years after the conduct in violation of a
provision of this chapter terminates.”
Prior to July 1, 2015 this provision provided that the proceeding or action must be commenced
“up until five years after the conduct in violation a provision of this chapter terminates or the
cause of action accrues.” The words “or the cause of action accrues” were removed effective
July 1, 2015.18
The recent amendment to § 16-14-8 is important, but it is also important to understand
the law prior to that amendment, because the amendment does not serve to retroactively revive a
claim that was time-barred under the pre-July 1, 2015 statute.19 Because an action that accrued
more than five years prior to July 1, 2015 is time-barred, whereas one that accrued within five
years of the amendment would not be time-barred and may be able to take advantage of the
amended provision to substantially lengthen the time within which it may be brought, case law
interpreting the pre-amendment version of § 16-14-8 remains relevant.

17

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-8.

18

Ga. Laws 2015, Act 98 § 2-25.

19

Glock, Inc. v. Harper, 340 Ga. App. 65, 796 S.E.2d 304 (2017).
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Under the pre-amended version of § 16-14-8, a civil cause of action under Georgia RICO
accrues when the plaintiff discovers, or reasonably should have discovered, that he or she has
been injured and that the injury is part of a pattern (the “injury/pattern discovery rule”).20
Although prior to 2015 the text of § 16-14-8 referenced a potential alternative point of
accrual “after the conduct in violation of a provision of this chapter terminates . . .,”21 the Court
of Appeals adhered to the injury/pattern discovery rule adopted in Blalock.22 Consequently, it
can be expected that for several years parties will continue to have to litigate the question of
when a civil action under Georgia RICO accrued in order to determine whether it was time
barred prior to July 1, 2015.

20

Blalock v. Anneewakee, Inc., 206 Ga. App. 676, 678, 426 S.E.2d 165, 167 (1992) (“when
the plaintiff discovers, or reasonably should have discovered, that he has been injured and
that his injury is part of a pattern.”). The accrual rule adopted in Blalock was based on a
federal decision, Bivens Gardens Office Bldg., Inc. v. Barnett Bank, 906 F.2d 1546 (11th
Cir. 1990), which has since been overruled. Rotella v. Wood, 528 U.S. 549 (2000). The
Georgia Court of Appeals has continued to adhere to the injury-pattern rule of accrual
despite Rotella. S. Intermodal Logistics, Inc. v. D.J. Powers Co., 251 Ga. App. 865, 555
S.E.2d 478 (2001).

21

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-8. Note that this is also the general rule applicable to criminal
conspiracies, i.e., the statute of limitations for a conspiracy does not commence to run
until the conspiracy is ended. See, e.g., United States v. Benson, 846 F.2d 1338 (11th Cir.
1988). Like conspiracy, the federal courts view RICO as a “continuing offense.” United
States v. Yashar, 166 F.3d 873, 876 (7th Cir. 1999). Because a federal RICO criminal
case does not require the commission of an overt act, Salinas v. United States, 522 U.S.
52 (1997), a federal RICO conspiracy “continues” for limitation purposes as long as its
purposes have not been abandoned or accomplished. See, e.g., United States v. Gonzalez,
921 F.2d 1530, 1548 (11th Cir. 1991); United States v. Persico, 832 F.2d 705, 713 (2d
Cir. 1987).

22

See, e.g., Bratton v. Couch, No. CA02-012, 2003 WL 21652166 (Ohio App. 5th Dist.
July 8, 2003); see also Iron Workers Local Union No. 17 Ins. Fund v. Philip Morris, Inc.,
29 F. Supp. 2d 801, 812-13 (N.D. Ohio 1998); Baker v. Pfeifer, 940 F. Supp. 1168, 118081 (S.D. Ohio 1996). Notably, Baker refused to measure the statute of limitations using
only the point “when [the] cause of action accrues” precisely because that meaning would
have rendered the words “at any time within five years after the unlawful conduct
terminates” mere surplusage. 940 F. Supp. at 1180–81.
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Georgia has also recognized the “separate accrual rule” under which a new RICO cause
of action may accrue each time a plaintiff suffers a new and independent injury.23 In order for
the separate accrual rule to apply, the new and independent injury must be “unfamiliar, strange
or different” from the original injury.24 For example, where the theft of partnership funds began
outside the statute of limitations but continued to within five years of the filing of the complaint,
the latter misconduct was held to be time-barred as part of the same injury that had been
accumulating since the original fraud.25
A criminal RICO prosecution or civil RICO action brought by the state suspends the
statute of limitations during the pendency of that prosecution or action and for two years
thereafter for any cause of action arising under subsections (b) or (c) of O.C.G.A. § 16-14-6, that
cause of action is based on any matter complained of in that prosecution or action by the state.26
While equitable tolling may be available in Georgia RICO cases, it requires a
demonstration of due diligence on the part of the plaintiff and a party may fail to exercise due
diligence as a matter of law.27

23

Cochran Mill Assocs. v. Stephens, 286 Ga. App. 241, 648 S.E.2d 764 (2007).

24

Id. at 249, 648 S.E.2d at 770.

25

Id. In Lehman v. Lucom, 727 F.3d 1326 (11th Cir. 2013), the Eleventh Circuit held that
an injury that is a continuation of an initial injury is not new and independent and
therefore does not give rise to a separately accruing claim. See also Ward v. Dickinson
Fin. Corp. II, Inc., No. 7:14-cv-8, 2015 WL 1020151 (M.D. Ga. Mar. 9, 2015) (each time
the plaintiff was charged an overdraft was not a new and independent injury under the
separate accrual rule; rather, each fee was part of a continuous injury resulting from a
single fee-collecting scheme).

26

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-8.

27

Klopfenstein v. Deutsche Bank Sec., Inc., 592 F. App’x 812 (11th Cir. 2014)
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2. Criminal Actions
Criminal actions are also governed by a five-year statute of limitations.28 A conspiracy
case was held untimely where the defendants were indicted five years and seven days after arrest
and no overt act in furtherance of the conspiracy had occurred within five years before the date
the indictment was returned.29 It is not necessary for every member of a conspiracy, however, to
commit an overt act within five years of indictment, because each member of the conspiracy is
responsible for all acts committed in furtherance of it. Consequently, the commission of a
predicate act by one member of the conspiracy can render the prosecution timely as to all.30
The state has the burden to prove that the charged offense occurred within the applicable
statute of limitations, or, if an exception was alleged that would toll the running of the statute, to
prove that the exception applies.31 Where the state asserts tolling pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 17-32.2, which tolls the limitation period while “[t]he person committing the crime is unknown or the
crime is unknown,” the statute of limitations is tolled until the victim has actual knowledge of
the crime.32 Constructive knowledge—what the victim could or should have known—does not
prevent tolling.33 However, the actual knowledge of the victim is imputed to the state.34
In order to apply the statute of limitations tolling provision found in O.C.G.A. § 17-3-2.2,
where the victim of the crime is a person over the age of 65, it must be shown that there was a
28

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-8.

29

State v. Conzo, 293 Ga. App. 72, 666 S.E.2d 404 (2008).

30

Whaley v. State, 343 Ga. App. 701, 704, 808 S.E.2d 88, 92 (2017)(“As a co-conspirator
and party to a crime, the racketeering activity underlying Whaley’s RICO violation
included not only the acts of himself, but also of Rice.”).

31

Jannuzzo v. State, 322 Ga. App. 760, 762, 746 S.E.2d 238, 240 (2013).

32

Id.

33

Id.

34

Id.
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theft directly from that victim, i.e., that the property taken was his, and not that of a corporation
or other entity with a separate legal identity from that victim.35
C. Predicate Acts
1. Incorporated Offenses
Georgia RICO currently incorporates within its definition of “racketeering activity” 42
specific offenses or groups of offenses under Georgia law, as well as all predicate acts under
federal RICO and twelve generic categories of violations of state or federal law.36
Under the amendments effective July 1, 2015, § 16-14-3(5)(A)37 incorporates various
violations of Georgia law relating to the unlawful distillation, manufacture, and transportation of
alcoholic beverages; violations of records and reports of currency transactions; violations of the
Georgia Uniform Securities Act of 2008; homicide; bodily injury and related offenses;
kidnapping, false imprisonment, and related offenses; prostitution, pimping, pandering and
pandering by compulsion; burglary; smash and grab burglary; arson and explosives; bombs,
explosives, and chemical and biological weapons; theft; robbery; criminal reproduction and sale
of recorded material; residential mortgage fraud; forgery; illegal use of financial transaction
cards; use of an article with an altered identification mark; violations of the Georgia Computer
Systems Protection Act; identity fraud; bribery; false statements and writings or false lien
statements against public officers or public employees;38 impersonating a public officer or

35

Harper v. State, 292 Ga. 557, 562, 738 S.E.2d 584, 589 (2013).

36

Prior to July 1, 2015, Georgia RICO incorporated the predicate acts set forth in 18 U.S.C.
§ 1961(1)(A), (B), (C), and (D). See former O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(9)(A)(xxix). This
means that predicate acts listed in 18 U.S.C. § 1961(1)(E) and (F) were not incorporated
under former O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(9)(A)(xxix).

37

Formerly O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(9)(A).

38

For a case in which the predicate acts consisted almost entirely of perjury and false
statements, see Watson v. State, 235 Ga. App. 381, 509 S.E.2d 87 (1998).
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employee; perjury and related offenses; embracery; influencing witnesses; tampering with
evidence; intimidation of a grand or petit juror or court officer; terroristic threats and acts;
violations of the Georgia Firearms and Weapons Act; commercial gambling; distributing
obscene materials; controlled substances; dangerous drugs; marijuana; payday loans; insurance
fraud; certain felonies involving certificates of title, security interest, or liens concerning motor
vehicles; removal or falsification of identification numbers; possession of motor vehicle parts
from which the identification has been removed; and cruelty to a person 65 years of age or
older.39
Georgia RICO also includes within the definition of racketeering activity any “act or
threat involving” the same generic categories of crimes defined as “racketeering activity” in 18
U.S.C. § 1961(1):40 murder, kidnapping, gambling, arson, robbery, bribery, extortion, obstruction
of justice, dealing narcotics or other dangerous drugs, and illegal dealing in securities. However,
Georgia RICO adds theft and receipt of stolen property to that list.
Prior to the 2015 amendments to Georgia RICO, the conduct listed in these twelve
categories constituted racketeering activity if it was “chargeable under the laws of the United

39

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(i)–(xlii), (B). Note that although acts designed to conceal the
truth, such as perjury, false statements and evidence tampering may form part of a pattern
of racketeering activity, Dorsey v. State, 279 Ga. 534, 615 S.E.2d 512 (2005), and may
do so when where committed during the pendency of the litigation, Rains v. Dolphin
Mortg. Corp., 241 Ga. App. 611, 525 S.E.2d 370 (1999) (pattern consisted of forgery and
perjury denying the forgery in a deposition in a case); RICO is not a substitute for the
sanctions authorized by O.C.G.A. § 9-15-14, and a Georgia RICO claim based solely
upon allegations of forgery and theft by deception allegedly committed in a previous
dispossessory action against the plaintiffs was dismissed because the claims were, in
effect, claims of abusive litigation and the plaintiffs had not complied with the notice
requirement of O.C.G.A. § 51-7-84(a), which is a condition precedent to maintaining an
action for abusive litigation. Slone v. Myers, 288 Ga. App. 8, 653 S.E.2d 323 (2007).

40

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).
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States or any of the several states and . . . punishable by imprisonment for more than one year.”41
Since 2015, the conduct constitutes racketeering activity if it “is chargeable under the laws of the
United States, any territory of the United States, or any state and . . . is punishable by
imprisonment for more than one year.”42
Prior to the 2015 amendments, Georgia RICO incorporated all of the conduct defined as
racketeering activity by 18 U.S.C. § 1961(1)(A)–(D).43 Under the most recent amendments,
Georgia’s definition of racketeering activity has been expanded to include any conduct defined
as racketeering activity under 18 U.S.C. § 1961(1), thereby picking up the predicate offenses
listed in 18 U.S.C. § 1961(1)(E) (acts indictable under the Currency and Foreign Transactions
Reporting Act), (F) (certain immigration offenses committed for the purpose of financial gain),
and (G) (acts indictable under any provision listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2332b(g)(5)(B) (listing federal
crimes of terrorism). In addition to these federal predicate acts, Georgia RICO also incorporates
violations of 31 U.S.C. §§ 5311–5330, relating to records and reports on monetary instruments
transactions.44

41

Former O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(9)(B).

42

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B). Among other things, this amendment removed any ambiguity
as to whether Georgia was considered one of the “several states” under this provision.
That question is resolved by the new language’s reference to “any state . . . .” (emphasis
added).

43

See former O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(9)(A)(xxix).

44

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(C). The Eleventh Circuit has held that the removal of a Georgia
RICO case was proper where the only predicate acts alleged were mail and wire fraud,
and resolution of the case depended entirely on interpretation of those statutes and their
interaction with the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act. Ayres v. Gen.
Motors Corp., 234 F.3d 514 (11th Cir. 2000). Subsequent case law shows, however, that
the circumstances at issue in Ayres were “exceptional” and that removal of a Georgia
RICO case simply because federal predicate acts are alleged will rarely if ever be
sustained. See, e.g., Coker v. DaimlerChrysler Corp., 220 F. Supp. 2d 1367 (N.D. Ga.
2002). Thus, while some defendants persist in attempting to remove Georgia RICO cases
based on the assertion of a federal predicate, that strategy has been consistently
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Georgia RICO somewhat inartfully defines “racketeering activity” as “any crime which is
chargeable by indictment under the [following] laws of this state.”45 For some time this
language gave rise to arguments that predicate acts which violate federal law, although
incorporated into Georgia RICO by § 16-14-3(9)(A)(xxix), do not constitute predicate acts under
Georgia RICO because they are not “chargeable by indictment” under Georgia law.46 Those
arguments were finally rejected in Mullen v. Nezhat, which specifically held that mail and wire
fraud are predicate acts under Georgia RICO.47
Although the list of offenses incorporated into Georgia RICO is extensive, not all
criminal or quasi-criminal conduct falls within the scope of the statute.48 Moreover, conduct that

unsuccessful. See, e.g., KJ’s Gen. Contractors, Inc. v. J.E. Dunn Constr. Co., No.
CV414-181, 2015 WL 5680379 (S.D. Ga. Sept. 25, 2015); Fraser v. FBM, LLC, No.
1:13-cv-02257, 2014 WL 1028917 (N.D. Ga. Mar. 17, 2014).
45

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A) (emphasis added).

46

See, e.g., Georgia ex rel. Bowers v. Dairymen, Inc., 813 F. Supp. 1580, 1585 (S.D. Ga.
1991) (mail fraud held to be a predicate offense under Georgia RICO, concluding that
court was bound by ruling of Georgia Court of Appeals in Shearson); but see J.G.
Williams, Inc. v. Regency Props., Ltd., 672 F. Supp. 1436 (N.D. Ga. 1987) (holding
without discussion that federal mail and wire fraud cannot be predicate acts for Georgia
RICO); Mills v. Fitzgerald, 668 F. Supp. 1554 (N.D. Ga. 1987) (same). For a detailed
analysis of this issue, see Michael P. Kenny and H. Suzanne Smith, Between Scylla and
Charybdis: The Traps of Federal and Georgia RICO, 28 Ga. St. B. J. 134 (1992).

47

223 Ga. App. 278, 281, 477 S.E.2d 417, 420 (1996).

48

See, e.g., Duncan v. Citimortgage, Inc., 617 F. App’x. 958 (11th Cir. 2015)(where the
factual basis for allegations of theft by conversion, theft by deception and mail fraud was
the same as that asserted to support a wrongful foreclosure claim, and none of the
underlying conduct was unlawful, Georgia RICO claim was properly dismissed); Giles v.
BellSouth Telecomms., Inc., 542 F. App’x 756 (11th Cir. 2013)(alleged acts of
discrimination did not constitute predicate offenses under Georgia RICO); Cmty. State
Bank v. Strong, 651 F.3d 1241, 1249–50 n.6 (11th Cir. 2011)(violations of Georgia’s
usury statute are not within the definition of racketeering activity); Dalton v. State Farm
Fire & Cas. Co., No. 1:12-CV-02848-RWS, (N.D. Ga. Mar. 22, 2013)(allegation of
“fraud amounting to theft,” did not allege a predicate act could support a claim under
Georgia RICO); Brantley v. Muskogee Cnty. Sch. Dist., No. 4:CV-77-CDL, 2011 WL
3706567, at *8 n.7 (M.D. Ga. Aug. 24, 2011)(falsification of public records in violation
of O.C.G.A. § 45-11-1 does not constitute racketeering activity under the Georgia RICO
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constitutes a civil tort will sometimes lack the level of intent required to constitute the analogous
criminal offense.49

statute); Yai v. Progressive Bayside Ins. Co., No. 1:08-CV-1369-JOF, 2009 WL 383362
(N.D. Ga. Feb. 12, 2009)(plaintiff’s failure to allege fraudulent statements, how
defendants converted any property interests to their own use or what property was
allegedly taken caused predicate acts of theft by deception, theft by conversion and theft
by taking to fail); Williams v. UNUM Life Ins. Co. of Am., No. 1:07-CV-0240-JOF, 2007
WL 2479561 (N.D. Ga. Aug. 27, 2007)(failure to allege any facts that could be construed
as predicate offenses constituting a pattern of racketeering activity fatal to Georgia RICO
claim); Otero v. Vito, No. 5:04-CV-211 (CAR), 2007 WL 445277 (M.D. Ga. Feb. 6,
2007)(obtaining consent to surgical procedure through fraud, sufficient to prove a civil
tort based on battery, does not establish the malicious intent to cause bodily harm
required for the criminal offense of aggravated battery); Prince Heaton Enters., Inc. v.
Buffalo’s Franchise Concepts, Inc., 117 F. Supp. 2d 1357 (N.D. Ga. 2000)(anticompetitive conduct does not constitute a predicate act under federal or Georgia RICO
statutes); Summit Auto. Grp., LLC v. Clark, 298 Ga. App. 875, 681 S.E.2d 681
(2009)(RICO claim failed where uncontroverted evidence established that the defendant
did not make any misrepresentations in any of the transactions that formed the basis of
the claims and there was no evidence that the defendant conspired with or assumed
liability for the actions of the misrepresenting entity); J. Kinson Cook of Ga., Inc. v.
Heery/Mitchell, 284 Ga. App. 552, 644 S.E.2d 440 (2007)(failure to allege facts
indicating that defendant lacked a present intent to perform or knew that future event
would not take place eliminated alleged predicate acts, as did failure to point to any
evidence in support of allegation of commission of same or similar acts of racketeering
activity in other construction projects); Ali v. Fleet Fin., Inc., 232 Ga. App. 13, 500
S.E.2d 914 (1998)(allegation that one defendant owned over 100 properties for which
another defendant had the first mortgage did not allege requisite unlawful predicate acts
against either defendant); Mullen, 223 Ga. App. at 281, 477 S.E.2d at 421 (failure to
obtain informed consent prior to surgery not a predicate act).
49

See, e.g., McGee v. Sentinel Offender Servs., LLC, 719 F.3d 1236, 1243–44 (11th Cir.
2013)(summary judgment appropriate where there was no evidence that defendant
company acted with specific intent to commit theft by deception); Goodwyn v. Capital
One, N.A., 2015 WL 5120860, at *7 (M.D. Ga. Aug. 28, 2015)(plaintiff could not
establish the intent required for theft by taking, theft by conversion, mail fraud or wire
fraud where the evidence showed at most that “Defendants’ employees were wrong in
their interpretation of bankruptcy law or careless in checking their records); Joseph v.
Federal Home Loan Mortg. Corp., No. 1:12-CV-01022-RWS, 2012 WL 5429639, at *5
(N.D. Ga. Nov. 6, 2012)(allegations concerning material misrepresentations and
omissions in connection with promissory note, security deed and foreclosure do not fall
within Georgia RICO’s definition of racketeering activity); Dial HD, Inc. v. Clearone
Commc’ns Inc., No. CV 109-100, 2010 WL 3732115, at *14–15 (S.D. Ga. Sept. 7,
2010)(noting that Georgia RICO’s definition of racketeering activity does not list
O.C.G.A. § 16-4-8 (conspiracy to commit a crime) or 18 U.S.C. § 1621 (federal perjury)
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2. Proscribed Activity
Unlike the federal statute, Georgia RICO defines racketeering activity to include not only
a primary violation of an incorporated offense, but also any “attempt to commit, or to solicit,
coerce, or intimidate another person to commit” any offense listed in O.C.G.A. § 16-143(9)(A),50 and any “act or threat involving” an offense listed in § 16-14-3(9)(B). Consequently,
acts of attempt and solicitation, for example, may constitute predicate acts even where they

that Georgia’s false statement statute, O.C.G.A. § 16-10-20 does not apply to false
statements made while testifying under oath in a proceeding in the United States District
Court for the District of Utah); Brown v. State, 322 Ga. App. 446, 454–55, 745 S.E.2d
699, 706 (2013)(threat to file a lawsuit did not constitute offenses of threatening or
influencing witnesses); Mullen, 223 Ga. App. at 281, 477 S.E.2d at 420 (level of intent
needed to prove criminal offense of aggravated battery higher than scienter required for
civil tort of battery, affirming summary judgment); Avery v. Chrysler Motors Corp., 214
Ga. App. 602, 605–06, 448 S.E.2d 737, 738-39 (1994)(affirming grant of summary
judgment on Georgia RICO claim based upon theft by deception, and denial of summary
judgment on civil fraud claim, due to differences in required levels of intent). But see
Union Planters Nat’l Bank v. Crook, 225 Ga. App. 578, 484 S.E.2d 327 (1997)
(acceptance and deposit of checks could constitute theft by deception). Cf. Holmes v.
Sec. Inv. Prot. Corp., 503 U.S. 258, 280–81 (1992)(observing that language in federal
RICO incorporating offenses involving fraud in the sale of securities signifies the
elements necessary to bring a criminal prosecution, not those of a civil action under
§ 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and SEC Rule 10b-5)(O’Connor, J.,
concurring). See also Allen v. Jones, 269 Ga. App. 607, 604 S.E.2d 644 (2004)(affirming
grant of summary judgment on RICO claim where there was no evidence that defendant
knowingly and intentionally participated in the underlying fraud); Jordan v. Tri County
Ag., Inc., 248 Ga. App. 661, 546 S.E.2d 528 (2001)(RICO claim failed where evidence
showed that inappropriate charges to plaintiffs resulted from defendant’s error, not
intentional fraud); Rohm & Haas Co. v. Gainesville Paint & Supply Co., 225 Ga. App.
441, 483 S.E.2d 888 (1997)(analyzing record and finding no evidence of civil fraud or a
Georgia RICO violation).
50

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A). Although § 16-14-3(5)(A) makes no reference to aiding and
abetting, some decisions appear to assume that aiding and abetting a violation of an
offense listed in O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(9)(A) constitutes an act of racketeering activity. See
Otero, 2007 WL 445277, at *4 (“insofar as the court can tell, ‘aiding and abetting’ in the
commission of a predicate act under the Georgia RICO Act is the legal equivalent of
actually committing that act.”); Davitte v. State, 238 Ga. App. 720, 723, 520 S.E.2d 239,
242 (1999)(discussing predicate acts of aiding and abetting possession of marijuana).
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might not be separately indictable.51 In addition, conspiracy to commit a predicate act may
constitute an overt act in furtherance of a conspiracy to violate RICO.52
D. Pattern
There can be no liability under the substantive provisions of RICO in the absence of
allegation and proof that a defendant engaged in a pattern of racketeering activity consisting of
two or more related predicate acts.53 Failure to present evidence of at least two predicate acts is
fatal to a substantive RICO claim.54 Where multiple defendants are involved, however, one case
holds that a defendant who commits a single predicate act that is part of the pattern may still be
liable under Georgia RICO.55
Unlike federal RICO, Georgia RICO uses the word “means” in its definition of pattern,
indicating that the definition is complete and self-contained.56 Georgia RICO’s definition of a
“pattern” of racketeering activity requires at least two incidents of racketeering activity “that
have the same or similar intents, results, accomplices, victims, or methods of commission or
51

Dorsey v. State, 279 Ga. 534, 615 S.E.2d 512 (2005).

52

Roberts v. State, 344 Ga. App. 324, 331, 810 S.E.2d 169, 175 (2018).

53

Dorsey, 279 Ga. at 534, 615 S.E.2d at 512; McGee v. State, 255 Ga. App. 708, 566
S.E.2d 431 (2002); Mosley v. State, 253 Ga. App. 710, 560 S.E.2d 305 (2002); Roth v.
Connor, 235 Ga. App. 866, 872, 510 S.E.2d 550, 557 (1998); Thompson v. State, 211 Ga.
App. 887, 440 S.E.2d 670 (1994).

54

Metro Atlanta Task Force for the Homeless, Inc. v. Ichthus Cmty. Trust, 298 Ga. 221,
240-41, 780 S.E.2d 311, 327 (2015). See also, In re Hughes, No. 17-5169-LRC, 2018
WL 1801226, at * 15 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. April 13, 2018)(RICO claim that successfully
alleged only one act of racketeering activity dismissed for failure to allege a pattern).

55

Faillaice v. Columbus Bank & Trust Co., 269 Ga. App. 866, 605 S.E.2d 450 (2004). But
see, Purvis v. State, 208 Ga. App. 653, 656, 433 S.E.2d 58, 60 (1993) (reversal of
conviction as to two of three predicate acts, leaving conviction for commission of only a
single predicate act, required reversal of Georgia RICO conviction).

56

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(4) (formerly § 16-14-3(8)). Cf. Sedima, S.P.R.L. v. Imrex Co., 473
U.S. 479, 496 n.14 (1985) (pointing out that definition of pattern set forth in 18 U.S.C.
§ 1961(5) “states that a pattern ‘requires at least two acts of racketeering activity,’ . . . not
that it ‘means’ two such acts”).
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otherwise are interrelated by distinguishing characteristics and are not isolated incidents . . . .”57
This requirement is not found in the text of the federal statute, although it has been adapted
through case law.58
The relationship required by the pattern definition is usually not difficult to satisfy. For
example, evidence that defendants repeatedly targeted a specific group of victims, using a
consistent mode of operation, is sufficient to establish the necessary relationship between the
predicate acts.59
The Georgia legislature adapted the pattern definition from Title X of the Organized
Crime Control Act of 1970 (“OCCA”)60 and Georgia courts have held that the selection of
language from Title X, rather than Title IX of OCCA, indicates an intention on the part of the
Georgia legislature to adopt a definition of “pattern” of racketeering activity different from the
federal statute. Thus, in Dover v. State,61 the Georgia Court of Appeals held that the General

57

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(4). There are few decisions on the relationship requirement. Davitte
v. State, 238 Ga. App. 720, 723–24, 520 S.E.2d 239, 242–43 (1999), held that evidence
of ten live marijuana plants growing in the defendant’s home, photographs of previous
grows, scales used to weigh small quantities of drugs, and notes indicating amounts owed
to the defendant for drugs were sufficient to permit the inference that the defendant’s
possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia was similar or related to the other
predicate acts, which charge facilitation of marijuana distribution, as well as the
enterprise, the purpose of which was marijuana distribution.

58

See H.J., Inc. v. Nw. Bell Tel. Co., 492 U.S. 229, 239-40 (1989).

59

Saxon v. State, 266 Ga. App. 547, 597 S.E.2d 608 (2004).

60

Pub. L. 91-452, 84 Stat. 922 (the federal RICO statute formed Title IX of this Act). Title
X of that Act is the Dangerous Special Offender Sentencing Act, 18 U.S.C. § 3575, et
seq. (part of which since has been repealed). The relevant language is contained in
§ 3575(e).

61

192 Ga. App. 429, 432, 385 S.E.2d 417, 420 (1989).
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Assembly purposefully omitted any continuity requirement from the pattern definition.62 This
means that a pattern may sometimes be found in a Georgia RICO case on facts that would fail to
satisfy the federal pattern requirements.63
It is important to recognize that although evidence of continuity is not required, it
remains admissible to “confirm and amplify the pattern of the alleged racketeering activity.”64
Regardless of how many predicate acts are alleged, however, proof of two sufficiently related
acts is sufficient to establish a pattern.65 Thus, in a criminal prosecution, the state need not prove
every predicate act charged, so long as the predicate acts which the defendant is found to have
committed are sufficient to constitute a pattern.66
62

Several other states with statutes using the same language as Georgia RICO have reached
the same interpretation. See, e.g., Jackson v. State, 50 N.E.3d 767 (Ind. 2016); People v.
Chaussee, 880 P.2d 749 (Colo. 1994).

63

See, e.g., Burchett v. Lagi, No. 1:11-CV-2379-TWT, 2012 WL 3042984, at *4 (N.D. Ga.
July 25, 2012); Rains v. Dolphin Mortg. Corp., 241 Ga. App. 611, 615, 525 S.E.2d 370,
374 (1999)(act of forgery in the first degree by signing another person’s name to quit
claim bid and uttering or delivering it at closing, together with perjury by giving false
deposition testimony concerning that forgery, sufficient to establish a pattern of
racketeering activity). See also, NCI Grp. v. Cannon Servs., No. 1:09-CV-0441-BEM,
2009 WL 2411145 (N.D. Ga. Aug. 4, 2009)(where plaintiff sufficiently alleged two
predicate acts of racketeering activity, there was no need for the court to address the
remaining allegations of racketeering activity).

64

InterAgency, Inc. v. Danco Fin. Corp., 203 Ga. App. 418, 424, 417 S.E.2d 46, 53 (1992).

65

Brown v. Freedman, 222 Ga. App. 213, 474 S.E.2d 73 (1996); InterAgency, 203 Ga. App.
at 424, 417 S.E.2d at 54. The one exception to this rule is found at O.C.G.A. § 16-143(4)(B), which provides that a single act of domestic terrorism or any criminal attempt,
criminal solicitation, or criminal conspiracy related thereto, constitutes a pattern of
racketeering activity.

66

Dorsey v. State, 279 Ga. 534, 615 S.E.2d 512 (2005); Hicks v. State, 315 Ga. App. 779,
785, 728 S.E.2d 294, 299 (2012)(failure of the state to present evidence as to three of
thirteen predicates acts listed in the indictment read to the jury did not form a basis for
directed verdict or mistrial); Bethune v. State, 198 Ga. App. 490, 491, 402 S.E.2d 276,
278 (1991)(“The State is not required . . . to prove all the predicate offenses alleged in the
indictment, but is required to prove only two beyond a reasonable doubt.”). Cf. Purvis,
208 Ga. App. at 656, 433 S.E.2d at 60 (one predicate act cannot support a substantial
RICO conviction).
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The federal definition of pattern refers to “acts of racketeering activity.”67 Georgia
RICO’s pattern definition, however, originally referred to “incidents” of racketeering activity.68
Although “racketeering activity” is defined under Georgia RICO, the word “incident” was not.
While the Georgia courts have not directly addressed the distinction, if any, between “acts”
under federal RICO and “incidents” under Georgia RICO, they have sometimes shown
reluctance to permit closely related events arguably constituting a single “transaction” to be
presented as multiple “incidents.” This single transaction concept was summarized in Stargate
Software International, Inc. v. Rumph:69
The fact that elements of two crimes may have been present at two separate points
in time does not create two predicate acts out of what is in reality a single
transaction.70
The single transaction concept developed through a series of cases.71 For example,
Raines v. State72 reversed a Georgia RICO conviction, holding that the sale of a single parcel of
timber land could not support a pattern based upon predicate acts of theft by taking and the filing
of fraudulent documents. Instead, the court accepted the defendant’s argument that the two
predicate acts were in reality “‘two sides of the same coin’—ordinary and customary aspects of

67

18 U.S.C. § 1961(5).

68

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(8)(A).

69

224 Ga. App. 873, 482 S.E.2d 498 (1997).

70

Id. at 877, 482 S.E.2d at 503.

71

See, e.g., Emrich v. Winsor, 198 Ga. App. 333, 401 S.E.2d 76, 77 (1991)(affirming
summary judgment based upon fraud in the sale of interest in single investment to two
co-investors, who were characterized by court as “two joint victims of one isolated
transaction”); Waldschmidt v. Crosa, 177 Ga. App. 707, 340 S.E.2d 664 (1986)(repeated
“salting” of coin boxes in laundromat to inflate apparent revenues did not constitute
pattern since conduct involved only one “transaction”).

72

219 Ga. App. 893, 894, 467 S.E.2d 217 (1996).
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as single transaction, the sale of the timber, and therefore cannot constitute the required two
separate acts under Georgia RICO.”73
A useful contrast to Raines is found in Patterson v. Proctor,74 in which the single
transaction argument was rejected because of evidence showing that, despite clearly marked
boundaries, the defendant cut timber on two different dates, at three different locations, and from
the property of three different owners.75 As the Court of Appeals put it:
Even if the three alleged thefts were part of the same basic scheme, we cannot say
that they were one transaction when they occurred at different times, at different
locations, and with different victims.76
At least in some circumstances, a single transaction has been held to encompass more
than one contract. For example, in Perimeter Realty v. GAPI, Inc.,77 the plaintiff real estate
brokers claimed a commission on transfers of several pieces of real property from the defendants
to a limited partnership. Although the plaintiffs argued that there were two separate closings and
therefore two transactions involving real property for which they claimed commissions, the
Court of Appeals concluded that the two closings were themselves part of a single transaction,
and therefore no pattern of racketeering activity could exist.78

73

Id. at 894, 467 S.E.2d at 218. See also, Sec. Life Ins. Co. of Am. v. Clark, 273 Ga. 44, 48
n.32, 535 S.E.2d 234, 238 n. 32 (2000)(declining to treat an act of forgery as two
different criminal acts of forgery and mail fraud); Cobb v. Kennon Realty Servs., 191 Ga.
App. 740, 741, 382 S.E.2d 697, 699 (1989)(although plaintiff entered into several
contracts over an extended period of time, the evidence concerned only one extended
transaction between the plaintiff and the defendants).

74

237 Ga. App. 244, 514 S.E.2d 37 (1999).

75

Id. at 246, 514 S.E.2d at 38.

76

Id.

77

243 Ga. App. 584, 533 S.E.2d 136 (2000).

78

Id. at 591, 533 S.E.2d at 144.
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Where more than one transaction is found, a pattern is also likely to be found. Thus, in
Brown v. Freedman,79 the court refused to find a single transaction, holding that improper
accounting on a promissory note was separate from the theft of personal property located inside a
home that was sold at auction. In reaching this conclusion, Brown drew a distinction between
the relatedness required for predicate acts to be considered part of the same pattern of activity
and the presence of a single transaction that would prevent the related conduct from constituting
separate predicate acts.80
In Dover v. State,81 a pattern was found where defendants committed arson by burning a
trailer, making false statements to fire officials about who set the fire, and committing mail fraud
in an attempt to fraudulently obtain insurance proceeds. Dover rejected the defendants’
argument that all of the predicate acts arose from the burning of the trailer, a single “incident.”82
In 2001, O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(8) was amended to change the definition of a pattern of
racketeering activity to provide that it “means engaging in at least two acts of racketeering
activity in furtherance of one or more incidents, schemes, or transactions . . . .”83 This language
now appears to include within the pattern definition multiple acts of racketeering activity in
furtherance of one transaction, which would obviate the “single transaction” line of cases
discussed above. Despite this amendment, the single transaction defense has continued to crop
up in both Georgia and federal decisions.84 In 2016, however, the Court of Appeals reviewed the

79

222 Ga. App. 213, 474 S.E.2d 73 (1996).

80

Id.

81

192 Ga. App. 429, 430–31, 385 S.E.2d 417, 419 (1989).

82

Id.

83

2001 Ga. Laws 858 § 1 (emphasis added).

84

In the Georgia courts, see, e.g., Smith v. Chemtura Corp., 297 Ga. App. 287, 676 S.E.2d
756, 761–62 (2009); Overton v. State, 295 Ga. App. 223, 230–32, 671 S.E.2d 507, 517
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2001 amendment and held that “we cannot agree with the trial court that, if the alleged predicate
acts were taken in furtherance of one transaction, then Mbigi’s RICO claim must necessarily
fail.”85
E. Collection of an Unlawful Debt
Georgia RICO does not contain a specific prohibition against the collection of an
unlawful debt. It does, however, incorporate as predicate acts any conduct defined as
racketeering activity under 18 U.S.C. § 1961(1), as well as any act or threat involving extortion
chargeable under the laws of the United States or any of the several states and punishable by
imprisonment for more than one year.86
F. Enterprise
Unlike federal RICO, Georgia RICO uses the word “means” in its definition of

(2008). In the federal courts, see, e.g., McGinnis v. Am. Home Mortg. Servicing, Inc.,
817 F.3d 1241, 1251-52 (11th Cir. 2016); Chattanooga-Hamilton Cty Hosp. Auth. v.
Hosp. Auth. of Walker, Dade and Catoosa Counties, Civ. No. 4:14-CV-0040-HLM, 2015
WL 11622950, * 10 (N.D. Ga. May 11, 2015); Duncan v. CitiMortgage, Inc., No. 1:13cv-1493, 2014 WL 172228, at *10 (N.D. Ga. Jan. 15, 2014); McGinnis v. Am. Home
Mortg. Servicing, Inc., No. 5:11-cv-284, 2013 WL 3338922, at *19 (M.D. Ga. July 2,
2013); Trustee of Global Liquidating Trust v. Consus Ethanol, LLC, No. 1:11-CV-4062TWT, 2012 WL 3779093, at *3–4 (N.D. Ga. Aug. 29, 2012); Foxworthy, Inc. v. CMG
Life Servs., Inc., No. 1:11-CV-2682-TWT, 2012 WL 1269127, at *6–7 (N.D. Ga. Apr.
16, 2012); McDaniel v. Yearwood, No. 2:11-CV-00165-RWS, 2012 WL 526078, at *23
(N.D. Ga. Feb. 16, 2012). But see Advanced Tech. Servs., Inc. v. KM Docs, LLC, No.
1:11-CV-3121-TWT, 2011 WL 5870545, at *4 (N.D. Ga. Nov. 1, 2011)(recognizing that
the statute now defines a pattern of racketeering activity as “at least two acts of
racketeering activity in furtherance of one or more . . . schemes, or transactions . . . .”)
(emphasis added).
85

Mbigi v. Wells Fargo Home Mortgage, 336 Ga. App. 316, 323, 785 S.E.2d 8, 17 (2016).

86

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxix) and (5)(B) (formerly O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(9)(A)(xxix)
(incorporating as predicate acts any conduct defined as racketeering activity under 18
U.S.C. § 1961(1)(A)–(D)) and (9)(B)).
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enterprise.87
Proof of the existence of an enterprise is a prerequisite to liability under O.C.G.A. § 1614-4(b). Proof of an enterprise is not required, however, under O.C.G.A. § 16-14-4(a) if real
property or personal property was acquired through a pattern of racketeering activity.88
The Georgia RICO definition of enterprise specifically includes persons, licit and illicit
enterprises, and governmental entities. Under Georgia RICO “[a]n ‘enterprise’ is not a criminal
act in itself; it is a description of the entities involved in the RICO violations.”89 Thus, there is
no requirement that the other persons or entities alleged to be part of an enterprise be convicted
of a RICO violation in order for a defendant’s conviction to stand.90
A corporation may be both the enterprise and a defendant under O.C.G.A. § 16-14-4(a) if
it was both the perpetrator and direct beneficiary of a pattern of racketeering activity, and not
merely a victim or passive instrumentality.91 An association in fact enterprise can consist of a
corporation and its employees.92
In Chancey v. State,93 the Georgia Supreme Court adopted the language of United States
v. Turkette94 as an appropriate definition of “enterprise” for purposes of Georgia RICO.95
87

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(3) (formerly O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(6)). Cf. United States v. Turkette,
452 U.S. 576, 580 (1981)(“There is no restriction upon the associations embraced by the
definition [of enterprise set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 1961(4)]”).

88

Cobb Cnty. v. Jones Grp., P.L.C., 218 Ga. App. 149, 460 S.E.2d 516 (1995); Reaugh v.
Inner Harbour Hosp., Ltd., 214 Ga. App. 259, 47 S.E.2d 617 (1994); Dover v. State, 192
Ga. App. 429, 385 S.E.2d 417 (1989).

89

Thompson v. State, 211 Ga. App. 887, 890, 440 S.E.2d 670, 673 (1994).

90

Brannon v. State, 243 Ga. App. 28, 32, 530 S.E.2d 761, 765–66 (2000)(rejecting
argument that defendant could not be convicted where the only other parties to the
alleged enterprise were not also convicted of RICO violations).

91

Reaugh, 214 Ga. App. at 264, 447 S.E.2d at 622.

92

Id.

93

256 Ga. 415, 427, 349 S.E.2d 717, 723 (1986).
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Subsequently, in Martin v. State,96 the Georgia Court of Appeals held, following Turkette, that
proof used to establish an enterprise may also be used to establish a pattern of racketeering
activity, and vice versa.97 Martin rejected the Eighth Circuit’s test for proving the existence of
an association in fact enterprise, holding that there is no requirement of proof of a “common
purpose,” “continuity of structure,” or “an ascertainable structure distinct from that of the pattern
of racketeering activity.”98 Instead, an enterprise includes any group of individuals whose
association, however loose or informal, furnishes a vehicle for the commission of two or more
predicate crimes. “There is no distinction, for ‘enterprise’ purposes, between a duly formed
corporation . . . . and an amoeba-like infra-structure that controls a secret criminal network.”99
Martin further held that the state need not prove that all members of the enterprise knew of the
others’ existence.100
Martin’s rejection of the Eighth Circuit’s “ascertainable structure” test has since been
vindicated by the United States Supreme Court.101 While Boyle v. United States holds that an
enterprise must have some structure, including a “purpose, relationships among those associated
94

452 U.S. 576 (1981).

95

Because O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(3) (formerly O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(6)) expressly includes
“illicit as well as licit” entities in the definition of enterprise, the issue decided in Turkette
was never really an open question under Georgia RICO. See Reaugh, 214 Ga. App. at
265, 447 S.E.2d at 622 (irrelevant that deendnat was “legitimate corporation” because
Georgia RICO enterprise definition expressly includes illicit as well as licit entities).

96

189 Ga. App. 483, 487, 376 S.E.2d 888, 893 (1988).

97

Id.

98

Id. (quoting United States v. Anderson, 626 F.2d 1358 (8th Cir. 1980)). The Eleventh
Circuit also rejected the Eight Circuit association in fact enterprise test. See United
States v. Hewes, 729 F.2d 1302, 1310 (11th Cir. 1984).

99

Martin, 189 Ga. App. at 486, 376 S.E.2d at 892, quoting United States v. Elliott, 571 F.2d
880, 897 (5th Cir. 1978).

100

189 Ga. App. at 486, 376 S.E.2d at 892.

101

Boyle v. United States, 556 U.S. 938 (2009).
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with the enterprise, and longevity sufficient to permit those associates to pursue the enterprise’s
purpose,”102 it rejected additional requirements of structural hierarchy, role and differentiation, a
unique modus operandi, a chain of command, professionalism and sophistication of organization,
diversity and complexity of crime, membership dues, rules and regulations, uncharged or
additional crimes aside from predicate acts, an internal discipline mechanism, regular meetings
regarding enterprise affairs, an enterprise name, and induction or initiation ceremonies and
rituals as having no basis in the text of the statute.103 Specifically, the Court stated that
While the group must function as a continuing unit and remain in existence long
enough to pursue a course of conduct, nothing in RICO exempts an enterprise
whose associates engage in spurts of activity punctuated by periods of quiescence.
Nor is the statute limited to groups whose crimes are sophisticated, diverse,
complex or unique; for example, a group that does nothing but engage in extortion
through old fashioned, unsophisticated, and brutal means may fall squarely within
the statute’s reach.104
While an enterprise may be alleged under O.C.G.A § 16-14-4(a) and must be alleged
under § 16-14-4(b), it is not enough merely to identify an enterprise and failure to set forth any
fact showing a connection between the enterprise and the racketeering activity is fatal to an
indictment and, presumably, a complaint. Kimbrough v. State, 300 Ga. 878, 882-83, 799 S.E.2d
229, 233 (2017)(“But not knowing whether the enterprise is alleged to be a licit or illicit one,
how the defendants allegedly were ‘associated with’ it, or how the alleged racketeering activity
relates in any way to the business or affairs of the enterprise, Kimbrough and Mayfield cannot
possibly ascertain from the indictment what they must be prepared to meet with respect to proof
of the requisite connection between the enterprise and the alleged pattern of racketeering
activity.”).
102

Id. at 946.

103

Id.

104

Id. at 948.
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G. Violations
Georgia RICO provides for two substantive offenses and one conspiracy/endeavor
offense.105 Under the most recent amendments, those offenses are as follows:
a) It is unlawful for any person, through a pattern of racketeering activity or
proceeds derived therefrom, to acquire or maintain, directly or indirectly, any
interest in or control of any enterprise, real property, or personal property of
any nature, including money.
b) It is unlawful for any person employed by or associated with any enterprise to
conduct or participate in, directly or indirectly, such enterprise through a
pattern of racketeering activity.
c) It shall be unlawful for any person to conspire or endeavor to violate any of
the provisions of subsection (a) or (b) of this Code section. A person violates
this subsection when:
i.

He or she together with one or more persons conspires to violate any of
the provisions of subsection (a) or (b) of this Code section and any one
or more such persons commits any overt act to effect the object of the
conspiracy; or

ii.

He or she endeavors to violate any of the provisions of subsection (a) or
(b) of this Code section and commits any overt act to effect the object of
the endeavor. 106

Although § 16-14-4(a) incorporates aspects of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(b),107 there are some
significant differences.108 Unlike 18 U.S.C. § 1962(b), which makes it unlawful only to use the
proceeds of racketeering activity to acquire or maintain an interest in an enterprise, § 16-14-4(a)
105

Under the most recent amendments to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3, the Attorney General now has
the same authority as any district attorney to initiate a criminal proceeding under Georgia
RICO. O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(2). In addition, the Attorney General is authorized to
commence civil forfeiture proceedings. O.C.G.A. § 16-14-7(a).

106

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-4(a)–(c). Prior to the most recent amendments, O.C.G.A. § 16-14-4(c)
provided that: “It is unlawful for any person to conspire or endeavor to violate any of the
provisions of subsection (a) or (b) of this Code section.”

107

The Georgia Court of Appeals has held that Georgia RICO has no counterpart provision
to 18 U.S.C. § 1962(a). Reaugh v. Inner Harbour Hosp., Ltd., 214 Ga. App. 259, 263,
447 S.E.2d 617, 621 (1994).

108

Chancey v. State, 256 Ga. 415, 418, 349 S.E.2d 717 (1986).
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contains a broader prohibition against using proceeds derived from a pattern of racketeering
activity to acquire or maintain “any interest in . . . any enterprise, real property, or personal
property of any nature, including money.”109
The scope of § 16-14-4(a) extends beyond that of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(b) in at least three
ways. First, § 16-14-4(a) is not restricted by the federal requirement that the enterprise be
engaged in or conduct activities which affect interstate or foreign commerce.110 Second, § 1614-4(a) prohibits not just the use of a pattern of racketeering activity, but also the use of proceeds
derived from such a pattern, to acquire any interest in or control of any enterprise. Third, § 1614-4(a) precludes the acquisition of an interest in or control of real or personal property of any
nature, including money. Section 1962(b), in contrast, prohibits only the acquisition of an
interest in or control of an enterprise engaged in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce.
Because the prohibition contained in § 16-14-4(a) concerns the acquisition or
maintenance of an interest in or control of an enterprise, real property or personal property, proof
of the existence of an enterprise is not an essential element if the acquisition or maintenance of
an interest in or control of real or personal property is established.111
O.C.G.A. § 16-14-4(b) is in many respect similar to 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c). As the
Supreme Court of Georgia has noted, both provisions are similar in that

109

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-4(a) (emphasis added).

110

The reach of § 16-14-4(a) is narrower than § 1962(b) in one respect: it does not contain
the federal provision’s specific prohibition against collection of an unlawful debt.

111

See Cobb Cnty. v. Jones Grp., P.L.C., 218 Ga. App. 149, 152–53, 460 S.E.2d 516, 520–
21 (1995); Dover v. State, 192 Ga. App. 429, 432, 385 S.E.2d 417, 420 (1989). Some
commentators have wondered whether the breadth of this provision may proscribe
attorneys from obtaining and using fees received from clients in the operation of the law
firm if the attorney has reason to believe that the money is derived from racketeering
activity. See Edward T. Garland & Don Samuel, Georgia Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations Act, 20 Ga. St. B.J. 34, 35 (1983).
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. . . [they] both make it unlawful for any person employed by or associated with
any enterprise to conduct or participate in, directly or indirectly, such enterprise
through a pattern of racketeering activity.112
But § 16-14-4(b) is potentially broader in its reach because under Georgia law an enterprise can
be an individual113 or the “person” liable for the violation.114 Where a corporation is the direct or
indirect beneficiary of the pattern of racketeering activity, it may be both enterprise and the
defendant.115
There is also a potentially significant textual difference between § 16-14-4(b) and 18
U.S.C. § 1962(c). The federal provision requires that defendant “conduct or participate, directly
or indirectly, in the conduct of such enterprise’s affairs through a pattern of racketeering activity
. . . .”116 The requirement in § 16-14-4(b) is different, however, requiring that the defendant
“conduct or participate in, directly or indirectly, such enterprise through a pattern of racketeering
activity.”117 The United States Supreme Court attached a great significance to the fact that
Congress chose to use the word “conduct” twice in federal RICO,118 leading it to conclude that
“both [as] a noun and a verb in this subsection ‘conduct’ requires an element of direction.”119
But the word “conduct” is used only once in Georgia RICO—as a verb. In analyzing a similar
112

Chancey, 256 Ga. at 418, 349 S.E.2d at 723; see Reaugh, 214 Ga. App. at 263, 447
S.E.2d at 621 (“Sections 1962(c) and 16-14-4(b) are likewise counterpart provisions.”).

113

See Brown v. State, 191 Ga. App. 76, 79, 381 S.E.2d 101, 103 (1989).

114

The Eleventh Circuit has held that a defendant under 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c) may not
simultaneously be both the enterprise and the defendant. United States v. Goldin Indus.,
219 F.3d 1268 (11th Cir. 2000) (en banc).

115

Reaugh, 214 Ga. App. at 259, 447 S.E.2d at 617.

116

18 U.S.C. § 1962(c).

117

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-4(b).

118

Reves v. Ernst & Young, 507 U.S. 170, 178 (1993)(“Congress could easily have written
‘participate, directly or indirectly, in [an] enterprise’s affairs’ but it chose to repeat the
word ‘conduct’”).

119

Id.
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provision under Indiana’s RICO statutes, this difference led the Indiana Supreme Court to
conclude that by not using “conduct” as a noun
[t]he Legislature wrote the Indiana Act to mean what the Reves court said
Congress could have written but didn’t: a statute that extends liability beyond just
those who conduct the racketeering enterprise’s affairs to reach those who assist
the enterprise below the managerial or supervisory level. By imposing liability not
just on a person who “conducts . . . the activities” of a racketeering enterprise but
also on a person who “otherwise participates in the activities” of a racketeering
enterprise, we think it clear that [the] scope of liability under the Indiana Act is
broader than under the Federal Act.
In summary, the Federal Act imposes liability on persons who conduct or
participate in the conduct of a racketeering enterprise. The Indiana Act goes
further to impose liability on both persons who conduct the activities of a
racketeering enterprise and on those who otherwise participate in the activities of a
racketeering enterprise. We conclude that the Legislature intended for the Indiana
Act to reach persons “below the managerial or supervisory level” as well as those
who “exercise control or direction over the affairs of [a racketeering] enterprise,” .
. . i.e., to reach a racketeering enterprise’s “foot soldiers” as well as its “generals,”
. . . .120
The Supreme Court of Indiana buttressed its conclusion by surveying RICO statutes in
other states, noting that approximately half have provisions almost identical to the Indiana RICO
act.121 Rather than looking to decisions interpreting federal RICO or state RICO statutes with
language identical to federal RICO, the Keesling court looked to decisions interpreting state
RICO statutes containing similar to that found in the Indiana statute, including decisions from
Georgia and Ohio.122

120

Keesling v. Beegle, 880 N.E.2d 1202, 1206 (Ind. 2008)(citations omitted)(emphasis
added).

121

Id. at 1206–07.

122

Id. at 1207, citing State v. Siferd, 789 N.E.2d 237 (Ohio 2003), Faillaice v. Columbus
Bank & Trust Co., 269 Ga. App. 866, 605 S.E.2d 450 (2004).
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O.C.G.A. § 16-14-4(c) also differs from its federal counterpart, 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d), in
that the Georgia provision contains the additional words “or endeavor.”123 Although the Georgia
courts have not addressed the issue, a Colorado court interpreting the same language has held
that because the words “conspire” and “endeavor” are used in the alternative, the provision may
be violated by a single person: “no conspiracy is required; an ‘endeavor’ (attempt) is sufficient
for a violation.”124 The recently amended version of § 16-14-4(c) support this interpretation,
since (c)(1) requires that the defendant conspire “together with one or more persons,” while
subsection (c)(2), the endeavor provision, requires only that the defendant endeavor to violate
any of the provisions of subsection (a) or (b), not that they conspire with one or more persons to
do so.
Prior to the 2015 amendments to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-4(c), the provision was silent as to the
requirement of an overt act, although that requirement was generally assumed by the Georgia
courts.125
One of the relatively few reported Georgia RICO criminal conspiracy cases is Pasha v.
State.126 Pasha applied traditional conspiracy law to reject the defendant’s argument that he was
not adequately charged with the predicate offenses, holding that each actor in a conspiracy is
responsible for the overt actions undertaken by all other co-conspirators in furtherance of that
conspiracy.127 Thus, the court concluded that there was no requirement in a Georgia RICO
conspiracy case that the state prove that a defendant personally committed the underlying
123

See O.C.G.A. § 16-14-4(c).

124

New Crawford Valley, Ltd. v. Benedict, 877 P.2d 1363, 1373 (Colo. Ct. App. 1993).

125

See, e.g., State v. Conzo, 293 Ga. App. 72, 666 S.E.2d 404 (2008); Pasha v. State, 273
Ga. App. 788, 616 S.E.2d 135 (2005).

126

273 Ga. App. 788, 616 S.E.2d 135 (2005).

127

Id.
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predicate offenses himself, as opposed to a single defendant committing an overt act in
furtherance of the conspiracy.128
In one of the only reported civil conspiracy cases under Georgia RICO, the Court of
Appeals held that the anti-conspiracy subsection of Georgia RICO is even more expansive than
its federal counterpart, outlawing not only conspiracy itself, but also attempted conspiracy.129
H. Criminal Penalties
A criminal violation of Georgia RICO is a felony punishable not by less than five nor
more than twenty years imprisonment, or a fine, or both.130 The authorized fine can be the
greater of $25,000 or three times the pecuniary value gained by the defendant from the
violation.131
In a case where the only offense charged was a violation of Georgia RICO, and the only
category of predicate act alleged was forgery, the defendant was not entitled to a jury instruction
on forgery as a lesser-included offense of racketeering.132 As the Court of Appeals put it,
“Racketeering is a special type of compound offense, not simply a more serious grade of forgery,

128

Id.

129

Faillace, 269 Ga. App. at 866, 605 S.E.2d at 450. The same case held that where a
pattern of racketeering activity is present, a defendant may be held liable even if the
committed only a single predicate act forming part of the pattern, and that is not
necessary for a defendant to hold a directorial or managerial position concerning an
enterprise in order to be liable under Georgia RICO, including that the scope of the
statute in this regard is broader than federal RICO. Cf. Reves v. Ernst & Young, 507 U.S.
170, 179 (1993)(federal RICO liability requires defendant to have some part in directing
affairs of the enterprise).

130

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-5(a).

131

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-5(b). “Pecuniary value” is defined as (1) “anything of value in the
form of money, a negotiable instrument, a commercial interest, or anything else, the
primary significance of which is economic advantage;” or (2) “any other property or
service that has a value in excess of $100.00.” O.C.G.A. § 16-14-5(d)(1)–(2).

132

Redford v. State, 309 Ga. App. 118, 122, 710 S.E.2d 197, 200 (2011).
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robbery, homicide, or any of the other offenses specified in the Act as predicate offenses.”133
Because the defendant was not separately charged with the forgeries, the RICO count was all or
nothing, such that if the jury found that Redford had committed some or all of the forgeries, but
did not find that the forgeries constituted a pattern of racketeering activity as defined by the
statute, it would have been required to acquit the defendant and could not have convicted him,
instead of forgery.134
It is permissible to allege both a substantive and a conspiracy violation of Georgia RICO
in a single count of an indictment, but a plea of guilty or conviction under that count subjects the
defendant to only one punishment.135 The general conspiracy statute, O.C.G.A § 16-4-8,
requires a trial court to impose a sentence that is not more than one-half the maximum period of
time for which a defendant could have been sentenced if he had been convicted of the crime
conspired to have been committed. That provision does not, however, apply to a RICO
conspiracy offense: an individual convicted of a RICO conspiracy violation faces the same
maximum punishment of imprisonment for twenty years as if they had been convicted of a
substantive violation of the statute.136
Indictments alleging violations of Georgia RICO are not subject to any special pleading
requirements, so long as the indictment contains the elements of the offense intended to be
charged, sufficiently apprises the defendant of what he must be prepared to meet and, in case any

133

Id.

134

Id.

135

Washington v. State, 183 Ga. App. 422, 423, 359 S.E.2d 198, 199 (1987) (although the
first count of the indictment alleged two types of violations of Georgia RICO, only one
fine was permitted).

136

Cotman v. State, 342 Ga. App. 569, 586-88, 804 S.E.2d 672, 685-86 (2018).
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other proceedings are taken against him for a similar offense, shows with accuracy to what extent
he may plead a former acquittal.137
I. Remedies
Civil remedies under Georgia RICO are supplemental and not mutually exclusive.138
Consequently, the application of one civil remedy under Georgia RICO does not preclude the
application of any other remedy—civil or criminal—under Georgia RICO, or any other provision
of law.139
1. Damages
Georgia RICO authorizes the recovery of treble damages, and punitive damages “where
appropriate.”140 The Supreme Court of Georgia has recognized the distinction between the
trebling of actual damages, which takes place automatically under RICO, and the award of
punitive damages.141 In holding that the burden of proof in a Georgia RICO claim is a
preponderance of the evidence, the Supreme Court stated that the treble damages automatically
awarded under RICO are remedial, serving the goal of compensating victims and providing an
incentive for private attorney generals to initiate actions against violators of the statute. In so
doing, the Court concluded that because treble damages are remedial, they are governed by the
preponderance of the evidence standard, while punitive damages are governed by a clear and
convincing standard under O.C.G.A. § 51-12-5.1.142

137

Grant v. State, 227 Ga. App. 88, 488 S.E.2d 79 (1997).

138

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-9.

139

Id.; Austin v. Cohen, 268 Ga. App. 650, 602 S.E.2d 146 (2004).

140

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-6(c).

141

Williams Gen. Corp. v. Stone, 279 Ga. 428, 614 S.E.2d 758 (2005).

142

Id.
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Under the tort standards in effect since 1987, punitive damages are awarded only in cases
where the plaintiff establishes by “clear and convincing evidence” that the defendant’s conduct
showed “willful misconduct, malice, fraud, wantonness, oppression, or that entire want of care
which would raise the presumption of conscious indifference to consequences.”143 Punitive
damage awards are limited to $250,000 unless there is a finding that the defendant acted (or
failed to act) with specific intent to cause harm, in which case there is no limitation regarding the
amount which may be awarded as punitive damages.144 Under O.C.G.A. § 51-12-5.1(d)(1),
punitive damages must be specifically prayed for in the complaint.
One significant difference between the Georgia and federal RICO statutes lies in the
scope of what is considered an actionable injury under Georgia RICO. O.C.G.A. § 16-14-6(c)
gives a civil cause of action to “[a]ny person who is injured by reason of any violation of Code
Section 16-14-4 . . ..” In contrast, the federal statute provides a civil cause of action to any
person injured “in his business or property.”145 Relying upon this language, the federal courts
have consistently held that personal injury does not constitute an injury to “business or

143

O.C.G.A. § 51-12-5.1(b).

144

O.C.G.A. § 51-12-5.1(f),(g). One case, which arose out of an unusual procedural posture,
indicates that in at least some circumstances, punitive damages may themselves be
trebled. Speir v. Krieger, 235 Ga. App. 392, 509 S.E.2d 684 (1998). Speir is unusual
because the punitive damages were awarded in the State Court of Fulton County, but the
judgment reviewed was entered by the Superior Court of Clayton County in a subsequent
case that held two individuals liable for the judgment obtained in the State Court of
Fulton County. It appears that the Speir court treated the punitive damages awarded in
the original proceeding as “the actual damages sustained . . . ,” O.C.G.A. § 16-14-6(c),
rather than what they actually were—punitive damages awarded over and above the
actual damages suffered by the plaintiff, since the opinion states that the award in the
original action was $257,248.00, “$250,000.00 of which was in punitive damages
reflecting plaintiff’s claim of fraud in the sale of non-existent insurance.” 235 Ga. App.
at 393, 509 S.E.2d at 686.

145

18 U.S.C. § 1964(c).
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property.”146 In Reaugh v. Inner Harbour Hospital, Ltd., however, the Georgia Court of Appeals
rejected the defendant’s argument that “by analogy to § 1964(c) of the federal RICO act . . . the
Georgia RICO act precludes recovery for personal injuries.”147 The court held that “[u]nlike the
federal act, [Georgia RICO] does not limit damages to injuries to business or property.”148
Georgia RICO also specifies that “costs of investigation and litigation reasonably
incurred” are recoverable.149 The Georgia appellate courts have not yet decided what is
encompassed within the costs of “investigation,” but the broad language used suggests that such
costs may extend beyond the costs of litigation traditionally recoverable in civil actions. Like the
federal statute, Georgia RICO provides for the recovery of attorneys’ fees. Georgia RICO,
however, expressly extends the recoverable attorneys’ fees to those incurred in the appellate
courts,150 and the Supreme Court of Georgia has held that it also extends to fees incurred in
subsequent litigation necessary to collect a judgment in an action under Georgia RICO.151
One federal court has treated attorneys’ fees incurred in the successful pursuit of a RICO
action as damages subject to trebling, albeit without detailed analysis.152
The award of only one dollar in actual damages can support the award of attorneys’ fees
in a Georgia RICO case because the recoverability of fees is not contingent upon the amount of

146

See, e.g., Berg v. First State Ins. Co., 915 F.2d 460 (9th Cir. 1990); Fleischhauer v.
Feltner, 879 F.2d 1290 (6th Cir. 1989); Grogan v. Platt, 835 F.2d 844 (11th Cir. 1988).

147

214 Ga. App. at 264-65, 447 S.E.2d at 622.

148

Id.

149

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-6(c).

150

Id.

151

Dee v. Sweet, 268 Ga. 346, 489 S.E.2d 823 (1997) (Dee I).

152

Delta Airlines, Inc. v. Wunder, No. 1:13-CV-3388-MHC, 2015 WL 11236536, at * 8
(N.D. Ga. May 29, 2015).
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damages awarded.153 The party asserting a Georgia RICO claim is not required to allocate fees
expended between RICO and non-RICO claims when the claims are derived from a common
core of facts.154 Some courts, however, have been strict in requiring counsel to distinguish
between time spent on successful and unsuccessful claims, or between claims that were
successful against one defendant but not another.155
A successful plaintiff bears the burden of establishing both the actual cost and
reasonableness of the attorneys’ fees sought.156 While Georgia law permits the court to consider
the amount of fees generated by a contingency fee contract in assessing the reasonableness of a
request for fees, that agreement alone will not support an award of attorneys’ fees because a
naked assertion that the fees are reasonable, without evidence of hours, rates or other indication
of the value of the professional services actually rendered, is insufficient.157
A successful Georgia RICO plaintiff may also recover fees and costs reasonably incurred
to collect a RICO judgment.158
Corporations may be responsible under Georgia RICO for actions of their employees and
agents committed within the scope of their employment on behalf of the corporation.159 A

153

Dee v. Sweet, 218 Ga. App. 18, 460 S.E.2d 110 (1995)(Dee II)(award of $1 in damages
on Georgia RICO claim sufficient to permit recovery of $258,360 in attorneys’ fees, costs
of investigation and costs of litigation).

154

Id.

155

Otero v. Vito, No. 5:04-CV-211 (CAR), 2007 WL 1390721 (M.D. Ga. May 9, 2007).

156

Hardy v. Cauthen, No. CV406-194, 2009 WL 1154105 (S.D. Ga. May 9, 2007).

157

Id.; Otero v. Vito, No. 5:04-CV-211(CAR) 2007 WL 879287 (M.D. Ga. Mar. 21, 2007).

158

Dee I, 268 Ga. at 346, 489 S.E.2d at 823 (permitting recovery of fees incurred in
connection with appeal, post-trial motions and separate fraudulent conveyance action);
Otero v. Vito, No. 5:04-CV-211 (CAR), 2009 WL 3064609 (M.D. Ga. Sept. 22, 2009)
(awarding fees to counsel retained for post-judgment collections).

159

Cobb Cnty. v. Jones Grp., P.L.C., 218 Ga. App. 149, 153, 460 S.E.2d 516, 521 (1995).
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corporation may also be held liable for predicate acts complete prior to its incorporation if it
benefited from those acts.160 A corporation may not pretermit a derivative action involving
RICO claims by asserting a claim on a corporate fidelity bond.161
A recurring question is the extent, if any, to which traditional common law requirements
such as exhaustion of remedies, reliance and causation are applicable to civil claims under
Georgia RICO. The results are not always consistent. For example, the Georgia Court of
Appeals has twice held that in a Georgia RICO case arising out of alleged fraud in the sale of
insurance, the plaintiffs are not required to exhaust administrative remedies before initiating their
civil action under Georgia RICO.162
In other areas, however, common law requirements have been applied to Georgia RICO.
In Harish v. Raj,163 the Georgia Court of Appeals affirmed an award of summary judgment to the
defendant in a case asserting claims under Georgia RICO, as well as common law claims for
fraud and deceit and breach of fiduciary duty. Without separately analyzing the Georgia RICO
claim, the Court of Appeals held that the plaintiffs could not recover because they did not
exercise ordinary diligence by independently verifying the value of their stock before selling
it.164 Curiously, Harish failed to cite any of the Court of Appeals’ three previous decisions
holding that a lack of due diligence is not a defense to the crime of theft by deception.165

160

Id.

161

McKoon v. Jones, 214 Ga. App. 40, 42, 447 S.E.2d 50, 51–52 (1994).

162

Griffeth v. Principal Mut. Ins. Co., 243 Ga. App. 618, 533 S.E.2d 126 (2000); Provident
Indem. Life Ins. Co. v. James, 234 Ga. App. 403, 506 S.E.2d 892 (1998).

163

222 Ga. App. 248, 474 S.E.2d 624 (1996).

164

Id. at 250–51, 474 S.E.2d at 626.

165

See Arnold v. State, 210 Ga. App. 843, 847–48, 437 S.E.2d 844, 848 (1993); Ray v. State,
165 Ga. App. 89, 92, 299 S.E.2d 584, 587 (1983); Suggs v. State, 69 Ga. App. 383, 25
S.E.2d 532 (1943).
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The requirement of proximate causation under Georgia RICO was analyzed in Longino v.
Bank of Ellijay.166 Longino followed federal authority in concluding that a private civil litigant
may not recover under Georgia RICO unless he or she demonstrates injury proximately caused
by one or more predicate acts.167 As Longino put it: “A plaintiff cannot allege merely that an act
of racketeering occurred and that he lost money. He must show a causal connection between his
injury and a predicate act.”168 Thus, where the alleged predicate acts all occurred prior to the
plaintiff’s involvement in the transaction at issue, he lacked standing to bring an action under
Georgia RICO because his injuries did not flow directly from the commission of predicate
acts.169 Longino followed a federal decision, Pelletier v. Zweifel,170 which held that when the
alleged predicate act is mail or wire fraud, “the plaintiff must have been a target of the scheme to
defraud and must have relied to his detriment on misrepresentations made in furtherance of that
scheme.”171 Longino expanded this rule to the predicate act of Georgia securities fraud.172
Following federal authority, for a lengthy period of time Georgia courts held that in a
RICO case where the alleged predicate act sounded in fraud, e.g., theft by deception or wire
fraud, the plaintiff had to rely upon misrepresentations made directly to him. For example, in
Maddox v. Southern Engineering Co.,173 a case based upon false statements to a governmental
agency in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-10-20, failed because there was no evidence that the state
166

228 Ga. App. 37, 491 S.E.2d 81 (1997).

167

Id., citing Sedima, S.P.R.L. v. Imrex Co., 473 U.S. 479 (1985); Pelletier v. Zweifel, 921
F.2d 1465, 1497 (11th Cir. 1991); Morast v. Lance, 807 F.2d 926, 933 (11th Cir. 1987).

168

228 Ga. App. at 41, 491 S.E.2d at 85.

169

Id.

170

921 F.2d 1465 (11th Cir. 1991).

171

Id. at 1499–1500.

172

228 Ga. App. at 41, 491 S.E.2d at 85.

173

231 Ga. App. 802, 500 S.E.2d 591 (1998).
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agencies relied upon the alleged misrepresentations, and, even if they had, there was no evidence
that the depreciation of the plaintiff’s property value was anything more than an eventual
consequence of the misrepresentations.174 Gentry v. Volkswagen of America, Inc.175 arguably
went further. After holding that O.C.G.A. § 16-10-20 did not apply to false statements made to a
federal agency, Gentry went on to hold that the alleged misrepresentations to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration did not directly cause the alleged injury because there
was no evidence that the plaintiff relied on the misrepresentations made to that agency and she
was not the consumer who purchased the car at issue.176
A substantial shift in this area of the law took place, however, when the United States
Supreme Court rejected a restrictive reading of proximate causation in Bridge v. Phoenix Bond &
Indemnity Co.177 The Georgia Supreme Court has followed suit, holding that the common law
requirement of justifiable reliance in fraud is not a requirement under federal or state RICO.178
The Court of Appeals has subsequently explained that even if a plaintiff is not required to prove
that he himself reasonably relied on the alleged fraudulent misrepresentations of the defendant
made by mail or wire, he must still show proximate causation, namely that the RICO violation

174

Id. at 806, 500 S.E.2d at 594–95.

175

238 Ga. App. 785, 521 S.E.2d 13 (1999).

176

Id. at 791, 521 S.E.2d at 19.

177

553 U.S. 639 (2008) (rejecting Sikes v. Teleline, Inc., 281 F.3d 1350, 1360–61 (11th Cir.
2002), a case applying the Pelletier rationale). As the Supreme Court stated in Bridge:
“None of petitioners’ arguments persuades us to read a first-party reliance requirement
into a statute that by its terms suggests none.” Id. at 650.

178

Pollman v. Swan, 289 Ga. 767, 716 S.E.2d 191 (2011). This eliminates a major part of
the disharmony between causation rules that were applied under Georgia RICO and those
that existed more generally in fraud cases in this state. Cf. Florida Rock & Tank Lines,
Inc. v. Moore, 258 Ga. 106, 107, 365 S.E.2d 836, 837 (1988).
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led directly to his injuries.179 In other words, the plaintiff will almost certainly have to prove that
someone relied on the defendant’s misrepresentations in order to establish that those
misrepresentations were the proximate cause of his injury.180 If no one relied on the alleged
misrepresentations, then there is no proximate causation.181
Whether or not the alleged predicate act sounds in fraud, the plaintiff must show a direct
nexus between at least one predicate act in the alleged pattern and the injury it purportedly
sustained.182 Put another way, a plaintiff must show that the defendant or defendants violated or
conspired to violate the RICO statute, that as a result of this conduct the plaintiff suffered injury,
and that the defendant’s violation of or conspiracy to violate the RICO statute was the proximate
cause of the injury.183

179

Vernon v. Assurance Forensic Accounting, LLC, 333 Ga. App. 377, 392, 774 S.E.2d 197,
211 (2015).

180

Id. See also, Quasebarth v. Green Tree Servicing, LLC, 90 F. Supp. 3d 1373, 1382–83
(N.D. Ga. 2015)(Georgia RICO case: plaintiff must prove a direct nexus between at least
one predicate act and the injury purportedly sustained. Plaintiff must allege that her
injury was the direct result of a predicate act targeted toward her, such that she was the
intended victim.).

181

Vernon, 333 Ga. App. at 392-93, 774 S.E.2d at 211 (2015). Massey, Inc. v. Moe’s
Southwest Grill, LLC, No. 1:07-CV-0741-RWS, 2015 WL 438513, at * 20 (N.D. Ga.
Feb. 3, 2015)(Failure to establish a false representation of a material fact precluded the
existence of mail or wire fraud.).

182

Pullar v. General MD Grp., No. 1:12-CV-4063-TWT, 2013 WL 5284684, at *6 (N.D.
Ga. Sept. 17, 2013); Tribeca Homes, LLC v. Marathon Inv. Corp., 322 Ga. App. 596,
597, 745 S.E.2d 806, 808 (2013); Smith v. Morris, Manning & Martin, LLP, 293 Ga.
App. 153, 165, 666 S.E.2d 683, 695–96 (2008) (“A private RICO plaintiff must show a
direct nexus between at least one of the predicate acts listed under the RICO Act and the
injury it purportedly sustained.”).

183

Wylie v. Denton, 323 Ga. App. 161, 165, 746 S.E.2d 689, 693 (2013); Cox v. Mayan
Lagoon Estates, Ltd., 319 Ga. App. 101, 109, 734 S.E.2d 883, 891 (2012).
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In Legacy Academy, Inc. v. Mamilove, LLC,184 the Georgia Supreme Court held that a
franchisor was entitled to a directed verdict where the franchisees had executed a franchise
agreement containing a merger clause stating that the franchisor had made no representations and
they were not given or relying on any representations regarding the items at issue in the case, and
they were not prevented from reading the agreement.185 This was consistent with the Court of
Appeals ruling in Markowitz v. Wieland,186 which affirms summary judgment on the grounds
that a merger clause contained in the contract pursuant to which the plaintiffs purchased their
home from one of the defendants foreclosed the alleged predicate acts of theft by deception and
mail fraud, because there could have been no reliance on oral representations made prior to the
execution of the contract.187
A similar result was reached in First Data POS, Inc. v. Willis.188 In that case the Court
held that parol evidence contrary to the terms of a contract could not be relied upon to support
the RICO claim based on theft by deception arising out of the pre-contractual negotiations where
the contract expressly provided that the buyer was under no obligation to continue the business
and could, at any time and without notice, reorganize it, merge it out of existence, or cease the
sale of any of its products or services. The Court further held that reliance by the sellers on pre-

184

297 Ga. 15, 771 S.E.2d 868 (2015).

185

Id. at 17–19, 771 S.E.2d at 870–72.

186

243 Ga. App. 151, 532 S.E.2d 705 (2000).

187

Id. at 154–55, 532 S.E.2d at 708–09.

188

273 Ga. 792, 546 S.E.2d 781 (2001). Federal courts have held that a merger or entire
agreement clause bars a purchaser from asserting reliance on an alleged
misrepresentation not contained within the contract. See, e.g., Curtis Inv. Co., LLC v.
Bayerische Hpyo-Und Vereinsbank, AG, 341 F. App’x 487 (11th Cir. 2009); Massey, Inc.
v. Moe’s Southwest Grill, LLC, No. 1:07-cv-0741, 2015 WL 438513 (N.D. Ga. Feb. 3,
2015).
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contractual representations that were not also included in the agreement’s language was
unreasonable and therefore could not provide a basis for deception.
Note, however, that a merger clause did not bar the introduction of evidence of oral
misrepresentations in a criminal case.189
Under Georgia RICO, “[a] conviction in any criminal proceeding shall estop the
defendant in any subsequent civil action or civil forfeiture proceeding under this chapter as to all
matters proved in the criminal proceeding.”190 This estoppel provision is substantially broader
than its federal counterpart, which merely provides that the defendant shall be estopped from
denying the “essential allegations of the criminal offense” in any subsequent civil proceeding
brought by the United States.191
2. Equitable Relief
Any aggrieved person or the state may seek equitable relief under Georgia RICO.192
Available relief includes, but is not limited to, ordering a defendant to divest himself of any
interest in any enterprise, real property, or personal property; imposing reasonable restrictions
upon future activities or investments; ordering the dissolution or reorganization of any enterprise;
and ordering the suspension or revocation of any license or permit granted to any enterprise by
any agency of the state.193

189

Davis v. State, 326 Ga. App. 279, 754 S.E.2d 815 (2014).

190

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-6(e)(emphasis added). Cox, 319 Ga. App. at 109, 734 S.E.2d at 891
(defendant’s conviction under Georgia RICO estopped him from contending that he did
not violate Georgia RICO, that he committed the predicate acts alleged in the RICO
indictment that were also alleged in the complaint, and that the plaintiff was injured by
the predicate acts underlying his RICO conviction).

191

Cf. 18 U.S.C. § 1964(d).

192

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-6(b).

193

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-6(a)(1)–(4).
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The court may also order the forfeiture of the charter of a corporation organized under
Georgia law, or the revocation of a certificate authorizing a foreign corporation to conduct
business within Georgia. This relief requires a finding that the board of directors or a managerial
agent acting on behalf of the corporation, in conducting the affairs of the corporation, authorized
or engaged in conduct that violates Georgia RICO and that the public interest requires that the
charter of the corporation be forfeited and the corporation dissolved, or in the case of a foreign
corporation, that the certificate of authorization be revoked, in order to prevent future criminal
activity.194
The “including but not limited to” language in O.C.G.A. § 16-14-6(a) has been held to
authorize the appointment of a receiver, even though that relief is not specifically mentioned in
the statute.195 Note, however, that equity will not interfere in a criminal prosecution.196
It is not necessary to show special or irreparable damage to the person in order to obtain
injunctive relief under Georgia RICO.197 Thus, the Georgia Supreme Court has held that a trial
court did not abuse its discretion in granting equitable relief in the form of a preliminary
injunction prohibiting the defendants from transferring real and personal property, despite the
presence of an adequate remedy at law, consisting of money damages for breach of contract.198
The Court reasoned that the preliminary injunction was not entered pursuant to the trial court’s
inherent equitable power, but rather pursuant to the statutory authorization set forth in O.C.G.A.
194

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-6(a)(5).

195

State v. Singh, 291 Ga. 525, 527–28, 731 S.E.2d 649, 652 (2012); Cotton, Inc. v. PhilDan Trucking, Inc., 270 Ga. 95, 95–96, 507 S.E.2d 730, 731 (1998).

196

Mohwish v. Franklin, 291 Ga. 179, 180, 728 S.E.2d 240, 241 (2012)(trial court properly
dismissed complaint where plaintiff sought to interfere with his ongoing criminal
prosecution).

197

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-6(b).

198

Cotton, Inc., 270 Ga. at 95, 507 S.E.2d at 730.
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§ 16-14-6, and therefore the availability of an adequate remedy at law was not a bar to the
preliminary injunction.199
A temporary restraining order or a preliminary injunction may be issued upon the
execution of proper bond against damages for an injunction improvidently granted and a
showing of immediate danger of significant loss or damage.200
Because of Georgia RICO’s criminal-civil nature, private parties or the state may seek
injunctive relief contemporaneously with or subsequent to a criminal indictment.
In Caldwell v. State,201 the state brought a civil RICO forfeiture proceeding against the
then-commissioner of the Georgia Department of Labor, seeking the forfeiture of certain
campaign contributions. Although the defendant in that case was indicted in Fulton County, the
civil forfeiture proceeding was brought in DeKalb County, presumably because that is where the
assets subject to forfeiture were located.202 The defendant challenged a post-indictment ex parte
temporary restraining order freezing certain of his asserts, contending that there was no evidence
to support the allegations that he had committed any of the predicate offenses necessary to
establish a violation of Georgia RICO and to authorize forfeiture. The Georgia Supreme Court
found that at the time the trial court was asked to enter the temporary restraining order, it was
required only to find reasonable cause to believe that the property was subject to forfeiture:
[T]he existence of an indictment charging the defendant with a RICO violation is
both a fact and a finding by the grand jury that there is probable cause to believe
that a crime in violation of RICO has been committed by the defendant. We
199

Id. at 96, 507 S.E.2d at 731. A federal district court, however, has concluded that a
motion to enjoin the liquidation of real estate during the pendency of a Georgia RICO
action is governed by FED. R. CIV. P. 65. Smith v. Copeland, No. 1:19-CV-1200-RWS,
2009 WL 2223926 (N.D. Ga. July 23, 2009).

200

Id.

201

253 Ga. 400, 321 S.E.2d 704 (1984).

202

See id. at 400-01, 321 S.E.2d at 706.
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conclude that the trial court did no err in finding that the RICO indictment
provided reasonable cause to believe that the property identified in the indictment
was subject to forfeiture and in entering the temporary injunction . . . .203
J. Forfeiture
In 2015 the General Assembly enacted the Uniform Civil Forfeiture Procedure Act
(“UCFPA”),204 which, with the exception of a portion of O.C.G.A. § 16-14-7(a), repealed
RICO’s self-contained forfeiture provisions. The purpose of the UCFPA is to provide a single,
consolidated forfeiture statute to replace the numerous (and sometimes inconsistent and
conflicting) forfeiture provisions scattered throughout the Georgia Code. This section does not
address all of the numerous provisions of the UCFPA in detail, but does point out provisions
unique to RICO as well as some of the more significant changes to Georgia forfeiture
proceedings generally.
As currently amended, O.C.G.A. § 16-14-7(a) subjects to forfeiture “[a]ll property of
every kind used or intended for use in the course of, derived from, or realized through a pattern
of racketeering activity . . ..”205 Under the UCFPA, forfeiture proceedings may be in rem206 or in
personam.207
The UCFPA also contains a provision directing that “be liberally construed to effectuate
its remedial purposes.”208
The UCFPA establishes venue for in rem209 and in personam210 forfeiture cases. The
statute also provides for the preservation and storage of seized property211 and addresses the
203

Id. at 403, 321 S.E.2d at 707 (citation omitted).

204

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-1, et seq.

205

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-7(a).

206

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-12.

207

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-13.

208

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-22.
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rights of interest holders in seized property.212 The UCFPA also provides for restraining orders
and injunctions.213
A number of provisions address the interrelationship of civil and criminal proceedings,
for example authorizing for stays of civil proceedings where criminal proceedings are pending as
a result of a related indictment or accusation.214 Because forfeiture proceedings are civil in
nature, an acquittal or dismissal in a criminal proceeding does not preclude a civil forfeiture
proceeding,215 but a conviction in a criminal proceeding does preclude the defendant from later
denying the essential allegations of the criminal offense of which he or she was convicted,
regardless of the pendency of an appeal from that conviction, although evidence of the pendency
of the appeal is admissible.216
The UCFPA also addresses the rights of injured persons, including those who suffer a
pecuniary loss or physical injury due to a violation of Georgia RICO.217 Most importantly, an
injured person has a right or claim to forfeited property or the proceeds thereof superior to any
right or claim held by the state or local government in the same property or proceeds, other than

209

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-4(1), (2).

210

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-4(3).

211

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-10.

212

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-12(c).

213

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-14.

214

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-15.

215

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-15(b).

216

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-15(c).

217

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-16(a).
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for costs.218 In order to enforce that right, the injured person must intervene in the civil forfeiture
proceeding prior to the entry of a final judgment.219
The state’s burden of proof to show that seized property is subject to forfeiture is a
preponderance of the evidence.220 A property interest is not subject to forfeiture if the owner of
the interest or the interest holder establishes a lack of knowledge and participation as set forth in
specific provisions.221
A rebuttable presumption exists that any property of a person is subject to forfeiture
under UCFPA if the state establishes by a preponderance of the evidence that a person engaged
in conduct giving rise to the forfeiture, the property was acquired by the person during the period
of the conduct giving rise to the forfeiture, or within a reasonable time after such period, and
there was no likely source for the property other than the conduct giving rise to the forfeiture.222
An important change is that title to property declared to be forfeited now vests in the state
at the time of commission of the conduct giving rise to forfeiture (together with the proceeds of
the property after that time).223 Transfers of property following the conduct giving rise to
forfeiture do not impact the susceptibility of the property to forfeiture unless the transferee
claims and establishes in a hearing that he or she is a bona fide purchaser for value and his or her
interest is exempt.224

218

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-16(c).

219

Id.

220

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-17.

221

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-17(a)(2)(A)–(I).

222

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-17(b).

223

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-18.

224

Id.
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Another important change is that substitute property may now be forfeited when the
property found by the court to be subject to forfeiture cannot be located; has been transferred to
conveyed to, sold to, or deposited with a third party; is beyond the jurisdiction of the court; has
been substantially diminished in value while not in the actual physical custody of the receiver or
government agency directed to maintain custody of the property; or has been comingled with
other property that cannot be divided without difficulty.225
The UCFPA adopts extensive reporting requirements for both law enforcement agencies
and district attorneys, together with audit provisions and penalties for non-compliance.226
K. Constitutionality
Georgia RICO survived a First Amendment challenge in Western Business Systems, Inc.
v. Slaton.227 In that case, a federal court denied injunctive relief to plaintiffs who were purveyors
of sexually explicit materials, holding that Georgia RICO does not authorize forfeiture of printed
matter on the basis that it is probably obscene, but rather because it is personal property realized
through or derived from a violation of the statute.228 Consequently, the court held that the statute
did not constitute a prior restraint. 229
A Fourth Amendment challenge to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-7(f), the provision that permits
seizure by law enforcement officers,230 was rejected by the Georgia Supreme Court in Waller v.

225

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-20(a)(1)–(5).

226

O.C.G.A. § 9-16-19(g)(1)–(7).

227

492 F. Supp. 513 (N.D. Ga. 1980).

228

Id. at 514. The Supreme Court later reached the same conclusion in Alexander v. United
States, 509 U.S. 544 (1993).

229

492 F. Supp. at 514. The plaintiffs’ action was later dismissed for lack of standing since
the plaintiffs could not demonstrate any genuine threat of imminent prosecution. W. Bus.
Sys. v. Slaton, 502 F. Supp. 746 (N.D. Ga. 1980).

230

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-7(f). This subsection no longer exists after the 2015 amendment.
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State,231 Waller held that because seizure must be incident to a lawful arrest, search or inspection
and the officer must have probable cause to believe that the property is subject to forfeiture and
will be lost or destroyed if not seized, there is no Fourth Amendment bar to the seizure, even if
the property seized is not listed on a search warrant.232
A challenge to Georgia RICO based upon the Georgia Constitution’s prohibition against
retroactive laws was unsuccessful in Evans v. State.233 The court concluded that the term
“retroactive law” applies only to constitutional challenges to civil suits, requiring that the
defendants’ challenge rest upon the basis that Georgia RICO is an ex post facto law. Although
the defendants had abandoned their ex post facto challenge, the court nevertheless addressed it,
concluding that the defendants had failed to show that any of the predicate acts upon which their
RICO convictions were based occurred prior to the statute’s enactment, so that they lacked
standing to raise their argument.234
Equal protection, due process and ex post facto challenges were all unsuccessful in
Chancey v. State.235 The due process argument that § 16-14-3(1) is overbroad because it defines
enterprise to include illicit as well as licit enterprises was rejected on the basis of United States v.
Turkette.236

A vagueness challenge to the definition of pattern was also rejected.237

The

defendants also attacked § 16-14-4(b), the counterpart to 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c), on grounds of
231

251 Ga. 124, 303 S.E.2d 437 (1983), rev’d, 467 U.S. 39 (1984).

232

Waller, 251 Ga. at 125-26, 303 S.E.2d at 440. The Fourth Amendment challenge raised
in Waller was also rejected in Ledesma v. State, 251 Ga. 885, 890–91, 311 S.E.2d 427,
433 (1984).

233

252 Ga. 312, 314 S.E.2d 421 (1984).

234

Id. at 319-20, 314 S.E.2d at 428–29.

235

256 Ga. 415, 349 S.E.2d 717 (1986).

236

452 U.S. 576 (1981).

237

Chancey, 256 Ga. at 427, 349 S.E.2d at 729.
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both vagueness and overbreadth.

Chancey relied upon federal authority rejecting similar

challenges to provisions of federal RICO.238
The Chancey defendants also argued that § 16-14-6(a)(5) and (e) violate equal protection
by estopping a convicted defendant in a subsequent civil action from denying matters proved in
the criminal proceeding. This argument was rejected because the challenge was brought in the
direct appeal from the criminal conviction, rather than a subsequent civil proceeding.239
The final constitutional argument in Chancey was that the statute violates the
constitutional prohibitions against ex post facto laws. This argument was rejected for the same
reason that it failed in various federal cases—that both Georgia RICO and federal RICO require
the commission of at least one predicate act after the effective date of the statute.240
The Georgia RICO provisions awarding attorneys’ fees on appeal have been
unsuccessfully challenged on equal protection and due process grounds.241 These fee-shifting
positions were held not to chill the exercise of appellate rights of RICO defendants, the Supreme
Court concluding that it was neither unreasonable nor arbitrary for the General Assembly to
distinguish between RICO defendants and the non-RICO defendants, because RICO defendants
who are held liable in civil actions must necessarily have been found to have committed two or
more criminal acts.242

238

Id. at 427-28, 349 S.E.2d at 729–30.

239

Id. at 428, 349 S.E.2d at 730.

240

Id.

241

Dee v. Sweet, 268 Ga. 346, 489 S.E.2d 823 (1997).

242

Id.
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A challenge to Georgia RICO’s in rem forfeiture provisions was rejected in Kelleher v.
State.243 In Kelleher, the defendant argued that an in rem forfeiture proceeding constituting an
uncompensated taking under the Georgia and United States constitutions. The argument was
rejected because there was an allegation that the state applied any of the property to public use
during the period it was in the state’s possession and there was no basis to assert that the estate
could be held for monetary damages on the basis of the seizure of the property.244
While an in rem forfeiture may be challenged under the Eighth Amendment to the United
States Constitution, it is premature to consider any such challenge before the amount of the
forfeiture has been determined.245
Cisco v. State,246 in which the Georgia RICO civil in personam forfeiture provision was
held unconstitutional, is discussed in the section on forfeitures, above.
L. Other Noteworthy Provisions and Caselaw
Section 16-14-12 formerly provided that in civil actions under the Georgia RICO Act, the
state could file with the clerk of the Superior Court a certificate stating that the case is of special
public importance. The clerk was then required to furnish a copy of that certificate to the Chief
Judge, who was required to immediately designate a judge to hear and determine the action,
which must be expedited.247 The most recent amendments to Georgia RICO eliminated the
reference to superior court, and added to the reference to civil action “or civil forfeiture
proceeding.” This amendment recognizes that a civil action or a civil forfeiture proceeding

243

187 Ga. App. 64, 369 S.E.2d 341 (1988).

244

Id. at 65, 369 S.E.2d at 342.

245

Patel v. State, 289 Ga. 479, 481, 713 S.E.2d 381, 384–85 (2011).

246

285 Ga. 656, 680 S.E.2d 831 (2009).

247

O.C.G.A. § 16-14-12.
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could be filed in either superior or state court and authorizes either type of action to be expedited
upon the filing of the appropriate certificate by the state.
The Georgia courts have generally been resistant to the importation of special pleading
requirements adopted by federal courts. In Grant v. State,248 the Georgia Court of Appeals
declined to impose special pleading requirements on a Georgia RICO indictment, holding that
“[T]he requisite predicate acts and enterprises comprising the charges against appellants are
precisely described and named in each instance. No greater detail was required to allege the
RICO offense under Georgia law.”249
In civil cases, plaintiffs have generally not been required to specify all of the acts that
they contend constitute predicate offenses.250
Federal courts have occasionally tended to lump federal RICO and Georgia RICO
together and, in some cases, have failed to recognize important differences between the two
statutes. In several cases, an opinion will simply note that Georgia RICO is “based upon” federal
RICO and then give Georgia RICO the same interpretation and treatment as its federal
counterpart.251 An Eleventh Circuit decision has even described the provisions of Georgia and

248

227 Ga. App. 88, 488 S.E.2d 79 (1997).

249

Id. at 90-91, 488 S.E.2d at 82. Grant was subsequently followed by Garrard v. State,
242 Ga. App. 189, 528 S.E.2d 273 (2000); and Adams v. State, 231 Ga. App. 279, 499
S.E.2d 105 (1998).

250

See, e.g., Brown v. Freedman, 222 Ga. App. 213, 217, 474 S.E.2d 73, 77 (1996); Maddox
v. S. Eng’g Co., 216 Ga. App. 6, 8, 453 S.E.2d 64, 72 (1994).

251

See, e.g., Pelletier v. Zweifel, 921 F.2d 1465, 1491 n.57 (11th Cir. 1991)(Georgia RICO’s
“provisions are essentially identical to the federal RICO provisions”); Morast v. Lance,
807 F.2d 926, 933 (11th Cir. 1987)(“[b]ecause Georgia’s RICO statutes are essentially
identical to the federal RICO statutes, the district court properly dismissed Morast’s
Georgia RICO claim”).
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federal RICO as being “essentially identical.”252 While this is true of some provisions, it is
certainly not true as a general matter. In at least some cases, this treatment results from the
failure of counsel to distinguish between the Georgia and federal statutes in allegations and
argument.253 Other federal opinions, however, have recognized that federal RICO and Georgia
RICO are not co-extensive.254
One federal court has held that although neither implied nor contractual rights to
indemnity are recognized or enforced under federal or Georgia RICO, contribution is permitted
when the right to contribution is expressly created by contractual agreement entered into prior to
the litigation.255
The Georgia appellate courts have twice decertified class actions based upon Georgia
RICO.256 Certification has also been denied based upon the predominance of individual issues257
or issues involving the laws of numerous states.258 But where the claims are not based upon oral
presentations, but rather upon standardized written representations, both federal and state courts
have been willing to certify a class.259

252

Morast v. Lance, 807 F.2d 926, 933 (11th Cir. 1987). Surprisingly, this gross
oversimplification continues to be repeated. See, e.g., Simpson v. Sanderson Farms, Inc.,
744 F.3d 702, 705 n.1 (11th Cir. 2014).

253

See, .e.g., J.G. Williams, Inc. v. Regency Props., Ltd., 672 F. Supp. 1436, 1442–43 (N.D.
Ga. 1987).

254

See, e.g., Marshall v. City of Atlanta, 195 B.R. 156, 171 (N.D. Ga. 1996)(“Georgia RICO
is generally broader in scope than federal RICO”).

255

Sikes v. AT&T, 841 F. Supp. 1572, 1581–83 (S.D. Ga. 1993).

256

See Stevens v. Thomas, 257 Ga. 645, 361 S.E.2d 800 (1987); Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co. v.
Cantrell, 197 Ga. App. 672, 399 S.E.2d 237 (1990).

257

See, e.g., Buford v. H&R Block, Inc., 168 F.R.D. 340 (S.D. Ga. 1996).

258

Andrews v. AT&T, 95 F.3d 1014 (11th Cir. 1996).

259

See Brenner v. Future Graphics, LLC, 258 F.R.D. 561 (N.D. Ga. 2007)(defendant
utilized uniform and systematic marketing techniques, standardized forms, scripts and
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The Eleventh Circuit held that a district court erred when it relied on precedent
concerning the certification of a class action for a compliant of employment discrimination under
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to deny a motion for class certification in a RICO
case.260 The Eleventh Circuit held that, in contrast to Title VII cases, which frequently depended
on proof of individual acts of disparate treatment, the very gravamen of a RICO case is a pattern
of racketeering activity, the facts of which comprise an essential element for each plaintiff’s
RICO claims from which jurors would be asked to infer the commission of wrongful acts against
those individual plaintiffs.261 In Mohawk, the Eleventh Circuit specifically concluded that
whether Mohawk conducted the affairs of an enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity
that depressed the wages of all its employees was a question common to each employee’s
complaint.262 Mohawk built upon the Eleventh Circuit’s decision in Klay v. Humana, Inc.,263
which explained that the “common issues of fact [in a civil RICO action], concerning the
existence of a[n enterprise and] a pattern of racketeering activity . . . are quite substantial. They
would tend to predominate over all but the most complex individualized issues.”264
At least one federal court has held that claims under the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act, 29 U.S.C. §§ 1001 et seq. (“ERISA”), pre-empt claims under Georgia RICO.265

contracts in a single scheme to defraud); Liberty Lending Servs. v. Canada, 293 Ga. App.
731, 741, 668 S.E.2d 3, 12 (2008)(Georgia RICO claims based upon common written
representations and nor oral representations).
260

Williams v. Mohawk Indus., Inc., 568 F.3d 1350, 1356 (11th Cir. 2009).

261

Id.

262

Id.

263

382 F.3d 1241 (11th Cir. 2004).

264

Id. at 1258–59, abrogated in part on other grounds by Bridge v. Phoenix Bond & Indemn.
Co., 553 U.S. 639 (2008).

265

District 65 Retirement Trust v. Prudential Sec., 925 F. Supp. 1551, 1562 (N.D. Ga.
1996).
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Another federal court has held that state RICO claims based upon alleged misrepresentations of
the health risk of cigarettes are pre-empted by the Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act, 15
U.S.C. § 1334, et seq.266 A Georgia court has held that a plaintiff’s state law claims, including
claims under Georgia RICO, were preempted by federal banking law.267 And Georgia RICO
does not supersede the exclusivity provisions of the Workers’ Compensation Act.268
The Georgia RICO Act does not express any waiver of sovereign immunity,
consequently the Georgia Tort Claims Act is the exclusive remedy for any torts committed by
state officers and employees and the Georgia RICO Act cannot be invoked as an alternative
remedy or waiver of sovereign immunity for such conduct.269

266

Huddleston v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 66 F. Supp. 2d 1370, 1377–81 (N.D. Ga.
1999).

267

Thomas v. Bank of Am. Corp., 309 Ga. App. 778, 784, 711 S.E.2d 371, 377 (2011).

268

Bryant v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 203 Ga. App. 770, 417 S.E.2d 688 (1992).

269

Tricoli v. Watts, 336 Ga. App. 837, 840, 783 S.E.2d 475, 478 (2016).
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA
CHARLOTTE DIVISION
CIVIL ACTION NO. 3:16-cv-00848-FDW-DSC

CARGILL, INCORPORATED, and
CARGILL MEAT SOLUTIONS
CORPORATION,
Plaintiffs,

CARGILL’S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT

v.
WDS, INC.; JENNIFER MAIER; and
BRIAN EWERT,
Defendants.

Plaintiffs, Cargill, Incorporated, and Cargill Meat Solutions Corporation (“Cargill”),
submit this motion for leave to amend the First Amended Complaint, an accompanying
supporting brief, Proposed Order, and the Second Amended Complaint. The Court’s leave to
amend is proper under the governing law. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(2); Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(4);
Gillespie v. United States Steel Corp., 379 U.S. 148, 158 (1964); Foman v. Davis, 371 U.S. 178,
182 (1962).
Dated: November 3, 2017

/s/ Jacob Bylund
FAEGRE BAKER DANIELS LLP
Jacob D. Bylund (admitted pro hac vice)
Jacob.Bylund@FaegreBD.com
Dasha Ternavska (admitted pro hac vice)
Dasha.Ternavska@FaegreBD.com
801 Grand Avenue, 33rd Floor
Des Moines, IA, 50309-8011
Telephone: 515-248-9000
Facsimile: 515-248-9010
Christine R. M. Kain (admitted pro hac vice)
Christine.Kain@FaegreBD.com
2200 Wells Fargo Center, 90 S. Seventh Street
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Minneapolis, MN, 55402
Telephone: 612 -766-8743
Facsimile: 612-766-1600
- AND –
Robinson, Bradshaw & Hinson, P.A.
Edward F. Hennessey IV
N.C. Bar No. 15899
thennessey@robinsonbradshaw.com
Fitz E. Barringer
N.C. Bar No. 42679
fbarringer@robinsonbradshaw.com
101 North Tryon Street, Suite 1900
Charlotte, NC 28246
Telephone: 704-377-2536
Facsimile: 704-378-4000
Attorneys for Cargill, Incorporated, and Cargill
Meat Solutions Corporation
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I electronically filed the foregoing document with the Clerk of Court
using the CM/ECF system, which will automatically send notification of such filing to the
following:
Jeffrey S. Southerland
Denis E. Jacobson
Richard W. Andrews
Tuggle Duggins P.A.
P.O. Box 2888
Greensboro, NC 27402
jsoutherland@tuggleduggins.com
djacobson@tuggleduggins.com
randrews@tuggleduggins.com
Attorneys for Defendants WDS, Inc. and Brian Ewert
Andrew A. Freeman
Alan M. Ruley
Bell, Davis & Pitt, P.A.
P.O. Box 21029
Winston-Salem, NC 27120-1029
afreeman@belldavispitt.com
aruley@belldavispitt.com
Attorneys for Defendant Jennifer Maier
Dated: November 3, 2017.

/s/ Jacob Bylund
Jacob Bylund
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA
CHARLOTTE DIVISION
CIVIL ACTION NO. 3:16-cv-00848-FDW-DSC

CARGILL, INCORPORATED, and
CARGILL MEAT SOLUTIONS
CORPORATION,
Plaintiffs,
v.

CARGILL’S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT

WDS, INC.; JENNIFER MAIER; and
BRIAN EWERT, 1
Defendants.

Plaintiffs, Cargill, Incorporated and Cargill Meat Solutions Corporation, (collectively
“Cargill”), respectfully submit this brief in support of their motion for leave to amend, together
with the accompanying Proposed Order and Second Amended Complaint. The case schedule
will remain unaffected, and Defendants will not show unfair prejudice to them therefrom.
INTRODUCTION
Defendants have concealed critical facts, including throughout this case. They have
repeatedly denied the existence of responsive materials, destroyed responsive documents, and
obstructed Cargill’s attempts to access responsive information from third parties—meanwhile
arguing to this Court the Complaint’s allegations were insufficiently detailed. Defendants’
actions are what has led to the current motion for leave to amend, and they satisfy Rule 15’s
“justice so requires” burden.
As the Court is aware, Cargill has been working diligently to discover the who, what,

1

Collectively “Defendants.”
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where, when, and how of the underlying fraud and commercial bribery since the filing of the
original Complaint.

Only after the Court entered its October 2, 2017, Order compelling

Defendants to produce relevant documents and electronic equipment was Cargill finally able to
access hundreds of thousands of documents 2 that demonstrate the enormity of the commercial
bribery and fraud underlying this action.

To cap the delay, Defendants produced 11,144

documents (32,857 pages) on November 1, 2017—the last day allowed for document production
under the Court’s order. Defendants’ actions to obfuscate and hide their extensive wrongdoing
hindered and delayed Cargill’s discovery of details supporting its original claims and related
theories.
Cargill thus respectfully seeks the Court’s leave to amend its Complaint to build out its
factual allegations based on the newly discovered specifics of the fraud and to add an alternate
legal argument, RICO, against the existing Defendants.
LEGAL STANDARD
The Court’s leave to amend is proper under the governing law. See Fed. R. Civ. P.
15(a)(2). Courts “freely give leave [to amend pleadings] when justice so requires.” Id.; see also
Gillespie v. United States Steel Corp., 379 U.S. 148, 158 (1964). In fact,
[Rule 15’s] mandate is to be heeded. . . . In the absence of any apparent or
declared reason—such as undue delay, bad faith or dilatory motive on the part of
the movant, repeated failure to cure deficiencies by amendments previously
allowed, undue prejudice to the opposing party by virtue of allowance of the
amendment, futility of amendment, etc.—the leave sought should, as the rules
require, be ‘freely given.’
2

On the afternoon of September 14, 2017, Mr. Ewert finally disclosed that the FBI in April 2017 seized 60 devices
from his home/office, including 16 computers; 13 external drives/storage devices; 8 iPads; 10 phones; and other
devices. Defendants Ewert and WDS also produced over 200 banker’s boxes of documents after the October 2,
hearing. Cargill is still processing and reviewing the information stored on the devices and in the boxes, finding
scores of documents and communications that demonstrate: (1) Defendants’ blatant commercial bribery of third
party employees, (2) Defendants’ other organizations created to help carry out the bribery and fraud against
Plaintiffs, and (3) Defendants’ intentional and explicit instructions to WDS employees on perpetuating the
fraudulent scheme and hiding it from Plaintiffs.
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Foman v. Davis, 371 U.S. 178, 182 (1962); see also 6 Charles Alan Wright et al., Federal
Practice and Procedure § 1474 (3d ed.) (outlining the many permissible reasons parties amend
pleadings under Rule 15(a)).
ARGUMENT
I. Cargill Meets Rule 15’s “Justice So Requires” Standard to Amend
This case has proven to be unique, both in the underlying conduct by Defendants and in
their approach to disclosing discoverable information evidencing fraud during litigation. For the
below reasons, under the facts of this case, leave to amend the First Amended Complaint is
warranted. Cargill seeks to detail the additional important facts discovered in Defendants’ recent
productions—facts that demonstrate the extent of the pervasive fraud Defendants perpetuated
against it for years. The Foman factors for when “justice so requires” are met here:
•

First, there has been no undue delay on Cargill’s part. Although the deadline to amend
pleadings has lapsed under the Court’s March 15, 2017, Case Management Order, the
delay in seeking this amendment is entirely due to Defendants’ obstructionist discovery
tactics, in spite of Cargill’s continued efforts to develop the full facts. 3 It was only after
the Court ordered Defendants on October 2 to produce responsive documents and the
electronic devices seized by the FBI that Defendants agreed to give Cargill access to the
previously withheld information. For example, before the October 2 hearing, Defendants
refused to provide accounting data, claiming they could not do so. Only after the hearing
did Cargill finally receive access to financial records detailing the money flow that was
instrumental to the multi-year fraudulent scheme.

3

As Judge Cayer noted in the October 2 Memorandum and Recommendation, “Plaintiffs credibly allege that
Defendants’ discovery conduct has been objectively deficient and dilatory.” Dkt. No. 123, at 1. Although Ms.
Maier has largely been silent on the discovery disputes, she is implicated in the delay tactics as the president and
majority owner of defendant WDS. In addition, her complicity in the underlying extensive, multi-year fraudulent
scheme and conspiracy is clarified in the documents recently obtained from Mr. Ewert and WDS.
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The numbers are telling. In October, Defendants produced seven batches of
documents from the banker boxes and, following the hearing, Cargill obtained access to
the sixty devices taken from Mr. Ewert’s house. The productions totaled hundreds of
thousands of documents, including emails, text messages, and bank records, replete with
highly responsive, incriminating evidence of Defendants’ extensive fraudulent scheme.
•

Second, this request for amendment does not stem from any bad faith or dilatory motive
on Cargill’s part. On the contrary, as noted above and more fully explained in Cargill’s
Motion to Continue Trial Setting and Discovery Deadline and Motion for Rule 16
Conference [Dkt. No. 109], it is Defendants’ bad faith and dilatory motives that caused
Cargill to obtain the facts now requiring this amendment. Cargill processed and reviewed
the newly discovered documents as fast as it could and continues to do so, at its own
expense (inflated due to having reviewers work over the weekends), and drafted the
proposed Second Amended Complaint as early as possible. The reviewers continue to
discover additional egregious actions by Defendants carried out to perpetuate their
scheme.

•

Third, although this is Cargill’s second request for an amendment, it is not because of
any “failure” by Cargill to include the recently discovered incriminating facts or RICO
count previously. The development of the facts supporting the requested amendment
happened only after obtaining, processing, and reviewing hundreds of thousands of
documents from Defendants’ 60 devices and other improperly withheld information in
October.

•

Fourth, no undue prejudice follows to Defendants from the amendment. The additional
specifics pleaded are (a) more detailed examples of the allegations in the First Amended
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Complaint [Dkt. No. 56], (b) closely connected to the same or to the facts gathered in the
parties’ early voluntary discovery, and (c) based on discovery that Defendants knew
Cargill was seeking from the very beginning. See Bandag Inc. v. Brad Ragan, Inc., 55
F.R.D. 20, 22 (M.D.N.C. 1972) (perceiving no prejudice-by-amendment to defendant
under similar circumstances). In fact, no unfair or undue prejudice can follow to
Defendants from an amendment adding specifics obtained from the very data sources
Defendants failed to collect and produce from between January 2017 and now.
Defendants’ attempts to cover up their fraud throughout the discovery process should not
be rewarded because they hid the ball until the Court’s deadlines limited Cargill’s ability
to act on the discovered information.
•

Fifth, Defendants have pending motions to dismiss in which they complain Cargill is
missing the facts that it now seeks leave to add—after Cargill was able to overcome
Defendants’ intentional efforts to hide or delay discovery thereof. [See Dkt. Nos. 62; 64].
The amended pleading addresses their prior motions, rendering them moot and providing
the greater particularity the Defendants demanded.

•

Finally, the discovered information as identified in the proposed Second Amended
Complaint demonstrates that the amendment will not be futile. Rather, the information—
to date hidden by Defendants—provides shocking example after shocking example of the
intentional deceit; the commercial bribery of former Cargill employees, a Cargill
customer, and Cargill vendors; the staggering monetary amounts shoring up the
commercial bribery; and the pervasiveness of the scheme at Defendants’ numerous
entities. For example, the recently accessed email and texts identify use of code names
and special means of communication with the colluding former employees of Cargill and
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the use of the code term “sample” for bribes mailed to a customer’s employee. [See
Proposed Second Am. Compl., ¶¶ 75–78, 98]. The newly discovered information of how
the Defendants bribed Cargill employees, customers, and vendors, often using
Defendants’ related entities to move the bribe money, supports the existing allegations of
Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices, Conspiracy, Fraud, and Conversion, along with the
sought RICO claim.
Defendants continued their efforts to conceal their fraudulent behavior and their
commercial bribery throughout this case, despite being under oath and despite the wellunderstood discovery obligations. This is what led to Cargill’s delayed ability to include the
now-sought amendments in its Complaint. The Court should not reward Defendants’ deceit and
concealment by precluding Cargill from bringing fully-detailed factual allegations and causes of
action now. In other words, under the facts of this case, leave to amend is also just and proper.
II. The Requested Amendment Will Not Impact the Court’s Schedule
The amendment will not impact the case schedule in any way and thus does not implicate
Rule 16(b)(4). As noted above, the amendments to the pleading simply frame the existing
allegations with greater detail and add a RICO count that relies on the same facts that support the
existing causes of action. To the extent this Court deems Rule 16 to apply, however, and even if
amending the complaint did require a change to the scheduling order, Cargill respectfully
suggests that “good cause” exists therefor, for the reasons stated above.
Armed with the newly discovered information that Defendants have improperly withheld
until after October 2, Cargill seeks leave to (A) fill out the existing fraud allegations with the
newly-obtained and previously hidden details Defendants complained were missing, and (B) add
an important cause of action that shares the existing facts and parallels the existing claims, but
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also provides additional legal remedies to Cargill—a victim of an extensive, multi-year, and
multi-million-dollar scheme to defraud it.
CONCLUSION
Accordingly, Cargill respectfully requests the Court’s leave to amend the First Amended
Complaint.

Dated: November 3, 2017

/s/ Jacob Bylund
FAEGRE BAKER DANIELS LLP
Jacob D. Bylund (admitted pro hac vice)
Jacob.Bylund@FaegreBD.com
Dasha Ternavska (admitted pro hac vice)
Dasha.Ternavska@FaegreBD.com
801 Grand Avenue, 33rd Floor
Des Moines, IA, 50309-8011
Telephone: 515-248-9000
Facsimile: 515-248-9010
Christine R. M. Kain (admitted pro hac vice)
Christine.Kain@FaegreBD.com
2200 Wells Fargo Center, 90 S. Seventh Street
Minneapolis, MN, 55402
Telephone: 612 -766-8743
Facsimile: 612-766-1600
- AND –
Robinson, Bradshaw & Hinson, P.A.
Edward F. Hennessey IV
N.C. Bar No. 15899
thennessey@robinsonbradshaw.com
Fitz E. Barringer
N.C. Bar No. 42679
fbarringer@robinsonbradshaw.com
101 North Tryon Street, Suite 1900
Charlotte, NC 28246
Telephone: 704-377-2536
Facsimile: 704-378-4000
Attorneys for Cargill, Incorporated, and Cargill
Meat Solutions Corporation
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WORD COUNT CERTIFICATION
I hereby certify, subject to Fed. R. Civ. Proc. 11, that, as reported by word processing
software, the foregoing document (omitting the case caption and any certificates of counsel)
complies with the word limitation set forth in the applicable orders of this Court.
/s/ Jacob Bylund
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I electronically filed the foregoing document with the Clerk of Court
using the CM/ECF system, which will automatically send notification of such filing to the
following:
Jeffrey S. Southerland
Denis E. Jacobson
Richard W. Andrews
Tuggle Duggins P.A.
P.O. Box 2888
Greensboro, NC 27402
jsoutherland@tuggleduggins.com
djacobson@tuggleduggins.com
randrews@tuggleduggins.com
Attorneys for Defendants WDS, Inc. and Brian Ewert
Andrew A. Freeman
Alan M. Ruley
Bell, Davis & Pitt, P.A.
P.O. Box 21029
Winston-Salem, NC 27120-1029
afreeman@belldavispitt.com
aruley@belldavispitt.com
Attorneys for Defendant Jennifer Maier
Dated: November 3, 2017.

/s/ Jacob Bylund
Jacob Bylund
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA
CHARLOTTE DIVISION
CIVIL ACTION NO. 3:16-cv-00848-FDW-DSC

CARGILL, INCORPORATED; CARGILL
MEAT SOLUTIONS CORPORATION,
Plaintiffs,
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT
v.
(JURY DEMAND)
WDS, INC.; JENNIFER MAIER; and
BRIAN EWERT,
Defendants.

Plaintiffs, Cargill, Incorporated (“Cargill”), and Cargill Meat Solutions Corporation
(“CMS”) (collectively “Plaintiffs”), for their Second Amended Complaint (“Complaint”) against
the Defendants WDS, Inc. (“WDS”); Jennifer Maier (“Maier”); and Brian Ewert (“Ewert”)
(collectively “Defendants”), state as follows:
THE PARTIES
1.

Plaintiff Cargill is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

of Delaware, with its principal place of business in Wayzata, Minnesota.
2.

Plaintiff CMS, a wholly owned subsidiary of Cargill, and its affiliate, is a

corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal
place of business in Wichita, Kansas.
3.

WDS is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of North

Carolina, with a principal place of business in Charlotte, North Carolina.
4.

Maier is an owner and the President of WDS. Maier is a citizen of the State of

South Carolina and resides in Lake Wylie, South Carolina.
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5.

Ewert is an owner and is, or was at times relevant to this Complaint, the Vice-

President of WDS. Ewert is a citizen of the State of North Carolina and resides in Charlotte,
North Carolina.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
6.

The Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this case because Plaintiffs are

completely diverse from each Defendant and the amount in controversy exceeds $75,000,
exclusive of interest and costs. See 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a)(1). Additionally, this Court has
jurisdiction over this action arising under the laws of the United States under 28 U.S.C. § 1331.
7.

Venue is proper in this Court under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2) and 18 U.S.C.

§ 1965.
FACTS APPLICABLE TO ALL COUNTS
A.
8.

Cargill Strategic Sourcing

At times relevant to this Complaint, Cargill operated through Business Units.

Cargill’s Business Units included but were not limited to Cargill Case Ready, Cargill Beef,
Cargill Food Distribution, Cargill Pork, and Cargill Value Added Meats.
9.

Groups of Business Units formed Platforms, with the aforementioned Business

Units falling within the Cargill Animal Protein Platform.
10.

Finished goods processed and prepared by the Cargill Animal Protein Platform

are distributed throughout the United States, including distribution to North Carolina.
11.

Cargill’s various Business Units operated within Cargill or within Cargill

subsidiaries and affiliates, like CMS. At times relevant to this matter, the above mentioned
Business Units were part of Cargill subsidiary and affiliate CMS.
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12.

At times relevant to this Complaint, Cargill also utilized groups of shared services

personnel, who provided services across multiple Business Units and subsidiaries. Cargill
referred to these groups of shared services personnel as a Function, with the various Functions
operating above and across the Business Units and subsidiaries
13.

At times relevant to this Complaint, Strategic Sourcing was a Function within

Cargill. Among other purposes, Strategic Sourcing sought to optimize Cargill’s spending for
indirect and direct non-raw materials and services, which include but are not limited to
packaging products and distribution services.
14.

At times relevant to this Complaint, Strategic Sourcing was responsible for the

negotiation, implementation, and monitoring of Select Supplier Agreements, through which
Cargill and its affiliates, including CMS, procured indirect and direct non-raw materials.
15.

At times relevant to this Complaint, Select Supplier Agreements were executed by

Cargill and explicitly and directly cover Cargill’s affiliates, including subsidiaries like CMS.
Cargill’s Select Supplier Agreements are executed for the express benefit of Cargill and its
affiliates, including CMS.
16.

The Select Supplier Agreements further provide that Cargill has the right to

indemnification from any counterparty for its failure to perform pursuant to the terms of a Select
Supplier Agreement.
17.

Prior to negotiating a Select Supplier Agreement with Cargill, potential

counterparty/suppliers were provided with a written notice explaining that the Select Supplier
Agreement simplifies the manner by which Cargill and its affiliates purchase products and
services from suppliers.
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18.

The written notice further explains that the Select Supplier Agreements eliminate

the need for affiliate-specific ancillary agreements.
19.

At times relevant to this Complaint, Cargill’s affiliates, including CMS, procured

indirect and direct non-raw materials and services through Select Supplier Agreements
negotiated by the Strategic Sourcing Function and executed by Cargill for the benefit of Cargill
and its affiliates, including CMS.
20.

At times relevant to this Complaint, now former Cargill employee Michael

Kennedy was within the Strategic Sourcing Function.
21.

Kennedy’s titles included Strategic Sourcing Director for the Cargill Animal

Protein Platform. Kennedy was the most senior Strategic Sourcing Function professional within
the Wichita, Kansas, headquarters of CMS.
22.

Kennedy supervised the Strategic Sourcing professionals who were responsible

for negotiating, implementing, and monitoring certain Select Supplier Agreements.
23.

At times relevant to this Complaint, now former Cargill employee Shawn Nguyen

was within the Strategic Sourcing Function.
24.

Nguyen’s titles included that of Strategic Sourcing Procurement Center Manager.

25.

Nguyen was responsible for supervising the buying supervisors, also called Senior

Buyers, within the Wichita, Kansas, Strategic Sourcing Function.
B. The Agreements
26.

At times relevant to this Complaint, WDS was a supplier of indirect and direct

non-raw materials and services.
27.

Indirect non-raw materials include items such as personal protective equipment

for plant personnel or pallet wrap, used to secure boxes of products to a pallet for shipment.
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Direct non-raw materials include items such as the film, pads, and trays used to package meat
products. Services include distribution, which includes warehousing and logistics.
28.

At times relevant to this Complaint, WDS was not a manufacturer of indirect and

direct non-raw materials. WDS purchased the products from the product’s manufacturer and
distributed the products. The manufacturers of the products are referred to as Vendors.
29.

Prior to the start of the relationship between Plaintiffs and Defendants, Cargill had

entered into a non-exclusive Select Supplier Agreement with another distributor (“Competitor
Distributor”) of indirect and direct non-raw materials and services.
30.

Pursuant to the Select Supplier Agreement with Competitor Distributor,

Competitor Distributor would secure products from Vendors and distribute them to Plaintiffs in
exchange for an 11% fixed margin, calculated as Vendor’s invoiced cost divided by .89.
31.

Per the Select Supplier Agreement, Cargill had the right to audit Competitor

Distributor, to confirm compliance with the Select Supplier Agreement.
32.

Prior to the start of the relationship between Plaintiffs and Defendants, and during

the term of the below defined Agreements, Cargill had also entered into Select Supplier
Agreements with certain Vendors.
33.

Cargill’s Select Supplier Agreements with Vendors established the prices to be

paid by Cargill and its affiliates, for direct purchases, or for purchases through distributors, like
Competitor Distributor, purchasing from a Vendor for distribution to Cargill or its affiliates.
34.

In 2009, Defendants offered to enter into a Select Supplier Agreement with

Cargill and its affiliates, including CMS, in exchange for a 10% fixed margin, calculated as
Vendor’s invoiced cost divided by .90.
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35.

Defendants also held WDS out as a certified woman owned business, with Maier

as the majority owner and President. Because of the more favorable pricing terms offered by
Defendants, and WDS’s status as a registered diverse business, Cargill and its affiliates began
migrating the distribution business away from Competitor Distributor to WDS.
36.

Cargill and its affiliates, including CMS, and WDS first entered into a Select

Supplier Agreement in September 2009, renewing it in 2012 and 2015 (collectively, “the
Agreement” or “the Agreements”). The Agreements enumerated specific pricing terms for the
products and services WDS would provide.
37.

CMS, as an affiliate of Cargill pursuant to the Agreements, was an intended and

direct beneficiary of the Agreements. In addition to the clear terms of the Agreements as to
participation by Cargill affiliates, including CMS, the Defendants specifically understood that
most of the processing plants to be serviced pursuant to the Agreements were operated by CMS
and through several of the Business Units noted above.
38.

CMS’s claims in connection with this matter, as outlined in this Complaint, arise

out of the same transactions, occurrences, and series of transactions and occurrences as do the
claims of Cargill. The Defendants’ tortious and unlawful conduct was directed at Cargill and its
affiliates, including CMS.
39.

CMS’s claims in connection with this matter and those of Cargill, as outlined in

this Complaint, involve common questions of law and fact.
40.

CMS is not a party to any separate and distinct agreement with WDS related to

the product purchases at issue in this case. All orders placed by CMS for the products that are
the subject of this Complaint were placed pursuant to and are governed by the Agreements.
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41.

Under the Agreements, WDS was to charge Plaintiffs only (a) the amount WDS

itself paid the Vendor, plus (b) a specified percentage of the direct Vendor price, the fixed
margin.
42.

Consistent with its Select Supplier Agreements generally, and its agreement with

Competitor Distributor, Plaintiffs had the right to audit WDS to confirm compliance with the
Agreements.
43.

For the initial 2009 Agreement, all products were to be priced at Vendor’s

invoiced cost divided by .90, one-tenth (roughly 1%) better than the fixed margin applied by
Competitor Distributor for the same products and services.
44.

For the 2012 and 2015 Agreements, additional categories of products were added,

reducing the mark-up for some products but retaining the highest available markup level at
Vendor’s invoiced cost divided by .90.
45.

At all times relevant to this Complaint, the Defendants understood that the highest

available markup pursuant to the Agreements was Vendor invoiced cost divided by .90 or, in the
parties’ terminology, a 10% markup.
46.

Defendants communicated this understanding to Cargill on numerous occasions,

reassuring Cargill that WDS had not and did not charge Cargill more than the 10% markup.
47.

As one example, on March 11, 2016, under direct and specific questioning, Maier

communicated to several Cargill Strategic Sourcing personnel that WDS had “never” charged
Cargill and its affiliates more than the 10% markup permitted by the Agreements.
48.

The integrity of the Agreements and these terms depended on WDS’s integrity in

communicating the Vendor invoiced cost and the resulting representation of the margin applied.
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49.

Plaintiffs relied upon WDS, Maier, and Ewert to correctly report the Vendor

invoiced cost.
50.

The 2012 and 2015 Agreements also included volume rebate, cost savings, and

other performance metric terms.
51.

Without limitation, as an example, WDS agreed to prepare a monthly report

detailing sales to Cargill by Business Unit and cost savings by Business Unit.
52.

Records of individual transactions clearly identify the Business Unit involved and

the associated entity, be it Cargill or CMS.
53.

The 2012 and 2015 Agreement rebate terms tracked spend by Cargill and all

Cargill affiliates, including CMS, to arrive at a monthly volume total. As total spend with WDS
increased, Cargill’s rebate percentage under the 2012 Agreement would increase from 0.5% to
2%, when monthly sales exceeded $10 million per month.
54.

The rebate program incentivized Cargill and its affiliates including CMS to

purchase products through WDS, in order to obtain a higher rebate.
55.

The rebate and cost savings terms, which aggregate across all Cargill affiliates,

are consistent with the pre-execution notices Cargill provided to the Defendants regarding
Cargill’s Select Supplier Agreements, including the Agreements.
56.

As stated above with respect to these written notices generally, the Defendants

received a written notice from Cargill explaining that Cargill’s Select Supplier Agreements
simplified the procurement process, eliminating the need for affiliate-specific ancillary
agreements.
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57.

During the term of the 2012 and 2015 Agreements, Cargill and WDS tracked

spending by Cargill and its affiliates, including CMS, measuring spend by Business Unit and
tabulating the rebates due to Cargill by WDS.
58.

During the term of the 2012 and 2015 Agreements, no matter which Business

Unit, or which affiliate, placed the order with WDS, Cargill issued the ACH payment to WDS
for the order.
59.

Stated differently, Cargill issued the payments to WDS for the products purchased

by Cargill and its affiliates, including payments for orders made by CMS. Personnel with
Cargill’s Accounting Function would then apply the costs back across the applicable Business
Units.
60.

As reflected by the negotiation of the Agreements, the terms of the Agreements,

and the parties’ performance, Defendants understood that purchases of products by Cargill and
its affiliates, including CMS, from WDS were purchases pursuant to the Agreements.
61.

Regardless of which Cargill affiliate placed an order by issuing a purchase order

to WDS, the purchase was under and subject to the Agreements.

Defendants knew and

understood this to be the case at the time of the events at issue.
62.

Regardless of which Cargill affiliate placed an order by issuing a purchase order

to WDS, the ACH payment was made by Cargill. Defendants knew and understood this to be
the case at the time of the events at issue.
C. Role of Kennedy and Nguyen
63.

As noted above, now former Cargill employee Kennedy was the senior most

Strategic Sourcing Function professional within the Wichita, Kansas, headquarters of CMS.
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64.

Kennedy supervised the Strategic Sourcing professionals who were responsible

for negotiating, implementing, and monitoring the Select Supplier Agreements, including the
WDS Agreements.
65.

Kennedy was, among other things, responsible for training other Strategic

Sourcing personnel with respect to Cargill’s Code of Conduct, including Cargill’s gifts and antibribery policies, among other related policies.
66.

Kennedy was also responsible for determining whether or not a particular Vendor

should be under a direct Select Supplier Agreement with Cargill, to establish the prices to be
paid by Cargill, its affiliates and Cargill’s distributors, in connection with products purchased
from that Vendor.
67.

Kennedy also supervised the Strategic Sourcing professionals who were

responsible for monitoring performance and initiating pricing audits of WDS, per the
Agreements, and was responsible for determining what steps, if any, would be taken in
connection with an audit.
68.

Kennedy was also responsible for increasing Cargill’s total spend with registered

minority and women-owned businesses, as WDS represented itself to be.
69.

As noted above, Nguyen was responsible for supervising the buying supervisors,

also called Senior Buyers, within the Wichita, Kansas, Strategic Sourcing Function. Nguyen had
direct supervision with respect to the buyers responsible for placing orders for products from
WDS.
70.

Throughout the course of the relationship between Plaintiffs and the Defendants,

including the complete term of the Agreements, Maier and Ewert offered and Kennedy and
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Nguyen received items of value, including money, to influence their actions and that of Cargill
and CMS.
71.

The bribery of Kennedy and Nguyen, and others, by Maier and Ewert was

systematic, according to a fixed plan, and was methodical.
72.

Under the arrangement, Maier, as President of WDS, arranged for WDS to pay

substantial “commissions” to Ewert and other entities associated with Ewert and/or Maier. With
her as the majority owner of WDS, the “commissions” had the effects of decreasing Maier’s
distribution and of Maier and Ewert equally bearing the burden of the gifts, payments, and other
consideration described herein.
73.

Under the arrangement, Maier and Ewert, through other businesses they operated,

including operation with Jim Maier, Maier’s husband, including DLP and others identified
below, also paid substantial “commissions” to Ewert and other entities associated with Ewert
and/or Maier.
74.

Having received the monies at Maier’s direction and with her participation and

cooperation, Ewert next moved the monies through various entities and accounts in order to
transfer monies and other consideration to Kennedy and Nguyen, among others.
75.

To conceal their arrangement, which was ongoing throughout the course of the

Agreements, the Defendants communicated with Kennedy and Nguyen and others through
private emails, shared email accounts, texts, instant messages, and other applications and means.
76.

The Defendants also communicated with Kennedy and Nguyen through private

and undisclosed meetings. Documents produced to date reflect substantial withdrawals of money
by Ewert prior to in-person meetings.
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77.

Kennedy and Nguyen both utilized multiple personal email addresses—and

accounts shared with Ewert—to communicate regarding the arrangement. Code names were also
routinely used in the communications in an effort to further conceal the true nature and purpose
of the communications.
78.

During the term of the Agreements and prior, Kennedy and Nguyen

communicated with Maier and Ewert through @cargill.com email accounts as though such
communications constituted the substantive discussion between the parties, but the actual
substantive discussions, regarding the arrangement and relationship, occurred through means of
communication not visible to Plaintiffs.
79.

Maier and Ewert intended to and did in fact influence the actions of Kennedy and

Nguyen, through their improper and unlawful actions, preventing Plaintiffs’ discovery of the
arrangement devised and perpetrated by Ewert and Maier.
80.

Kennedy and Nguyen, through private means of correspondence, advised the

Defendants as to the negotiation of the Agreements with Cargill. Kennedy and Nguyen also
privately advised the Defendants as to aspects of the performance of the Agreements and
opportunities for other of the Defendants’ affiliated entities, as identified below.
81.

Kennedy and Nguyen actively concealed information, such as actual vendor

pricing, from other Cargill Strategic Sourcing professionals in an effort to conceal the actual
markups that the Defendants were charging Cargill and its affiliates.
82.

While withholding this information from their fellow Cargill employees, Kennedy

and Nguyen provided the Defendants with confidential internal information, such as pricing and
agreements from WDS’s competitors, so that the Defendants could maximize WDS’s
overcharges of Cargill and its affiliates and/or so they could appear to remain competitive.
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83.

Kennedy and Nguyen also used their positions within Strategic Sourcing to

increase the total volume of business Cargill did with WDS or its affiliates. Both instructed
Cargill employees to purchase products through WDS despite their knowledge that WDS was
overcharging Cargill under the Agreements. Nguyen, at least, also lied to certain vendors by
telling them that the only way they could sell their products to Cargill was through WDS. Yet
none of the Agreements required that Cargill exclusively purchase any products through WDS.
84.

On more than one occasion during the term of the Agreements, Cargill personnel

other than Kennedy or Nguyen raised questions and concerns regarding the Defendants, their
pricing and practices.
85.

When these concerns were presented to Kennedy or Nguyen, Kennedy or Nguyen

would dismiss the concerns. In certain instances, the Defendants would provide responses to
inquiries from Cargill personnel, and Kennedy or Nguyen accepted the responses, even though
they knew the information was incorrect.
86.

As an example, in one instance from 2014, a Cargill Strategic Sourcing

professional, who reported to Kennedy, requested copies of Vendor invoices from Maier. The
production of the Vendor invoices would have revealed that WDS was charging Plaintiffs
substantially more than the fixed margin specified by the Agreements for certain products.
87.

Maier conferred with Ewert as to the response to the inquiry, and Ewert

communicated with Kennedy about the same, through private means of communication. Maier
and Ewert then jointly drafted a response to the inquiring Cargill employee, copying her
supervisor, Kennedy, and claiming that the prices in question had been in error, that the error
was attributable to a misapplication of freight charges, and offering a small credit.
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88.

Kennedy used his position and influence to end the inquiry without Cargill having

obtained the Vendor invoices. In addition to the other consideration he received, Kennedy was
rewarded for his efforts approximately one month later, with an all-expenses paid yacht trip in
the Caribbean totaling nearly $200,000, paid for by Ewert and Maier, through the arrangement
discussed above.
89.

In another example, a plant level buyer questioned the prices for certain products

supplied by WDS, noting that the prices appeared to be available for less from other sources. At
Ewert’s request, Kennedy intervened, halting further evaluation of the matter.
90.

In still another example, a senior buyer, reporting directly to Nguyen, questioned

the prices being charged by WDS. The buyer was summoned to Kennedy’s office, for a meeting
with Kennedy and Nguyen, during which she was berated and directed to focus on her job, not
the job of others. After the meeting, the senior buyer stopped questioning the pricing.
91.

The examples could continue. Ewert and Maier, through the arrangement

described above, paid for influence, and their investment was fruitful. For years, they were able
to procure extraordinary gains from the relationship with Cargill and its affiliates, including
CMS, using the unlawful arrangement described above.
D. Third Party Involvement - Customers
92.

Maier and Ewert’s plan and arrangement also extended beyond Plaintiffs and their

employees Kennedy and Nguyen, to Plaintiffs’ customers, including “Customer X”—a customer
of the Cargill Case Ready Business Unit, among other Business Units.
93.

Case Ready products are prepared in meat processing plants and are packaged

individually for display at retail locations.
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94.

In some instances, the retailer/customer will establish specifications for the case

ready products. These specifications can include directives regarding the types of packaging
products to be used, including trays, pads, scavengers, film and labels.
95.

Using the same means described above, Maier and Ewert offered and a Customer

X employee received items of value, including money, to influence the actions of Customer X.
96.

Specifically, the Customer X employee receiving the bribes was responsible for

establishing specifications for the case ready products sold at Customer X, including those
prepared by the Cargill Case Ready Business Unit.
97.

With Maier’s cooperation and necessary participation, Ewert made substantial

payments to the Customer X employee in order to get Customer X to require processors,
including Cargill and CMS, to direct business back to Ewert and Maier-affiliated businesses,
including WDS and DLP.
98.

As to the Customer X employee, Ewert withdrew cash and sent the payment to

the employee, via mail or FedEx, on what appears to have been a monthly basis. Ewert and the
Customer X employee spoke in code, with the employee repeatedly inquiring as to when his
“samples” would arrive so that he could pay his personal bills.
99.

Through the same arrangement described above, Ewert and Maier similarly paid

for lavish trips for the Customer X employee, just as they did for then-Cargill employees
Kennedy and Nguyen.
100.

The payments Maier and Ewert arranged for the Customer X employee do not

appear anywhere in the formal books and records of the companies they operated. However they
were characterized for purposes of the actual accounting records, the payments were clearly
made.
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101.

Similarly, the payments to Nguyen and Kennedy do not appear or are not evident

in the formal books and records of the companies Maier and Ewert operated. As was the case
with the payments to the Customer X employee, the payments were off the books and/or
recorded as some other payment or expense.
102.

Because Maier and Ewert, using the means describe above, were similarly

offering items of value, including money, to Plaintiffs’ employees, including Kennedy and
Nguyen, the extraordinary prices associated with the products were not challenged, enriching
Maier and Ewert.
103.

On information and belief, Customer X was unaware of the arrangement and the

actions of its employee. Customer X sold the associated products to its customers, including, on
information and belief, sales from stores located in North Carolina, in which Customer X has a
number of locations.
104.

Plaintiffs continue to investigate whether other customers were similarly involved

in the arrangement perpetrated by Maier and Ewert.
E. Third Party Involvement - Vendors
105.

Maier and Ewert’s plan and arrangement extended further still, to influencing the

actions and conduct by Vendors and employees of Vendors.
106.

At least one Vendor known as of this date was issuing direct payments to Ewert in

connection with sales of products from WDS to Cargill.
107.

In other words, rather than negotiate with the Vendor for the best price and then

apply the contracted-for margin as required by the Agreements, Ewert negotiated payments for
himself, escalating the Vendor invoiced cost and passing the higher cost through to Plaintiffs.
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108.

In the case of at least two Vendors identified to date, at Ewert’s explicit direction,

employees of the Vendor misrepresented the actual Vendor invoiced cost in communications to
Plaintiffs in order to conceal the actual amount being paid by WDS.
109.

Cargill and its affiliates’ relationship with WDS was not exclusive. As to any

product, Cargill could have gone directly to the Vendor to purchase the item or purchased the
item through another distributor, including the Competitor Distributor. By involving Vendors, at
least two of which are known, Maier and Ewert further ensured that Cargill would not learn of
the true prices being paid by WDS, the actual Vendor invoiced cost.
110.

Employees of the Vendors at issue appear to have appreciated the Defendants

overcharging arrangement and took steps to further the arrangement, suggesting their actions and
behaviors had been influenced in a way similar to that of Kennedy, Nguyen and the Customer X
employee.
111.

Plaintiffs’ investigation as to the role of third parties, including employees of third

parties, continues.
F. Role of Defendants’ Employees and Agents
112.

Maier and Ewert did not act alone. Maier’s husband, Jim Maier, was particularly

involved in the matters discussed in this Complaint, especially in the monitoring and
establishment of the markups on the products sold to Cargill and its affiliates. Other officers of
WDS and senior personnel also participated, at least in part, in the arrangement.
113.

WDS utilized standard accounting software, including QuickBooks and NetSuite.

In addition to the WDS employees, Maier and Ewert also engaged non-employee accountants
and more than one accounting firm, to assist with their financial matters.
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114.

Maier, Ewert, and WDS’s officers and senior personnel knew and tracked the

margins that were generated on sales of products to Plaintiffs. They could easily identify, and
routinely did identify, WDS’s cost of goods sold and the associated margin dollars and margin
percentages.
115.

At the same time, Maier, Ewert, and WDS’s officers and senior personnel knew

the terms of the Agreements. They knew what is clearly stated in the Agreements and what the
Defendants have repeatedly acknowledged (prior to this lawsuit)—that WDS was not to charge
Cargill more than a 10% markup, Vendor invoiced cost divided by .90.
116.

Maier, Ewert, and the other WDS officers and senior personnel also understood

that the terms of the Agreements applied to all of Cargill’s affiliates, including CMS. WDS’s
internal documents and tools used to establish pricing included two categories: “Cargill” and
“non-Cargill.” They did not distinguish between business units or affiliates of Cargill when
setting prices.
117.

In addition, Maier, Ewert, and the other WDS officers and senior personnel had

the ability to consistently and accurately set product prices in accordance with the Agreements.
On certain products that the Competitor Distributor also sold, WDS established procedures to
price those products correctly under the Agreements because Defendants knew that Cargill
would identify any overcharges by comparing their prices with those of the Competitor
Distributor.
118.

Maier, Ewert, and other WDS officers and senior personnel knew that WDS was

overcharging Plaintiffs, in violation of the Agreements. Separately, WDS officers and senior
personnel took direction from Maier and Ewert to make misrepresentations to Plaintiffs and
conceal the facts.
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119.

Maier and Ewert were explicit with their personnel. If Cargill personnel started

asking questions about pricing, the issue was supposed to be elevated to their attention for the
response.
120.

When Cargill personnel questioned the prices on film products, for example,

those questions were referred to Ewert. Funneling the questions to Ewert allowed him to frame
the responding misrepresentation and to call upon Kennedy or Nguyen to assist with resolution
of the issue.
121.

In December 2015, after personnel reorganization within Cargill’s Strategic

Sourcing Function that reduced Kennedy’s control over the WDS relationship, Cargill issued a
formal 40-item audit request to WDS.
122.

In response to the December 2015 audit request, the WDS officers immediately

turned to their regular accounting reports and highlighted the products as to which WDS was
charging more than 10%. At Ewert and Maier’s direction, the senior WDS team began lowering
prices on certain products, while refusing to produce information on others, asserting
confidentiality.
123.

Defendants fed information back to Cargill in controlled installments, starting

with the lowest charges, in an effort to prevent Cargill’s discovery of their scheme.
124.

The response of Maier and Ewert, as well as the WDS team, to the December

2015 audit was not an isolated event; it was the way Maier and Ewert directed their personnel to
conduct business—engage in misrepresentations and, when questioned, evade and deflect.
G. Defendants’ Misrepresentations in the Purchase Order Request Process
125.

Maier and Ewert’s misrepresentations and practices infected the day-to-day

transactions between Cargill and its affiliates and WDS.
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126.

To manage its inventory at various locations for various Business Units in the

relevant time period, Plaintiffs issued purchase order requests to WDS for the goods governed by
the Agreements, on an as-needed basis.
127.

In issuing the purchase order requests, Plaintiffs used the amount WDS previously

charged for the same requested products and then asked WDS to confirm that pricing for the new
order.
128.

In response to Plaintiffs’ requests, WDS would make one of two types of

statements: it would either (a) confirm the pricing on the purchase order request, or (b) change
the pricing on the purchase order request, before sending it back to Plaintiffs. In cases involving
a change by WDS, the transaction would proceed pursuant to the WDS-modified price.
129.

In making such statements to Plaintiffs, WDS, directed by Maier and Ewert,

represented to Plaintiffs that WDS correctly applied fixed margins to actual direct Vendor prices.
130.

These representations by WDS to Plaintiffs were often materially untrue.

131.

Maier and Ewert caused WDS to overcharge Plaintiffs, in many cases marking up

products several times the permitted fixed margin, and did so consistently over a period of many
years and throughout the term of the Agreements.
132.

At the time it made these purchase order representations to Plaintiffs, the

Defendants knew them to be untrue.
133.

At the time the Defendants received payment for the purchased products,

Defendants knew that the payments were the product of misrepresentations.
134.

When Defendants later communicated with Plaintiffs regarding the parties’

relationship, including the reports noted above and alleged “savings” provided by Defendants,
Defendants engaged in further misrepresentations.
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135.

Over the course of the parties’ relationship, Plaintiffs relied on these

misrepresentations: it issued purchase orders for the goods, engaging in the individual
transactions with WDS, with the express understanding and reliance that each price charged was
calculated in accordance with the then-applicable Agreement and from the actual Vendor price.
136.

WDS, directed by Maier and Ewert, caused WDS personnel to mark up the WDS

pricing beyond the proper fixed margin, knowing that Plaintiffs would rely upon the pricing
confirmation.
137.

WDS, directed by Maier and Ewert, caused WDS personnel to confirm or modify

incorrect purchase order request pricing, knowing that Plaintiffs would rely upon the
confirmation.
138.

Plaintiffs relied upon the representations of WDS, Maier, and Ewert, with respect

to the correct application of the margin, as part of continuing to do business with WDS. The
continuation of the business relationship with WDS worked to the direct benefit of Maier and
Ewert, owners of WDS.
139.

Based on the representations by Maier and Ewert that WDS was providing the

agreed-upon pricing in its purchase order request confirmations, coupled with the other actions
described above, Plaintiffs continued the relationship with WDS.
H. Defendants’ Misrepresentations in the Process of Entering Into Additional Agreements
140.

Each time WDS renewed and amended the Agreements with Plaintiffs,

Defendants made additional material misrepresentations.
141.

Namely, Defendants represented to Cargill both that WDS had properly

performed under the prior Agreement version, and that WDS intended to perform properly under
the subsequent Agreement version.
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142.

At the time they made these Agreement-focused representations, Defendants

knew them to be untrue.
143.

Through each of these misrepresentations, WDS induced Plaintiffs to continue the

relationship with WDS each time a new version of the Agreements was signed.
144.

For example, in connection with the negotiation of the 2012 Agreement, Cargill

Strategic Sourcing professionals asked that WDS (a) identify a list of Vendors with spend detail
and (b) disclose whether WDS was receiving any rebates from Vendors.
145.

In response to the pre-2012 Agreement inquiry, Maier and Ewert falsely stated

that WDS was not receiving rebates from Vendors. At the time, discovery has revealed, Ewert
was receiving direct payments from at least one Vendor.
146.

Moreover, less than one month earlier, WDS had entered into an agreement with

one of its largest Vendors that included a four-percent rebate on certain products, nearly half of
the ten-percent maximum markup that WDS would be entitled to under the upcoming 2012
Agreement.
147.

In response to the pre-2012 Agreement inquiry, Maier and Ewert also falsified

business records to misidentify the Vendors and the associated Cargill spend per Vendor. Rather
than provide the actual authentic record, Maier and Ewert, with the assistance of the WDS CFO
Ramey Millet, prepared a false and fabricated record.
148.

The falsification of the Vendor list and associated sales was purposeful, and

through the falsification, Ewert and Maier were able to conceal two of the Vendors associated
with the greatest overcharges.
149.

Later during negotiations of the 2012 Agreement, Maier and Ewert falsely

represented to Cargill employees that WDS would pass on savings from the Vendor-
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manufacturers as they were realized by WDS. Discovery has since revealed that WDS would
routinely receive price decreases from manufacturers and, at the explicit direction of Maier and
Ewert, not reduce WDS’s prices on those products to Cargill, thereby charging Cargill more than
the maximum markup allowed by the Agreements.
150.

In 2015, in connection with the negotiation of the 2015 Agreement, Ewert and

Maier again falsified business records, again aided by WDS CFO Millet.
151.

Specifically, as a part of the 2015 Agreement negotiation, Cargill requested that

WDS provide a breakdown of sales by category, allowing Cargill to identify the margin by
category and the weighted average margin—across all products purchased.
152.

Ewert and the CFO Millet, presumably with the knowledge and approval of Maier

as President, created a fabricated sales record, showing false sales data by category and reflecting
a weighted average markup of 7.81%. Ewert emailed that to Cargill. The actual weighted
average markup was more than double this figure, as established by other WDS business records.
153.

The Defendants knew that Cargill would rely upon the 7.81% weighted average

markup representation in evaluating whether to continue the relationship with WDS. Had the
Defendants provided accurate information, it would have exposed the overcharges under the
2012 Agreement and ended the relationship.
154.

Defendants’ conduct in causing WDS to overcharge Plaintiffs was the same

before and after signing the 2012 Agreement and its amendments. It did not matter what the
Agreement provided, Ewert and Maier had developed an arrangement to systematically remove
monies from Cargill and its affiliates, including CMS, and the arrangement continued unabated
across the entire term of the Agreements.
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155.

Defendants induced Plaintiffs to sign the 2015 Agreement, knowing that

Defendants had not performed as required by the 2012 Agreement or its amendments and that
they would not do so in the future.
I. Maier and Ewert’s Record Falsification
156.

Maier and Ewert’s actions in falsifying business records in connection with the

negotiation of the 2012 and 2015 Agreements were not isolated instances.
157.

Maier, in particular, has herself falsified material documents using computer

software. In the above example related to the 2012 Agreement, Maier appears to have used
Microsoft Excel to create and/or falsify a record of sales by Vendor.
158.

In a prior instance, from 2011, Maier fabricated and backdated an alleged

agreement with Cargill, a document to which Defendants continue to point and rely upon in
connection with this case. In other words, the Defendants continue to hold out as authentic a
document that was clearly and obviously fabricated by Maier, on Ewert’s request.
159.

According to Defendants, as reflected by sworn interrogatory responses, the

alleged agreement was executed in February of 2011 and relates to certain categories of
products, as to which Defendants engaged in substantial overcharging.
160.

The metadata associated with the alleged February 2011 agreement, however, as

well as recently produced documents, including previously withheld communications, confirm
that Maier falsified the document whole cloth, pulling it together from pieces of other
documents. She did so at Ewert’s direction. Ewert reached out to Kennedy for his assistance on
the same, too, via private messages.
161.

Another example of record falsification relates directly to the commercial bribery

of Kennedy and the rebate payments due Cargill under the 2012 Agreement.
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162.

As noted above, Cargill was entitled to substantial rebate payments connected to

the volume of purchases by Cargill and its affiliates.
163.

WDS and Cargill both tracked the rebate payments and, notably, purchases by

CMS were clearly included in the tabulations.
164.

As a result of the arrangement with Kennedy, however, the rebates for the 2012

Agreement were never paid.
165.

Instead, Ewert and Maier directed the preparation of an unused inventory report,

purporting to show product inventory that had been paid for by WDS in response to alleged
requests by Cargill, but never received or paid for by Cargill .
166.

When the unused inventory report did not show enough value to offset the rebate

payment, Ewert directed senior WDS personnel to falsify the report, to add unused inventory that
did not exist. WDS personnel did so.
167.

Armed with the falsified inventory report, Defendants requested that Cargill

release WDS from the rebate payment that was due, as an offset. The request went to Kennedy,
whom the Defendants were bribing pursuant to the arrangement described above, and Kennedy
signed an agreement releasing the rebate obligation in June 2015.
168.

Within a month, in addition to whatever monies Kennedy received in connection

with the arrangement described above, Kennedy and Ewert again went on a yacht trip around the
Caribbean, with all expenses—expenses in excess of $150,000—paid using the arrangement
discussed above.
169.

Ewert and Maier’s magnum opus as to the falsification of records occurred in

March 2016, when under pressure to produce Vendor invoices to verify WDS charges, Maier
generated over one hundred false invoices.
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170.

In connection with the March 2016 falsification, Maier first prepared a

spreadsheet, showing what was actually charged and what “should have been charged” by WDS
per the Agreements. She then used this spreadsheet and a program believed to be Adobe to
manipulate the prices stated on actual Vendor invoices.
171.

Before sending the falsified invoices, however, Maier took an additional step,

seeking written assurance from the Vendor that the Vendor would not disclose the actual
invoices or costs to Cargill. This evidences Maier knew what she was doing was wrong, and
was endeavoring to ensure she did not get caught.
172.

Maier then sent the falsified documents to Cargill via email, purporting to address

Cargill’s concerns as to overcharging. Within a month, the Vendor at issue confirmed that the
invoices had been falsified, ultimately leading to the unravelling of Maier and Ewert’s scheme.
173.

In a related incident, during the same period, Ewert asked the Vendor to generate

false invoices so that Defendants could provide false invoices with inflated costs to Cargill, to
address the same concern and questions. The Vendor refused and has described the exchange
under oath in a deposition taken in this matter.
174.

Metadata from other documents similarly suggest manipulation and falsification.

As to still more documents, including documents scanned from physical files, given the pattern
and practice of record falsification by Maier and Ewert, it can be difficult to identify what is a
legitimate record and what is a fabrication.
175.

Defendants’ fabrication of documents had an overarching purpose. Over the

course of the relationship, the term of the Agreements, Maier and Ewert used the fabrication of
records as a means to convey false information in furtherance of the arrangement and scheme
described in this Complaint.
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176.

Defendants falsified and altered other records, including expense reports, in order

to conceal the scheme and deduct the associated cost for tax purposes.
J. Defendants’ Regular Misrepresentations in the Course of the Parties’ Relationship
177.

WDS personnel, including Maier and Ewert, also periodically met, in person and

by phone, with Plaintiffs’ personnel to discuss the parties’ relationship.
178.

During these meetings, WDS personnel, including Maier and Ewert, made

material savings-related representations to Plaintiffs they knew to be untrue.
179.

For instance, in those regular and routine meetings, Defendants represented that

WDS was performing pursuant to the parties’ then-existing Agreement.
180.

WDS, Maier, and Ewert made material misrepresentations to Plaintiffs about the

proper pricing throughout the relevant time period.
181.

Similarly, in those regular and routine meetings, Defendants made presentations

to Plaintiffs regarding the savings WDS purportedly created for Plaintiffs and regarding the
savings WDS purportedly would create for Plaintiffs in the future.
182.

In

making

those

presentations,

Defendants

knowingly

made

material

misrepresentations to Plaintiffs.
183.

Defendants made similar misrepresentations related to performance and savings

via email.
K. Maier- and Ewert-Affiliated Entities’ Involvement
184.

WDS was not the only means used by Maier and Ewert to remove monies from

Cargill and its affiliates during the term of the Agreements.
185.

During the term of the Agreements, Ewert and Maier formed and/or controlled

other entities to do so, including, without limitation, entities known as DLP, ARMM, Resnex,
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RFS, DVD Services, JIT/Midwest Label, and B-Pak for the purpose of conducting business with
Cargill and its affiliates and/or padding WDS’s margins.
186.

Each Ewert and Maier affiliated entity was purportedly engaged in businesses in

some way related to packaging products.
187.

DLP, for example, purportedly made labels for packages. Resnex purports to have

sold certain film used in packaging, and B-Pak offered scavengers, an item used as a part of
packaging.
188.

Defendants often instructed WDS employees (several of which were shared with

their other entities) to hide or keep secret the connection of such entities with WDS and with
Ewert and Maier.
189.

Using their influence with Kennedy, Nguyen, and persons like the compensated

employee of Customer X, Ewert and Maier were generally able to secure the approval of Cargill
for purchases of products from the entities noted above.
190.

Resnex provides an example. Resnex is not a Vendor, it does not make film or

other packaging products. Under the arrangement/scheme, WDS sourced film from a Vendor and
instead of selling the film to Cargill at the margin specified in the Agreements, WDS “sold” the
film to Resnex at a substantial markup and then Resnex sold the film to Cargill and its affiliates.
191.

Kennedy and Nguyen, in their positions within Strategic Sourcing, were in a

position to approve Resnex as a supplier to Cargill. Resnex was established as a tool to generate
excess margins, while sidestepping a direct purchase through WDS.
192.

DLP is another example. From recently produced records, Maier and Ewert would

influence customers, like Customer X, to specify the use of labels from DLP. Maier and Ewert
also used the influence method described above as to Kennedy and Nguyen.
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193.

DLP apparently generated substantial margins that were then used, in part, to fund

the arrangement/scheme described in this Complaint. Correspondence with Kennedy suggests
that Kennedy may have had a direct interest in DLP, akin to or an actual ownership interest, for
which he received consideration.
194.

B-Pak is another example. Just as Maier and Ewert’s arrangement as to WDS was

unwinding, in 2016, Kennedy and Nguyen began pushing for the approval of a new entity, BPak, to supply scavenger equipment and scavengers.
195.

Kennedy and Nguyen did not disclose that Ewert was affiliated with B-Pak, but

this fact was uncovered during the supplier approval process, because of the increased scrutiny
caused by developments in the WDS relationship, and Cargill did not contract with B-Pak.
196.

Again, Ewert and Maier regularly coached WDS personnel (many of which were

shared with their other entities) to deny any connection between WDS and the entities noted
above. If asked, the employees were supposed to state that the entities were not related to WDS
or the individual Defendants and that they were just sharing certain warehousing space or sharing
other similar resources.
197.

Within Cargill, Kennedy and Nguyen echoed the direction of Maier and Ewert

regarding the separate nature of the entities. Even though Kennedy and Nguyen knew of the
interrelated nature of DLP or B-Pak and WDS, for example, they would represent to other
Cargill personnel that the entities were separate companies.
L. Kennedy and Nguyen Deny Relationship
198.

Plaintiffs had discovered Maier and Ewert’s efforts to falsify Vendor records by

early May 2016.
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199.

Kennedy was interviewed as to his role and signed a statement. In his statement,

Kennedy denied having any non-Cargill connections to or relationship with Ewert.
200.

Nguyen was also interviewed as to his role and signed a statement. In his

statement, Nguyen denied having any non-Cargill connections to or relationship with Ewert.
201.

Kennedy and Nguyen concealed their relationship with Maier and Ewert and their

affiliated entities for many years.
202.

In May 2016, Kennedy and Nguyen signed false statements as to their

relationships with Maier, Ewert, and their affiliated entities.
203.

In fact, Kennedy and Nguyen had substantial personal and business connections

to Ewert in particular.
204.

As noted above, documents obtained by Plaintiffs indicate that Kennedy had an

ownership or other similar interest in DLP. Additional documents show some form of interest
being devised to Kennedy by Ewert as to WDS and another Ewert entity, ODDS.
205.

Additional documents obtained by Plaintiffs indicate that Nguyen and Ewert

conducted business with Cargill through an entity called Bay with the assistance of ARMM,
another Ewert-affiliated entity.
206.

Other documents establish a connection between Ewert and Mr. and Mrs. Gatley,

including through the joint ownership of Cargill supplier Midwest Label.
207.

At the same time, Kennedy was engaged in business with the Gatleys and later

acquired substantial real estate, valued in excess of $1 million, from the Gatleys in 2014.
208.

Ewert and Maier used their connections with Kennedy and Nguyen to influence

Cargill and CMS, to the benefit of Ewert and Maier and to the material detriment of CMS and
Cargill.
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209.

Discovery related to the nature and extent of the relationship between Maier,

Ewert, Kennedy, and Nguyen is ongoing.
M. Pervasiveness of the Arrangement/Scheme
210.

Ewert’s relationship with Kennedy and Nguyen pre-dates the Agreements.

Maier’s involvement, directly and through her husband Jim Maier, also pre-dates the
Agreements.
211.

Ewert and Maier’s arrangement to overcharge Cargill and its affiliated entities,

fully developed and expanding over the course of the 2009 Agreement and continuing
throughout the term of the 2012 and 2015 Agreements, was a pervasive web of false statements,
intentional concealment, and commercial bribery.
212.

Thousands of individual transactions are at issue involving thousands of

misrepresentations made by or at the direction of Maier and Ewert. The extent of the transactions
and misrepresentations are too voluminous to enumerate in a pleading.
213.

In connection with written discovery issued by Defendants in this case,

Defendants have issued and Plaintiffs have responded to contention interrogatories requesting a
detailing of the facts related to misrepresentations by Defendants.
214.

In total, Plaintiffs’ written responses to such discovery exceed several hundred

pages, with responses to interrogatories detailing misrepresentations totaling dozens of pages.
215.

Through this Complaint, Plaintiffs have undertaken to summarize and fairly plead

conduct on the part of Defendants, which was pervasive and extensive, and lasted for a period
comprising nearly a decade.
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216.

To the extent Defendants seek additional facts and details, Defendants are further

referred to Plaintiffs’ written discovery responses, including to the contention interrogatories
propounded by Maier, which responses are fully incorporated herein by this reference.
N. Profits of the Fraud and Commercial Bribery Remain with Defendants
217.

In 2016, Cargill retained an accounting firm to audit WDS’s performance under

the Agreements. The initial audit, which covered the period April 1, 2013, to April 30, 2016,
revealed over $26 million in overcharges.
218.

WDS contemporaneously prepared its own report detailing the overcharges and

conceding millions of dollars in overcharges in connection with the Agreements.
219.

Despite Plaintiffs’ demands, Defendants have not repaid Plaintiffs the

overcharged amounts.
220.

Defendants, including Maier and Ewert as owners of WDS, benefitted from the

overcharges.
221.

Defendants, and Maier and Ewert specifically, took possession of the profits of

their fraudulent arrangement.
222.

Through discovery, in October 2017, WDS granted Cargill access to accounting

records for the period prior to April 1, 2013.
223.

As to the 2012 and 2015 Agreements, WDS overcharged Cargill and its affiliates,

including CMS, a sum in excess of $35,177,269 plus interest.
224.

The above sum does not account for other damages, including charges by Resnex,

DLP, and other entities, which will be further developed in discovery.
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225.

From their creation of WDS through 2016 and including, without limitation, the

use of follow-on entities like DLP, Resnex, RFS, and B-Pak, Ewert and Maier’s commercial
bribery arrangement has improperly and unlawfully enriched Maier and Ewert.
226.

Ewert and Maier have been unjustly enriched by their fraudulent actions,

including the commercial bribery arrangement discussed above.
227.

Cargill and CMS are entitled to restitution and disgorgement from Maier and

Ewert in an amount equal to, at least, the gains Maier and Ewert received in connection with the
arrangement/scheme and including gains from each of their affiliated entities so involved.
228.

Discovery is ongoing and Cargill and CMS reserve the right to adjust this figure.

COUNT I – UNFAIR AND DECEPTIVE TRADE PRACTICES ACT VIOLATIONS
(Against WDS, Maier, and Ewert)
229.

Plaintiffs incorporate the Paragraphs above as though set forth fully herein.

230.

Defendants committed unlawful acts in violation of N.C. Gen. Stat. § 75-1.1 that

were unfair and deceptive.
231.

They did so by, without limitation, engaging in a pattern of egregiously and

willfully misrepresenting to Plaintiffs the sums owed, and misleading Plaintiffs as to the margins
charged, on the products WDS supplied to Plaintiffs.
232.

They did so by, without limitation, making other misrepresentations causing

Plaintiffs to continue its relationship with WDS.
233.

They did so by, without limitation, engaging in commercial bribery with

Plaintiffs’ employees, employees of Plaintiffs’ customers, and potentially others.
234.

The did so by, without limitation, influencing the actions of Cargill personnel to

expand and develop business with other entities affiliated with the Defendants, for the purpose of
securing additional ill-gotten monies from the Plaintiffs.
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235.

Defendants’ actions were immoral, unethical, and unscrupulous.

236.

Defendants’ willful and knowing actions had the capacity and tendency to deceive

and mislead, created the likelihood of deception, and did in fact deceive Plaintiffs.
237.

Defendants’ unfair and deceptive actions were in and affecting commerce.

238.

The Defendants realized the gains of their scheme and arrangement in the state of

North Carolina, the state into which Cargill issued ACH payments for the products at issue.
239.

The Defendants formalized their scheme and arrangement in the state of North

Carolina.
240.

The Defendants utilized professionals licensed in the state of North Carolina,

including, without limitation, multiple accountants, in effectuating the scheme and arrangement.
241.

The harm extended to not only Plaintiffs, but also the ultimate consumers in North

Carolina.
242.

The products supplied by the Defendants, generally described as packaging

materials, were incorporated into finished products for sale across the country, including sales in
North Carolina.
243.

Defendants’ actions proximately caused Plaintiffs damages exceeding $75,000,

exclusive of interest and costs.
COUNT II – CONVERSION
(Against WDS, Maier, and Ewert)
244.

Plaintiffs incorporate the Paragraphs above as though set forth fully herein.

245.

Through misrepresentations, WDS overcharged Plaintiffs by specific and

identifiable sums that were in excess of proper product margins.
246.

Through commercial bribery, Defendants received substantial financial gains and

profits. These gains by the Defendants were at the direct expense of the Defendants.
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247.

Until the time Defendants wrongfully came into possession of said sums of

money, Plaintiffs were their lawful owner and was entitled to their immediate possession.
248.

Plaintiffs sent WDS said sums on the overcharges by wire transfer from Cargill’s

account to WDS’s account.
249.

Plaintiffs sent other entities affiliated with Maier and Ewert monies, a product of

the commercial bribery scheme described herein.
250.

Defendants converted said sums to their own use and retained them despite

Plaintiffs’ demand for same.
251.

Defendants’ actions proximately caused Plaintiffs damages exceeding $75,000,

exclusive of interest and costs.
COUNT III – FRAUD
(Against Maier and Ewert)
252.

Plaintiffs incorporate the Paragraphs above as though set forth fully herein.

253.

By confirming or changing the pricing on Plaintiffs’ Purchase Order Requests,

Defendants made false representations of, and concealed, past and existing material facts,
including the amounts of the fixed margins and the direct prices of the vendors.
254.

Defendants made other false representations as described above.

255.

Defendants engaged in commercial bribery with respect to Plaintiffs’ employees,

at least one employee of a customer and likely others.
256.

Defendants’

commercial

bribery

arrangement

resulted

in

numerous

misrepresentations by Defendants and the persons they influenced and controlled, including the
persons who were being bribed.
257.

Defendants’ misrepresentations were reasonably calculated to deceive Plaintiffs.
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258.

Defendants’ misrepresentations were made with the intent to deceive Plaintiffs

and with the intent that Plaintiffs act upon them, overpay WDS, and continue to overpay it.
259.

Defendants’ misrepresentations did in fact deceive Plaintiffs.

260.

Plaintiffs’ reliance on the representation was reasonable.

261.

Defendants’ actions proximately caused Plaintiffs damages exceeding $75,000,

exclusive of interest and costs.
COUNT IV – CONSPIRACY
(Against WDS, Maier, and Ewert)
262.

Plaintiffs incorporate the Paragraphs above as though set forth fully herein.

263.

Defendants conspired and entered into agreement with each other, and others

known and unknown—including Kennedy and Nguyen, to commit unfair and deceptive acts, to
convert Plaintiffs’ monies, to defraud Plaintiffs, to breach WDS’s contract with Plaintiffs, and to
otherwise make misrepresentations to Plaintiffs so as to induce it to overpay WDS and to
continue its relationship with WDS.
264.

Defendants took overt actions in furtherance of the conspiracy, including by

setting up the fraudulent overcharges, by renewing Agreements they knew WDS would continue
to breach, by engaging in commercial bribery, by asking a Vendor to falsify invoices, by
submitting to Plaintiffs falsified invoices, and by taking steps to hide the fraudulent overcharges
after Plaintiffs’ inquiry.
265.

Defendants’ actions proximately caused Plaintiffs damages exceeding $75,000,

exclusive of interest and costs.
COUNT V – BREACH OF CONTRACT
(Against WDS)
266.

Plaintiffs incorporate the Paragraphs above as though set forth fully herein.
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267.

Cargill, including its subsidiary and affiliate CMS, and WDS formed a contract in

2009 and renewed it in 2012 and 2015.
268.

Plaintiffs performed their obligations under the contracts.

269.

WDS breached the parties’ contracts by charging for goods it supplied to

Plaintiffs more than the fixed margins prescribed by the parties’ contracts.
270.

WDS further breached the parties’ contracts by failing or refusing to make

payment to Plaintiffs for the overcharges Plaintiffs incurred.
271.

Defendants’ actions proximately caused Plaintiffs damages exceeding $75,000,

exclusive of interest and costs.
272.

All conditions precedent to this claim have been performed, have occurred, or

have been excused.
COUNT VI – VIOLATIONS OF THE U.S. RACKETEER INFLUENCED AND
CORRUPT ORGANIZATIONS ACT (“RICO”)
(Against Ewert and Maier)
273.

Plaintiffs incorporate the Paragraphs above as though set forth fully herein.

274.

Defendants Ewert and Maier are each a person within the meaning of RICO and

18 U.S.C. § 1961.
A. Pattern of Racketeering Activity
275.

The following acts of racketeering began by at least 2009 and continued through

at least 2016, and form a pattern of continuous and interrelated racketeering activity within the
meaning of RICO and section 1961.
276.

Maier and Ewert engaged in commercial bribery in violation of NC GS § 14-353

when they gave or offered gifts or gratuity to Kennedy and to Nguyen, doing so in furtherance of
Defendants’ fraudulent scheme and with intent to influence Kennedy’s and Nguyen’s actions in
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relation to Plaintiffs’ business with WDS, DLP, Resnex, B-Pak, and other Defendant-affiliated
entities as detailed in this Complaint, and doing so repeatedly and as frequently as monthly
between at least 2009 and 2016, by (a) mailing cash or cash equivalents to Kennedy and/or
Nguyen via mail or FedEx across state lines, (b) delivering to them cash or cash equivalents in
person, and/or (c) sending them and their families on numerous vacations and trips—including
(1) a February 13, 2013, in-person delivery by Ewert to Kennedy of a payment or gratuity,
referred to as a “Valentine” by Ewert in a text message, in Atlanta, Georgia; (2) a July 9, 2013,
in-person delivery by Ewert to Kennedy of a payment or gratuity at a hotel, for which Ewert
encouraged Kennedy to bring a briefcase or a bag in a text message; (3) a March 2014 Disney
trip worth approximately $17,000 for Kennedy and his family; (4) a June 2014 vacation in the
British Virgin Islands worth approximately $140,000 for Kennedy and his family; (5) a JulyAugust 2014 Florida trip worth approximately $7,000 for Nguyen; (6) a May 2015 Florida trip
worth approximately $7,000 for Nguyen; (7) a June 2015 vacation in Turks & Caicos and the
Bahamas worth approximately $200,000 for Kennedy and his family; and (8) a March-April
2016 trip to Colorado worth approximately $12,000 for Kennedy and his family. Each such
instance violated NC GS § 14-353.
277.

Between at least 2009 and 2016, Michael Kennedy and Shawn Nguyen engaged

in commercial bribery in violation of NC GS § 14-353 when they accepted or requested cash or
cash equivalent bribes, vacations and trips, and other gifts or gratuity from Maier, Ewert, and
WDS, under an agreement and / or with an understanding that Kennedy and Nguyen shall act for
the benefit of WDS, DLP, B-Pak, Resnex, Midwest Label, or other Defendant-affiliated entities,
in relation to Plaintiffs’ business—including when Kennedy and Nguyen accepted each of the
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bribes, payments, vacations, or trips detailed in the paragraph above.

Each such instance

violated NC GS § 14-353.
278.

Ewert engaged in commercial bribery in violation of NC GS § 14-353, when he

gave or offered gifts or gratuity to Customer X’s employee in furtherance of Defendants’
fraudulent scheme and with intent to influence the employee’s actions in relation to Customer
X’s business with DLP and other Defendant-affiliated entities and with Plaintiffs, repeatedly and
roughly monthly between at least 2009 and 2015, by (a) mailing to him via mail or FedEx across
state lines or (b) delivering to him in person, cash or cash equivalents—including bribes totaling
approximately $5,500–9,000/month in or around (1) July 2010 via mail, (2) July 2011, (3)
October 2011 via mail, (4) August 2013, (5) September 2013 via mail, (6) October 2013 via
mail, (7) December 2013 via mail, (8) January 2014 via mail, (9) February 2014, and (10)
January 2015. Each such instance violated NC GS § 14-353.
279.

Between at least 2009 and 2015, Customer X’s employee engaged in commercial

bribery in violation of NC GS § 14-353 when he accepted or requested cash or cash equivalent
bribes, or other gifts or gratuity, from Ewert and Ewert’s agents under an agreement or with an
understanding that he shall act for the benefit of DLP, WDS, or other Defendant-affiliated
entities, in relation to Customer X’s business with Plaintiffs—including when Customer X’s
employee accepted each of the bribes detailed in the paragraph above. Each such instance
violated NC GS § 14-353.
280.

Ewert transported, transmitted, or transferred in interstate commerce securities or

money of the value of $5,000 or more, knowing the same to have been converted or taken by
fraud and through Defendants’ fraudulent scheme against Plaintiffs, when he bribed Customer
X’s out-of-state employee as detailed in paras. 92–103 and 278–279 above, repeatedly and
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roughly monthly between at least 2009 and 2015, by (a) mailing to him via mail or FedEx across
state lines, or (b) delivering to him in person cash or cash equivalents of the value of $5,000 or
more—including each of the instances detailed in para. 278. Each such instance violated 18
U.S.C. § 2314.
281.

With Defendants having devised a scheme or artifice to defraud Plaintiffs, and to

obtain money by means of false or fraudulent representations from Plaintiffs as detailed in this
Complaint, each such instance of commercial bribery involving U.S. mail or FedEx was for the
purpose of executing such scheme or artifice or attempting to do so in violation of 18 U.S.C.
§ 1341—including the bribes mailed to Customer X’s employee in or around July 2010, October
2011, September 2013, October 2013, December 2013, and January 2014 as detailed above.
Each of these instances violated 18 U.S.C. § 1341.
282.

Customer X’s out-of-state employee received or possessed securities or money of

the value of $5,000 or more, which had crossed a State boundary after being unlawfully
converted or taken from Plaintiffs as part of Defendants’ fraudulent scheme, when he received
bribes from Ewert as detailed in paras. 92–103 above, repeatedly and roughly monthly between
at least 2009 and 2015, by receiving via mail or FedEx from across state lines or in person cash
or cash equivalents of the value of $5,000 or more—including bribes totaling approximately
$5,500–9,000/month in or around July 2010, July 2011, October 2011, August 2013, September
2013, October 2013, December 2013, January 2014, February 2014, January 2015, as detailed in
para. 278. Each such instance violated 18 U.S.C. § 2315.
283.

With Defendants having devised a scheme or artifice to defraud Plaintiffs and to

obtain money by means of false or fraudulent representations as detailed in this Complaint,
Ewert and Maier did transmit and cause multiple agents to transmit by means of wire in interstate
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commerce writings and emails for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice or attempting
to do so, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1343—including (a) in mid-November 2011, Maier emailing
Plaintiffs’ employee Julie Shipman false statements claiming WDS had no rebate programs with
vendors and materially misrepresenting Plaintiffs’ Vendor spend, to induce Cargill’s renewal of
the Agreement in 2012; (b) in early August 2015, Ewert emailing Plaintiffs’ employee Patrick
Graf a false statement misrepresenting Plaintiffs’ annual spend by product category under the
Agreements, Cargill’s renewal of the Agreement in 2015; and (c) in late March 2016, Maier
emailing Plaintiffs’ employee Asheesh Choudhary 118 falsified Vendor invoices she altered
herself, to prevent Plaintiffs’ discovery of Defendants’ fraudulent scheme.

Each instance

violated 18 U.S.C. § 1343.
284.

With Defendants having devised a scheme or artifice to defraud Plaintiffs and to

obtain money by means of false or fraudulent representations as detailed in this Complaint,
Ewert and Maier did transmit or cause WDS employees to transmit by means of wire in interstate
commerce emailed purchase order confirmations containing overcharges and other
misrepresentations, for the purpose of executing Defendants’ scheme or artifice or attempting to
do so, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1343—including each instance of overcharging detailed in
Plaintiffs’ November 3, 2017, Expert Report’s Exhibit 10, which exhibit is nearly 2,000 pages
long. Each instance violated 18 U.S.C. § 1343.
285.

With Defendants having devised a scheme or artifice to defraud Plaintiffs and to

obtain money by means of false or fraudulent representations as detailed in this Complaint, and
for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice or attempting to do so, Ewert and Maier did
cause Cargill to transmit by means of wire in interstate commerce payments to WDS on inflated
charges and to other Defendant-affiliated entities, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1343—including
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each instance of overcharging detailed in Plaintiffs’ November 3, 2017, Expert Report’s Exhibit
10, which exhibit is nearly 2,000 pages long. Each instance violated 18 U.S.C. § 1343.
286.

Ewert and Maier obstructed justice and corruptly destroyed or concealed records

and documents, or attempted to do so, with intent to impair their integrity or availability for use
in an official proceeding, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)(1) when they concealed or
attempted to conceal text messages, chats, emails, and other communications with Michael
Kennedy, Shawn Nguyen, Customer X’s employees, and others in neither disclosing their
existence, nor producing them at any point in 2017, with intent to impair their availability for use
in this federal action, which text messages, chats, emails, and other communications have been
since obtained by Plaintiffs on the Order of this Court and show Defendants’ acts in furtherance
of their scheme to defraud Plaintiffs.
287.

Ewert and Maier obstructed justice and influenced or impeded this official

proceeding, or attempted to do so, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)(2), when they held out in
this action, including in sworn discovery responses, as (a) legitimate and (b) helpful to their
defense a purported 2011 Cargill agreement, despite knowing that Maier created and falsified
said agreement in or around October 2011, backdating it to February 2011 at Ewert’s direction
and with Kennedy’s assistance, and in furtherance of Defendants’ scheme to defraud Plaintiffs.
B. Violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(a)
288.

Ewert and Maier each received income and/or proceeds derived, directly and/or

indirectly, from the pattern of racketeering activity and resulting growth of their entities’
relationships with Plaintiffs as detailed above.
289.

From 2008 and through 2016, Ewert and Maier each used and/or invested,

directly and/or indirectly, part of such income or proceeds thereof in their acquiring an interest
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in, establishing, and operating each of the following entities: WDS, Inc., DLP, Resnex, RFS, and
B-Pak.
290.

Ewert also used and/or invested, directly and/or indirectly, part of such income or

proceeds thereof in operating another enterprise, ODDS.
291.

Each of these entities—WDS, Inc., DLP, Resnex, RFS, B-Pak, and ODDS—

engaged and engages in interstate commerce, and/or their activities affected and affect interstate
commerce, and each operated as an enterprise within the meaning of RICO.
292.

Defendants’ actions violated 18 U.S.C. §§ 1962(a) and 1964.

293.

Defendants’ actions injured Plaintiffs in the ways described in this Complaint and

proximately caused Plaintiffs damages exceeding $75,000, exclusive of interest and costs.
C. Violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(b)
294.

Ewert and Maier each acquired control of Plaintiffs through a pattern of

racketeering activity as detailed above.
295.

Plaintiffs engage in interstate commerce, and their activities affect interstate

commerce; Plaintiffs operated as an enterprise within the meaning of RICO.
296.

Starting as early as 2006, and continuing into 2009 and through 2016, through

their pattern of racketeering activity and through their use of Plaintiffs’ then-employees Michael
Kennedy and Shawn Nguyen, Defendants obtained, exercised, and maintained control over
Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ spend, as detailed above, and prevented Plaintiffs’ detection thereof as
detailed extensively in this Complaint.
297.

For instance, Defendants exerted significant control and influence over the

decision-making of Plaintiffs’ Strategic Sourcing Function through the aforementioned pattern of
racketeering activity and, in particular, commercial bribery of several employees of Plaintiffs’
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Strategic Sourcing Function, causing Plaintiffs to both expand their relationship with WDS,
DLP, Resnex, and other Defendant-affiliated entities, and not discover Defendants’ fraudulent
scheme before 2016, as detailed above.
298.

By way of specific example, Ewert and Maier used Michael Kennedy when

negotiating the 2012 and 2015 Agreements with Cargill, with Kennedy feeding information to
them via email, including private email, to the detriment of Cargill and to the benefit of WDS,
with Defendants ultimately securing Cargill’s renewal of the WDS-Cargill Agreements for
Cargill and CMS in both 2012 and 2015, thereby perpetuating their fraudulent overcharging.
299.

Defendants’ actions violated 18 U.S.C. §§ 1962(b) and 1964.

300.

Defendants’ actions injured Plaintiffs in the ways described in this Complaint and

proximately caused Plaintiffs damages exceeding $75,000, exclusive of interest and costs.
D. Violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c)
301.

Starting as early as 2006, and continuing into 2009 and through 2016, Ewert and

Maier each conducted and participated, directly and/or indirectly, in the conduct of the Group,
described below.
302.

The Group comprised Michael Kennedy (of Cargill/CMS and with believed

current or future interest in WDS, DLP, and ODDS), Shawn Nguyen (of Cargill/CMS and of
Bay), WDS, Inc., the identified employee of Customer X, Jim Maier (of WDS, DLP, ODDS,
DVD Services, and other entities), Paul Thompson (of DLP, B-Pak, and other entities), Ramey
Millett (of WDS, Resnex, RFS, and other entities), Stephanie Norris (of WDS, DVD Services,
and other entities), Kerry Uptergrove (of WDS), Shawn Bush (of WDS), and Kyle Ingenthron
(of WDS)—through a pattern of racketeering activity as detailed above.
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303.

The Group, operated and managed by Ewert and Maier, engaged in interstate

commerce, and their activities affected

interstate commerce as detailed at length in the

preceding paragraphs, and it operated as an association-in-fact enterprise within the meaning of
RICO.
304.

Defendants’ actions violated 18 U.S.C. §§ 1962(c) and 1964.

305.

Defendants’ actions injured Plaintiffs in the ways described in this Complaint and

proximately caused Plaintiffs damages exceeding $75,000, exclusive of interest and costs.
E. Violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d)
306.

Ewert and Maier conspired with each other and others known and unknown to

violate 18 U.S.C. § 1962 as detailed at length above and took acts in furtherance thereof.
307.

Defendants’ conduct violated 18 U.S.C. §§ 1962(d) and 1964.

308.

Defendants’ actions injured Plaintiffs in the ways described in this Complaint and

proximately caused Plaintiffs damages exceeding $75,000, exclusive of interest and costs.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, Cargill, Incorporated, and Cargill Meat Solutions Corporation,
respectfully request, with respect to all Counts stated above, that the Court enter judgment in
their favor and against Defendants WDS, Inc., Jennifer Maier, and Brian Ewert, and award the
following relief:
(a)

Damages flowing from the overcharges by the Defendants in connection with the
2012 and 2015 Agreements, including, without limitation, the $35,177,269
calculated to date;
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(b)

Damages in the form of restitution or disgorgement by the Defendants, removing
from the Defendants the gains or profits the Defendants unjustly and improperly
received as a result of the arrangement and scheme described in this Complaint;

(c)

Damages in the form of the value of any consideration provided by the
Defendants to any person in connection with the arrangement and scheme
described in this Complaint.

(d)

Treble damages and attorney’s fees, including under RICO;

(e)

Punitive damages;

(f)

Prejudgment interest;

(g)

Post-judgment interest;

(e)

Plaintiffs’ costs and fees incurred in bringing this action; and

(f)

Other such relief as the Court deems just and proper.
JURY DEMAND

Plaintiffs demand a trial by jury on all issues so triable. Fed. R. Civ. P. 38.

Dated: 3rd day of November, 2017.
/s/ Jacob D. Bylund
FAEGRE BAKER DANIELS LLP
Jacob D. Bylund (admitted pro hac vice)
Jacob.Bylund@FaegreBD.com
Dasha Ternavska (admitted pro hac vice)
Dasha.Ternavska@FaegreBD.com
801 Grand Avenue, 33rd Floor
Des Moines, IA, 50309-8011
Telephone: 515-248-9000
Facsimile: 515-248-9010
Christine R. M. Kain (admitted pro hac vice)
Christine.Kain@FaegreBD.com
2200 Wells Fargo Center, 90 S. Seventh Street
Minneapolis, MN, 55402
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Telephone: 612 -766-8743
Facsimile: 612-766-1600
- AND –
Robinson, Bradshaw & Hinson, P.A.
Edward F. Hennessey IV
N.C. Bar No. 15899
thennessey@robinsonbradshaw.com
Fitz E. Barringer
N.C. Bar No. 42679
fbarringer@robinsonbradshaw.com
101 North Tryon Street, Suite 1900
Charlotte, NC 28246
Telephone: 704-377-2536
Facsimile: 704-378-4000
Attorneys for Cargill, Incorporated, and Cargill
Meat Solutions Corporation
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I electronically filed the foregoing document with the Clerk of Court
using the CM/ECF system, which will automatically send notification of such filing to the
following:
Jeffrey S. Southerland
Denis E. Jacobson
Richard W. Andrews
Tuggle Duggins P.A.
P.O. Box 2888
Greensboro, NC 27402
jsoutherland@tuggleduggins.com
djacobson@tuggleduggins.com
randrews@tuggleduggins.com
Attorneys for Defendants WDS, Inc. and Brian Ewert
David B. Freedman
Crumpler Freedman Parker & Witt
860 West Fifth Street
Winston-Salem, NC 27101
david@cfpwlaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant Brian Ewert
Andrew A. Freeman
Alan M. Ruley
Bell, Davis & Pitt, P.A.
P.O. Box 21029
Winston-Salem, NC 27120-1029
afreeman@belldavispitt.com
aruley@belldavispitt.com
Attorneys for Defendant Jennifer Maier
Dated: November 3rd, 2017.

/s/ Jacob Bylund
Jacob Bylund
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II.
Leave To Amend Granted
Dec. 1, 2017
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA
CHARLOTTE DIVISION
CIVIL ACTION NO. 3:16-CV-00848-FDW-DSC
CARGILL, INCORPORATED, et. al.,
Plaintiffs,
v.
WDS, INC., JENNIFER MAIER, AND
BRIAN EWERT,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER

THIS MATTER is before the Court on Plaintiffs’ “Motion for Leave to Amend First
Amended Complaint” (document #130), as well as the parties’ briefs and exhibits.
The Court concludes that Plaintiffs’ failure to file their Motion earlier is excused by
Defendants WDS and Ewert’s ongoing refusal to cooperate with discovery which was ultimately
resolved by Court intervention. Once Defendants responded to discovery as ordered by the Court,
Plaintiffs promptly filed their Motion.
For those reasons and the others stated in Plaintiffs’ briefs, their “Motion for Leave to
Amend First Amended Complaint” (document #130) is GRANTED. Plaintiffs shall file their
second amended complaint within five (5) days of this Order.
The Clerk is directed to send copies of this Order to counsel for the parties, including but
not limited to moving counsel; and to the Honorable Frank D. Whitney.
SO ORDERED.
Signed: December 1, 2017
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III.
Cargill Trial Brief
Dec. 22, 2017
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA
CHARLOTTE DIVISION
CIVIL ACTION NO. 3:16-cv-00848-FDW-DSC

CARGILL, INCORPORATED, and
CARGILL MEAT SOLUTIONS
CORPORATION,
Plaintiffs,
PLAINTIFFS’ TRIAL BRIEF
v.
WDS, INC.; JENNIFER MAIER; and
BRIAN EWERT,
Defendants.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
I’ll be “…[r]iding your coat tails to glory or hell or wherever we’re going. But not jail. I

don’t do jail.” – Jennifer Maier to Brian Ewert.
As Maier’s above e-mail to Ewert reveals, this case is not about a contract dispute.
Rather, Maier’s comment captures the preposterous, hyperbolic nature of Defendants’ daring
scheme, one that comes replete with code names; briefcases of cash bribes; yacht trips; private
planes; strip clubs; invocations of the Fifth Amendment; and many, many, many individual acts
of fraud. The known fraud adds up to over $35 million in claimed damages for Plaintiffs over
just four years of this almost-decade-long scheme. 1 Simply put, Defendants conspired with each
other and others to defraud Plaintiffs, bribed Plaintiffs’ employees and others in positions to help
effectuate the scheme, and wove an elaborate web of entities and relationships to carry it out.
Despite Defendants’ ongoing efforts to destroy and hide the evidence of their scheme,
Plaintiffs confirmed the fraudulent overcharges during an audit by a forensic accountant, and
Defendants admitted that they had overcharged Plaintiffs and falsified records to hide the
overcharges. But it wasn’t until discovery in this lawsuit, with this Court’s help accessing
thousands of documents Defendants tried to hide or destroy, that Plaintiffs learned the vast extent
of the conspiracy to defraud them. The clear evidence of commercial bribery of Cargill
employees, customers, and vendors, and use of Defendants’ related entities to systematically and
methodically infiltrate Plaintiffs’ procurement and manufacturing processes to line Defendants’
pockets at every opportunity supports the claims of Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices

1

Plaintiff Cargill Meat Solutions Corporation (“CMS”) is a wholly owned subsidiary and
affiliate of Plaintiff Cargill, Incorporated (“Cargill”) (collectively “Plaintiffs”).

1
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violations, conspiracy, fraud, conversion, and RICO violations, in addition to the breach-ofcontract claim.
II.

THE BEGINNING OF THE CONSPIRACY AND PLAINTIFFS’ RELATIONSHIP
WITH WDS
Maier and Ewert started WDS—ostensibly as a woman-owned business—to provide

warehousing and logistics services for Plaintiffs and to supply them with certain non-raw
materials such as the film, pads, and trays used to package meat.
WDS was an intentional vehicle for the fraud from the very beginning. Early on,
Defendants recruited key Cargill employees to the conspiracy, to help them expand from a
limited supply agreement with CMS to displace a competitor as Cargill’s preferred distributor.
The competitor had a warehousing and logistics arrangement with Plaintiffs to secure products
from vendors and distribute them to Plaintiffs in exchange for an 11-percent fixed markup
(calculated as vendor’s invoiced cost divided by .89). Defendants bribed a highly positioned
Cargill employee and a co-conspirator, Michael Kennedy, who then helped WDS beat out that
competitor, instructing Defendants how to structure WDS and its offer of a lower markup in a
way that would appeal to Plaintiffs. With Kennedy’s insider tips, WDS and Plaintiffs entered
into Select Supplier Agreements that set the terms of the relationship, including specific margins
for categories of product, capped at a 10-percent fixed markup (calculated as vendor’s invoice
divided by .90).
III.

DEFENDANTS BUILD THEIR WEB
Maier and Ewert had a previous business relationship through Maier’s husband—Jim

Maier—who had tried to start a veteran-owned business with Ewert, to do business with

2
US.115521003.05
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Plaintiffs. Working together, they created a complex web of shadow companies and bribed coconspirators from within Plaintiffs’ ranks and customers. 2
A.

Defendants Recruited Key Cargill Employees, an Employee of a Cargill
Customer X, and Vendors Who Could Impact Cargill’s Strategic Sourcing

Cargill has hundreds of global affiliates—including CMS, which encompasses all of
Cargill’s North American beef, turkey, foodservice, and food-distribution businesses—but, at all
times relevant herein, its operations were organized into six larger segments called “platforms,”
which housed multiple “business units.” The aforementioned business units fell within the
Cargill Animal Protein Platform. 3 The Strategic Sourcing “function” was a group of shared
services personnel within Cargill, operating above and across the business units and subsidiaries,
centralized to optimize Cargill’s spending for indirect and direct non-raw materials and services,
including packaging products and distribution services. Strategic Sourcing was responsible for
the negotiation, implementation, and monitoring of Select Supplier Agreements, through which
Cargill and its affiliates, including CMS, procured indirect and direct non-raw materials.
Michael Kennedy. Cargill employee Michael Kennedy was within the Strategic Sourcing
function. As Strategic Sourcing Director for the Cargill Animal Protein Platform, he was the
most senior Strategic Sourcing function professional within the Wichita, Kansas, headquarters of
CMS. Kennedy had many responsibilities that Defendants could and did use to implement their
conspiracy: supervising the Strategic Sourcing professionals who were responsible for
2

As the Court knows, Plaintiffs have battled Defendants’ continuous attempts to thwart the
discovery process throughout this lawsuit and the related FBI investigation, deleting e-mail
accounts and failing to produce (or identify) devices containing thousands of e-mails, chats, and
text messages with the co-conspirators. What Plaintiffs have been able to obtain is a mountain of
evidence against Defendants and their co-conspirators. What was unrecoverable can only be
guessed at.
3

Finished goods processed and prepared by the Cargill Animal Protein Platform are distributed
throughout the United States, including North Carolina.

3
US.115521003.05
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negotiating, implementing, and monitoring certain Select Supplier Agreements; determining
whether or not a particular vendor should be under a direct Select Supplier Agreement with
Cargill; establishing the prices to be paid by Cargill, its affiliates, and distributors, in connection
with products purchased from that vendor; supervising the Strategic Sourcing professionals who
were responsible for monitoring performance and initiating pricing audits of vendors (like WDS)
per the operative Select Supplier Agreements; and increasing Cargill’s total spend with
registered minority and women-owned businesses, as WDS represented itself to be.
Shawn Nguyen. Cargill employee Shawn Nguyen also was within the Strategic Sourcing
function. As the Strategic Sourcing Procurement Center Manager, Nguyen was responsible for
supervising the buying supervisors, also called Senior Buyers, within the Wichita, Kansas,
Strategic Sourcing function. Nguyen had direct supervision with respect to the buyers
responsible for placing orders for products from vendors, including WDS. Nguyen was also
responsible for approving the prices to be paid for packaging and other products within Cargill’s
purchasing and accounting systems. Regardless of which business unit within the platform
generated an order, Nguyen directed the price, approving new vendors, the related price, and any
price increases. Nguyen reported to Kennedy.
Matt Pestorich. Cargill Purchasing Manager Matt Pestorich was responsible for sourcing
and ordering products for the Cargill Beef plant in Fresno, California. Defendants’ records,
produced by Court order, conclusively establish that Defendants made “commission” payments
to Pestorich—many thousands of dollars per month over a period of many years—in order to
direct business to WDS. Through explicit and undisputed commercial bribery, essentially all of
the packaging products used by the Fresno facility were sourced through WDS or the other
Defendant-affiliated entities, including DLP.

4
US.115521003.05
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Other Cargill employees. Other Cargill operations personnel and technical staff were
involved as well. The operations manager for the Newnan, Georgia facility, Shannon Norris, had
the ability to let Defendants “test” products at the plant. Cargill R&D employee Tony Holthaus
was part of the technical approval process for products and machinery, helping decide which
products would work from the manufacturing aspect. Defendants worked closely with Norris,
Holthaus, and others to ensure that products offered by Defendants beat out competitors’
products. The employees were rewarded for their efforts with gifts, trips, and other
consideration. For the employees of the Newnan facility alone, Defendants paid for fifteen
trips—some via private jet, to gentlemen’s clubs in the Atlanta area at an admitted cost of
$10,000 to $15,000 per trip. There were also additional similar trips to Miami and Las Vegas and
extravagant vacation packages.
The bribed employees were instrumental in Defendants’ conspiracy to swindle Plaintiffs.
In their positions within the sourcing, purchasing, and manufacturing functions, they could cover
up what was going on and drive more Cargill business to WDS and Defendants’ affiliated
entities, to expand the opportunities for more fraud. As early as 2009, Kennedy and Nguyen were
feeding “project” ideas that they could develop to Defendants. They communicated frequently
with Defendants, using personal e-mails set up with Ewert, code names for each other (including
“Houdini,” “Little Brian,” “Grass Cutter,” and “Breadbox”), and code terms for bribes (for
example, “samples,” “clippings,” and “valentines”) The earliest e-mails, all concealed from
Cargill until discovery in this case, reflect the development of an “exit strategy” by Kennedy and
Ewert in 2009, before the first Select Supplier Agreement between Cargill and WDS was even
signed.

5
US.115521003.05
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Charlie Milacki. Defendants also recruited Charlie Milacki, then an employee for
Customer X, an important Cargill customer and a major national retailer. Milacki was the
corporate meat packaging buyer for the customer and whose responsibility included a chain of
grocery stores in North Carolina (with dozens of stores in Charlotte, North Carolina). In his
procurement role but without his employer’s knowledge, he was able to require his suppliers
(including Plaintiffs) to use packaging from WDS and other Defendant-affiliated entities for
products that Customer X was buying from Plaintiffs.
Vendors. Vendors also colluded with Defendants. At Ewert’s direction, multiple
packaging product vendors misrepresented their prices to Cargill, when asked for direct pricing.
Ewert knew that if Cargill had the direct pricing, the scheme would be revealed. Instead of the
actual price, several vendors supplied Cargill with incorrect prices supplied by Ewert. For many
years, Defendants paid “commission” to an employee of a vendor, without the knowledge of the
vendor. The Defendant-compensated vendor employee then negotiated the vendor’s prices with
WDS, WDS marked up the products, sold the products to Cargill and provided the kickback
commission to the vendor employee.
B.

Defendants Created Shadow Companies to Perpetuate the Fraud

Defendants Ewert and Maier, with help from bribed Cargill employees, also set up
companies similar to WDS to help perpetuate and expand the opportunities for the fraud.
Resnex. The company Resnex was created by Maier, Ewert, and WDS’s chief financial
officer Ramey Millett to add a layer between WDS and Plaintiffs, and help hide the overcharges.
It also allowed WDS to show “sales” to Resnex, to create a non-Cargill “customer,” after its
lenders requested it to diversify, with Cargill being 95 percent of WDS’s sales. Resnex, however,
was nothing more than a shadow company for WDS. The listed phone number for Resnex was
for Ewert’s mother. Resnex had no actual employees and apparently made no profit itself. WDS
6
US.115521003.05
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staff handled all Resnex “work” without any additional compensation. Resnex was approved as a
vendor in the Cargill purchasing system by an employee bribed by Defendants, with the
assistance of Nguyen and Kennedy.
DLP. Another alter ego is DLP (a/k/a Diverse Label Printing), with locations that were
(and are) the same WDS’s locations. DLP and WDS have swapped and shared numerous
employees and management—including Maier’s husband, Jim Maier, who was Ewert’s original
partner in WDS’s predecessor company, DVD Services—and there is evidence that Kennedy had
an interest in DLP. WDS instructed its staff to keep the WDS-DLP relationship secret from
Cargill. But, certain Cargill employees and customers, all of whom were receiving significant
compensation from Defendants, knew about DLP’s role as a shadow company and actively
directed Cargill business to both WDS and DLP. Milacki was heavily compensated for his
successful efforts to push Customer X to require Plaintiffs to use DLP supplied products. When
Cargill issued an request for proposal request to vendors to supply labels, Nguyen and Kennedy
rigged the bidding, with Nguyen actually completing the RFP response for DLP.
ODDS. ODDS is a Ewert company that received millions in “commissions” from WDS,
with Maier’s approval. Defendants used ODDS to funnel huge sums of money to Ewert to
disburse as bribes. For example, after a bribe recipient e-mailed Ewert and requested more
money, Ewert responded that he would “get [him] some.” Less than two minutes later, Ewert emailed WDS’s payroll accountant, directing her to transfer $14,000 from WDS to ODDS and
then to his personal money market account. This way, the bribe payments were not on WDS’s
books, and Plaintiffs discovered them only by meticulous comparison of third-party bank and
FedEx records with recovered e-mails and texts that Defendants had deleted.

7
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Once the money trail was discovered, it is easy to follow time and time again using
Defendants’ records. Money moved from WDS or DLP to ODDS, then to Ewert’s personal
money market account. Ewert would then withdraw the cash—as much as $150,000 in cash per
withdrawal—and either send the money via mail, FedEx, or in-person delivery. Some of the
conspirators, like Milacki and Pestorich, explicitly demanded their money or “commissions.”
Others used code words (like ”samples” or “valentines”), and scheduled meetings in hotel rooms,
airplane hangars—or, if no other options were available, arranged a late-night meeting in a
parking lot following Ewert’s flight, by private jet, from North Carolina.
Defendants tried to use other entities as Cargill vendors as well. They were so confident
in their scheme that they even tried to implement a new company called B-Pak after Plaintiffs
started investigating WDS, but were caught when Ewert signed the W-9 form in the vendorapproval process. In fact, Defendants continued to approach Cargill and Cargill personnel even
after this case was filed, attempting to start up new relationships. Cargill only uncovered the
ongoing contact after it received the documents following this Court’s order.
IV.

DEFENDANTS’ SCHEME TO DEFRAUD PLAINTIFFS HAD MULTIPLE
ASPECTS
Defendants had their fingers in the key areas of Plaintiffs’ procurement and

manufacturing process, finding multiple angles to bilk money. The known scope of the fraud
included intentionally overcharging Plaintiffs for products, covering up and suppressing any
investigation into the fraudulent markups, kickbacks from co-conspirator vendors, sharing
Plaintiffs’ confidential competitor information with WDS, setting up shadow companies as
vendors, waiving rebates for WDS, creating fake product issues and rigging “testing” to solve
those issues, and manipulating Plaintiffs’ bid process for business.

8
US.115521003.05
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Pricing fraud. Throughout the business relationship and at Maier and Ewert’s direction,
WDS employees overcharged Plaintiffs by, among other things, inflating the price Plaintiffs
owed for products WDS sourced for them. The inflations were no error. There are scores of
examples where Maier and Ewert directed the WDS employees to either increase the markup or
deliberately not pass along savings from a reduction in WDS’s price. For example, in a May 2,
2012 e-mail, Ewert instructed three WDS employees to pocket the difference when a product’s
price decreased, rather than lower Plaintiffs’ price to maintain an appropriate margin as required
by the Agreements. Ewert explained, “The mark up on this will be 4% but the cost will go down
soon and we will keep the difference when it changes this information is very confidential.”
Maier also documented her fraud. In a June 23, 2010 e-mail, she reassured Ewert that she
tampered with a purchase order’s pricing rather than disclose the prohibited 18-percent markup.
In yet another example, in an August 2015 e-mail exchange with a WDS employee about a new
order for trays, Ewert wrote, “Ok just do not give anything to anyone until I approve we have a
couple of trays at [Cargill's location in] Marshall that are high margin and until I get them down,
I can’t risk someone finding out.”
Suppressing investigations into the fraud. On multiple occasions, Cargill personnel not
involved with the scheme raised questions or concerns. But, because Defendants were bribing
the head of Strategic Sourcing for the meat businesses (Kennedy) and the purchasing supervisor
(Nguyen), these questions were explained away or quashed. As just one example, certain Cargill
personnel initiated an audit of certain film products in April of 2014. Maier and Ewert worked
together with Kennedy, in secret, to end the inquiry. Kennedy, Maier, and Ewert worked on a
false e-mail and then Maier sent the false e-mail to Kennedy’s Cargill account. On numerous
other occasions, Kennedy and Nguyen were able to waive off inquiries. Then, in the fall of 2015,

9
US.115521003.05
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the Strategic Sourcing function was reorganized, and Kennedy and Nguyen lost their grip on the
WDS relationship. Within a month of the reorganization, an audit was underway, and
Defendants’ scheme began to unravel.
Writing off rebates. Under the Agreements, Plaintiffs were entitled to rebates for hitting
certain volumes of sales from WDS. In his role, Kennedy helped keep that money in Defendants’
pocket. For example, in 2015, he wrote off nearly $1,000,000 worth of rebates for sales in 2013
and 2014—just days before the Ewert and Kennedy families were to take a yacht trip together.
This outcome was built into Defendants’ accounting functions. The WDS accounting team was
explicitly directed to accrue the rebates but then pay them to ODDS, not Cargill. Defendants
went so far as to discuss having counsel develop an agreement for the payment of these monies
to ODDS in order to compensate ODDS for its customer retention efforts. The actual customer
was Cargill, which should have received the rebate payments, but the only “customer retention”
that Defendants concerned themselves with was the bribe payments to Cargill’s personnel.
Rigging “testing.” With the help of bribed procurement, operations, and technical staff
employees at Cargill, Defendants were able to “test” products at the Newnan, Georgia facility—
including labels that Milacki required Cargill to start using. Not surprisingly, the bribed
employees used the “tests” as a pretense to award the business to WDS and DLP. The same team
was also responsible for the “testing” associated with the film product sold by Resnex, the
shadow entity established by Defendants to capture additional margins from Cargill.

10
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V.

THE CO-CONSPIRATORS WERE WELL-COMPENSATED FOR THEIR ROLE
The bribed co-conspirators received luxe all-expenses-paid trips (some costing hundreds

of thousands of dollars) and the use of Ewert’s private plane, with all costs charged to WDS.4
The conspirators enjoyed yacht trips to Turks and Caicos, family trips to Disney, ski trips, and
vacations in Costa Rica. Ewert testified that he also entertained Cargill personnel, including
Norris and Holthaus, at gentlemen’s clubs in Atlanta on fifteen occasions that he can recall,
spending $10,000-$15,000 per trip, using Ewert’s private plane to fly from Newnan, Georgia, to
Atlanta to “avoid rush hour traffic.”
In addition, Defendants paid cold, hard cash to the conspirators for their roles. Ewert’s
bank records and his own deposition testimony establish that he regularly withdrew large sums
of cash, channeled from WDS through ODDS with Maier’s approval. These large cash
withdrawals were repeatedly followed by meetings, normally in Kansas, with Kennedy and
Nguyen in private locations after business hours. During these meetings, Ewert would bribe the
Cargill employees using the profits from the scheme.
On February 12, 2013, for example, Ewert received a $278,744 “commission” from
WDS. The next day, Ewert transferred $96,000 of that money to his personal bank account,
withdrew $75,000 in cash, flew his private plane to Wichita, and text messaged Kennedy to
arrange a meeting to deliver Kennedy’s “Valentin[e].” Kennedy claimed he could not recall what
the “valentine” was. For his part, Ewert claimed that he had flown from North Carolina to

4

Cargill’s gifts and antibribery policies prohibit employees from receiving: (1) any gift or
entertainment where it could be perceived to be given in return for a favor; (2) any extravagant
gift or entertainment; (3) any gift or entertainment that coincide with Cargill business decisions
(like awarding a contract); or (4) gifts of cash or cash equivalents. One of Kennedy’s
responsibilities within Strategic Sourcing was training other Strategic Sourcing personnel with
respect to Cargill’s Code of Conduct, including Cargill’s gifts and antibribery policies.

11
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Wichita, on a private jet with professional pilots, to deliver an actual valentine. This merits
repeating, Ewert will take the stand at trial and testify under oath that he flew over 1,000 miles at
a cost of thousands of dollars, well after business hours, to deliver a valentine. Nguyen and
Ewert met the next day. Nguyen asserted the 5th Amendment when asked about this meeting.
On July 8 and 9, 2013, Ewert again met with Kennedy and Nguyen, separately, in a hotel
room. This time, Ewert instructed Kennedy to bring a “brief case or a bag if u have one.”
Kennedy and Ewert both testified that it was normal for them to meet in hotel rooms. As to this
particular meeting, Kennedy claims Ewert gave him a used laptop. Over 1,000 miles flown in a
private jet to deliver a used laptop. Ewert, for his part, claims that his suitcase broke and so he
needed a “briefcase” to carry his clothing.
Again on November 3, 2014, Ewert withdrew $50,000 in cash; the next day Ewert met
with Kennedy in a hotel room and Nguyen at an unknown location. The list of these meetings
could go on and on, the pattern was the same. Transfer money from WDS or DLP to ODDS,
transfer money from ODDS to the money market account, cash withdrawal by Ewert, meeting
with Kennedy and Nguyen.
Similarly, Milacki frequently contacted Ewert and requested “scratch” and “samples,”
after which Ewert would have money transferred from WDS to ODDS to his own account before
sending FexEx packages with “samples” to Milacki. Milacki received $10,000 per month, a
manageable sum for a FedEx envelope, apparently. Pestorich also received compensation, tied to
his ability to channel Cargill business to WDS, with an arrangement paying him $10 per pallet of
product and a 1-percent commission for products used by the Fresno plant. Pestorich was paid by
Dan Hedden—the WDS warehouse manager for Fresno—who received additional moneys and
instructions from WDS to make those payments.

12
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The commercial bribes were not limited to cash payments, vacations, and entertainment.
In 2010, Kennedy became the executor of Ewert’s will. Through the will, Kennedy was
bequeathed an interest in ODDS (the Ewert entity that received millions in monthly commissions
from WDS, approved by Maier) and later WDS, securing Kennedy’s interest in the WDS
enterprise. In truth, the will and related trust document was security for the cash payments.
Kennedy was a big fish—the biggest of all of the individuals being bribed and with the greatest
ability to impact business to Defendants—and he clearly wanted to make sure his stake was
protected long-term.
Nguyen also received additional benefits. For example, his mother-in-law received
insurance through WDS from 2009 forward, although she never worked for the company. Here
again, Defendants denied any relationship with Nguyen until Cargill obtained records by Court
order. Nguyen also set up a company, Bay’s, to do business with Cargill, hiding his conflict by
working with Defendants.
VI.

DEFENDANTS’ SHIFTING DEFENSES
Defendants, caught in their lies, first tried to cover it up. Maier, for example, falsified

vendor invoices to hide the real prices that WDS had inflated before submitting to Plaintiffs. She
created a spreadsheet for those invoices with columns named “what we charged” and “should
have charged.”

13
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When pressed, Defendants admitted to some overcharging, up to $4.4 million. They
initially attempted to frame the overcharging as mistakes. When that did not work, they blamed
Cargill for an allegedly ambiguous contract term that they now claim allowed them to charge
whatever markup they wanted (up to 60 percent in some instances!). To support their shifting
defense, as to the products with the largest overcharges, Defendants suggested that they were a
“manufacturer’s representative” and that those products were outside the scope of the Select
Supplier Agreements, again asserting Defendants could charge whatever they wanted.
Defendants’ arguments are contradicted by their own statements to Plaintiffs and actions
throughout the relationship. As one example, on March 11, 2016, under direct and specific
questioning, Maier communicated to several Cargill Strategic Sourcing personnel that WDS had
“never” charged Cargill and its affiliates more than the 10-percent markup contemplated by the
Agreements. To support their new defense, they have offered perjured testimony and falsified
documents, including a falsified contract they were working on when Maier made the “I don’t do
jail” comment noted above. To be clear, and as set forth in Plaintiffs’ motion for terminating
sanctions, Defendants developed false documents, passed them off as originals, and continued
this effort well into this lawsuit and, in fact, continue to do so.

14
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Additionally, they developed a secondary defense theory, suggesting that CMS purchases
were also outside the scope of the Select Supplier Agreements. This defense, however, is
contradicted by eight years of party conduct and hundreds of thousands of documents produced
in discovery by all sides. To begin, the Select Supplier Agreements were accompanied by a
Notice to suppliers that the Agreements are intended to “minimiz[e] the need for the creation and
negotiation of country-specific or affiliate-specific ancillary agreements.” The Agreements
expressly define and include Cargill “Affiliates” like Cargill’s wholly owned subsidiary, CMS.
Defendants have not been able to explain away the inclusion of affiliates like CMS in the
Agreements, such as Exhibit F to 2015 Agreement, listing specific CMS locations that were
“approved” under the Agreement:

15
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In addition, Defendants’ own actions indicate that they considered CMS to be part of the
Agreements and even represented to others that it was. For example, in 2010, WDS represented
to Bank of America that all Cargill locations were covered by a “master contract” and included
CMS locations in the sales to “Cargill.” Later, when calculating the first rebate payment owed
under the 2012 Agreement, Defendants’ calculations explicitly included sales to CMS. Still later,
when paying the first rebate payment under the 2015 Agreement, the payment was made to
CMS, not Cargill. Defendants’ repeated efforts to claim that sales to CMS were not covered by
the Select Supplier Agreements defies reason and logic.
Finally, Defendants’ efforts to conceal their conduct have continued throughout this
lawsuit. Maier and Ewert both destroyed records, including their texts and personal e-mails.
Some, but not all, have been recovered. Not surprisingly, Milacki invoked the Fifth Amendment
in response to all questions other than his name and address at his November 3, 2017 deposition.
Plaintiffs then advised Defendants that they had discovered Defendants used FedEx to send
Milacki his “payments.” The very next business day, a WDS/DLP representative asked FedEx to
delete WDS’s FedEx account at issue, an account owned by Maier. Defendants have and will
continue to say or do anything to avoid responsibility for their actions.
VII.

CONCLUSION
This is not an accidental overcharge situation. This is not a simple breach-of-contract

case. Defendants engaged in a flagrant, intentional, wide-flung scheme to bilk Plaintiffs out of
millions of dollars, carried out with the insouciance of criminals who continue to perjure
themselves and flout the Court and the law.

16
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Dated: December 22, 2017

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Jacob D. Bylund
FAEGRE BAKER DANIELS LLP
Jacob D. Bylund (admitted pro hac vice)
Jacob.Bylund@FaegreBD.com
Dasha Ternavska (admitted pro hac vice)
Dasha.Ternavska@FaegreBD.com
801 Grand Avenue, 33rd Floor
Des Moines, IA, 50309-8011
Telephone: 515-248-9000
Facsimile: 515-248-9010
Christine R. M. Kain (admitted pro hac vice)
Christine.Kain@FaegreBD.com
2200 Wells Fargo Center, 90 S. Seventh Street
Minneapolis, MN, 55402
Telephone: 612 -766-8743
Facsimile: 612-766-1600
- AND –
Robinson, Bradshaw & Hinson, P.A.
Edward F. Hennessey IV
N.C. Bar No. 15899
thennessey@robinsonbradshaw.com
Fitz E. Barringer
N.C. Bar No. 42679
fbarringer@robinsonbradshaw.com
101 North Tryon Street, Suite 1900
Charlotte, NC 28246
Telephone: 704-377-2536
Facsimile: 704-378-4000
Attorneys for Cargill, Incorporated, and Cargill
Meat Solutions Corporation
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WORD COUNT CERTIFICATION
I hereby certify, subject to Fed. R. Civ. Proc. 11, that, as reported by word processing
software, the foregoing document (omitting the case caption and any certificates of counsel)
complies with the word limitation set forth in the applicable orders of this Court.
/s/ Jacob D. Bylund
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I electronically filed the foregoing document with the Clerk of Court
using the CM/ECF system, which will automatically send notification of such filing to the
following:
Jeffrey S. Southerland
Denis E. Jacobson
Richard W. Andrews
Tuggle Duggins P.A.
P.O. Box 2888
Greensboro, NC 27402
jsoutherland@tuggleduggins.com
djacobson@tuggleduggins.com
randrews@tuggleduggins.com
Attorneys for Defendants WDS, Inc. and Brian Ewert
Andrew A. Freeman
Alan M. Ruley
Bell, Davis & Pitt, P.A.
P.O. Box 21029
Winston-Salem, NC 27120-1029
afreeman@belldavispitt.com
aruley@belldavispitt.com
Attorneys for Defendant Jennifer Maier
Dated: December 22, 2017

/s/ Jacob D. Bylund
Jacob D. Bylund
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA
CHARLOTTE DIVISION
CIVIL ACTION NO. 3:16-cv-00848-FDW-DSC

CARGILL, INCORPORATED, and
CARGILL MEAT SOLUTIONS
CORPORATION,
Plaintiffs,
v.

PLAINTIFFS’ PROPOSED
JURY INSTRUCTIONS AND
VERDICT FORM

WDS, INC.; JENNIFER MAIER; and
BRIAN EWERT,
Defendants.

Plaintiffs, Cargill, Incorporated (“Cargill”), and Cargill Meat Solutions Corporation
(“CMS”), submit the below Proposed Jury Instructions and Verdict Form. The parties have
conferred regarding Jury Instructions but, as reflected by the numerous motions and briefs
submitted by the parties, there are material areas of disagreement. The parties have agreed to
submit their respective drafts and continue to confer in advance of the Final Pretrial Conference.
Cargill and CMS respectfully reserve the right to submit revised and substituted Proposed Jury
Instructions and a revised Jury Verdict following the Court’s ruling upon the various pending
motions and further subject to the evidence presented at trial and in-trial motion practice.
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Instruction No. 1
(Introduction)1
Members of the Jury:
Now that you have been sworn, I will give you some preliminary instructions to guide
you in your participation in this trial.
First, a few words about your conduct as jurors.
1. I instruct you that during the trial you are not to discuss the case with anyone or permit
anyone to discuss it with you. Until you all retire to the jury room at the end of the case to
deliberate on your verdict, you must not to talk about this case.
2. Do not read or listen to anything touching on this case in any way – that includes
newspaper articles or television or radio reports on this case. If anyone should try to talk
to you about it, bring it to my attention promptly.
3. Do not try to do any research or make any investigation about the case on your own.
4. Finally, do not form any opinion until all the evidence is in. Keep an open mind until you
start your deliberations at the end of the case.
If you wish, you may take notes. If you do, remember that they serve merely as an aid to
your memory; they are not a substitute for your own memory or the memory of any other juror.
It is each juror’s individual responsibility to listen carefully to and remember the evidence.
Remember that your notes are not evidence, and your individual recollections must control your
deliberations. Those of you who take notes should leave them in the jury room when you leave
the courthouse each evening.
As members of the jury, you are the sole and exclusive judges of the facts. You determine
the credibility of the witnesses and resolve such conflicts as there may be in the testimony. You
draw whatever reasonable inferences you decide to draw from the facts as you have determined
them, and you determine the weight of the evidence. You are to perform the duty of finding the
facts without bias, prejudice, or sympathy to any party.
As judge, it is my responsibility to preside over the trial, decide what testimony and
evidence is admissible under the law for your consideration, and instruct you as to the legal
principles governing this case. It is your duty to accept my instructions of law and apply them to
1

May 14, 2007 Standing Order Governing Jury Selection and Instruction for Civil Cases Before
the Honorable Frank D. Whitney (No. 3:07-MC-47, Doc. No. 5, Exhibit B (Phase One
Instructions)).
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the facts as you determine them. You should not single out any instruction as alone stating the
law, but must consider all of my instructions as a whole. You may not substitute or follow any
personal or private notion or opinion as to what the law is or ought to be. Nothing that I may say
or do during the course of the trial is intended to indicate, or should be taken by you as
indicating, what your verdict should be.
The evidence from which you will find the facts will consist of the testimony of
witnesses, documents and other things received into the record as exhibits, and any facts that the
lawyers agree to or stipulate to or that the court may instruct you to find. Certain things are not
evidence and must not be considered by you. I will list them for you now:
1. Statements, arguments, and questions by the lawyers or me are not evidence. It is the
witnesses’ sworn testimony that is evidence. Thus, if a lawyer makes a statement or
propounds a question that assumes certain facts to be true, this must not be taken as
evidence unless a witness adopts or agrees to the assumed facts in his answer.
2. Objections to questions are not evidence. Lawyers have an obligation to their clients
to make objections when they believe evidence being offered is improper under the
rules of evidence. You should not be influenced by the objection or by the court’s
ruling on it. If the objection is overruled, treat the answer like any other. If the
objection is sustained, ignore the question. Do not attempt to guess what answer
might have been given had I allowed the question to be answered.
3. Testimony that the court has excluded or told you to disregard is not evidence and
must not be considered. If you are instructed that some item of evidence is received
for a limited purpose only, you must follow that instruction.
4. Anything you may have seen or heard outside the courtroom is not evidence and must
be disregarded. You are to decide the case solely on the evidence presented here in
the courtroom.
There are two types of evidence which you may properly assess in determining whether a
party has met its burden of proof – direct evidence and circumstantial evidence. Direct evidence
is direct proof of a fact, such as the testimony of an eyewitness to something he knows by virtue
of his own senses. Circumstantial evidence is proof of a set of facts from which you may infer or
conclude, on the basis of your reason, experience, and common sense, that some other fact exists.
As a general rule, the law makes no distinction between direct and circumstantial evidence, but
simply requires that your verdict must be based on a preponderance of all the evidence presented.
In deciding the facts in this case, you may have to decide which testimony to believe and
which testimony not to believe. You may believe everything a witness says, or none of it, or
believe part and disbelieve part. In addition, the weight of the evidence is not necessarily
determined by the number of witnesses testifying to the existence or nonexistence of a fact. You
may find that the testimony of a smaller number of witnesses on one side is more credible than
the testimony of a greater number of witnesses on the other side. In considering the testimony of
any witness, you should use all the tests for truthfulness that you would use in determining
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matters of importance to you in your daily life. You should consider any bias or hostility the
witness displays for or against any party as well as any interest the witness has in the outcome of
the case. You should consider the opportunity the witness has to see, hear, and know the things
about which he testifies, the accuracy of his memory, his candor or lack of candor, his
intelligence, the reasonableness and probability of his testimony and its consistency or lack of
consistency and its corroboration or lack of corroboration with other credible testimony. Always
remember that you should use your common sense, your good judgment and your own life
experience.
The trial will now begin. First, each side may make an opening statement. An opening
statement is neither evidence nor argument; it is an outline of what that party intends to prove,
offered to help you follow the evidence. Next, the Plaintiffs will present their witnesses, and the
Defendants may cross-examine them. Then the Defendants will present their witnesses, and the
Plaintiffs may cross-examine them. After the evidence is in, I will instruct you on the law, and
the attorneys will make their closing arguments to summarize and interpret the evidence for you.
You will then retire to deliberate on your verdict.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. _
(Deposition Testimony)2
Testimony is now to be presented to you by means of a deposition. I want to explain this
procedure to you.
A deposition is the sworn testimony of a witness given before the trial. Attorneys for the
parties have the opportunity to be present and ask the witness questions.
In this case, counsel made a videotape of the witnesses at the time the questions were
asked and answered. You will now see a videotape deposition on the television set(s) in front of
you.
This testimony is entitled to the same consideration and is to be judged as to credibility
and weighed, and otherwise considered by you, insofar as possible, in the same way as if the
witness were present and gave from the witness stand the same answers as were given by the
witness when the deposition was taken.
No more or no less weight should be given to any piece of evidence based solely upon
the format in which it is presented to you, either by a live witness, a videotape of a witness, or
the reading of a stenographic transcript of the deposition of a particular witness.

2

N.C.P.I.--Civil 100.40 (modified); see also 8th Cir. Civ. Jury Instr. 2.14 (2017).
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. _
(Interrogatories)3
Members of the Jury, at an earlier time, the Plaintiffs submitted written questions to the
Defendants. These questions are called interrogatories. The Defendants were required to answer
the interrogatories under oath.
The Plaintiffs will now read some of the questions and the answers into evidence.
You may treat the answers like testimony and admissions of the Defendants.
Not only may you consider the answers as evidence, but you may give the answers such
weight as you determine is appropriate in light of any other evidence offered by the Defendants
as to mistake, excusable neglect or some other justifiable error in these answers.
Also, members of the jury, the Plaintiffs are not bound by those answers. In other words,
the Plaintiffs may offer other evidence to contradict, explain, or challenge the answers given by
the Defendants.

3

N.C.P.I--Civil 100.44
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. _
(Testimony of Expert Witness)4
In this case you have heard evidence from a witness who has testified as an expert
witness. An expert witness is permitted to testify in the form of an opinion in a field where he or
she purports to have specialized skill or knowledge.
As I have instructed you, you are the sole judges of the credibility of each witness and the
weight to be given to the testimony of each witness. In making this determination as to the
testimony of an expert witness, you should consider, in addition to the other tests of credibility
and weight about which I have already instructed you, the evidence with respect to the witness’s
training, qualifications, and experience or the lack thereof; the reasons, if any, given for the
opinion; whether or not the opinion is supported by facts that you find from the evidence;
whether or not the opinion is reasonable; and whether or not it is consistent with the other
believable evidence in the case.
You should consider the opinion of an expert witness, but you are not bound by it.

4

N.C.P.I.-- Civil 101.25.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. _
(Credibility of Witnesses and Prior Inconsistent Statements)5
In deciding what the facts are, you may have to decide what testimony you believe and what
testimony you do not believe. You may believe all of what a witness said, or only part of it, or
none of it.
You may consider a witness’s intelligence; the opportunity the witness had to see or hear the
things testified about; a witness’s memory, knowledge, education, and experience; any reasons a
witness might have for testifying a certain way; how a witness acted while testifying; whether a
witness said something different at another time; whether a witness’s testimony sounded
reasonable; and whether or to what extent a witness’s testimony is consistent with other evidence
you believe.
When evidence has been received tending to show that at an earlier time a witness made a
statement that conflicts with his or her testimony at this trial, you may consider such earlier
statement as evidence of the truth of what was said at that earlier time if it was made under oath,
including at a deposition, in an interrogatory answer, or in a response to a request for admission.
If you believe that such earlier inconsistent statement was made, and that it conflicts with the
testimony of the witness at this trial, then you may consider this, together with all other facts and
circumstances bearing upon the witness’s truthfulness, in deciding whether you will believe or
disbelieve his or her testimony at this trial.
In deciding whether to believe a witness, remember that people sometimes hear or see things
differently and sometimes forget things. You will have to decide whether a contradiction is an
innocent misrecollection, or a lapse of memory, or an intentional falsehood; that may depend on
whether it has to do with an important fact or only a small detail.

5

See 8th Cir. Civ. Jury Instr. 3.03 (2017); N.C.P.I. Civil 101.35. The form of credibility
instruction given is within the discretion of the trial court. Clark v. United States, 391 F.2d 57,
60 (8th Cir. 1968).
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. _
(Invocation by Witness of Fifth Amendment Privilege Against Self-Incrimination)6
Two witnesses, Shawn Nguyen and Charles Milacki, have invoked their constitutional Fifth
Amendment privilege against self-incrimination and each refused to answer when questioned as
to whether he committed or conspired to commit fraud against Plaintiffs or whether he received
bribes from Defendants.
You may infer that the truthful response of the witness to the question, if given, would have been
unfavorable to each of them. You may give this inference such force and effect as you determine
it should have under all the facts and circumstances.

6

N.C.P.I.—Civil 101.38 (modified).
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
(Spoliation by a Party)7
Defendants destroyed or permanently deleted emails, text messages, and chat messages that were
in their exclusive possession, after having notice of the Plaintiffs’ claim. Some of the deleted
messages were later recovered by the Plaintiffs in the course of this litigation but other deleted
messages were not recovered and are lost.
You therefore may infer that those emails, text messages, and chat messages would be damaging
to the Defendants. You may give this inference such force and effect as you determine it should
have under all of the facts and circumstances.

7

N.C.P.I.—Civil 101.39 (modified).
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Proposed Jury Instruction No.__
(Stipulations)8
Plaintiffs and Defendants have agreed or stipulated that certain facts shall be accepted by
you as true without further proof. The agreed facts in this case are as follows:
[No Stipulations At This Time]
Since the parties have so agreed, you are to take these facts as true for the purpose of this
case.

8

N.C.P.I.--Civil 101.41.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
(Requests for Admission)9
One party is permitted before trial to ask another party to admit the truth of facts relevant
to the lawsuit. The Plaintiffs have introduced into evidence certain “requests for admission.”
These were presented to Defendants to give them an opportunity to deny or challenge them.
Maier admitted that she falsified certain invoices and supplied the falsified invoices to
Plaintiffs.10
Ewert and WDS admitted that Ewert and Maier had control over the WDS bank accounts
to which Cargill made payments during the relevant time period.11
Maier admitted that both of them had authority to access the accounts.12
WDS further admitted that Maier and Ewert both have withdrawn or caused the
withdrawals of moneys from the WDS bank accounts to which Cargill made payments.13
As a result, you are to take the above facts as true for the purposes of this case.

9

N.C.P.I.--Civil 101.42 (modified).
Maier’s June 19, 2017, Responses to Plaintiff’s First Requests for Admissions at RFA 1.
11
Ewert’s June 19, 2017, Response to Plaintiff’s First Requests for Admissions at RFA 10, 11.
10

12

13

Maier’s July 10, 2017, Amended Supplemental Responses to Plaintiffs’ First Requests for
Admissions at RFA 11, 12.
WDS’s July 11, 2017, Supplemental Responses to Plaintiff’s First Requests for Admissions at
RFA 8–11.
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Proposed Instruction No. __
(Judicial Notice)14
I have determined, as a matter of law, to accept as proven the following facts:

.

You must accept these facts as proven.

14

See 8th Cir. Civ. Jury Instr. 2.04 (2017).
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Proposed Instruction No. __
(Demonstrative Summaries Not Received As Evidence)15
Certain charts and summaries have been shown to you in order to help explain the facts disclosed
by the books, records, or other underlying evidence in the case. Those charts or summaries are
used for convenience. They are not themselves evidence or proof of any facts. If they do not
correctly reflect the facts shown by the evidence in the case, you should disregard these charts
and summaries and determine the facts from the books, records or other underlying evidence.

15

8th Cir. Civ. Jury Instr. 2.11 (2017).
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Instruction No. __ 16
Members of the Jury:
Now that you have heard the evidence and soon will hear the arguments of counsel, I will
instruct you as to the law that applies in this case. If any difference appears to you between the
law as stated by the attorneys in closing arguments and that stated by me in these instructions,
you are to be governed by my instructions.
I remind you that it is your duty and your responsibility in this trial to judge the facts in
accordance with the law as I instruct you. You may find the facts only from the evidence which I
have allowed to be admitted during this trial. You must not consider anything which I have
instructed you to disregard, and evidence which I have admitted only for a limited purpose you
must consider only for that purpose.
In a civil case, the party with the burden of proof on any given issue has the burden of
proving every disputed element of his claim or affirmative defense to you by a preponderance (or
the greater weight) of the evidence.
To establish a fact by a preponderance (or the greater weight) of the evidence means to
prove that the fact is more likely true than not true. It refers to the quality and persuasiveness of
the evidence, not to the number of witnesses or documents. If you conclude that the party bearing
the burden of proof has failed to establish any essential part of his claim or affirmative defense
by a preponderance of the evidence, you must decide against him on the issue you are
considering.
Some of you may have heard of proof beyond a reasonable doubt, which is the proper
standard of proof in a criminal trial and is stricter. That requirement does not apply to a civil case
such as this and you should put it out of your mind.

16

May 14, 2007, Standing Order Governing Jury Selection and Instruction for Civil Cases
Before the Honorable Frank D. Whitney (No. 3:07-MC-47, Doc. No. 5, Exhibit C (Phase Three
Instructions)).
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
(Issues)17
Plaintiffs have alleged nine (9) separate claims or counts against the three Defendants.
You must give separate and individual consideration to each claim against each Defendant. The
claims are as follows:
•

In count I, Plaintiffs allege violations of the Unfair and Deceptive Trade practices Act, or
UDTPA, against Maier, Ewert, and WDS.

•

In count II, Plaintiffs allege conversion by Maier, Ewert, and WDS.

•

In count III, Plaintiffs allege fraud by Maier and Ewert.

•

In count IV, Plaintiffs allege conspiracy by Maier, Ewert, and WDS.

•

In counts V through VIII, Plaintiffs allege that Maier and Ewert violated the Racketeering
and Criminal Organizations Act, and conspired with each other and others known and
unknown to do so.

•

In count IX, Plaintiffs allege breach of contract by WDS.

•

Plaintiffs seek damages and punitive damages against all three Defendants.

I will discuss the issues one at a time and explain the law which you should consider as
you deliberate upon your verdict.

17

See generally N.C.P.I.--Civil 101.60 (modified); N.C.P.I. Civil 810.00.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
(Trade Regulation—Issue of Unfair Methods of Competition and Unfair or Deceptive Acts
or Practices)18
In Count 1, Plaintiffs allege violations of the Unfair and Deceptive Trade practices Act,
or UDTPA, against Maier, Ewert, and WDS.
On this issue the burden of proof is on the Plaintiffs. This means that the Plaintiffs must
prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, that the Defendants did at least one of the acts as
contended by the Plaintiffs.
In this case the Plaintiffs contend, and the Defendants deny, that the Defendants:
1. Misrepresented to Plaintiffs the sums owed on the products WDS supplied to
Plaintiffs;
2. Misrepresented to Plaintiffs the margins charged on the products WDS supplied
to Plaintiffs;
3. Engaged in other misrepresentations causing Plaintiffs to continue the business
relationship with WDS;
4. Falsified business records, including invoices and alleged agreements, in order to
further their misrepresentations to the Plaintiffs; and
5. Engaged in “commercial bribery.”
In this context, commercial bribery19 occurs in one of four ways:
First, a person gave, offered to, or promised a company’s agent or employee any gift or
gratuity and that that person did so with intent to influence that company’s agent’s or
employee’s action in relation to his employer or principal, the company.
Second, an agent or employee requested or accepted a gift or gratuity, or a promise to
make a gift or to do an act beneficial to him and that he did so under an agreement or
with an understanding that he shall act in a particular manner in relation to his principal’s
or employer’s business.
Third, that an agent or employee was authorized to procure materials or supplies by
purchase or contract for his principal or employer and that person who makes such sale or
contract, or furnishes such materials or supplies gave or offered such an agent or
employee a commission, discount, or bonus.

18
19

N.C.P.I.—Civil—813.21 (modified).
See NC GS § 14-353.
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Fourth, that an agent or employee was authorized to procure materials or supplies by
purchase or contract for his principal or employer and that he received, directly or
indirectly—for himself or for another—commission, discount, or bonus from the person
who made such sale or contract, or furnished such materials or supplies.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
(Trade Regulation-- Issue of Damages)20
If you find that the Defendants did at least one of the acts as contended by the Plaintiffs,
the Plaintiffs are entitled to recover damages.
On this issue the burden of proof is on the Plaintiffs. This means that the Plaintiffs must
prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, the amount of actual damages sustained, if any, as a
proximate cause of the injury to their business.
Proximate cause is a cause which in a natural and continuous sequence produces the
injury, and is a cause which a reasonable and prudent person could have foreseen would
probably produce such injury or some similar injurious result.
Such damages would include, without limitation, any increased costs incurred by the
Plaintiffs and any loss in profits suffered by the Plaintiffs.
The Plaintiffs’ damages are to be reasonably determined from the evidence presented in
the case. The Plaintiffs are not required to prove with mathematical certainty the extent of the
injury to its business in order to recover damages. Thus, the Plaintiffs should not be denied
damages simply because they cannot be calculated with exactness or a high degree of
mathematical certainty.
An award of damages must be based on evidence which shows the amount of the
Plaintiffs’ damages with reasonable certainty. However, you may not award any damages based
upon mere speculation or conjecture.
If you find, by the greater weight of the evidence, the amount of actual damages
sustained by the Plaintiffs by reason of the injury to its business, then it would be your duty to
write that amount in the blank space provided on the verdict form.

20

N.C.P.I.--Civil 813.80 and 813.70.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
(Conversion)21
In count II, Plaintiffs allege conversion by Maier, Ewert, and WDS.
On this issue the burden of proof is on the Plaintiffs. This means that the Plaintiffs must
prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, two things:
•

First, that until the time the Defendants came into possession of the monetary
sums at issue, the Plaintiffs were the lawful owner and were entitled to the
immediate possession of the money.

•

Second, that the Defendants converted the monetary sums to their own use.

Conversion is the unauthorized exercise of a right of ownership over personal property,
including money, belonging to another.
The Plaintiffs need not prove that the Defendants had a wrongful intent. Good faith,
honest intentions and innocence are not defenses.
If you find by the greater weight of the evidence, that the Defendants converted the
monetary sums of the Plaintiffs, then it would be your duty to answer this issue “Yes” in favor of
the Plaintiffs.
If, on the other hand, you fail to so find, then it would be your duty to answer this issue
“No” in favor of the Defendants.

21

N.C.P.I.--Civil 806.00 (modified).
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
(Conversion—Damages)22
If you find that the Defendants converted the money of the Plaintiffs as alleged, Plaintiffs
are entitled to actual damages.
On this issue the burden of proof is on the Plaintiffs. This means that the Plaintiffs must
prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, the amount of actual damages proximately caused
by the conversion of the defendant.
If you find by the greater weight of the evidence the amount of actual damages caused by
the conversion of the property of the Plaintiffs, then it would be your duty to write that amount in
the blank space provided.

22

N.C.P.I.--Civil 806.05.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
(Fraud)23
In count III, Plaintiffs allege fraud by Maier and Ewert.
On this issue the burden of proof is on the Plaintiffs. This means that the Plaintiffs must
prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, six things:
First, that the Defendants made a false representation of a material past or existing fact.
Second, that the false representation was reasonably calculated to deceive.
Third, that the false representation was made with the intent to deceive and with the
intent that it be acted upon.
Fourth, that the Plaintiffs were, in fact, deceived by the false representation and acted
upon it.
Fifth, that the Plaintiffs’ reliance upon the false representation was reasonable. The
Plaintiffs’ reliance would be reasonable if, under the same or similar circumstances, a reasonable
person, in the exercise of ordinary care for his own welfare, would have relied on the false
representation.
And Sixth, that the Plaintiffs suffered damages proximately caused by the Defendants’
false representation.
If you find by the greater weight of the evidence each of the above fraud elements, then it
would be your duty to answer this issue “Yes” in favor of the Plaintiffs.
If, on the other hand, you fail to so find, then it would be your duty to answer this issue
“No” in favor of the defendant.

23

N.C.P.I.—Civil 800.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
(Fraud: Damages)24
If you find that one or more of the Defendants engaged in fraud, Plaintiffs are entitled to
damages.
On this issue the burden of proof is on the Plaintiffs. This means that the Plaintiffs must
prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, the amount of actual damages caused by the fraud
of the defendant.
Damages recoverable for fraud consist of the amount of money that, in so far as possible,
will put the Plaintiffs in the same position or condition as if the fraud had not occurred.
Damages recoverable for fraud may also consist of the value of the gain the Defendants
derived from the fraud, which is also called restitution.
The Plaintiffs’ damages are to be reasonably determined from the evidence presented.
Your award must be fair and just. You may not award any damages based upon speculation or
conjecture.
If you find by the greater weight of the evidence the amount of actual damages caused by
the fraud of the defendant, then it would be your duty to write that number in the blank space
provided.
If, on the other hand, you fail to so find, then it would be your duty to write a nominal
sum such as one dollar in the blank space provided.

24

N.C.P.I.--Civil 800.07.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
(Civil Conspiracy—Multiple Defendants))25
In count IV, Plaintiffs allege conspiracy by Maier, Ewert, and WDS.
The existence or non-existence of conspiracy must be determined separately for each
defendant pursuant to the instructions I am about to give you. The mere fact that one of a group
of Defendants conspires with someone else does not necessarily mean that the remainder of those
Defendants have also conspired. Each defendant is entitled to have the issue of whether he did or
did not in fact conspire with another be determined separately.
On this issue the Plaintiffs have the burden of proof. Thus, in order to prove that Maier is
liable by reason of conspiracy, and that Ewert is liable by reason of conspiracy, and that WDS is
liable by reason of conspiracy, the Plaintiffs must satisfy you, by the greater weight of the
evidence, of the existence of the following three things:
First, that Maier, Ewert, and WDS agreed with each other and others known and
unknown, to defraud Plaintiffs or engage in commercial bribery with respect to the Plaintiffs, and
Second, that any one or more of the parties to the agreement then committed an overt or
evident act in furtherance of the aims of the agreement, and
Third, as a proximate result of the acts committed in furtherance of the aims of the
agreement, the Plaintiffs suffered actual injury.
I will now explain each of these requirements.
First, the Plaintiffs must prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, that Maier, Ewert,
and WDS agreed with each other and others known and unknown to defraud Plaintiffs or engage
in commercial bribery with respect to the Plaintiffs. Such an agreement is called a conspiracy. A
conspiracy is a combination of two or more persons to accomplish some unlawful purpose or to
accomplish some lawful purpose by unlawful means. There can be no conspiracy unless more
than one person is involved. The very word “conspiracy” means “together with someone else.”
So, a conspiracy is a kind of partnership or joint enterprise in which each member becomes the
agent of every other member with respect to the common plan, and each member is held
responsible for the acts of or statements made by any other member made or done in furtherance
of the common plan. The essence of a conspiracy is an unlawful combination to violate or to
disregard the law.
Second, the Plaintiffs must prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, that one or more
of the parties to the agreement committed an overt act in furtherance of the aims of the
agreement. An overt act is an act which could be neutral in its character, but which is evidence of
affirmative action manifesting an intent to accomplish or further the object(s) of the alleged
conspiracy. It is not necessary for the Plaintiffs to prove that the conspiracy was successful or
25

N.C.P.I.--Civil 103.31.
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that each of all or any of the aims of the conspiracy were achieved. Plaintiffs must show,
however, that one or more of the parties to the agreement performed at least one act in furthering
or trying to effect the agreement.
And Third, the Plaintiffs must prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, that they
suffered actual injury as a proximate result of the overt act(s) committed in furtherance of the
conspiracy.
If you find, by the greater weight of the evidence, that the Plaintiffs suffered actual injury
as a proximate result of at least one overt act taken in furtherance of a conspiracy to which
Maier, Ewert, WDS and any or all of the alleged coconspirators were party, then it would be
your duty to answer this issue “Yes” in favor of the Plaintiffs.
On the other hand, if after considering all the evidence, you are not so persuaded, it
would be your duty to answer this issue “No” in favor of that Defendant.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. 21
(Conspiracy – Damages)26
If you find that one or more of the Defendants engaged in conspiracy, Plaintiffs are
entitled to damages. On this issue the burden of proof is on the Plaintiffs. This means that the
Plaintiffs must prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, the amount of actual damages
proximately caused by Defendants’ conspiracies.
Actual damages are the fair compensation to be awarded to a person for any injury
proximately caused by the wrongful conduct of another.

26

N.C.P.I. Civil 810.00.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
RICO: ELEMENTS OF THE OFFENSE27
Plaintiffs claim in Counts V to VIII that Ewert and Maier violated the Racketeering Influenced
and Corrupt Organization Act commonly known as “RICO.”
COUNT V: RICO – USE OF INCOME
18 U.S.C. § 1962(a)
In Count V, Plaintiffs claim that Ewert’s and Maier’s actions injured Plaintiffs in violation of 18
U.S.C. § 1962(a). Section 1962(a) requires that the Defendant be a person who derived income
directly or indirectly from a pattern of racketeering activity in which the Defendant participated
as a principal. Plaintiffs allege that Ewert and Maier received income or proceeds derived,
directly or indirectly, from a pattern of racketeering activity and resulting growth of their
entities’ relationships with Plaintiffs. Namely, Plaintiffs allege that, from at least 2009, Ewert
and Maier used or invested, directly or indirectly, part of such income or proceeds to acquire an
interest in, establish, or operate WDS, ODDS, DLP, Resnex, RFS, and/or B-Pak.
You must find for Plaintiffs and against the Defendant(s) if Plaintiffs prove each of the elements
below by a preponderance of the evidence:
First, that Defendant(s) received income or proceeds derived, directly or indirectly, from a
pattern of racketeering activity.
Second, that Defendant(s) participated as a principal in the pattern of racketeering activity.
Third, that Defendant(s) used or invested, directly or indirectly, part of such income or proceeds
in acquiring an interest in, establishing, or operating an enterprise, including but not
limited to any of the following enterprises: WDS, ODDS, DLP, Resnex, RFS, B-Pak, or a
combination of these entities.
Fourth, that the enterprise(s) engaged in, or had some effect on, interstate or foreign commerce.
If you find that either Defendant violated § 1962(a), you must decide whether that violation
caused injury to Plaintiffs.

27

Kevin F. O’Malley, et al., 3 FEDERAL JURY PRACTICE AND INSTRUCTIONS: Civil §
161:1 et seq. (6th ed.); 18 U.S.C. § 1962(a)–(d); 11th Cir. Civ. Jury Instr. § 7.1 et seq.; see also
May 14, 2007 Standing Order Governing Jury Selection and Instruction for Civil Cases Before
the Honorable Frank D. Whitney (No. 3:07-MC-47, Doc. No. 5, Exhibit C (Phase Three
Instructions)).
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COUNT VI: RICO – CONTROL OVER VICTIMS
18 U.S.C. § 1962(b)
In Count VI, Plaintiffs claim that Ewert and Maier violated 18 U.S.C. § 1962(b). Plaintiffs allege
that, starting as early as 2009, through Ewert’s and Maier’s pattern of racketeering activity
including commercial bribery, and through use of Plaintiffs’ then-employees Michael Kennedy
and Shawn Nguyen, Defendants Ewert and Maier obtained, exercised, and maintained control
and influence over Plaintiffs’ strategic sourcing spend to get Plaintiffs to expand their
relationship with WDS, DLP, Resnex, and other Defendant-affiliated entities, and prevent
Plaintiffs’ timely detection of the scheme.
You must find for Plaintiffs and against the Defendant(s) if Plaintiffs prove each of the elements
below by a preponderance of the evidence:
First, that Defendant(s) acquired or maintained, directly or indirectly, control of Plaintiffs
through a pattern of racketeering activity.
Second, that Defendant(’s/s’) interest or control in Plaintiffs was connected to or associated with
the pattern of racketeering activity.
Third, that Plaintiffs engaged in, or had some effect on, interstate or foreign commerce.
If you find that either Defendant violated § 1962(b), you must decide whether that violation
caused injury to Plaintiffs.
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COUNT VII: RICO – CONDUCT OR PARTICIPATION
18 U.S.C. § 1962(c)
In Count VIII, Plaintiffs claim that Ewert and Maier violated 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c). Plaintiffs
allege that, starting as early as 2009, Ewert and Maier conducted and participated, directly or
indirectly, in the conduct of the affairs of the Group Enterprise described below, through a
pattern of racketeering activity. The Group Enterprise included WDS, Michael Kennedy, Shawn
Nguyen, Charlie Milacki, Jim Maier, Ramey Millett, and Kerry Uptergrove.
You must find for Plaintiffs and against the Defendant(s) if Plaintiffs prove each of the elements
below by a preponderance of the evidence:
First, that a Group Enterprise existed.
Second, that the Defendant(s) conducted or participated, directly or indirectly, in the conduct of
the affairs of the Group Enterprise.
Third, that the Defendant(’s/s’) conduct or participation was through a pattern of racketeering
activity.
Fourth, that the Defendant(s) (was/were) associated with, or employed by, the Group Enterprise.
Fifth, that the Group Enterprise engaged in, or had some effect on, interstate or foreign
commerce.
An enterprise may consist of an individual, partnership, corporation, association, another legal
entity, or an association of persons or entities. In this case, the Group Enterprise is alleged to
have included WDS, Michael Kennedy, Shawn Nguyen, Charlie Milacki, Jim Maier, Ramey
Millett, and Kerry Uptergrove.
A Defendant does not need to participate in, or be aware of, all of the enterprise’s activities. A
Defendant’s conducting or participating in the conduct of some of the enterprise’s activities is
sufficient.
If you find that either Defendant violated § 1962(c), you must decide whether that violation
caused injury to Plaintiffs.
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COUNT VIII: RICO – CONSPIRACY
18 U.S.C. § 1962(d)
In Count VIII, Plaintiffs claim that, in or around 2009 or earlier, Ewert and Maier conspired with
each other and others known and unknown to violate 18 U.S.C. § 1962(a), (b), or (c), which
conspiracy violated § 1962(d).
You must find for Plaintiffs and against the Defendant(s) if Plaintiffs prove each of the elements
below by a preponderance of the evidence:
First, that two or more people agreed to participate in an endeavor that, if completed, would
violate § 1962(a), (b), or (c).
Second, that Defendant joined in the conspiracy by (i) agreeing to the overall objective of the
conspiracy, or (ii) engaging in a part of the conspiracy with at least one other Defendant
by committing at least two predicate acts.
Third, that Defendant knew the nature or unlawful character of the conspiracy.
Fourth, that a member of the conspiracy committed an overt or evident act of racketeering.
Existence of a conspiracy can be inferred from the conduct of its participants. If you find that a
conspiracy existed, then you can attribute the statements or acts of any co-conspirator to another
co-conspirator.
If you find that either Defendant violated § 1962(d), you must decide whether that violation
caused injury to Plaintiffs.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
RICO: DEFINITIONS
“PARTICIPATE AS PRINCIPAL”
A person “participates as principal” in the pattern of racketeering activity when he or she
knowingly or intentionally commits—or aids, abets, counsels, commands, induces, procures the
commission of, or otherwise willfully causes—two or more predicate acts that make up the
pattern of racketeering activity.
This is a requirement only for Count VI (violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(a)), and not for other
Counts.
“RACKETEERING ACTIVITY” OR “PREDICATE ACTS”
“Racketeering activity” includes acts that are unlawful under any of the following statutes:
• the North Carolina commercial bribery statute (NC GS § 14-353),
• the federal mail fraud statute (18 U.S.C. § 1341),
• the wire fraud statute (18 U.S.C. § 1343),
• the statute prohibiting transportation of moneys taken by fraud (18 U.S.C. § 2314),
• the statute prohibiting receipt of money taken by fraud (18 U.S.C. § 2315), or
• the obstruction of justice statute (18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)).
I will explain the law about these statutes to help you determine whether Plaintiffs proved by a
preponderance of the evidence that these statutes were violated. An act of “racketeering
activity” is also called a “predicate act.”

“PATTERN OF RACKETEERING ACTIVITY”
OR “PATTERN OF PREDICATE ACTS”
A “pattern of racketeering activity” means that at least two distinct predicate acts were
committed. Distinct does not have to mean different types.
The predicate acts should be related. Predicate acts are “related” to one another if they have the
same or similar purposes, results, participants, victims, or methods. Predicate acts are also
related if they have common distinguishing characteristics and aren’t isolated events.
The predicate acts should also be continuous. Predicate acts are “continuous” if the conduct
extends over a substantial period of time or, alternatively, by its nature is likely to be repeated
into the future.
You should agree on which of the predicate acts make up the pattern.
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PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTION NO. __
VIOLATIONS OF STATUTES CONSTITUTING RACKETEERING
ACTIVITY OR PREDICATE ACTS
COMMERCIAL BRIBERY VIA PAYMENT OR OFFER OF GIFT OR GRATUITY28
NC GS § 14-353
To establish commercial bribery via payment or offer, in violation of the North Carolina
commercial bribery statute (NC GS § 14-353) and for purposes of this case, Plaintiffs must show
by a preponderance of the evidence:
First, a person gave, offered to, or promised a company’s agent or employee any gift or gratuity.
Second, that that person did so with intent to influence that company’s agent’s or employee’s
action in relation to his employer or principal, the company.

COMMERCIAL BRIBERY VIA ACCEPTANCE OR REQUEST FOR GIFT,
GRATUITY, OR PROMISE
NC GS § 14-353
To establish commercial bribery via acceptance or request, in violation of the North Carolina
commercial bribery statute (NC GS § 14-353) and for purposes of this case, Plaintiffs must show
by a preponderance of the evidence:
First, an agent or employee requested or accepted a gift or gratuity, or a promise to make a gift
or to do an act beneficial to him.
Second, that he did so under an agreement or with an understanding that he shall act in a
particular manner in relation to his principal’s or employer’s business.

COMMERCIAL BRIBERY VIA GIVING OR OFFERING
COMMISSION, DISCOUNT, OR BONUS
NC GS § 14-353
To establish commercial bribery via giving or offering commissions, discounts, or bonuses, in
violation of the North Carolina commercial bribery statute (NC GS § 14-353) and for purposes
of this case, Plaintiffs must show by a preponderance of the evidence:

28

See NC GS § 14-353.
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First, that an agent or employee was authorized to procure materials or supplies by purchase or
contract for his principal or employer.
Second, that person who makes such sale or contract, or furnishes such materials or supplies
gave or offered such an agent or employee a commission, discount, or bonus.

COMMERCIAL BRIBERY VIA RECEIPT OF
COMMISSION, DISCOUNT, OR BONUS
NC GS § 14-353
To establish commercial bribery via receipt of commissions, discounts, or bonuses, in violation
of the North Carolina commercial bribery statute (NC GS § 14-353) and for purposes of this
case, Plaintiffs must show by a preponderance of the evidence:
First, that an agent or employee was authorized to procure materials or supplies by purchase or
contract for his principal or employer.
Second, that he received, directly or indirectly—for himself or for another—commission,
discount, or bonus from the person who made such sale or contract, or furnished such
materials or supplies.
MAIL FRAUD29
18 U.S.C. § 1341
To establish mail fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1341 and for purposes of this case, Plaintiffs
must show by a preponderance of the evidence:
First, that a person voluntarily and intentionally devised or participated in a scheme to defraud
another or to obtain money by means of material false representations, omissions, or
promises.
Second, that the person did so with the intent to defraud.
Third, that the person used, or caused to be used, the U.S. mail or an interstate carrier like FedEx
in furtherance of, or in an attempt to carry out, some essential step in the scheme.
A statement or representation is “false” when it is untrue when made or effectively conceals or
omits a material fact. A representation or promise is “material” if it has a natural tendency to

29

See 8th Cir. Crim. Jury Instr. 6.18.1341.
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influence, or is capable of influencing, the decision of a reasonable person in deciding whether to
engage or not to engage in a particular transaction.
It is not necessary that the use of the mail or an interstate carrier by the participants themselves
be contemplated or that the person at issue do any actual mailing or sending of material by an
interstate carrier. It is sufficient that the mail or the interstate carrier was in fact used to carry out
the scheme and the use of the mail or an interstate carrier by someone was reasonably
foreseeable.
Each separate use of the mail or an interstate carrier in furtherance of the scheme to defraud
constitutes a separate offense.
WIRE FRAUD30
18 U.S.C. § 1343
To establish wire fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1343 and for purposes of this case, Plaintiffs
must show by a preponderance of the evidence:
First, that a person voluntarily and intentionally devised or participated in a scheme to defraud
another or to obtain money by means of material false representations, omissions, or
promises.
Second, that the person did so with the intent to defraud.
Third, that the person used, or caused to be used, an interstate wire communication, that is, an
email, text message, phone call, or a wire transfer of funds—in furtherance of, or in an
attempt to carry out, some essential step in the scheme.
Definitions for “false” and “material” for wire fraud are the same as for mail fraud.
It is not necessary that the use of the interstate wire communication (i.e. an email, text message,
phone call, or a wire transfer of funds) by the participants themselves be contemplated or that the
person at issue do any actual emailing, texting, calling, or wire transferring of funds. It is
sufficient that the interstate wire communication like an email, text message, phone call, or a
wire transfer of funds was in fact used to carry out the scheme and the use of the interstate wire
communication by someone was reasonably foreseeable.
Each separate use of the interstate wire communication in furtherance of the scheme to
defraud—meaning each such email, text message, phone call, or a wire transfer of funds—
constitutes a separate offense.

30

See 8th Cir. Crim. Jury Instr. 6.18.1343; S. Atl. Ltd. Pship of Tenn., L.P. v. Riese, 284 F.3d 518
(4th Cir. 2002).
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TRANSPORTATION OF MONEYS TAKEN BY FRAUD OR CONVERTED31
18 U.S.C. § 2314
To establish a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2314 and for purposes of this case, Plaintiffs must show
by a preponderance of the evidence that:
First, that money, securities, or property of any kind was taken by fraud or converted.
Second, that the money, securities, or property then had a value of $5,000 or more.
Third, that after the money, securities, or property was taken by fraud or converted, the person at
issue moved it—or caused it to be moved—across a state line or across the U.S. border.
Fourth, at the time the person at issue moved the money, securities, or property, or caused it to
be moved, across a state line or the U.S. border, he or she knew that it had been taken by
fraud or converted.
Separate transactions under $5,000 may be aggregated for the purpose of meeting the total value
of $5,000 requirement, as long as they are substantially related.
This offense is not limited to the physical movement of tangible property from one state to
another; it is also a violation of § 2314 to cause an interstate wire transfer of stolen funds.32
Fraud includes false representation, dishonesty, and deceit. It may result from reckless
representation even when not made with a deliberate intent to deceive.33

RECEIPT OR POSSESSION OF MONEYS TAKEN BY FRAUD OR CONVERTED
18 U.S.C. § 2315
To establish a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2315 and for purposes of this case, Plaintiffs must show
by a preponderance of the evidence that:
First, that money, securities, or property of any kind was taken by fraud or converted.
Second, that the money, securities, or property then had a value of $5,000 or more.

31

See 8th Cir. Crim. Jury Instr. 6.18.2314.

32

Id. (citing United States v. Wright, 791 F.2d 133 (10th Cir. 1986)).

33

Id. (citing United States v. Grainger, 701 F.2d 308, 311 (4th Cir. 1983)).
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Third, that the money, securities, or property crossed a state line or the U.S. border.
Fourth, the person at issue received or possessed the money, securities, or property.
Fifth, that at the time the person at issue received or possessed the money, securities, or
property, he or she knew that it had been taken by fraud or converted.
Separate transactions under $5,000 may be aggregated for the purpose of meeting the total value
of $5,000 requirement, as long as they are substantially related.
This offense is not limited to the physical movement of tangible property from one state to
another; it is also a violation of § 2315 to receive an interstate wire transfer of stolen funds.
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE WITH DESTRUCTION OF EVIDENCE34
18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)(1)
To establish a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)(1), including as to Ewert’s and Maier’s alleged
destruction and concealment of text messages, chats, emails, and other evidence involving
Michael Kennedy, Shawn Nguyen, Charlie Milacki, Matt Pestorich, Dan Hedden, and others—or
attempts to destroy or conceal it—and for purposes of this case, Plaintiffs must show by a
preponderance of the evidence that:
First, the Defendant knowingly destroyed or concealed an object, record, document, or other
evidence—or attempted to do so.
Second, the Defendant did so with intent to impair the object’s, record’s, document’s, or other
evidence’s availability or integrity for use in this federal action.

OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE BY IMPEDING AN OFFICIAL PROCEEDING
WITH FALSE STATEMENTS OR EVIDENCE35
18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)(2)
To establish a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)(2), including as to Ewert’s and Maier’s alleged
use in this proceeding, including in sworn statements, of false statements or of documents they
knew to be falsified—or attempts to do so—and for purposes of this case, Plaintiffs must show
by a preponderance of the evidence that:

34

See 8th Cir. Crim. Jury Instr. 6.18.1512 (offering a pattern instruction for 18 U.S.C.
§ 1512(b)(1) (witness tampering) and recommending appropriate alterations for instructing on
other portions of the statute).
35

Id.
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First, the Defendant obstructed, influenced, or impeded this federal action—or attempted to do
so—when in this case he or she made a false statement or relied on a document he or she knew to
be falsified.
Second, the Defendant did so with intent to obstruct, influence, or impede this federal action.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
(Civil RICO – Damages)36
If you find in favor of Plaintiffs as to one or more of Counts V to VIII, then the Plaintiffs
are entitled to recover damages.
On this issue the burden of proof is on the Plaintiffs. This means that the Plaintiffs must
prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, the amount of actual damages proximately caused
by Maier’s and Ewert’s violation of RICO.
Actual damages are the fair compensation to be awarded to a person for any injury
proximately caused by the wrongful conduct of another.

36

N.C.P.I. Civil 810.00.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
(Contracts--Issue Of Formation—The Court Concludes The Parties Entered into
Contracts)37
In count IX, Plaintiffs allege breach of contract by WDS with respect to the 2012 and
2015 Select Supplier Agreements. Plaintiffs have not sought breach of contract damages as to the
2009 Agreement.
The Court has determined, as a matter of law, the following with respect to the 2012 and
2015 Select Supplier Agreements:
1. Cargill, Incorporated and CMS with both were parties to the Agreements;
2. The pricing schedule for the Agreements, Exhibit A, established the mechanism for the
pricing of all products sold by WDS to Plaintiffs during the terms of the Agreements; and
3. The Agreements authorized WDS to charge up to vendor invoiced costs divided by .90,
referred to by the parties as 10%, on products supplied by WDS for Plaintiffs.
Therefore, you will accept as conclusive that the parties entered into the 2012 Select
Supplier Agreement and 2015 Select Supplier Agreement, that Cargill, Incorporated and CMS,
by reference, both were parties to the Agreements, and that the Agreements authorized WDS to
charge up to a maximum of 10% for markups on products supplied by WDS for Plaintiffs.

37

N.C.P.I.--Civil 101.14 (modified); N.C.P.I.--Civil 501.03 (modified).
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
(Contracts--Issue of Breach)38
Plaintiffs allege that WDS breached the 2012 and 2015 Select Supplier Agreements.
On this issue the burden of proof is on the Plaintiffs. This means that the Plaintiffs must
prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, that defendant WDS failed to abide by the terms of
the Agreements.
If you find by the greater weight of the evidence that the defendant breached the contract,
then it would be your duty to answer this issue “Yes” in favor of the Plaintiffs.
If, on the other hand, you fail to so find, then it would be your duty to answer this issue
“No” in favor of the defendant WDS.

38

N.C.P.I.—Civil 502.00
40
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. 30
(Contracts--Statement of Damages Issue)39
If you determine that WDS breached the 2012 and 2015 Agreements, Plaintiffs are
entitled to damages.
On this issue the burden of proof is on the Plaintiffs. This means that the Plaintiffs must
prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, the amount of actual damages sustained as a result
of the breach.
A company damaged by a breach of contract is entitled to be placed, insofar as this can
be done by money, in the same position it would have occupied if there had been no breach of
the contract.

39

N.C.P.I.--Civil 503.06.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. _
(Punitive Damages--Liability of Defendants)40
Plaintiffs seek to recover punitive damages from the Defendants.
On this issue the burden of proof is on the Plaintiffs to prove three things. The Plaintiffs
must prove the first thing by clear and convincing evidence. Clear and convincing evidence is
evidence which, in its character and weight, establishes what the Plaintiffs seek to prove in a
clear and convincing fashion. You shall interpret and apply the words “clear” and “convincing”
in accordance with their commonly understood and accepted meanings in everyday speech.
Thus, the first thing the Plaintiffs must prove, by clear and convincing evidence, is the
existence of fraud.
The Plaintiffs must prove the second and third things by the greater weight of the
evidence. The greater weight of the evidence does not refer to the quantity of the evidence, but
rather to the quality and convincing force of the evidence. It means that you must be persuaded,
considering all of the evidence, that the necessary facts are more likely than not to exist. These
second and third things are:
Second, that the fraud was related to the injury to the Plaintiffs for which you have
already awarded relief.
And Third, that the Defendants participated in or condoned the fraud.
Finally, as to this issue on which the Plaintiffs have the burden of proof, if you find by
the standards herein explained that the Defendants are liable to the Plaintiffs for punitive
damages, then it would be your duty to answer this issue “Yes” in favor of the Plaintiffs.
If, on the other hand, you fail to so find, then it would be your duty to answer “No” in
favor of the defendant.

40

N.C.P.I.--Civil 810.96.
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Proposed Jury Instruction No. __
(Punitive Damages--Issue of Whether to Make Award and Amount of Award)41
If you determine Plaintiffs are entitled to punitive damages, you must determine the
amount.
Whether to award punitive damages is a matter within the sound discretion of the jury.
Punitive damages are not awarded for the purpose of compensating the Plaintiffs for their
damages, nor are they awarded as a matter of right.
If you decide, in your discretion, to award punitive damages, any amount you award must
bear a rational relationship to the sum reasonably needed to punish the Defendants for
egregiously wrongful acts committed against the Plaintiffs and to deter the Defendants and
others from committing similar wrongful acts. In making this determination, you may consider
only that evidence which relates to
•

the reprehensibility of the Defendants’ motives and conduct

•

the duration of the Defendants’ conduct

•

the actual damages suffered by the Plaintiffs

•

any concealment by the Defendants of the facts or consequences of their conduct

•

the existence and frequency of any similar past conduct by the Defendants

•

whether the Defendants profited by the conduct

•

the Defendants’ ability to pay punitive damages, as evidenced by their revenues or net
worth.

Finally, if you determine, in your discretion, to award punitive damages, then you may
award to the Plaintiffs an amount which bears a rational relationship to the sum reasonably
needed to punish the Defendants for egregiously wrongful acts and to deter the Defendants and
others from committing similar wrongful acts. That amount should be written in the space
provided on the verdict sheet.
If, on the other hand, you determine, in your discretion, not to award the Plaintiffs any
amount of punitive damages, then you should write the word “None” in the space provided on
the verdict sheet.

41

N.C.P.I.—Civil 810.98.
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Instruction No. __ 42
Now, members of the jury, you have heard the evidence and the arguments of counsel. It
is your duty to remember the evidence whether it has been called to your attention or not, and if
your recollection of the evidence differs from that of the attorneys, you are to rely solely upon
your recollection of the evidence in your deliberations.
It is your duty not only to consider all the evidence, but also to consider all the
arguments, the contentions and positions urged by the attorneys and any other contention that
arises from the evidence, and to weigh them all in the light of your common sense, and as best
you can, to determine the truth of this matter.
The law, as indeed it should, requires the presiding judge to be impartial. Therefore, do
not assume from anything I may have done or said during the trial that I have any opinion
concerning any of the issues in this case.
I instruct you that a verdict is not a verdict until all [eight] jurors agree unanimously as to
what your decision shall be. Each one of you must decide the case for yourself. However, you
should do so only after a consideration of the case with your fellow jurors, and you should not
hesitate to change an opinion when convinced that it is erroneous. Discuss and weigh your
respective opinions dispassionately, without regard to sympathy, without regard to prejudice or
favor for either party, and adopt that conclusion which in your good conscience appears to be in
accordance with the truth.
I suggest that as soon as you reach the jury room, before beginning deliberations, you
select one of your members to serve as foreperson. This individual has the same vote as the rest
of the jurors, but simply serves to preside over the discussions. Once you begin deliberating, if
you need to communicate with me, the foreperson should send a written message to me by
ringing the buzzer next to the door and handing your note to the Marshal. However, you are not
to tell me how you stand numerically as to your verdict – for instance, should you be split in your
voting at any particular time, you would not tell me the specific numbers of division in your
note.
We use a verdict sheet. This is simply the written notice of the decision that you reach in
this case. As soon as you have reached a verdict as to the claims alleged in the pleadings, you
will return to the courtroom and your foreperson will, on request, hand the verdict sheet to the
Clerk. There are places on the verdict sheet for the foreperson to enter the verdict, sign it, and
date it.
During the trial, several items were received into evidence as exhibits. You will not be
taking the exhibits into the jury room with you at the start. If, after you have begun your
42

May 14, 2007 Standing Order Governing Jury Selection and Instruction for Civil Cases Before
the Honorable Frank D. Whitney (No. 3:07-MC-47, Doc. No. 5, Exhibit D (Phase Four
Instructions))
44
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discussions of the case, you think it would be helpful to have any of the exhibits with you in the
jury room, have the foreperson send me a note asking for them.
If you need a break during deliberations, you may do so in the jury room, or if you need a
break outside the jury room, a Marshal will escort you. But you must not deliberate during a
break unless all [eight] of you are together. If you are not together, then do not talk about the
case until all of you are all back together.
You may now take the case and see how you find.

45
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA
CHARLOTTE DIVISION
CIVIL ACTION NO. 3:16-cv-00848-FDW-DSC

CARGILL, INCORPORATED, and
CARGILL MEAT SOLUTIONS
CORPORATION,
Plaintiffs,
PLAINTIFFS’ PROPOSED
VERDICT FORM43

v.
WDS, INC.; JENNIFER MAIER; and
BRIAN EWERT,
Defendants.

1. On the count of UDTPA, or the Unfair and Deceptive Trade practices Act
violations, do you find:
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Maier ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Ewert ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant WDS ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
2. On the count of conversion, do you find:
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Maier ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Ewert ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant WDS ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)

43

Plaintiffs, Cargill, Incorporated, and Cargill Meat Solutions Corporation, hereby submit their
Proposed Special Verdict Form. Plaintiffs reserve their right to modify or supplement
this Proposed Special Verdict Form as a result of the Court’s ruling on motions for
summary judgment, motions in limine, and other evidentiary matters and the evidence
presented at trial.
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3. On the count of fraud, do you find:
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Maier ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Ewert ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
4. On the count of conspiracy, do you find:
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Maier ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Ewert ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant WDS ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
5. On the count of violation of RICO § 1962(a), use of income, do you find:
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Maier ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Ewert ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
6. On the count of violation of RICO § 1962(b), control over victims, do you find:
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Maier ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Ewert ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)

7. On the count of violation of RICO § 1962(c), conduct or participation, do you find:
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Maier ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Ewert ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)

8. On the count of conspiracy under RICO § 1962(d), do you find:
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Maier ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant Ewert ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)

9. On the count of breach of contract, do you find:
For Plaintiffs ____ / for Defendant WDS ____ (mark one with a Yes or an “X”)
47
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If you found for each Defendant on each of the above counts, stop here and sign the verdict form.
If you found for Plaintiffs on one or more of the above counts, continue to answer the below
question.
10. Enter the amount of damages you find Plaintiffs are entitled to recover:
$_______________

If you find that Plaintiffs should not be awarded punitive damages, stop here and sign the verdict
form. If you find that Plaintiffs should be awarded punitive damages, continue to answer the
below question.
11. Enter the amount of punitive damages you award Plaintiffs:
$_______________

DATED this ______ day of _____________, 2017.

_______________________________
FOREPERSON
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
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Dated: December 22, 2017

/s/
Jacob Bylund
FAEGRE BAKER DANIELS LLP
Jacob D. Bylund (admitted pro hac vice)
Jacob.Bylund@FaegreBD.com
Dasha Ternavska (admitted pro hac vice)
Dasha.Ternavska@FaegreBD.com
801 Grand Avenue, 33rd Floor
Des Moines, IA, 50309-8011
Telephone: 515-248-9000
Facsimile: 515-248-9010
Christine R. M. Kain (admitted pro hac vice)
Christine.Kain@FaegreBD.com
2200 Wells Fargo Center, 90 S. Seventh Street
Minneapolis, MN, 55402
Telephone: 612 -766-8743
Facsimile: 612-766-1600
- AND –
Robinson, Bradshaw & Hinson, P.A.
Edward F. Hennessey IV
N.C. Bar No. 15899
thennessey@robinsonbradshaw.com
Fitz E. Barringer
N.C. Bar No. 42679
fbarringer@robinsonbradshaw.com
101 North Tryon Street, Suite 1900
Charlotte, NC 28246
Telephone: 704-377-2536
Facsimile: 704-378-4000
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I electronically filed the foregoing document with the Clerk of Court
using the CM/ECF system, which will automatically send notification of such filing to the
following:
Jeffrey S. Southerland
Denis E. Jacobson
Richard W. Andrews
Tuggle Duggins P.A.
P.O. Box 2888
Greensboro, NC 27402
jsoutherland@tuggleduggins.com
djacobson@tuggleduggins.com
randrews@tuggleduggins.com
Attorneys for Defendants WDS, Inc. and Brian Ewert
Andrew A. Freeman
Alan M. Ruley
Bell, Davis & Pitt, P.A.
P.O. Box 21029
Winston-Salem, NC 27120-1029
afreeman@belldavispitt.com
aruley@belldavispitt.com
Attorneys for Defendant Jennifer Maier

Dated: December 22, 2017.

/s/ Jacob Bylund
Jacob Bylund
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA
CHARLOTTE DIVISION
CIVIL ACTION NO. 3:16-cv-00848-FDW-DSC

CARGILL, INCORPORATED, and
CARGILL MEAT SOLUTIONS
CORPORATION, 1
Plaintiffs,
PLAINTIFFS’ BENCH BRIEF ON JURY
INSTRUCTIONS

v.
WDS, INC.; JENNIFER MAIER; and
BRIAN EWERT, 2
Defendants.

During the January 12, 2018, charge conference, the Court directed the parties to brief
disputed jury instructions. Plaintiffs submit the below briefing in support of their proposed jury
instructions on (1) the obstruction of justice predicates for the RICO counts; (2) the 18 U.S.C.
§ 1952 predicates for the RICO counts; (3) the California commercial bribery statute violations
as predicates for the RICO counts; (4) the use or investment of funds definition for the first
RICO count, 18 U.S.C. § 1962(a); and (5) breach of contract.
1. OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE PREDICATES FOR RICO ARE
WITHDRAWN, BUT CONDUCT SHOULD BE PUNISHED PER SANCTIONS
BRIEFING
Plaintiffs withdraw the obstruction of justice predicates but respectfully insist that the
underlying conduct—already subject to two motions for sanctions—must be punished. Plaintiffs

1

“Cargill” and “CMS” respectively and collectively “Plaintiffs.”

2

“WDS,” “Maier,” and “Ewert” respectively and collectively “Defendants.”

-1US.115763690.01
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request that it be addressed by the Court on the prior briefing and with the additional
consideration of Defendants’ related testimony at trial.
In their Second Amended Complaint (Dkt. 159) in the context of their RICO claim,
Plaintiffs pleaded two violations of the obstruction of justice statute (18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)(1) 3 and
18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)(2) 4). Plaintiffs’ allegations targeted two lines of improper conduct by
Defendants that began pre-litigation and perpetuated throughout it, tainting its integrity. This
civil action is unquestionably a protected “official proceeding” within the meaning of the statute.
United States v. Burge, 711 F.3d 803 (7th Cir. 2013); see also United States v. Martinez, 862
F.3d 223 (2d Cir. 2017).
First, Plaintiffs had alleged that Defendants (a) exchanged countless text messages, chats,
and emails with each other and their bribed co-conspirators over multiple years, in furtherance of
their scheme, but (b) intentionally failed to disclose their existence or contents, preserve and
produce them, or disclose the fact that they failed to do so. Instead, Defendants denied and
minimized the relationships, updating their discovery time and time again, each supplement
containing only the bare minimum they knew Plaintiffs had already discovered by then. In
contrast, Plaintiffs spent hundreds of thousands of dollars fighting for access to discoverable
information, obtaining and processing it per this Court’s Order, and sifting for and producing the
concealed communications, all at their own expense. Defendants’ conduct in this case has
mirrored their conduct predating it: the above was an extension of their cover-up efforts.

3

Knowingly destroying or concealing an object, record, document, or other evidence—or attempting to do so—with
intent to impair the object’s, record’s, document’s, or other evidence’s availability or integrity for use in this federal
action.

4

Obstructing, influencing, or impeding this federal action—or attempting to do so—by in this case making a false
statement or relying on a document known to be falsified, with intent to obstruct, influence, or impede this federal
action.

-2US.115763690.01
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Plaintiffs questioned Ms. Maier’s failure to produce certain records during trial, but in an
effort to avoid mistrial, they ultimately did not ask Mr. Ewert about the same, for fear he would
invoke the FBI raids and the existence of the criminal investigation in front of the jury.
Accordingly, Plaintiffs do not argue that sufficient evidence of this misconduct was put before
the jury. Still, the knowing concealment of thousands of critical records and documents like text
messages and emails of Defendants about their conspiratorial plan and about the benefits offered
to Plaintiffs former employees, with the intent to impart their availability and/or integrity for use
in this case, is unlawful and punishable by this Court.

Defendants knew that the private

communications were not available to Plaintiffs independently before this lawsuit and for the
first year of it. Judge Cayer previously granted a related sanction motion by Plaintiffs, leaving
the ultimate sanction to be determined by this Court. Since then, all Defendants , including
Maier, have failed to supplement their sworn discovery responses in this regard. A related
second motion for terminating sanctions or an order to show cause is also on file. Plaintiffs seek
this Court’s imposition of sanctions against all Defendants for failing to disclose or produce
the above communications at the core of the conspiracy.
Second, Plaintiffs had alleged that Defendants falsified documents and made false
statements related to them, including relying on them despite knowing them to be false. Mr.
Ewert’s and Ms. Maier’s collusion with Kennedy in October 2011 to devise, generate, and get
into Plaintiffs’ system a fake January 2011 Curwood/Bemis agreement purportedly between
WDS and Cargill was not only pleaded in the Complaint, but also established at trial through
witness testimony and documentary evidence.
Yet following these 2011 events, Defendants held out the fake 2011 agreement as
legitimate throughout this action, including in sworn discovery responses, despite knowing they

-3US.115763690.01
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had created it and that it was fake. They did so as part of their ongoing scheme, to continue
covering up the fraud and to claim that Bemis and AEP products were somehow outside the
scope of the master Agreements. Plaintiffs’ related motion for terminating sanctions or an order
to show cause is on file, and this Court has now had the benefit of having heard Defendants’
related sworn interrogatory responses and Ms. Maier’s, Mr. Ewert’s, and Mr. Kennedy’s related
sworn trial testimony. Their use of the fake document and their false statements about it have
been knowing and intentional.

Defendants’ misconduct and disregard for this Court’s

proceedings and the rule of law must be punished. Plaintiffs seek this Court’s imposition of
sanctions against all Defendants for intentional use of false documents and making false
statements, after the close of trial.
2. USE OF THE 18 U.S.C. § 1952 AS PREDICATE FOR RICO IS PROPER
Plaintiffs pleaded commercial bribery involving NC, KS, KY, and foreign destinations
in the Second Amended Complaint.

Specifically, Plaintiffs’ extensive factual allegations

detailed the bribery of their former employees Mike Kennedy and of Shawn Nguyen—typically
originating in North Carolina and directed at Kansas or an overseas island location, via wires, via
mail, and in person (Compl. ¶¶ 70; 63–91; 101–102; 167–168; 189; 203–208). They also
detailed bribery of Plaintiffs’ customer’s former employee Charlie Milacki—typically
originating in North Carolina and directed at Kentucky, via mail/FedEx or otherwise (Compl.
¶¶ 97; 92–104; 189). All this was detailed in addition to related communications by Defendants
over wires, in furtherance of their scheme.

Relatedly, all of the above was supported by

overwhelming evidence at trial. That evidence was unrebutted.
Plaintiffs’ Second Amended Complaint thus gave Defendants the requisite notice that the
above facts would be put before the jury. Additionally, Plaintiffs outlined each of the above

-4US.115763690.01
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events as legal predicate under RICO, indictable under numerous statutes (e.g., wire fraud, mail
fraud, etc.).

(Compl. ¶ 275–282).

One of the statutes so cited was the North Carolina

commercial bribery statute relied on by Plaintiffs in paras. 276–279.
During the trial term, Defendants noted that the referenced state statute, NC GS § 14-353,
did not offer punishment over a year’s worth of imprisonment, as is required of RICO’s
predicates. See 18 U.S.C. 1961(1)(A). Plaintiffs agree. Accordingly, Plaintiffs respectfully
request that the North Carolina state commercial bribery statute citation be replaced with the
related federal statute: 18 U.S.C. 1952, travel or transportation in aid of racketeering, to wit,
bribery. None of the underlying events, and even legal elements, are new to Defendants, given
the above discussion, and no unfair prejudice can follow them in result. Furthermore, the law
unambiguously entitles Plaintiffs to correct the citation in cases like this one. See, e.g., United
States v. Groff, 643 F.2d 396, 402 (6th Cir. 1981) (in a criminal RICO case, finding that the
Indictment’s citation of Michigan statutes and the Government’s attempt to prove violations of
similar Ohio statutes at trial was harmless error because the factual allegations pleaded collection
of an unlawful debt incurred in gambling, because gambling was a clear violation of Ohio law
and the defendant was thus sufficiently apprised of the charges against him, and because it did
not appear that the defendants would have altered his defense in any way had the Ohio statutes
been cited); id. at 401 (citing Hamling v. United States, 418 U.S. 87, 117 (1973); see also
Formax, Inc. v. Hostert, 841 F.2d 388 (Fed. Cir. 1988) (reinstating the RICO count dismissed by
the lower court on notice pleading grounds, observing that “allegations of RICO violations must
be pled with sufficient specificity so as to place the party being sued on notices of the issues
involved in the suit”); Rose v. Bartle, 871 F.2d 331 (3d Cir. 1989) (plaintiffs need only specify
the nature of the predicate acts to a degree that will allow the defendant to comprehend the

-5US.115763690.01
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specific acts which they are required to answer); United States v. Chatham, 677 F.2d 800, 804
(11th Cir. 1982) (noting that state law offenses serve only a “definitional purpose,” nothing
more, in the context of RICO and holding that “the miscitation of [a] superseded statute
adequately identified and defined bribery under [a] new statute” (citing United States v. Salinas,
564 F.2d 688, 693 (5th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 435 U.S. 951 (1978)).
The correction of the predicate act to reference 18 U.S.C. 1952, over the North Carolina
state commercial bribery statute is thus proper and provided for under the law. That statute
prohibits, in relevant part, travel in interstate or foreign commerce or use of interstate facilities to
(a) distribute proceeds of unlawful activity or (2) otherwise promote, establish, or carry on
unlawful activity. The term “unlawful activity” includes in its definition bribery in violation of
state laws, regardless of the applicable term of imprisonment under state law. 18 U.S.C. 1952
(b)(2) (extending unlawful activity to bribery “in violation of the laws of the State in which
committed or of the United States”). Both the United States Supreme Court and the Fourth
Circuit have previously held that section 1952 extends to state commercial bribery statutes.
Perrin v. United States, 444 U.S. 37, 50 (1979) (“We hold that Congress intended ‘bribery . . . in
violation of the laws of the State in which committed’ as used in the Travel Act to encompass
conduct in violation of state commercial bribery statutes.”); United States v. Pomponio, 511 F.2d
953, 956 (4th Cir. 1975) (commercial bribery in violation of state laws is covered by 1952’s
unlawful acts provision).
3. USE OF CALIFORNIA COMMERCIAL BRIBERY STATUTE AS
PREDICATE FOR THE RICO COUNT IS ALSO WARRANTED
A. Commercial Bribery Involving CA, GA, and PA Discovered by Plaintiffs In
Withheld Text Messages on Ewert Devices in October-November 2017, Disclosed in
Plaintiffs’ Disclosures During Discovery, and Admitted to by Defendants in Revised
Responses Only After Plaintiffs’ Independent Discovery

-6US.115763690.01
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In the Second Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs also made clear that the extent of the
bribery, including of other Plaintiffs’ employees, customer employees, and even vendors, was
still being investigated given Defendants’ failure to disclosure the information in discovery.
(Compl. ¶ 104; 110–111).
Subsequently, through their own efforts and not through Defendants’ proper disclosure,
Plaintiffs discovered and disclosed in Rule 26 supplemental disclosures—before close of
discovery—the fact Defendants had bribed at least three more of Plaintiffs’ now former
employees: Matt Pestorich of Fresno, CA; Shannon Norris of Newnan, GA; and Tony
Holthaus of Hazleton, PA. Defendants not only had this information, they had withheld it.
Only following Plaintiffs’ discovery of the above from Ewert’s devices, Defendants
supplemented their discovery responses to acknowledge transfers of consideration to each. See,
e.g., December 5, 2017, Amended Supplemental Responses to Discovery by WDS and/or Ewert
(Dkt. 237-5 at 3) (Defendants for the first time disclosing long-standing payments to Pestorich
and additional consideration to Kennedy); id. at 4 (disclosing for the first time entertaining
employees like Norris and Holthaus in Georgia at gentlemen’s clubs on 15 occasions, each one
costing $10,000-15,000); id. at 4 (disclosing for the first time providing Pestorich of Fresno with
a March 2013 trip to Costa Rica, and Kennedy with another March 2013 yacht trip to the
Caribbean).
B. Addition of the California Statute-Based Predicate Act Is Supported by Evidence at
Trial and Not Unfairly Prejudicial to Defendants
The jury heard testimony on Defendants’ bribery of each of the above individuals. For
reasons similar to those in the section above, Plaintiffs respectfully request the addition of the
California state commercial bribery statute as an alternative predicate act for the jury to consider
as part of RICO. See CA Penal Code § 641.3 (punishing by a term of imprisonment over one

-7US.115763690.01
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year both the giving/offering and the receiving of money or of any thing of value worth over
$1,000).
4. CORRECTION TO A DEFINITION UNDER THE FIRST RICO COUNT, 18
U.S.C. 1962(a) IS APPROPRIATE UNDER CONTROLLING PRECEDENT
Defendants requested an extended instruction for “acquire an interest in, establish, or
operate an enterprise.” The current version of the instruction appears on the Court’s latest draft
instruction set at page 26. Plaintiffs respectfully request that the last sentence of that instruction,
as requested by Defendants, be stricken because it misstates the controlling law in instructing
that “Section 1962(a) is not violated if the Defendant used income obtained from sources other
than the pattern of racketeering activity to acquire an interest in, or to establish or operate, the
enterprise.” Use of additional income or funds is irrelevant where a defendant retains proceeds
of racketeering activity. Ideal Steel Supply Corp. v. Anza, 652 F.3d 310, 322 (2d Cir. 2011) (on
remand from the Supreme Court, holding that there is no difference for RICO purposes “between
income fraudulently acquired and income fraudulently retained”). The Fourth Circuit does not
require an “investment injury.” Busby v. Crown Supply, Inc., 896 F.2d 833, 837 (4th Cir. 1990).
In other words, the fact that other money may have been used or invested by Defendants into a
RICO enterprise should not matter.
5. PLAINTIFFS’ PROPOSED REVISIONS TO THE INSTRUCTION
REGARDING QUESTION 11 (BREACH OF CONTRACT)
Following the initial charge conference in this matter conducted on Friday, January 12,
2018, Plaintiffs propose the following revisions to the proposed instruction contained in the draft
instructions circulated by the Court to counsel on January 11, 2018. The language below reflects
the proposed revisions:

-8US.115763690.01
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Plaintiffs allege breach of contract by WDS with respect to the 2012 and 2015 Select
Supplier Agreements. Plaintiffs have not sought breach of contract damages as to the 2009
Agreement.
The parties have admitted that Plaintiff Cargill, Inc. and WDS entered into the 2012
Agreement and the 2015 Agreement.
The Plaintiffs have alleged, and WDS denies, that CMS was a participant in and received
the benefits of the 2012 and 2015 Select Supplier Agreements.
Prior to a party’s obligation to perform or participate in a contract, the party seeking to
enforce such obligation must satisfy all conditions precedent to doing so. A condition precedent
is a requirement that some act or event occur or not occur before a party to the contract becomes
obligated to perform. A condition precedent may be written.
The conditions precedent that must be satisfied in order for CMS to participate in and
receive the benefits of the Select Supplier Agreements are as follows:
“Provided that it meets Supplier’s customer credit requirements, any Cargill [Inc.]
Affiliate may participate in and receive the benefits of this Agreement. By participating in this
Agreement, such Cargill Affiliate will be subject to all of the rights and obligations of Cargill as
such rights and obligations relate to the scope of such Cargill Affiliate’s participation.
Specifically, any Cargill Affiliate may elect, in its sole discretion, to participate in this
Agreement by any one or more of the following methods:
a.

Issuance by the Cargill Affiliate of a Purchase Order in accordance with this
Agreement.

b.

Execution by the Cargill Affiliate and Supplier or the applicable Supplier Affiliate
or any other third party of a definitive Cargill Affiliate participation agreement

-9US.115763690.01
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which may modify this Agreement in accordance with local legal, tax, financial
and/or business requirements;
c.

Any other method agreed upon in writing by the parties and in compliance with
applicable laws.”

The Plaintiffs must prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, that CMS satisfied all
conditions precedent to its participation in the Select Supplier Agreements in order for you to
find that the Select Supplier Agreements were enforceable contracts between CMS and WDS.
WDS has alleged, and Plaintiffs deny, that the Select Supplier Agreements were modified
or superseded.
The burden of proof is on WDS to show contract modification. This means that WDS
must prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, that the Plaintiffs and WDS mutually assented
to a modification of their contract.
A contractual obligation may not be modified without the consent of the parties. The
parties must mutually assent to the modification. Where a contract provides a procedure for
amending its terms, that procedure must be followed to implement a valid amendment.
A subsequent contract regarding the same matter may supersede a prior contract.
However, a subsequent contract not pertaining to precisely the same subject matter will not
supersede an earlier contract unless the subsequent contract has definitive language indicating it
revokes, cancels or supersedes that specific prior contract 5. To determine if a contract or

5

A very recent New York Supreme Court decision, surveying the relevant New York contract
principles, expresses both this view of the relevant law and that the relationship of prior and
subsequent contracts is a quintessentially factual—that is jury—question: “However, ‘the fact
that a subsequent contract contains provisions which are of the same subject matter as those in an
earlier
agreement
is
not
sufficient
to supersede the
entire contract;
rather,
a subsequent agreement supersedes only those terms of the earlier contract that are of the same
subject matter.’” CreditSights Inc. v. Ciasullo, 2007 WL 943352, at *6 (S.D.N.Y. 2007); see
- 10 US.115763690.01
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contractual provision is superseded by a subsequent contract or subsequent contractual provision,
you should consider (1) whether a clause explicitly indicates that the prior contract/provision is
superseded; (2) whether the two contracts/provisions have the same general purpose or address
the same general rights; and (3) whether the two contracts/provisions can coexist or work in
tandem.

Your goal in evaluating whether WDS has met its burden of proof of contract

modification must be to evaluate the intent of Cargill, Inc., CMS and WDS, based both on the
documents as well as on the circumstances that produced these documents.
Plaintiffs allege that WDS breached the 2012 and 2015 Select Supplier Agreements.
On this issue the burden of proof is on the Plaintiffs. This means that the Plaintiffs must
prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, that WDS failed to abide by the terms of one or
both of the 2012 and 2015 Select Supplier Agreements.
If you find by the greater weight of the evidence that WDS breached a material term of
one or both of these Agreements that was not modified or superseded by a subsequent contract or
contractual provision, then it would be your duty to answer this Question “Yes” in favor of the
Plaintiffs.
If, on the other hand, you fail to so find, then it would be your duty to answer this
Question “No” in favor of the Defendant WDS.

also Globe Food Servs. Corp. v. Consol. Edison Co. of New York, 184 A.D.2d 278, 584
N.Y.S.2d 820 (1992). “Whether a discharge is effected depends on the intention of the parties,
deduced from the documents and the circumstances of their [creation].” Globe Food Servs.
Corp., 184 A.D.2d at 279 (quoting Mallad Constr. Corp. v. County Fed. Sav. & Loan Assn., 32
N.Y.2d 292 (1973)). In sum, the cases indicate that whether a subsequent agreement
is superseding is fact-driven and sui generis in nature, hinging in part upon the unique interplay
of circumstances surrounding the execution of the disputed agreements.” Blumenfeld Dev’t Gp.,
Ltd. v. Forest City Ratner Cos., 36 N.Y.S.3d, 2016 WL 700639, at *6 (2016).
- 11 US.115763690.01
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Dated: January 15, 2018

/s/

Dasha Ternavska

FAEGRE BAKER DANIELS LLP
Jacob D. Bylund (admitted pro hac vice)
Jacob.Bylund@FaegreBD.com
Dasha Ternavska (admitted pro hac vice)
Dasha.Ternavska@FaegreBD.com
801 Grand Avenue, 33rd Floor
Des Moines, IA, 50309-8011
Telephone: 515-248-9000
Facsimile: 515-248-9010
Christine R. M. Kain (admitted pro hac vice)
Christine.Kain@FaegreBD.com
2200 Wells Fargo Center, 90 S. Seventh Street
Minneapolis, MN, 55402
Telephone: 612 -766-8743
Facsimile: 612-766-1600
- AND –
Robinson, Bradshaw & Hinson, P.A.
Edward F. Hennessey IV
N.C. Bar No. 15899
thennessey@robinsonbradshaw.com
Fitz E. Barringer
N.C. Bar No. 42679
fbarringer@robinsonbradshaw.com
101 North Tryon Street, Suite 1900
Charlotte, NC 28246
Telephone: 704-377-2536
Facsimile: 704-378-4000
Attorneys for Cargill, Incorporated, and Cargill
Meat Solutions Corporation
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I electronically filed the foregoing document with the Clerk of Court
using the CM/ECF system, which will automatically send notification of such filing to the
following:
Jeffrey S. Southerland
Denis E. Jacobson
Richard W. Andrews
Tuggle Duggins P.A.
P.O. Box 2888
Greensboro, NC 27402
jsoutherland@tuggleduggins.com
djacobson@tuggleduggins.com
randrews@tuggleduggins.com
Attorneys for Defendants WDS, Inc. and Brian Ewert
Andrew A. Freeman
Alan M. Ruley
Bell, Davis & Pitt, P.A.
P.O. Box 21029
Winston-Salem, NC 27120-1029
afreeman@belldavispitt.com
aruley@belldavispitt.com
Attorneys for Defendant Jennifer Maier
Dated: January 15, 2018

/s/ Dasha Ternavska
Dasha Ternavska
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VI.
Verdict
Jan. 22, 2018
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA
CHARLOTTE DIVISION
DOCKET NO. 3:16-cv-00848-FDW-DSC
CARGILL. INC., and CARGILL MEAT )
SOLUTIONS, CORP.,
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
vs.
)
)
WDS, INC., JENNIFER MAIER, and )
BRIAN EWERT,
)
)
Defendants.
)

AMENDED JUDGMENT and ORDER

THIS MATTER is before the Court following return of the jury’s verdict regarding the
entry of judgment in this matter and the schedule for filing post-trial motions.
For the reasons stated in open Court following the jury’s verdict and pursuant to
18 U.S.C.§ 1964(c), the Court awarded threefold the jury’s finding of the amount of damages, as
well as costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees1 for Plaintiffs’ claims against Defendants Jennifer
Maier and Brian Ewert under RICO 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d). Accordingly, Defendants Maier and
Ewert are liable to Plaintiffs on this claim in the amount of $105,531,807.00, which is threefold
the amount of damages awarded by the jury. The judgment (Doc. No. 315) as entered is hereby
AMENDED to reflect such award.
Additionally, as ordered by the Court following the return of the jury’s verdict, Plaintiffs
shall file within fourteen (14) calendar days from the day of this order a memorandum of law
indicating whether the conduct found by the jury constitutes an unfair or deceptive trade practice

The Court will order additional briefing as to the amount of reasonable attorneys’ fees to be awarded following a
decision on Plaintiffs’ request, if any, for attorneys’ fees on their claim for Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices
pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 75-16.1.
1

1
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under N.C. Gen. Stat. § 75-1.1. Plaintiffs shall also include any motion for attorneys’ fees pursuant
to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 75-16.1 within their pleadings. Defendants shall respond to these pleadings
within fourteen (14) calendar days from the filing of Plaintiffs’ pleadings on this issue. Plaintiffs
need not file any reply brief.
Furthermore, in accordance with Defendants’ request to expedite briefing of post-trial
motions,2 the Court hereby orders the parties to file all post-trial motions, if any, within fourteen
(14) calendar days. Responses to any motions shall be due within fourteen (14) calendar days
from the filing of the respective motion.
Finally, during the post-verdict hearing, Defendants indicated an intention to file a motion
pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 62 to stay execution of the judgment in this case. The
Court indicated motions to stay execution shall be promptly filed, and the Court notes
Fed. R. Civ. P. 62 sets forth the circumstances upon which Defendants can file such motion.
Pursuant to the expedited briefing schedule for post-trial motions, the Court hereby anticipates the
filing of a motion to stay but declines to set any deadline for doing so, as the timing to file an
appropriate motion shall be left to counsel’s discretion pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Clerk’s Judgment as entered (Doc. No. 315) shall
be amended to reflect that Defendants Jennifer Maier and Brian Ewert are liable to Plaintiffs
pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d) in the amount of $105,531,807.00, which is threefold the amount

2

The Court notes, for the record, Defendants acknowledged that trial transcripts in this matter would be unavailable
for counsel for an extended period of time. Defense counsel indicated a willingness to proceed with the filing of posttrial motions prior to receipt of any transcripts, and Plaintiffs’ counsel did not lodge any objection to this expedited
briefing schedule.

2
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IT IS SO ORDERED.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Signed: January 23,
Signed:
2018January 23, 2018
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I.

INTRODUCTION
This paper aims to provide a practical overview of the most common legal

issues that arise prior to the summary judgment stage in federal civil RICO
cases. More specifically, this paper identifies and briefly discusses the following
three subjects:
A.

Rule 12(b)(6): Motions to dismiss for failure to state a claim, and five
common vulnerabilities in civil RICO complaints targeted by such
motions;

B.

Rule 9(b) & Twombly/Iqbal: Motions to dismiss for failure to (1)
plead allegations of fraud with particularity as required by Rule 9(b);
or (2) allege sufficient plausible facts to justify an entitlement to relief
pursuant to Rule 8(a), as interpreted by the United States Supreme
Court’s decisions in Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly1 and Ashcroft v.
Iqbal2; and

C.

Discovery Issues: Several types of discovery disputes commonly
arising in civil RICO cases.

II.

RICO DEFENSE MOTIONS
A.

Pre-Answer Motions to Dismiss (Rules 12(b)(6) and 9(b))
Pre-answer motions to dismiss pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure 12(b)(6) (for failure to state a legally cognizable claim) and 9(b)
(for failure to plead allegations of fraud with particularity)3 are two of the

1

550 U.S. 544 (2007).

2

556 U.S. 662 (2009).

3

While motions to dismiss fraud claims for failure to conform to Rule 9(b)’s heightened
pleading requirements are technically brought under Rule 12(b)(6), see, e.g., Edwards
v. Marin Park, Inc., 356 F.3d 1058 (9th Cir. 2004) (affirming the dismissal of a RICO
claim under Rule 12(b)(6) because the plaintiff failed to satisfy Rule 9(b)’s pleading
1701953
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most common and effective defense motions employed in civil RICO
cases.
Two of the chief benefits of pre-answer motions filed pursuant to
Rules 12(b)(6) and 9(b) are their timing and their effect on the progress of
the case. As the title of this section implies, these motions may be filed
prior to an answer.4 More importantly, a defendant has no duty to file an
answer (if at all) until after the court rules on these motions,5 thereby
delaying (or altogether avoiding) taking positions on a complaint’s factual
and legal allegations.
If either of these motions are successful in a civil RICO case, the trial
court will usually grant the plaintiff at least one opportunity to amend the
complaint to cure its deficiencies.6 However, the district court is under no
requirements); Stinson ex rel. U.S. v. Maynard, 341 F. App'x 413, 416 (10th Cir. 2009)
(affirming district court dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6) of fraud-based RICO claims on the
basis that they did not adequately allege the purported fraud with particularity as
required by Rule 9(b)), this paper identifies them as “Rule 9(b) motions,” to distinguish
them from the broader class of Rule 12(b)(6) motions to dismiss for failure to state a
claim upon which relief can be granted.
4

Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b).

5

See Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(a)(4)(A). See also Lockwood v. Beasley, 211 F. App’x 873,
876 (11th Cir. 2006) (“Because the defendants filed a motion to dismiss asserting, inter
alia, failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, the defendants were not
required to file an answer until the district court disposed of their motion.”).

6

See, e.g., Schreiber Distrib. Co. v. Serv-Well Furniture Co., Inc., 806 F.2d 1393 (9th
Cir. 1986) (holding that plaintiffs have a right to file at least one amendment pursuant to
Rule 15(a), which allows an amendment prior to the filing of a “responsive pleading,” a
term that does not include motions to dismiss); United States Fire Ins. Co. v. United
Limousine Serv., Inc., 303 F. Supp. 2d 432, 446 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (granting the plaintiff
leave to amend a civil RICO action after finding that the predicate acts were not pleaded
with particularity, but warning the plaintiff that lack of specificity in any subsequent
amendment would likely be regarded by the Court as a frivolous filing under Rule 11);
Anthony Distribs., Inc. v. Miller Brewing Co., 882 F. Supp. 1024, 1035 (M.D. Fla. 1995)
(“Plaintiffs are granted ten (10) days leave to amend the allegations concerning fraud to
include specific dates, times, individuals and statements made.”); Montcastle v.
American Health Sys., Inc., 702 F. Supp. 1369, 1376 (E.D. Tenn. 1988) (finding that

1701953
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obligation to allow such an amendment if either (1) the court determines
that the allegation of other facts consistent with the challenged pleading
could not possibly cure the deficiency7 or (2) a plaintiff fails to properly
request leave to amend the complaint in response to a Rule 12 motion to
dismiss.8 Similarly, after granting one opportunity to amend a complaint,
trial courts have far greater discretion to deny a plaintiff’s request for a
subsequent opportunity,9 and courts commonly dismiss RICO complaints
with prejudice after the first or second failed amendment.10

“plaintiff's RICO allegations are insufficient to satisfy the pleading requirements of Rule
9(b)” and providing plaintiff fifteen days to “amend his RICO allegations to satisfy the
pleading requirements discussed above”); C & W Constr. Co. v. Brotherhood of
Carpenters & Joiners of Am., Local 745, 687 F. Supp. 1453 (D. Haw. 1988).
7

See, e.g., Silva v. Di Vittorio, 658 F.3d 1090 (9th Cir. Sept. 26, 2011) (upholding the
district court’s denial of a prisoner’s motion to amend his RICO claim because the
allegations were based on plaintiff’s transportation, allegedly against his will, between
prisons which involved no predicate acts under § 1961(1)); Halpin v. Crist, 405 Fed.
App’x. 403 (11th Cir. 2010) (upholding a district court’s denial of a motion for leave to
amend a RICO complaint on the grounds, inter alia, that amendment would be futile);
Curtis & Associates, P.C. v. Law Offices of David M. Bushman, Esq., 758 F. Supp. 2d
153, 180 (E.D.N.Y. 2010) aff'd sub nom. Curtis v. Law Offices of David M. Bushman,
Esq., 443 F. App'x 582 (2d Cir. 2011) (denying the plaintiffs’ request to amend a
defective RICO complaint on the basis that “where the underlying facts and
circumstances could never be a proper subject of relief, denial of leave to amend is
within a court's discretion”) (internal quotations omitted); Corcel Corp., Inc. v. Ferguson
Enterprises, Inc., 12-80896-CIV, 2013 WL 3216088 (S.D. Fla. June 24, 2013).
8

See James Cape & Sons Co. v. PCC Constr. Co., 453 F.3d 396, 401 (7th Cir. 2006)
(holding that the trial court "did not abuse his discretion in denying leave to amend the
complaint, because such leave was never sought"); Wagner v. Daewoo Heavy Indus.
Am. Corp., 314 F.3d 541 (en banc) (11th Cir. 2002); Feinstein v. Resolution Trust Corp.,
942 F.2d 34 (1st Cir. 1991).
9

Moll v. U.S. Life Title Ins. Co., 710 F. Supp. 476 (S.D.N.Y. 1989).

10

See, e.g., Atlantic Gypsum Co., Inc. v. Lloyds Int’l. Corp., 753 F. Supp. 505, 514
(S.D.N.Y. 1990) (“In view of the prior opportunity to amend the [RICO] complaint after
defendants' initial motion to dismiss on Rule 9(b) grounds, plaintiffs will not be granted
further leave to amend.”); Moll, 710 F. Supp. at 482 (“As plaintiffs have been given the
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1.

Considering Whether to File a Pre-Answer Motion to
Dismiss
Although there are significant benefits to filing preliminary

motions to dismiss under Rules 12(b)(6) and 9(b) and such defenses
may be waived if they are not presented before an answer is filed,11
there may be circumstances in which civil RICO defendants
prudently choose to forego filing such motions.
For instance, because these motions are used, in part, to
educate courts regarding the deficiencies in complaints and what
specific allegations they may be lacking, such motions may also
provide unsophisticated plaintiffs with roadmaps for proving their
RICO allegations through discovery and preparing plaintiffs for
depositions.
Nevertheless, in most cases, Rule 9(b) motions are desirable
for the following reasons:
a.

Narrowing the Scope of Discovery
Amorphous and conclusory complaints frequently lead

to overbroad and ungovernable discovery. Rule 9(b)
“prevents the filing of [RICO] complaints solely for the purpose

opportunity to amend and plead properly their fraud and RICO counts, and have failed
to do so in the Consolidated Complaint, dismissal with prejudice is justified.”).
11

Rule 9(b) motions are waived if not brought prior to filing an answer. See also e.g.,
Davsko v. Golden Harvest Prods., Inc., 965 F. Supp. 1467, 1474 (D. Kan. 1997) (“By
analogy to the time requirements for pleading defenses under Rule 12, a rule 9(b)
objection is waived unless made as a separate motion prior to or concurrent with the
filing of a responsive pleading.”); United Nat’l. Records, Inc. v. MCA, Inc., 609 F. Supp.
33, 38-39 (N.D. Ill. 1984) (“A party who fails to raise a Rule 9(b) objection normally
waives the requirement.”). While a Rule 12(b)(6) motion for failure to state a claim may
be filed after an answer — a motion that many courts re-categorize as a Rule 12(c)
motion for judgment on the pleadings, see, e.g., Elvig v. Calvin Presbyterian Church,
375 F.3d 951 (9th Cir. 2004)) — there is normally little advantage to waiting.
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of discovering unknown wrongs.”12 Indeed, the rule was
written “to protect defendants from a plaintiff conducting a
discovery fishing trip in a fraud case.”13
A defendant’s position in opposing overbroad discovery
requests is greatly improved if the complaint makes specific
allegations. On this point, a Rule 9(b) motion should
underscore that (1) the plaintiff has chosen to draft an
amorphous and conclusory complaint; (2) the plaintiff is likely
planning to conduct expansive and unduly expensive
discovery in an attempt to find some support for those illdefined claims; and (3) allowing the case to continue under
the pending complaint will inevitably lead to repeated
discovery disputes as plaintiffs pursue overbroad, unfocused,
and burdensome discovery.
b.

Influencing and Clarifying the Applicable Legal
Standards
While both federal and Georgia RICO laws have been in

effect for more than a quarter of a century, courts remain
divided regarding their interpretations of many of these laws’
key provisions. By filing a pre-answer motion to dismiss,
12

Morgan v. Kobrin Sec., Inc., 649 F. Supp. 1023, 1028 (N.D. Ill. 1986).

13

Burch ex rel. United States v. Piqua Eng’g, Inc., 145 F.R.D. 452, 455 (S.D. Ohio
1992). See also Rodriguez-O’Ferral v. Trebol Motors Corp., 998 F.2d 1001, *4 (1st Cir.
1993) (“Were these RICO plaintiffs licensed to launch a belated ‘fishing expedition’ on
the brink of a Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal, without having made at least one manifest
allegation of actionable fraud, we would invite commonplace abuse of civil RICO and
routine deferral of the particularized pleading required by Rule 9(b).”); In re
Montgomery, 236 B.R. 914 (Bankr. D.N.D. 1999) (providing that Rule 9(b)’s specificity
requirement is intended to (1) protect civil RICO defendants’ reputations from harm, (2)
minimize strike suits and fishing expeditions, and (3) provide notice of the claim to the
adverse party).
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defendants have an early opportunity to shape judges’
understanding of the law, and potentially influence their courts’
determinations of what legal standards should apply. Even if
a motion fails to influence a court’s interpretation of an
undecided area of RICO law, preliminary motions often prompt
courts to articulate the legal standards they intend to apply to
the case. This clarification allows both parties to frame their
claims and defenses accordingly, and it removes considerable
uncertainty which could otherwise be a barrier to settlement.
c.

Gaining the Court’s Confidence
In addition to educating judges on the complexities of

RICO law and the legal theories central to successfully
defending a particular civil RICO action, filing well-founded,
pre-answer motions provide an opportunity for defense
counsel to earn the trial court’s confidence by exhibiting a
greater mastery of the subject matter than opposing counsel.
If done correctly, defense lawyers can present themselves as
trusted resources on the application of RICO law and the facts
of the case.
d.

Highlighting the Pedestrian Nature of the Case
Many federal and state judges remain hostile to civil

RICO cases, particularly cases that arguably resemble more
routine contract or business litigation.14 If the case can
legitimately be characterized as no more than a pedestrian
14

See, e.g., Andersen v. Smithfield Foods, Inc., 207 F. Supp. 2d 1358, 1360 (M.D. Fla.
2002), (holding that “[c]laims under RICO must be subjected to scrutiny due to their
potential for abuse by civil litigants”) (quoting Bill Buck Chevrolet, Inc. v. GTE Fla., Inc.,
54 F. Supp. 2d 1127 (M.D. Fla. 1999)).
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business tort or contract claim, then a pre-answer motion can
be an early opportunity for a defendant to frame the case as a
common business dispute that the plaintiff frivolously pleaded
as a RICO action in an improper attempt to obtain treble
damages15 and exploit the in terrorem16 effect of such
claims.17
e.

Communicating a Vigorous Defense
Filing non-frivolous preliminary motions signals to a

plaintiff that a case will be vigorously and competently
defended, which can affect the settlement value of a case
early in its evolution, and potentially lead to a voluntary
dismissal of speculative RICO claims in favor of more direct
contract- or tort-based causes of action.
f.

Delaying the Case

15

See RxUSA, Inc., et al. v. Capital Returns, Inc., et al., NO. 06-C00790, 2007 WL
2712958, *5 (E. D. Wis. Sep. 14, 2007) ("RICO was not intended ‘to fit a square peg in a
round hole by squeezing garden-variety business disputes into civil RICO actions.’”)
(quoting Midwest Grinding Co., Inc. v. Spitz, 976 F.2d 1016, 1025 (7th Cir. 1992)); In re
Sumitomo Copper Litig., 995 F. Supp. 451, 455 (S.D.N.Y. 1998) (noting that federal
RICO’s civil cause of action “has resulted in a flood of what are and should be state
court cases that are being reframed and brought in federal court as RICO actions
because of the carrot of treble recovery and the availability of a federal forum”) (internal
quotations omitted).

16

Numerous courts have held that the in terrorem effect of civil RICO actions provides a
basis for applying additional scrutiny to such claims. See, e.g., Cruz v. Cinram Int'l, Inc.,
574 F. Supp. 2d 1227, 1230 (N.D. Ala. 2008); Taylor v. Bear Stearns & Co., 572 F.
Supp. 667, 682 (N.D. Ga. 1983).

17

See, e.g., Collier v. Batiste, NO. CIV.A. 05-0019, 2005 WL 3543824 (E.D. La. Oct. 21,
2005) (voluntary dismissal of civil RICO claims following the filing of a motion to dismiss
those counts); Christian Mem’l Cultural Ctr., Inc. v. Michigan Funeral Dirs. Ass'n, 998 F.
Supp. 772, 775 (E.D. Mich. 1998).
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Preliminary defense motions identifying deficiencies in
the pleadings can delay civil RICO cases for months, if not
years, and can pose substantial obstacles to plaintiffs who,
lacking specific information about a defendant’s suspected
misconduct, file vague and conclusory RICO claims with the
intent of learning such details later in discovery.
2.

Rule 12(b)(6)’s Application to Civil RICO Claims
a.

Introduction
While the same legal standard applies to Rule 12(b)(6)

motions to dismiss for failure to state a claim in civil RICO
actions as it does in all other federal civil cases,18 such
motions are more likely to be successful in civil RICO cases
given the difficulties associated with pleading RICO’s
numerous, complex, and seemingly arcane elements.19
In civil RICO cases, Rule 12(b)(6) motions to dismiss for
failure to state a claim generally fall into one of the following
two broad categories: (1) motions identifying factual
allegations in the complaint that, by their own terms,
undermine the civil RICO case and require its dismissal (e.g.,
all the alleged predicate acts fall outside the limitations
18

See, e.g., Rose v. Bartle, 871 F.2d 331, 355 (3d Cir. 1989) (“This standard of review
does not distinguish between RICO and non-RICO claims.”). Notably, RICO claims
may be dismissed under Rule 12(b)(6) only “when the movant demonstrates beyond
doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would
entitle him to relief,” but “[c]onclusory allegations, unwarranted deduction of facts or
legal conclusions masquerading as facts will not prevent dismissal.” Rogers v. Nacchio,
241 F. App’x 602, 607 (11th Cir. 2007).
19

See, e.g., Hoatson v. New York Archdiocese, NO. 05 CIV 10467 PAC, 2007 WL
431098, *12 (S.D.N.Y. 2007) (“Granted, the RICO statute is complex, arcane, and
difficult to plead.”).
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period20 or the alleged injury was not proximately caused by
the racketeering activity21); or (2) motions identifying important
civil RICO elements that have not been pleaded (or have not
been properly pleaded) in the complaint (e.g., only one alleged
predicate act — which cannot amount to a pattern22 — or no
alleged enterprise23).
Successful motions in the first category usually result in
trial courts granting dismissals with prejudice, whereas courts
generally dismiss RICO claims without prejudice in response
to meritorious motions in the second category (thereby
affording plaintiffs the opportunity to file amended complaints
supplying the missing RICO elements).24
b.

Defects in Civil RICO Complaints that Are Properly
Addressed Through Pre-Answer Rule 12(b)(6) Motions

20

See, e.g., LMB, Inc. v. Lard Oil Co., Inc., NO. CIV.A. 97-38717, 1998 WL 378144
(E.D. La. Jul. 7, 1998) (holding that the complaint on its face gave rise to an affirmative
statute of limitations defense and justified dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6) because
plaintiff made no attempt to claim that the date of the last alleged violations should be
tolled).

21

See, e.g., Lerner v. Fleet Bank, N.A., 318 F.3d 113, 129-130 (2d Cir. 2003) (holding
that, despite describing RICO injury and causation issues as “RICO standing”
questions, “such standing is not jurisdictional in nature under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1),
but is rather an element of the merits addressed under a Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) motion
for failure to state a claim”).
22

See, e.g., Lundy v. Hochberg, 79 F. App’x 503, 505, (3d Cir. 2003) (“As the District
Court recognized, the single instance of bank fraud was insufficient to constitute a
pattern of racketeering activity.”).
23

See, e.g., Burrell v. State Farm and Cas. Co., 226 F. Supp. 2d 427 (S.D.N.Y. 2002)
(dismissing plaintiff’s RICO complaint for failure to state a claim because it failed to
define the purported RICO enterprise).
24

See, e.g., Ferluga v. Eickhoff, 408 F. Supp. 2d 1153, 1060-61 (D. Kan. 2006)
(allowing a plaintiff to file an amended complaint to attempt to correct a RICO
complaint's failure to identify a relationship between the predicate acts).
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i.

Failure to Properly Plead an “Enterprise”
While there has been considerable variation

among the federal courts regarding what facts must be
included in a civil RICO complaint to properly plead the
“enterprise” element, a majority of courts require that
plaintiffs, at the very least, identify the purpose of the
enterprise, describe the relationships among its
members, and explain how the enterprise has the
longevity sufficient to permit its members to pursue that
purpose.25

25

Cruz v. FXDirectDealer, LLC, 720 F.3d 115, 121 (2d Cir. June 19, 2013) (dismissing
RICO claims against multiple defendants alleged to have participated in an associationin-fact enterprise because, according to the complaint, they did not share a common
purpose to engage in a particular fraudulent course of conduct); Rao v. BP Prods. N.
Am., Inc., 589 F.3d 389, 400 (7th Cir. 2009) (upholding dismissal of RICO claims
because, inter alia, the plaintiff's allegations of an association-in-fact enterprise “do not
indicate how the different actors are associated and do not suggest a group of persons
acting together for a common purpose or course of conduct”); Bocanegra v. Stacey,
NO. 10-CV-13749, 2011 WL 4448979, *4 (E.D. Mich. Sept. 26, 2011) (dismissing RICO
claim on the basis that it fails to identify how the defendant is related to the other
members of the enterprise or that “longevity exists sufficient to permit [the defendant]
and [the enterprise’s] other associates to pursue [the enterprise’s] purpose”); Elsevier
Inc. v. W.H.P.R., Inc., 692 F. Supp. 2d 297, 307 (S.D.N.Y. 2010) (finding that the
complaint “fail[s] to plead the existence of . . . the so-called association in fact
enterprise” because it does not plausibly “tie[ ] together the various defendants allegedly
comprising the association in fact into a single entity that was formed for the purpose of
working together,” that is, “acting in concert”). Notably, the United States Supreme
Court clarified the structural requirements of “association-in-fact” enterprises in Boyle v.
United States. 556 U.S. 938 (2009). Rejecting many of the strict requirements
numerous federal courts had imposed on association-in-fact enterprises (such as a
hierarchical structure, a chain of command, or any other business-like attributes), the
Boyle Court held that such enterprises only require three structural traits: "[1] a purpose,
[2] relationships among those associated with the enterprise, and [3] longevity sufficient
to permit these associates to pursue the enterprise's purpose.” Id. Moreover, the Boyle
Court held that proof of an association-in-fact enterprise does not require a showing of
an organizational structure beyond that inherent in the defendant's predicate pattern of
racketeering activity. Thus, while the Court noted that “enterprise” and “pattern of
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Moreover, civil RICO complaints that fully identify
and define an alleged “enterprise” frequently face
problems with that definition. The most common such
problem is that the proffered “enterprise” definition is
insufficiently distinct from the defendant.26
ii.

Failure to Properly Plead a “Pattern of
Racketeering Activity”
Like RICO’s enterprise element, every civil RICO

claim must also include a definition of the purported
pattern of racketeering activity.27 To this effect, the
complaint must allege facts sufficient to support each of
the statutory elements for at least two of the predicate
acts identified in the complaint,28 describe the

racketeering activity” are separate elements that must each be independently proven by
the prosecution in a criminal RICO case, it concluded that, in some cases, proof of the
elements of enterprise and pattern of racketeering activity may coalesce. Id.
26

Crichton v. Golden Rule Ins. Co., 576 F.3d 392, 399 (7th Cir. 2009) (“[A]n
association-in-fact enterprise must be meaningfully distinct from the entities that
comprise it such that the entity sought to be held liable can be said to have controlled
and conducted the enterprise rather than merely its own affairs.”); Reynolds v. East
Dyer Dev. Co., 882 F.2d 1249, 1251 (7th Cir. 1989) (noting that “the essence of a RICO
violation is a defendant’s conduct in relation to an enterprise.”); Zimmerman v. Poly
Prep Country Day Sch., 888 F. Supp. 2d 317, 327 (E.D.N.Y. 2012).
27

See, e.g., City of Driscoll, Texas v. Saenz, NO. CIV.A. C-06-543, 2007 WL 173232,
*7 (S.D. Tex. Jan. 17, 2007) (dismissing complaint on the basis that, inter alia, it failed
to specify which two acts of racketeering activity the defendants allegedly committed
and failed to allege how the undisclosed acts were related and posed a threat of
continued activity).

28

See, e.g., Republic of Panama v. BCCI Holdings (Luxembourg) S.A., 119 F.3d 935,
949 (11th Cir. 1997) (providing that “in order to survive a motion to dismiss, a plaintiff
must allege facts sufficient to support each of the statutory elements for at least two of
the pleaded predicate acts”).
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relationship between these acts,29 and allege facts
sufficient to show how the commission of the predicate
acts was continuous, either through: (1) a closed-set of
repeated prior acts committed over a substantial period
of time (“close-ended” continuity); or (2) an open set of
predicates covering a shorter period of time but
threatening to continue (“open-ended” continuity).30
Given the complexity of these requirements, civil
RICO complaints are commonly dismissed pursuant to
Rule 12(b)(6) for failing to identify legally cognizable
predicate acts31 that form a pattern of racketeering
activity with sufficient closed-ended32 or open-ended
continuity.33

29

See, e.g., Howard v. America Online Inc., 208 F.3d 741 (9th Cir. 2000) (upholding
dismissal of RICO claims, inter alia, because many of the alleged predicates were not
related).
30

See, e.g., H.J., Inc. v. Northwestern Bell Tel. Co., 492 U.S. 229, 237-238 (1989);
Ferrell v. Durbin, 311 F. App’x 253, 256 (11th Cir. 2009); U.S. v. Browne, 505 F.3d
1229, 1259-60 (11th Cir. 2007); Bridges v. Lezell Law, PC, 842 F. Supp. 2d 261, 266
(D.D.C. 2012); Anderson v. Smithfield Foods, Inc., 207 F. Supp. 2d 1358 (M.D. Fla.
2002); Bill Buck Chevrolet, Inc. v. GTE Florida, Inc., 54 F. Supp. 2d 1127 (M.D. Fla.
1999).

31

See, e.g., In re MasterCard Int'l Inc., Internet Gambling Litig., 132 F. Supp. 2d 468,
478 (E.D. La. 2001) (holding that the plaintiff's alleged pattern was comprised of New
Hampshire civil statutes that did not qualify as predicate acts because they were not
“indictable” as required by section 1961(1)(A)); Gould, Inc. v. Mitsui Mining & Smelting
Co., Ltd., 750 F. Supp. 838, 844 (N.D. Ohio 1990) (holding that, because the Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act protected the defendant corporation from prosecution due to
its ownership by the French government, the company's purported violations of the mail
and wire fraud statutes could not qualify as predicate acts because they were not
"indictable" as required by section 1961(1)(B)).
32

See, e.g., Ferrer v. Int'l Longshoremen's Ass'n (ILA) AFL-CIO, 671 F. Supp. 2d 276,
286 (D.P.R. 2009) (“Although there is no bright-line rule on the amount of time
necessary to show close-ended continuity, the Court concludes that an eleven month
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iii.

Failure to Properly Plead Injury to Business or
Property Proximately Caused by a RICO Violation
Civil RICO complaints must thoroughly identify

the alleged injuries to the plaintiff’s business or property
and identify a theory of proximate causation. Numerous
lower federal courts — including the Eleventh Circuit —
have interpreted the United States Supreme Court’s
2006 decision in Anza v. Ideal Steal Supply Corp.34 as a
mandate to “scrutinize proximate causation at the
pleading stage and carefully evaluate whether the injury
pled was proximately caused by the claimed RICO
violations.”35 Thus, federal courts are now focusing
increased attention at the outset of litigation on the
important issues of injury, proximate cause, and
standing.36 Prudent defense counsel should be vigilant

period is not sufficient to establish close ended continuity.”); Ho Myung Moolsan Co.,
Ltd. v. Manitou Mineral Water, Inc., 665 F. Supp. 2d 239, 261 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (holding
that a period lasting less than two years "is insufficient to support a finding of closedended continuity").
33

See, e.g., US Airline Pilots Ass'n v. Awappa, LLC, 615 F.3d 312, 319 (4th Cir. 2010)
(finding that the alleged extortion campaign failed to establish open-ended continuity
because it had a "built-in ending point"); Plainville Elec. Prods. Co., Inc. v. Vulcan
Advanced Mobile Power Sys., LLC, 638 F. Supp. 2d 245, 250 (D. Conn. 2009) (finding
open-ended continuity not satisfied where the allegations did not show a threat of
continuing criminal conduct beyond the period during which the predicate acts were
performed).

34

547 U.S. 451 (2006).

35

Williams v. Mohawk Indus., Inc., 465 F.3d 1277, 1287 (11th Cir. 2006). See also
G&G TIC, LLC v. Alabama Controls, Inc., 324 F. App'x 795 (11th Cir. 2009).
36

See, e.g., Corcel Corp., Inc., 12-80896-CIV, 2013 WL 3216088, *4 (S.D. Fla. June 24,
2013); In re Oil Spill by Oil Rig Deepwater Horizon in Gulf of Mexico, on April 20, 2010,
NO. MDL 2179, 2011 WL 2784814 (E.D. La. July 15, 2011) (holding that residents of
Louisiana whose real property and businesses had been damaged by the BP oil spill
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to identify these issues early in every RICO case and
bring them before the court as early (and, if necessary,
as often) as practicable.
iv.

1995 Private Securities Litigation Reform Act
(“PSLRA”) Exemption
To rectify perceived abuses of civil RICO

securities fraud actions, Congress amended the RICO
statute as part of the 1995 PSLRA,37 excluding civil
RICO actions based on “any conduct that would have
been actionable as fraud in the purchase or sale of
securities.”38
(1)

Broad Application
The PSLRA’s legislative history indicates

that a plaintiff may not plead other fraud offenses
(e.g., mail or wire fraud) as predicate acts under
civil RICO if such offenses are based on conduct
that would have been actionable as securities
fraud.39 This broad prohibition has been liberally
failed to allege proximate causation for RICO claims against the operators of the
offshore drilling rig based on the defendants' purported fraud on government regulators
in connection with the safety of drilling operations, defendants’ ability to respond to the
oil spill, and their actual response to the spill); Adell v. Macon County Greyhound Park,
Inc., 785 F. Supp. 2d 1226 (M.D. Ala. 2011) (dismissing RICO claims brought by
gamblers against owners and operators of electronic bingo machines because the
defendants’ actions did not proximately cause their losses, which occurred through their
voluntary participation in gambling).
37

141 Cong. Rec. H2771 (daily ed. Mar. 7, 1995) (statement of Rep. Cox) (noting
legislative intent).
38

18 U.S.C. § 1964(c).

39

See, e.g., S. Rep. No. 104-98, at 19 (1995); H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 104-369, at 47
(1995); 1995 U.S.C.C.A.N. 679, 725.
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interpreted by courts to bar RICO claims based
on almost any fraud-based predicate acts
involving securities,40 even if the plaintiff would
not have standing to otherwise bring an action for
securities fraud.41 For instance, in Hollinger
International, Inc. v. Hollinger Inc., a federal
district court in Illinois dismissed a RICO claim
brought by the Hollinger International, Inc. against
its former CEO and Chairman, Conrad Black, and
numerous other former Hollinger insiders for
looting the corporation because the predicate acts
could potentially have been pleaded as securities
fraud.42
Furthermore, in cases where some, but not
all, of the predicate acts involve securities fraud,
40

See, e.g., Licht v. Watson, 567 F. App'x 689, 693 (11th Cir. 2014) (upholding
dismissal of RICO claims based on predicate acts of wire and mail fraud because those
acts were "in furtherance of the defendants' overarching scheme to commit securities
fraud"); Affco Invs. 2001, LLC v. Proskauer Rose, LLP, 625 F.3d 185, 191 (5th Cir.
2010) (holding that RICO claims based on a tax avoidance scheme involving
investments in an LLC designed to distribute losses to members was barred by the
PSLRA); Bald Eagle Area Sch. Dist. v. Keystone Fin., Inc., 189 F.3d 321, 327-29 (3d
Cir. 1999); Levinson v. PSCC Services, Inc., NO. 3:09-CV-00269 PCD, 2009 WL
5184363, *1 (D. Conn. Dec. 23, 2009) (holding that the PSLRA bars RICO claims
against a "feeder fund" that invested in the infamous Bernie L. Madoff Investment
Securities LLC Ponzi scheme); Gatz v. Ponsoldt, 297 F. Supp. 2d 719 (D. Del. 2003).
41

See, e.g., Howard, 208 F.3d at 749; MLSMK Inv. Co. v. JP Morgan Chase & Co., 651
F.3d 268, 277 (2d Cir. 2011) (holding that the PSLRA bar applies “even where a plaintiff
cannot itself pursue a securities fraud action against the defendant”); In re Enron Corp.
Sec., Derivative & ERISA Litig., 284 F. Supp. 2d 511 (S.D. Tex. 2003).
42

No. 04 C 0698, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20825 (N.D. Ill. Oct. 8, 2004). See also In re
Enron Corp. Sec. 284 F. Supp. 2d at 619 (dismissing claims against Enron executives
brought by shareholders on similar grounds).
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courts have dismissed the entire RICO case.43
While most courts allow the plaintiff to file an
amended complaint without the objectionable
predicate acts,44 others have not permitted such
amendments.45
(2)

Virtually No Downside to Bringing Motions
to Dismiss Based on the PSLRA
Upon receiving a civil RICO complaint,

defendants should always consider whether any
of the conduct pleaded as one of the predicate
offenses is actionable as securities fraud.46 If so,
defendants should move to dismiss the entire
RICO case before answering the complaint. In
short, there is virtually no downside to bringing
such a motion.
(3)

Exception to the Rule (Criminal Conviction
for Securities Fraud)
The PSLRA’s prohibition of RICO claims

based on securities fraud predicate acts explicitly
allows RICO claims against “any person that is
criminally convicted in connection with the
43

Blythe v. Deutsche Bank AG, 399 F. Supp. 2d 274 (S.D.N.Y. 2005).

44

Id. at * 25 (“Plaintiffs are granted leave to amend their complaint and RICO statement
so as to state a RICO claim on behalf of those plaintiff groups who may do so without
reliance on predicate acts that would be actionable as securities fraud, and a securities
fraud claim on behalf of other plaintiffs.”).
45

See, e.g., Jacoboni v. KPMG LLP, 314 F. Supp. 2d 1172 (M.D. Fla. 2004).

46

Gatz, 297 F. Supp. 2d at 730 (“The proper test is whether ‘the conduct pled as
predicate offenses is actionable as securities fraud.’”) (quoting Bald Eagle Area Sch.
Dist., 189 F.3d at 328).
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fraud.”47 In these cases, RICO’s statute of
limitations will “start to run on the date on which
the conviction becomes final."48 Thus, although a
defendant may be successful in dismissing a
securities-based civil RICO case even if there is
an ongoing criminal investigation or pending
indictment of the defendant, a plaintiff will be
permitted to re-file securities-related RICO claims
post-conviction under this exception.
v.

Affirmative Defense of In Pari Delicto
In recent years, numerous federal district and

appellate courts have approved the in pari delicto
doctrine’s application in civil RICO cases.49 The in pari
delicto doctrine states that a plaintiff who has
participated in wrongdoing and violated the law in
cooperation with the defendant may not recover
damages resulting from the wrongdoing; and, the
doctrine is founded on the correlative policies that (1)
“courts should not lend their good offices to mediating
disputes among wrongdoers” and (2) “denying judicial
47

18 U.S.C. § 1964(c).

48

Id.

49

See, e.g., Rogers v. McDorman, 521 F.3d 381 (5th Cir. 2008); Official Committee of
Unsecured Creditors of PSA, Inc. v. Edwards, 437 F.3d 1145 (11th Cir. 2006); Republic
of Iraq v. ABB AG, 768 F.3d 145 (2d Cir. 2014) (upholding a district court's dismissal of
civil RICO claims on the basis of in pari delicto); In re National Century Financial
Enterprises, Inc., 783 F. Supp. 2d 1003, 1014 (S.D. Ohio 2011); Smithfield Foods Inc. v.
United Food & Commercial Workers Int'l Union, 254 F.R.D. 274, 280 (E.D. Va. 2008)
(“[T]he clear weight of authority is that the defense of in pari delecto is available as a
defense to a RICO charge.”).
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relief to an admitted wrongdoer is an effective means of
deterring illegality.”50
While in pari delicto doctrine is an affirmative
defense normally considered by either the court at the
summary judgment stage or the jury at trial,51 in rare
cases the defense may apply as a matter of law based
on the allegations in the complaint. For instance, in
Decatur Ventures, LLC v. Stapleton Ventures, Inc., a
federal district judge invoked the in pari delicto doctrine
to dismiss a civil RICO action at the pleading stage
pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6).52 Notably, the court in
Decator Ventures based its ruling on the civil RICO
complaint itself, in which the plaintiff admitted being a

50

Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors, 437 F.3d at 1152 (internal quotations
omitted). See also Rogers, 521 F.3d at 389 (adopting the Eleventh Circuit's formulation
of the in pari delicto defense in civil RICO claims — in a case in which the plaintiff
actively participated in the defendant’s check-kiting scheme — on the basis that “[t]o
allow co-conspirators to recover from each other would not, as the court pointed out,
deprive violators of their ill-gotten gains, but would transfer the ill-gotten gains between
them").
51

See, e.g., Liquidation Comm'n of Banco Intercontinental, S.A. v. Renta, 530 F.3d
1339 (11th Cir. 2008) (recognizing that the in pari delicto defense may bar civil RICO
claims brought by corporations but holding that imputation of an agent’s wrongdoing to
the corporation was a question for the jury); Bergeron v. Perrilloux, No. 08-4380, slip.
op. at *2-4 (E.D. La., Aug. 6, 2009) (dismissing civil RICO claims at the summary
judgment stage on the basis of in pari delicto doctrine).
52

Decatur Ventures, LLC v. Stapleton Ventures, Inc., NO. 1:04-CV-0562-JDT-WTL,
2006 WL 1367436 (S.D. Ind. 2006). See also Brown v. U.S. Home Corp., 4:07-CV3427, 2008 WL 8082758, **1-2 (S.D. Tex. June 30, 2008) (dismissing plaintiffs’ RICO
claims at the pleading stage because the plaintiffs were in pari delicto with the alleged
proponents of the purported real estate fraud).
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willing participant with the defendant in a mortgage
fraud scheme that formed the basis of the claims.53
3.

Rule 9(b)’s Application to Civil RICO Claims
Because Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 9(b) lacks an

independent remedial provision, motions to dismiss civil RICO
claims based on their failure to satisfy Rule 9(b) are technically filed
pursuant Rule 12(b)(6).54 However, unlike most Rule 12(b)(6)
motions to dismiss for failure to state a claim — which assert that
claims should be dismissed because they either include allegations
that are affirmatively inconsistent with relief or completely fail to
allege a necessary element of a cause of action — Rule 9(b)
motions argue that particular fraud-based claims should be

53

Id.

54

Rule 12(b)(6) motions to dismiss are the procedural tool through which defendants
challenge civil RICO claims for failure to satisfy Rule 9(b)’s particularity requirements.
See, e.g., Edwards v. Marin Park, Inc., 356 F.3d 1058 (9th Cir. 2004) (affirming the
dismissal of a RICO claim under Rule 12(b)(6) because the plaintiff failed to satisfy Rule
9(b)’s pleading requirements); Lasercomb Am., Inc. v. Reynolds, 911 F.2d 970, 980 (4th
Cir. 1990) (holding that “a complaint which fails to specifically allege the time, place and
nature of the fraud is subject to dismissal on a Rule 12(b)(6) motion”); In re Azurix Corp.
Secs. Litig., 198 F. Supp. 2d 862, 879 (S.D. Tex. 2002), aff’d, 332 F.3d 854 (5th Cir.
2003) (“Dismissals for failure to plead fraud with particularity under either Rule 9(b) or
the PSLRA are treated as dismissals for failure to state a claim under Fed. R. Civ. P.
12(b)(6).”). Notably, a civil RICO defendant may also address a complaint’s failures to
satisfy Rule 9(b) by filing a Rule 12(e) motion for more definite statement or a Rule 12(f)
motion to strike surplusage. By contrast, while O.C.G.A. § 9-11-9(b) is textually
identical to Fed. R. Civ. P. 9(b), the Georgia courts have generally declined to use § 911-9(b) as a vehicle to conduct detailed examinations of Georgia civil RICO claims.
Instead, the Georgia courts hold that the appropriate response to an insufficiently
specific complaint is a motion for more definite statement. See Maddox v. Southern
Eng’g Co., 216 Ga. App. 6, 453 S.E.2d 70 (1994).
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dismissed because the complaint lacks specific details required to
satisfy Rule 9(b)’s heightened pleading requirements.55
Rule 9(b) requires that all fraud-based claims be pleaded with
particularity,56 and this requirement applies to federal RICO claims
that are based on predicate acts sounding in fraud.57 Although
federal RICO contains numerous predicate acts that do not
necessarily involve fraud (e.g., drug trafficking, murder, arson,
collection of unlawful debt, money laundering, and certain
immigration violations) and the 1995 Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act largely eliminated predicate acts arising from fraud in the
purchase or sale of securities, “[a] high percentage of civil RICO
cases . . . [still] involve fraud claims."58 As a result, Rule 9(b)’s

55

See, e.g., Aeropower, Ltd. v. Matherly, 511 F. Supp. 2d 1139, 1149 (M.D. Ala. 2007)
(“This ‘particularity rule serves an important purpose in fraud actions by alerting
defendants to the precise misconduct with which they are charged and protecting
defendants against spurious charges of immoral and fraudulent behavior.’”) (quoting
Brooks v. Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Fla., Inc., 116 F.3d 1364, 1370-71 (11th
Cir.1997)).
56

Fed. R. Civ. P. 9(b) (“In all averments of fraud or mistake, the circumstances
constituting fraud or mistake shall be stated with particularity.”).
57

See, e.g., Am. Dental Ass'n v. Cigna Corp., 605 F.3d 1283, 1294 (11th Cir. 2010);
Ambrosia Coal & Constr. Co. v. Morales, 482 F.3d 1309, 1316 (11th Cir. 2007) (“Civil
RICO claims, which are essentially a certain breed of fraud claims, must be pled with an
increased level of specificity.”); Schreiber Distrib. Co., 806 F.2d at 1400-1401; Food
Lion, Inc. v. Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., 887 F. Supp. 811, 819 (M.D.N.C. 1995) (“The
allegations of fraud which serve as predicate acts for RICO claims are not exempt from
the pleading requirement of Rule 9(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and thus,
the circumstances of the fraud must be stated with particularity.”). Notably, predicate
acts not sounding in fraud need not necessarily be pleaded with the particularity. Banco
Intercontinental, 530 F.3d at 1355-56 ("We now hold that RICO predicate acts not
sounding in fraud need not necessarily be pleaded with the particularity required by
Fed. R. Civ. P. 9(b).").

58

Klehr v. A.O. Smith Corp., 521 U.S. 179, 191 (1997); see also Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
v. Watson, 94 F. Supp. 2d 1027, 1031 (W.D. Ark. 2000).
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heightened pleading requirements apply to a sizeable portion of civil
RICO claims, and vague, fraud-based allegations in those cases will
be vulnerable to motions to dismiss for failure to plead fraud with
particularity.
a.

Rule 9(b) Areas of Particular Interest
Rule 9(b) broadly dictates that “[i]n all averments of

fraud or mistake, the circumstances constituting fraud or
mistake shall be stated with particularity.” When applied to
fraud-based civil RICO claims, Rule 9(b) mandates that such
complaints contain “(1) the precise statements, documents, or
misrepresentations made; (2) the time and place of and
person responsible for the statement; (3) the content and
manner in which the statements misled the Plaintiffs; and (4)
what the defendants gained by the alleged fraud.”59 And, in a
case involving multiple defendants, the “complaint should
inform each defendant of the nature of his alleged participation
in the fraud.”60 While these principles and Rule 9(b) itself offer
scant specific guidance to civil RICO litigants, several
categories of common pleading shortfalls can be observed in
the cases in which Rule 9(b) has been applied to fraud-based
RICO claims.
i.

Failure to Identify a Particular RICO Offense
Because a “[p]laintiff must allege each [element of

a RICO claim] to avoid dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6),”61
59

Ambrosia Coal, 482 F.3d 1316-17 (internal quotations omitted).

60

Id.

61

Food Lion, Inc., 887 F. Supp. at 817.
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failure to specify which one of the four types of RICO
offenses is being alleged makes it impossible to
determine what particular RICO elements must be
alleged.62 Many courts have held that this alone
warrants dismissal.63
ii.

Collective References to “Defendants”
Complaints that “lump [ ] all the defendants

together and do [ ] not specify who was involved in what
activity” fail to satisfy Rule 9(b).64 The rule clearly

62

Reynolds, 882 F.2d at 1251 (holding that because “the different RICO sections
require plaintiffs to prove different things, . . . it is essential to plead precisely in a RICO
case the enterprise alleged and the RICO section allegedly violated”).
63

See, e.g., Dunfee v. Truman Capital Advisors, LP, 12-CV-1925 BEN DHB, 2013 WL
1285152 (S.D. Cal. Mar. 25, 2013) ("Plaintiffs do indeed fail to identify the section(s) of
the RICO statute under which they are proceeding . . . [, and t]hat alone is reason for
dismissal."); United Transp. Union v. Springfield Terminal Co., 869 F. Supp. 42, 49 (D.
Me. 1994) (citing Washington v. Baenziger, 656 F. Supp. 1176, 1178 (N.D. Cal. 1987));
Antilles Trading Co., S.A. v. Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., 117 F.R.D. 447, 451 (N.D. Ga.
1986); Cutler v. FDIC, 781 F. Supp. 816, 820 (D. Me. 1992); Lewis ex rel. National
Semiconductor Corp. v. Sporck, 612 F. Supp. 1316, 1325 (N.D. Cal. 1985).

64

Sears v. Likens, 912 F.2d 889, 893 (7th Cir. 1990). See also Ambrosia Coal, 482
F.3d at 1317 (holding that “the plaintiffs lumped together all of the defendants in their
allegations of fraud,” and, thus, “failed to plead its civil RICO claims against each
defendant with the required level of specificity.”); Vicom, Inc. v. Harbridge Merchant
Servs., Inc., 20 F.3d 771, 778 (7th Cir. 1994) (citing the Sears decision as authoritative
on this point); Guaranteed Rate, Inc. v. Barr, 912 F. Supp. 2d 671, 685 (N.D. Ill. 2012)
(holding that "pleadings that simply attribute allegations to defendants as a single group
are insufficient to meet the heightened pleading standard of Rule 9(b)"); Bray &
Gillespie Mgmt. LLC v. Lexington Ins. Co., 527 F. Supp. 2d 1355, 1363 (M.D. Fla. 2007)
("Foremost, Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint does not contain specific allegations with
respect to each Defendant."); Ageloff v. Kiley, 318 F. Supp. 2d 1157, 1159 (S.D. Fla.
2004) (holding that a complaint failed to satisfy Rule 9(b) because, in part, “Plaintiff
frequently alleges that ‘Defendants’ engaged in proscribed conduct, without identifying
which Defendant(s) engaged in that conduct”); Design Time, Inc. v. Synthetic Diamond
Tech., Inc., 674 F. Supp. 1564, 1569 (N.D.Ind. 1987) (discussing the prohibition on
lumping defendants together).
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requires that “where multiple defendants are asked to
respond to allegations of fraud, the complaint should
inform each defendant of the nature of his alleged
participation in the fraud."65 Thus, in order to satisfy
Rule 9(b), plaintiffs are obligated to “particularize each
defendant's alleged participation in the [supposed]
fraud.”66 “General allegations against a group of
defendants are insufficient.”67
“[N]ot only must the plaintiffs state
the particular facts giving rise to the
claim of fraud, they must also, for
each defendant, allege facts tending
to show with particularity that the
defendant committed at least two
predicate acts. The blanket
allegations against all defendants
that [a plaintiff] employ[s] are not
sufficient.”68
Collectively referring to defendants is a common
problem in large, multi-party cases, and highlighting the
issue may convince a plaintiff to dismiss claims against
less-culpable defendants whose involvement in a case

65

Andrews v. Fitzgerald, 823 F. Supp. 356, 373 (M.D.N.C. 1993) (quoting DiVittorio v.
Equidyne Extractive Indus., Inc., 822 F.2d 1242, 1247 (2d Cir. 1987)). See also
Breeden v. Richmond Cmty. Coll., 171 F.R.D. 189, 197 (M.D.N.C. 1997).

66

See, e.g., Lou v. Belzberg, 728 F. Supp. 1010, 1022 (S.D.N.Y. 1990). See also
United States v. Rivieccio, 661 F. Supp. 281, 290 (E.D.N.Y. 1987); Laterza v. ABC, 581
F. Supp. 408, 413 (S.D.N.Y.1984).
67

Schmidt v. Fleet Bank, 96 Civ. 5030, 1998 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1041, *18 (S.D.N.Y. Feb.
4, 1998).
68

American Buying Ins. Servs., Inc. v. S. Kornreich & Sons, Inc., 944 F. Supp. 240,
247-48 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) (emphasis added).
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is less clear or extensive in order to avoid any delay
associated with litigating Rule 9(b) defects.
iii.

“Information & Belief” Pleading
“As a general rule, general allegations based on

‘information and belief’ do not satisfy Rule 9(b).”69
While some courts have allowed fraud-based RICO
allegations to be based on “information and belief,” the
practice is normally only tolerated if: (1) “‘the facts are
peculiarly within the knowledge of the defendants;’” and
(2) “‘the complaint [alleges] facts demonstrating the
basis for the information and belief.’”70 Surprisingly,
many civil RICO plaintiffs file complaints in which
virtually every paragraph making factual allegations
begins with an “information and belief” clause, and they
rarely make an attempt to satisfy the two-prong test
listed above. Even more remarkably, these “information

69

Bender v. Rocky Mountain Drilling Assocs., 648 F. Supp. 330, 336 (D.D.C. 1986).
See also Glock v. Glock, 247 F. Supp. 3d 1307 (N.D. Ga. 2017), aff'd, 714 F. App'x 987
(11th Cir. 2018) (holding that a civil RICO complaint's invocation of "information and
belief" more than 250 times did not satisfy Rule 9(b)); Colony at Holbrook, Inc. v. Strata
G.C., Inc., 928 F. Supp. 1224, 1231 (E.D.N.Y. 1996) (“Generally, allegations of mail and
wire fraud [as predicate acts in a civil RICO claim] may not be plead upon information
and belief.”); Tribune Co. v. Purcigliotti, 869 F. Supp. 1076, 1090 (S.D.N.Y. 1994).

70

American Buying Ins. Servs., Inc., 944 F. Supp. at 248-49 (involving fraud allegations
against numerous defendants grouped together in a civil RICO case) (quoting Spira v.
Nick, 876 F. Supp. 553, 557 (S.D.N.Y. 1995) (citing Schlick v. Penn-Dixie Cement
Corp., 507 F.2d 374, 379 (2d Cir. 1974)). See also e.g., Pirelli Armstrong Tire Corp.
Retiree Med. Benefits Trust v. Walgreen Co., 631 F.3d 436, 442 (7th Cir. 2011) (holding
that, while "a plaintiff generally cannot satisfy the particularity requirement of Rule 9(b)
with a complaint that is filed on information and belief," it may be "permissible, so long
as (1) the facts constituting the fraud are not accessible to the plaintiff and (2) the
plaintiff provides" the basis for his/her suspicions); DiVittorio, 822 F.2d at 1248.
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and belief” allegations often include specifics that would
otherwise potentially satisfy Rule 9(b), but for their
“information and belief” qualification.
iv.

John Doe Defendants
“As a general rule, the use of ‘John Doe’ to

identify a defendant is not favored.”71 Under Rule 9(b),
plaintiffs must identify each defendant “specify[ing] the
role of each defendant in the fraud;”72 and the practice
of naming “John Doe” defendants in civil RICO cases
has been expressly forbidden because it necessarily
ignores the strictures of Rule 9(b) in those cases.73
While including "John Doe" defendants in fraudbased civil RICO complaints has few advantages74 and
71

Gillespie v. Civiletti, 629 F.2d 637, 642 (9th Cir. 1980). See also Turner v. County of
Los Angeles, 18 F. App’x 592, 596 (9th Cir. 2001) (stating that “[a]s a general rule, the
use of Doe pleading is disfavored”). But cf. Gov't Employees Ins. Co. v. Hollis Med.
Care, P.C., No. 10 CIV. 4341 ILG RML, 2011 WL 5507426 (E.D.N.Y. Nov. 9, 2011)
(allowing civil RICO plaintiff the opportunity to engage in discovery to learn the identity
of John Doe defendants under Second Circuit law before dismissing such claims).
72

Riley v. Brazeau, 612 F. Supp. 674, 677 (D. Or. 1985).

73

Id. at 679. See also Silverstein v. Percudani, 422 F. Supp. 2d 468, 473 n.3 (M.D. Pa.
2006) aff'd, 207 F. App'x 238 (3d Cir. 2006) (“Such a use of fictitious party pleading runs
afoul of Rule 9(b), and we will dismiss these entities.”).

74

Naming “John Doe” defendants will normally not toll the statute of limitations until
such time as real defendants may be substituted under Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(c). Compare
Alexander v. Beech Aircraft Corp., 952 F.2d 1215 (10th Cir. 1991) (holding that an
amendment would not relate back where there was no service or notice to the added
defendant within the required period of time); Sassi v. Breier, 584 F.2d 234 (7th Cir.
1978) (no relation back); Craig v. United States, 413 F.2d 854 (9th Cir. 1969) (holding
that inclusion of “John Doe” defendants was immaterial to the relation back doctrine);
with Varlack v. SWC Caribbean, Inc. 550 F.2d 171 (3d Cir. 1977) (allowing relation back
with regard to an amendment substituting the name of an employee where the
employee had seen a copy of the complaint before expiration of the statute of limitations
and where the added defendant testified that he knew that there was a suit against his
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increases the likelihood of dismissal for failure to satisfy
Rule 9(b), plaintiffs still routinely name “John Doe”
defendants, even when they have no information
concerning the involvement of potential unnamed
parties.
v.

Section 1962(d) Conspiracy Specifics
RICO plaintiffs are required to “plead the facts

constituting the conspiracy, its object and
accomplishment,”75 with the following degrees of
particularity with respect to each named defendant:
To plead conspiracy adequately, a
plaintiff must set forth allegations that
address: (1) the period of the
conspiracy; (2) the object of the
conspiracy; (3) certain actions the
alleged conspirators took to achieve
that purpose; (4) an agreement to
commit predicate acts; and (5)
knowledge that the acts were part of
a pattern of racketeering activity.76
Notably, many plaintiffs include civil RICO
conspiracy counts under 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d) in
complaints as an afterthought or an attempt to capture
employer and that the phrase in the complaint, "Unknown Employee," referred to him
even though it did not use his name).
75

Vietnam Veterans of Am., Inc. v. Guerdon Indus., 644 F. Supp. 951, 959 (D. Del.
1986). See also Lachmund v. ADM Investor Servs., Inc., 191 F.3d 777, 785 (7th Cir.
1999) (dismissing a RICO conspiracy claim on the basis that the “complaint fails to
allege with specificity any agreement among the defendants to participate in an
endeavor that would constitute a violation of RICO”).

76

Kress v. Hall-Houston Oil Co., Civil Action No. 92-543, 1993 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6350,
**28-29 (D.N.J. May 12, 1993) (emphasis added) (citing Shearin v. E.F. Hutton Group,
Inc., 885 F.2d 1162, 1166-67 (3d Cir. 1989).
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the broadest possible group of defendants and
prohibited conduct.77 In many cases, the plaintiff has
merely assumed that at least one of the defendants
must have entered into an agreement with someone
(potentially another defendant) to commit at least one of
the predicate acts. As a result, complaints frequently
fail to identify any of the required 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d)
elements with particularity.
4.

Application of Twombly’s “Plausibility” Test to Civil RICO
Claims
In addition to Rule 9(b), the federal courts are increasingly

imposing an additional layer of scrutiny on civil RICO cases. Soon
after the Supreme Court first introduced its plausibility test — which
inquires into whether a complaint’s facts allege a plausible
entitlement to relief, a standard falling somewhere between the
poles of possible and probable78 — in the context of antitrust

77

See, e.g., Sky Med. Supply Inc. v. SCS Support Claims Servs., Inc., 17 F. Supp. 3d
207, 230 (E.D.N.Y. 2014) ("a RICO conspiracy claim should be more than a conclusory
add-on at the end of a complaint") (internal quotations omitted); Ageloff, 318 F. Supp.
2d at 1159 (stating that “Plaintiff's conspiracy claims fail because he fails to allege
agreement on the part of the conspirators”); Sterling Nat. Mortgage, Co., Inc. v. Infinite
Title Solutions, LLC, 10-22147, 2011 WL 1303225 (S.D. Fla. Mar. 4, 2011) report and
recommendation adopted, 10-22147-CIV, 2011 WL 1222168 (S.D. Fla. Mar. 31, 2011)
(dismissing RICO conspiracy allegations in which the plaintiff “merely incorporates most
of its previous allegations and then provides a formulaic recitation of the elements for
RICO conspiracy” noting that “even if [the court] were able to find the makings of a
conspiracy somewhere within the 217 paragraphs [the plaintiff] incorporates by
reference in this count, it would be insufficient to satisfy [the plaintiff’s] obligations under
Rule 9(b)”).
78

Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 1949 (explaining that while the "plausibility standard" is
not a "probability requirement," it does require allegations that raise "more than a sheer
possibility that a defendant has acted unlawfully” and thus, "[w]here a complaint pleads
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conspiracy allegations in Bell Atlantic Co. v. Twombly79 in 2007,
numerous federal courts began applying the standard to civil RICO
claims.80 This broader application was approved by the Supreme
Court in Ashcroft v. Iqbal, which formally adopted the plausibility test
to “all civil actions.”81
While it may be too early to draw broad conclusions about the
effect the highly subjective plausibility test will ultimately have on civil
RICO actions, a review of the civil RICO cases that have undergone
such scrutiny82 suggests that federal district courts are using the test

facts that are merely consistent with a defendant's liability, it stops short of the line
between possibility and plausibility of entitlement to relief”) (internal quotations omitted).
79

550 U.S. 544 (2007).

80

See Republic of Colombia v. Diageo North America Inc., 531 F. Supp. 2d 365
(E.D.N.Y. 2007); Valle v. YMCA of Greater New York, NO. 06-CV-2083(NGG), 2007 WL
2126269, *1 (E.D.N.Y. July. 24, 2007).

81

556 U.S. at 1953.

82

See, e.g., Almanza v. United Airlines, Inc., 851 F.3d 1060 (11th Cir. 2017) (holding
that the plaintiffs' conclusory, highly abstract market model was insufficient to plausibly
suggest injury or conspiracy under Twombly and Iqbal); Am. Dental Ass'n, 605 F.3d at
1294; Limestone Development Corp. v. Village of Lemont, Ill., 520 F.3d 797 (7th Cir.
2008) (holding that the plaintiff's injury, conspiracy, and enterprise allegations were
implausible); RSM Prod. Corp. v. Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer U.S. LLP, 682 F.3d
1043, 1051 (D.C. Cir. 2012) cert. denied, 133 S. Ct. 870, 184 L. Ed. 2d 659 (U.S. 2013)
(dismissing RICO claims against an international law firm and two of its attorneys based
on the defendants’ purported participation in a conspiracy to bribe Grenada officials to
terminate the plaintiff’s natural gas exploration license because the allegations were
implausible); Boritzer v. Calloway, 10 CIV. 6264 JPO, 2013 WL 311013 (S.D.N.Y. Jan.
24, 2013) (dismissing civil RICO claims based on conclusory allegations that the
defendants encouraged the plaintiff to invest in New York restaurants with no intention
of using the funds for that purpose); In re Managed Care Litig., NO. 00-1334-MD, 2009
WL 347795 (S.D. Fla. Feb. 11, 2009) (concluding that the factual allegations made by
the plaintiff dentists that an insurance provider engaged in a scheme to diminish
payments through automatic down-coding were not plausible); Genord v. Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Michigan, NO. 07-21688-CIV, 2008 WL 5070149 (S.D. Fla. Nov. 24,
2008) (holding that the complaint alleged an implausible criminal scheme engaged in by
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan to fraudulently reject the plaintiff's claims);
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to dismiss a broad range of civil RICO cases that may have
otherwise proceeded into discovery. One primary theme that
emerges from these cases is the courts’ reluctance to accept
conclusory — though allegedly implausible — RICO allegations,
regardless of the specificity.83
B.

Motions for a RICO Case Statement
Because plaintiffs’ failure to satisfy Rule 9(b) are subject to the

liberal amendment provisions of Federal Rule 15, complaints are normally
not dismissed with prejudice for failure to plead fraud with particularity until
plaintiffs are provided at least one opportunity to amend the complaint. 84
As a result, RICO defendants filing Rule 9(b) motions to dismiss should
strongly consider moving, in the alternative, for an order requiring a RICO
Case Statement.
1.

Nature of RICO Case Statements
Given the complexity of RICO law, courts frequently order (on

their own initiative or in response to defense motions) the filing of
RICO Case Statements. RICO Case Statements are specifically
structured pleadings that are designed to clarify the allegations in a

Smith v. Jones, Gregg, Creehan & Gerace, LLP, NO. 2:08-CV-365, 2008 WL 5129916,
*5 (W.D. Pa. Dec. 5, 2008) (concluding that “[t]he Amended Complaint falls far short of
alleging a plausible RICO enterprise” because “[i]t is inherently implausible that
numerous lawyers and accountants would all join an unlawful conspiracy to enter the
sandbag business.").
83

See, e.g., Am. Dental Ass'n, 605 F.3d at 1295 (involving allegations of a conspiracy
among dental insurance companies to “downcode” dental claims); Rajput v. City
Trading, LLC, 746 F. Supp. 2d 1325, 1330 (S.D. Fla. 2010) (holding that conclusory
conspiracy allegations attempting to link fraud against Indian investors and receipt of
funds by Florida-based entities was highly speculative and implausible).
84

Bryant v. Dupree, 252 F.3d 1161 (11th Cir. 2001); Cooper v. Blue Cross & Blue
Shield, Inc., 19 F.3d 562 (11th Cir. 1994).
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complaint and identify the relevant elements of asserted RICO
claims. Orders requiring such statements normally direct plaintiffs to
provide specific categories of information about their RICO claims
(e.g., identifying specific predicate acts, the relevant RICO statutory
sections that apply, and how the predicate acts are connected).
Noncompliance with such an order can result in an automatic
dismissal of all RICO claims in a complaint.85 In recent years, these
orders have become increasingly common because they: (1)
promote judicial economy;86 (2) guide plaintiffs in properly pleading
RICO claims;87 and (3) weed out frivolous claims.88 Indeed, model
RICO Case Statements have been prepared and published by the
Federal Judicial Center89 and various state bar associations.90
Moreover, the requirement that a plaintiff file a RICO Case
Statement has been specifically upheld as being within the
discretion of a trial court faced with a civil RICO claim,91 and RICO
85

David B. Smith & Terrance G. Reed, Civil RICO (Matthew Bender 2007) App. 9A.

86

See, e.g., Metrahealth Ins. Co. v. Anclote Psychiatric Hosp., Ltd., Case No. 96-2547CIV-T017C, 1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 18690, **14-15 (M.D. Fla. Oct. 23, 1997) (ordering
the plaintiffs to file a RICO Case Statement because “[t]he Court has an affirmative
duty, as do litigants and their counsel, to conserve . . . judicial resources and to consider
judicial economy in the course of litigation”).
87

See, e.g., Bryant v. Yellow Freight Sys., 989 F. Supp. 966, 969 (N.D. Ill. 1997) (noting
that the case statement was necessary because the plaintiff “has demonstrated a real
lack of understanding of all of the elements” of RICO).

88

Boogaerts v. Bank of Bradley, 961 F.2d 765, 767 n.3 (8th Cir. 1992) (stating that one
purpose of RICO Case Statements is to “weed out frivolous claims early on”).
89

Manual for Complex Litigation 4th § 35.31 (2004).

90

See, e.g., N.Y. State Bar Ass’n Commercial & Fed. Litig. Sec., The Civil RICO Case
Statement 21-24 (1989), reprinted in [1990] RICO Bus. Disputes Guide (CCH) ¶ 7453 at
10,280-81 (May 1990).
91

Elliott v. Foufas, 867 F.2d 877, 880 (5th Cir. 1989); Landry v. Airline Pilots' Ass'n Int’l.,
AFL-CIO, NO. CIV.A. 86-3196, 1988 WL 27035, *8 n.1 (E.D. La. Mar. 17, 1988) (“The
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Case Statements are now so common that judicial notice has been
taken of the fact that many district courts require them.92
2.

Standing Orders for RICO Case Statements
Orders for RICO Case Statements have proven so useful to

courts that many district courts have entered “RICO standing orders”
requiring detailed RICO Case Statements in every RICO case filed
in the district.93
3.

Utility to Defendants
RICO Case Statements pierce the boilerplate of complaints

and require plaintiffs to delineate the specific elements and theories
of their RICO claims. In short, these statements can be "a useful,
sometimes indispensable, means to understand the nature of the

RICO standing order is a tool born out of the great expansion in the use of civil RICO in
otherwise routine litigation. The order requires a RICO claimant to ‘flesh out’ his RICO
theories by filing into the record a ‘RICO case statement,’ and serves essentially the
same function as an order for a more definite statement under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(e).”).
92

Boogaerts, 961 F.2d at 767 n.3. For an exhaustive discussion of the widespread use
of RICO Case Statements, see Northland Ins. Co. v. Shell Oil Co., 930 F. Supp. 1069
(D.N.J. 1996) (stating that the RICO Case Statement is a useful case management
tool).
93

See, e.g., Wagh v. Metris Direct, Inc., 348 F.3d 1102, 1107 (9th Cir. 2003) (noting
that “[s]ome district judges in at least four districts in the Ninth Circuit use RICO
standing orders” and holding that, in the majority of cases, this is an acceptable
practice); Michaels Bldg. Co. v. Ameritrust Co., N.A., 848 F.2d 674, 676-679 (6th Cir.
1988) (reviewing a RICO Standing Order of the Northern District of Ohio); Lui Ciro, Inc.
v. Ciro, Inc., 895 F. Supp. 1365, 1377 (D. Haw. 1995) (noting that plaintiffs must
automatically file a RICO Case Statement within thirty days of filing the complaint);
Homes by Michelle, Inc. v. Federal Sav. Bank, 733 F. Supp. 1495, 1500 (N.D. Ga.
1990) (stating that “this Court, like numerous other district courts, now requires plaintiffs
to complete a RICO case statement to assist the Court in evaluating their RICO
claims”); Guidry v. Bank of LaPlace, 954 F.2d 278, 281 (5th Cir. 1992) (recognizing the
Eastern District of Louisiana’s RICO Standing Order requiring a RICO Case Statement).
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claims asserted."94 Indeed, many frivolous RICO claims can be
exposed as baseless (or based on little more than gossamer
speculation) if they are forced into the structure of a RICO Case
Statement. Moreover, because courts will consider plaintiffs’ RICO
Case Statements in assessing whether RICO claims should be
dismissed,95 deficiencies in RICO Case Statements can form the
basis for Rule 12(b)(6) motions to dismiss.96
4.

Potential Disadvantage to Defendants
Although an order requiring a RICO Case Statement is

generally advantageous to defendants (particularly in cases
involving nebulous and unfounded civil RICO claims), when filed, the
Case Statement will be considered as part of the complaint for
purposes of assessing Rule 9(b) challenges.97 As a result, a plaintiff
who is ordered to file a detailed RICO Case Statement may be able
to satisfy Rule 9(b)’s particularity requirements when they otherwise
would not have pleaded their allegations with nearly the same level
of specificity.
III.

COMMON DISCOVERY ISSUES IN CIVIL RICO CASES

94

Marriott Bros. v. Gage, 911 F.2d 1105, 1107 (5th Cir. 1990) (holding that "[t]he
propriety of a district court's requirement of a case statement to summarize the nature of
RICO claims is, however, well-established in this circuit.").
95

See, e.g., Dennis v. General Imaging, Inc., 918 F.2d 496, 511 (5th Cir. 1990); Sil-Flo,
Inc. v. SFHC, Inc., 917 F.2d 1507, 1516 (10th Cir. 1990).
96

See, e.g., Ozbakir v. Scotti, 764 F. Supp. 2d 556 (W.D.N.Y. 2011) (considering
contents of the RICO Case Statement in dismissing claims under sections 1962(a) and
1962(b)).
97

See, e.g., Tierney & Partners, Inc. v. Rockman, 274 F. Supp. 2d 693 (E.D. Pa. 2003);
Bloch v. Prudential-Bache Secs., 707 F. Supp. 189 (W.D. Pa. 1989).
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While discovery in RICO cases proceeds in accordance with the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure, and the discovery process primarily operates the same
as it does in other federal civil cases, given the RICO law’s breadth and the
increased likelihood of parallel criminal proceedings, there are some unique
characteristics to civil RICO discovery:
A.

Potentially Enlarged Scope of Discovery (Pattern Element)
Given the breadth of RICO’s “pattern of racketeering” element, the

scope of discovery in civil RICO cases can potentially extend substantially
beyond the range of permissible discovery in other civil disputes.
Development of evidence relevant to the “pattern” element is frequently
cited by courts when permitting discovery into separate parties or
transactions not alleged in the complaint.98 For instance, in Cox v.
Administrator U.S. Steel & Carnegie,99 the Eleventh Circuit reversed a
district court’s imposition of a protective order preventing union members
from obtaining evidence concerning a union negotiator’s dealings at
another plant run by the same defendants in an effort by the plaintiffs to
establish a pattern of bribery. The Cox court found that the evidence was
“plainly relevant to plaintiffs’ efforts to establish a pattern of RICO
violations.”100 Likewise, in Southwest Hide Co. v. Goldston, a Texas
district court held that discovery into an alleged check kiting scheme that
took place subsequent to the filing of the complaint was permissible

98

See, e.g., King v. E.F. Hutton & Co., 117 F.R.D. 2 (D.D.C. 1987) (allowing discovery
into a brokerage firm’s handling of other accounts).

99

17 F.3d 1386 (11th Cir. 1994).

100

Id. at 1420.
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because it could be relevant to “establish both the existence of a
continuing ‘enterprise’ and a ‘pattern of racketeering activity.’”101
B.

Issues Relevant to Parallel Criminal Proceedings
Like many other business torts, civil RICO claims often coincide with

parallel regulatory investigations and criminal prosecutions. The
interaction between these multiple proceedings has significant potential
effects on civil discovery.
1.

Discovery of Grand Jury Evidence
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure Rule 6(e), which provides

for a general rule of secrecy for grand jury proceedings, lists certain
exceptions, one of which is that disclosure of matters occurring
before the grand jury may be made when so directed by a court in
connection with a judicial proceeding.102 In Douglas Oil Co. v. Petrol
Stops Northwest, the Supreme Court held that a civil plaintiff may
obtain grand jury evidence under this exception only if “the material
[sought] is needed to avoid a possible injustice in another judicial
proceeding, . . . the need for disclosure is greater than the need for
continued secrecy, and . . . their request is structured to cover only
material so needed.”103 This is a flexible test that is particularly
stringent when the grand jury is still investigating the case,104 and
substantially more lenient when the government’s need for
101

127 F.R.D. 481, 483 (N.D. Tex. 1989) (“It is, therefore, found the alleged check kiting
scheme which is avered to have occurred in August-September, 1988, is relevant under
the proof of a ‘pattern’ of racketeering activity. It is discoverable.”) Id. at 488.
102

Fed. R. Crim. P. 6(e)(3)(C).

103

441 U.S. 211, 222 (1979).

104

See, e.g., In re Antitrust Grand Jury, 805 F.2d 155 (6th Cir. 1986); In re Grand Jury
Proceedings, 613 F.2d 501 (5th Cir. 1980).
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continued secrecy declines.105 In practice, the Douglas Oil standard
is “not easily met,”106 and plaintiffs will likely not obtain grand jury
evidence unless they have first made substantial independent efforts
to develop the evidence through other avenues.107
2.

Invocation of the Fifth Amendment
While the Fifth Amendment’s protection against compelled

self-incrimination may be asserted in both criminal and civil
actions,108 the trier of fact may draw an adverse inference against
the party invoking the privilege in civil litigation.109 This negative
inference is frequently applied in civil RICO cases involving
defendants who invoke the privilege,110 even those brought by the
government.111 Because negative evidentiary interferences can be
incredibly damaging to defendants’ cases, RICO plaintiffs should
consider pursuing any and all potentially relevant evidence (through
deposition questioning and written discovery) that might provoke

105

See, e.g., United States v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. 150 (1940).

106

Cullen v. Margiotta, 811 F.2d 698, 715 (2d Cir. 1987) (rejecting a request for grand
jury transcripts in a civil RICO case because the plaintiffs failed to make particularized
requests and attempt to independently develop the evidence).
107

See, e.g., In re Grand Jury Testimony, 832 F.2d 60 (5th Cir. 1987) (reversing a
district court decision to disclose grand jury transcripts because the plaintiffs had not
first attempted to depose the grand jury witnesses).

108

See Hoffman v. United States, 341 U.S. 479, 486 (1951).

109

See Lefkowitz v. Cunningham, 431 U.S. 801 (1977); Baxter v. Palmigiano, 425 U.S.
308 (1976).
110

See, e.g., ePlus Tech., Inc. v. Aboud, 313 F.3d 166 (4th Cir. 2002); Bingham v. Zolt,
823 F. Supp. 1126 (S.D.N.Y. 1993).
111

See, e.g., United States v. Ianniello, 646 F. Supp. 1289 (S.D.N.Y. 1986), aff’d, 824
F.2d 203 (1987) (involving a civil RICO action brought by the government for an
appointment of a receiver).
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defendants’ invocation of their rights against compelled selfincrimination.
3.

Waiver of Privileges via Cooperation with the Government
Disclosure of privileged information to the government (e.g.,

regulators, prosecutors, and grand juries) normally waives any
privilege to that information.112 In recent years, these waivers have
become more frequent as companies provide prosecutors and
regulators the results of internal investigations in attempts to curry
favor with the government, and thereby evade harsh regulatory
action, avoid indictment, or increase the likelihood of a lenient
sentence.113 Notably, defendants’ attempts to shield these materials
from civil discovery under confidentiality agreements with the
government or “selective waiver” doctrines have generally been
unsuccessful, and a majority of federal circuits have rejected these
theories.114
112 See,

e.g., United States v. Plache, 913 F.2d 1375 (9th Cir. 1990) (holding that
disclosure of attorney-client communications in grand jury testimony waived the
privilege and that the attorney could be compelled to testify at trial regarding the onceprivileged communication).
113

See, e.g., Gruss v. Zwirn, 2013 WL 3481350 (S.D. N.Y. 2013) (holding that
presentation of results of internal investigation to SEC waived investigation and a
confidentiality agreement did not preclude waiver); Bank of Am., N.A. v. Terra Nova Ins.
Co., 212 F.R.D. 166 (S.D.N.Y. 2002) (finding waiver of privilege when results of internal
investigation were provided to the New York State Insurance Department); Zielinski v.
Clorox Co., 270 Ga. 38, 40, 504 S.E.2d 683, 685 (1998) (holding that forwarding a copy
of a document to a district attorney waived any privilege in the document).
114

See e.g., United States v. Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., 129 F.3d 681 (1st Cir.
1997) (holding that a disclosure to the Defense Contract Audit Agency waived any
protection in the information); In re Steinhardt Partners, L.P., 9 F.3d 230, 235 (2d Cir.
1993); Westinghouse Elec. Corp. v. Republic of Philippines, 951 F.2d 1414, 1424-26
(3d Cir. 1991); In re Martin Marietta Corp., 856 F.2d 619, 623-24 (4th Cir. 1988); In re
Subpoenas Duces Tecum, 738 F.2d 1367 (D.C. Cir. 1984); Permian Corp. v. United
States, 665 F.2d 1214, 1220-21 (D.C. Cir. 1981); In re Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corp.,
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192 F.R.D. 575 (M.D. Tenn. 2000). But see Diversified Indus., Inc. v. Meredith, 572
F.2d 596 (8th Cir. 1977) (approving an invocation of the “selective waiver” doctrine).
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Case 4:18-cr-00003-MLB-WEJ Document 1 Filed 02/08/18 Page 1 of 46
FILED IN OPEN COURT
U.S.D.C. - Atlanta

THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA FEB 0 8 2018
ROME DIVISION
By:

puty Clerk

U N I T E D S T A T E S OF A M E R I C A
V.

JEFFREY ALAN BOURASSA,
A / K / A "JB," " B A B Y F A C E "
AND "KID,"
DAVID GENE POWELL,
A / K / A "DAVO,"
CHERI LEA RAU,
GENEVIEVE WAITS,
TOBY JAMES OGLETREE,
VICTOR MANUEL DEJESUS,
A / K / A "VG VIC,"
RICHARD BRIAN SOSEBEE,
A / K / A "DIRTY,"
JONATHAN STUBBS,
CHRISTOPHER JARMAN
DAVIS,
CHRISTOPHER STEVEN
JONES, A / K / A "RED,"
KAYLI BREWER,
W I L L I A M J. G O O D M A N ,
A / K / A "JBEENLIVINGOOD,"
"JGOOD,"
CODY RYAN TODD,
K E V I N SCOTT SOSEBEE,
A/K/A"SOSA"
CHRISTOPHER MARLOW,
A / K / A "LOKO,"
J O S E P H M . P R O P P S , JR.,
A / K / A "JP,"
MARC AVON LEFEVRE,
A / K / A "GHOST,"
CHRISTOPHER LASHER,
A / K / A "RETTA,"

Criminal Indictment
No.

4

1

UNDER SEAL
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SAMANTHA MILLER,
HAILEY DANIELLE
SIZEMORE,
BRITTANY NICOLE JONES,
RANDALL ARTHUR LEE
CHUMLEY, AND
KELLY RAY SHIFLETT,
DEFENDANTS
THE GRAND JURY CHARGES THAT:

(Conspiracy

COUNT ONE
to Commit Racketeering

U.S.C. § 1962(d))

BACKGROUND
A t all times relevant to this Indictment:
1. The Defendants, JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A , a/k/a
and "Kid," D A V I D G E N E P O W E L L ,

CHERI LEA RAU, TOBY

JAMES O G L E T R E E , V I C T O R M A N U E L DEJESUS,
R I C H A R D B R I A N SOSEBEE,

Vic,"

J O N A T H A N STUBBS, C O D Y

R Y A N T O D D , K E V I N S C O T T SOSEBEE,

and others k n o w n and

unknown to the grand jury were members and associates of Ghost Face
Gangsters (hereinafter

a criminal organization whose members and

associates engaged i n drug distribution, and acts of violence involving murder,
kidnapping, assault, and witness intimidation, and which operated both w i t h i n
the Georgia prison system and outside the prison system i n the Northern District
of Georgia, and elsewhere.
2. GFG, including its membership and associates, constituted an
"Enterprise," as defined by Title 18, United States Code, Section 1961(4), that is, a
group of individuals associated in f a c t although not a legal entity. The

2
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Enterprise constitutes an ongoing organization whose members functioned as a
continuing unit for a common purpose of achieving the objectives of the
Enterprise. A t all times relevant to this Indictment, the Enterprise has engaged
in, and its activities affected, interstate and foreign commerce.
THE RACKETEERING ENTERPRISE
3. From at least

or about the year 2000, up to and includmg the date of the

f i l i n g of this Indictment, i n the Northern District of Georgia, and elsewhere,
JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,
G E N E POWELL,

and

DAVID

"Davo," C H E R I L E A R A U , T O B Y JAMES O G L E T R E E ,

V I C T O R M A N U E L DEJESUS,

" V G Vic," R I C H A R D B R I A N SO S E B E E ,

"Dirty," J O N A T H A N S T U B B S , C O D Y R Y A N T O D D , A N D K E V I N
S C O T T S O S E B E E , a/k/a "Sosa, "and others k n o w n and u n k n o w n to the grand
jury, each being a person employed by, and associated w i t h the enterprise, that
is, GFG, engaged i n , and the activities of which affect

and

commerce, knowingly and w i l l f u l l y combined, conspired, confederated, and
agreed together and w i t h one another to violate the racketeering laws of the
United States, that is: Section 1962(c) of Title 18, United States Code, that is, to
conduct and participate, directly and indirectly, i n the conduct of the affairs of
the GFG enterprise, through a pattern of racketeering activity consisting of
multiple acts and threats involving:
1. Murder, including attempted murder, and conspiracy to
murder, i n violation of Georgia law, O.C.G.A. § 16-5-1, § 164-1 and § 16-4-6 (attempt), and 16-4-8 (conspiracy);

3
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2. Robbery i n violation of Georgia law, O.C.G.A. § 16-8-40; 164-1; 16-4-8;
3. Kidnapping, i n violation of Georgia law, O.C.G.A. § 16-5-40,
and § 16-4-1;
Multiple offenses involving:
4. Distribution of controlled substances, including multiple
grams of methamphetamine, cocaine, illegal prescription
pills and marijuana, i n violation of Title 21, United States
Code, Sections 841(a)(1) and 846;
Multiple acts indictable under:
5. Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1512 and 1513,
relating to tampering w i t h a witness;
6. Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1956 and 1957,
relating to money laundering;
7. Title 18, United States Code, Section 1343

to wire

fraud; and

4. It was part of the conspiracy that each defendant agreed that a conspirator
w o u l d commit at least two acts of racketeering activity i n the conduct of the
affairs of the enterprise.
PURPOSES O F T H E E N T E R P R I S E
5. The purposes of the Enterprise included but were not limited to the
following:

4
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1. Preserving and protecting the power of the Enterprise and
its members and associates through murder, attempted
murder, assaults w i t h firearms, other acts of violence, and
the threat of violence.
2. Enriching the members

associates of the Enterprise

through, among other things, the distribution of narcotics,
including methamphetamine, cocaine, illegal prescription
pills and marijuana.
3. Promoting and enhancing the enterprise and its members
and associates' activities.
4.

Keeping members of the community and other GFG
members i n fear of the leaders, members, and associates
through threats of violence and actual violence, thereby
creating power and respect for GFG.

5. Providing financial support to GFG members, who were
charged w i t h , or i n prison for, gang-related activities.
6. Providing contraband, such as drug money, illegal drugs
and cell phones to incarcerated GFG members.
7. Furthering the enterprise through incarcerated GFG
members ordering and facilitating illegal drug deals w i t h
GFG members and associates on the outside.

5
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M A N N E R A N D M E A N S OF T H E E N T E R P R I S E
6. Among the manner and means employed by GFG members and associates
i n conducting and participating i n the conduct of the affairs of the Enterprise
were the following:
1. Members and associates of the GFG enterprise committed,
and conspired to commit, acts of violence, including
murder, attempted murder, robbery, kidnaping, maiming
and assault, to protect and expand GFG's criminal
operations.
2. Members and associates of GFG sold narcotics, including
methamphetamine, cocaine, marijuana, and prescription
pills.
3. Members and associates of GFG obtained, possessed, and
used firearms to show power and gain respect.
4. Members and associates of GFG orchestrated and facilitated
illegal drug deals while i n prison, by using GFG members
on the outside to conduct the actual deals and send the
drug money earned to incarcerated GFG members.
5. GFG members were expected to get, and often got, GFG
tattoos to show loyalty and affiliation.
6. Members and associates of GFG created, maintained, and
distributed GFG literature and bylaws
memorize and to recite upon command.

6
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7. Members distributed sham and misleaduig GFG literature
to confuse and mislead law enforcement as to the true
purpose of GFG.
8. GFG Bookkeepers kept lists of all members and assigned
them a GFG identifying number.
9. Members and associates of GFG smuggled contraband into
prisons to incarcerated GFG members and associates, such
as drug money, illegal drugs, and cell phones.
10. Members and associates of GFG set up video conference
calls for those

and those "at the table," to

discuss gang business; incarcerated GFG members and
associates used contraband cell phones to call i n to the
video conference. GFG members "at the table" vote on
decisions affecting the entire gang.
11. GFG leaders who were incarcerated gave orders to those on
the outside, who w o u l d carry out the orders and report
back to the leaders.
12. Incarcerated members and associates of GFG w o u l d make
money by perpetuating financial f r a u d schemes using
contraband telephones. Utilizing contraband smuggled cell
phones, incarcerated GFG members and associates called
victims i n Georgia, Alabama and i n other states claiming to
be local law enforcement. GFG members and associates told
victims that they had missed jury duty and there was a

7
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warrant out for the victim's arrest. GFG members and
associates told victims they could pay a fine to avoid arrest.
GFG members and associates instructed the victims to
obtain Green Dot cards and send the GFG members and
associates the Green Dot card

GFG members

and associates w o u l d then work w i t h other people on the
outside to transfer the money f r o m the Green Dot cards to
them so the members and associates on the outside could
obtain cash.
13. Members and associates committed money laundering by
using Green Dot cards and Paypal to conceal the source of
proceeds obtained through illegal activity.
14. Gang leadership maintained internal discipline by issuing
orders, including, but not limited to an "SOS" or a "cover
up." "SOS" stands for "Smash on Sight." A n "SOS" is a
standing order to assault GFG members and associates who
violated gang rules. GFG members and associates who
ignored an "SOS" could be subject to violent consequences
themselves for failure to carry out an order. A "cover u p "
order can mean an order to cover up a gang tattoo.

8
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STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF THE ENTERPRISE
7. The structure of GFG included, but was not limited to, the f ollowuig:
1. The Ghost Face Gangsters are a criminal street/ prison gang
that formed as a whites-only gang i n or about 2000

the

Cobb County, Georgia, Jail.
2. The group was originally organized by seven founding
members known as "Pillars" w i t h i n the prison system. A l l
GFG members can trace their

directly back to

one of the seven founding "Pillars:" J E F F R E Y
BOURASSA,
DAVID GENE POWELL,
Propps, Jr.

Joseph M.

indicted herein, and others k n o w n

and unknown to the Grand Jury.
3. Female leaders are termed a "First Lady." Those who have
held the "First Lady" position have

but are not

limited to: Genevieve Waits, K a y l i Brewer, Samantha
Miller and Hailey Danielle Sizemore.
4. Since its founduig, GFG has expanded outside of the prison
system and its members and associates are f o u n d
throughout the Northern District of Georgia, and elsewhere.
5. GFG has a detailed and u n i fo rm structure,

which

members achieve various ranks and responsibilities w i t h i n
the enterprise. Ranks and titles

but are not

to, state-wide coordinator, state-wide bookkeeper, state-
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wide policy and procedures, state-wide security, state-wide
violator, state-wide structure board, state-wide education
coordinator, state-wide living coordinator, state-wide
communications coordinator, state-wide investigator, statewide enforcement coordinator, state-wide recruiter, statewide planning and strategy, state-wide treasury, state-wide
legal coordinator, state-wide meeting coordinator, and
state-wide current event coordinator.
6. Within the prison system, GFG structure includes, but is not
limited to, the Capo (leader), chief of security, chief
chief violator, treasurer, bookkeeper, educator,
and investigator.
7. GFG members recruit prospective members inside and
outside of the prison system. New members are required to
memorize gang literature and recite gang oaths upon
demand. Prior to initiation into the gang, three GFG
members physically beat the prospective member for 76
seconds, an act known as

for 76." Following the beat-in

initiation, a GFG member sends the newly initiated GFG
member's information to a state-wide bookkeeper, who
w o u l d then assign the newly initiated GFG member a
unique identifying number.
8. GFG members use robust symbolism i n their identification
as members of the enterprise. GFG members wear green
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clothing and use the color green frequently i n social media
posts and communications.
9. The number 7 has an important role i n GFG and is used for
identification, communication, and organization. GFG was
founded by 7

the letter " G " is the

of the

alphabet, the gang uses a seven pointed star as an
identifying symbol, and members use phrases such as "on
my seven," and "seven love" when speaking w i t h each
other. When calling a

GFG call i t a "7." Members

also use the numbers "767" and "76.7,"

their

communications w i t h each other. "767" correlates,
alphanumerically, to the letters "GFG" i n the alphabet.
GFG uses "76.7" to show that a member was "brought
the gang by one of the Pillars. This number gives the
members special status w i t h i n the gang. GFG members are
expected to recite "the seven words of faith" which are " I
am f u l l y prepared for all consequences."
10. GFG members commonly have tattoos using these various
GFG symbols to show their loyalty and affiliation.
11. Members of GFG use a series of codes to communicate w i t h
one another, and evade law enforcement. Some of these
codes are "7 6 12", which stands alphanumerically for the
letters G-F-L, which represents "Ghost Face love," "6:20,"
which stands for "forever true," "16:61", which stands for
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affiliated forever and forever affiliated, "1919" stands for
stay quiet, or secret silent, "13," which stands for "all
crackers," representing GFG's status as a white gang.
12. Upon release f r o m prison, GFG members are expected to
their role w i t h i n the gang, and continue to commit
criminal acts on behalf of the GFG enterprise.
13. Incarcerated GFG members regularly communicate w i t h
members and associates outside of prison to facilitate drug
transactions, fraud, money

and other illegal

activity using smuggled cell phones, letters, and social
media.

OVERT ACTS
8. I n furtherance of the conspiracy, and to effect the objects and purposes
thereof, the defendants and others not named as defendants herein committed
various overt acts, including, but not limited to, the following:
1. GFG was formed by the seven Pillars

the Cobb County

Jail i n the year 2000 and has spread throughout the Georgia
Prison System.
2. I n or about 2001, while both were in prison, D A V E G E N E
POWELL,

"Davo," tattooed the words "Ghost Face"

on the inside right bicep of M D , one of the Pillars of GFG.
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3. On or about March 11, 2002, JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,
"Kid," sold
approximately 14.06 grams of cocaine.
JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,

4. On or about March

"Kid," sold
approximately 27.88 grams of cocaine.
5. On or about May 9, 2002, JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,
"JB,"

"Babyface"

"Kid," possessed w i t h

to distribute approximately 60 grams of marijuana,
two digital scales, zip-lock bags and a shotgun at his
residence.
6. On or about January 24, 2004, JEFFREY A L A N
BOURASSA,

"JB,"

"Babyface"

"Kid,"

shot CB i n the shoulder w i t h a firearm over a drug debt
causing serious bodily harm.
7. On a date unknown, but i n or about mid-2004 to early 2005,
JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,

"JB,"

"Kid," assisted by others, paid off a
witness and CB, the victim of the shooting, to keep silent
and not to testify about the shooting.
8. I n or about late 2004 to early 2005, C H E R I L E A R A U
approached CB, the victim of the shooting, and attempted
to persuade h i m not to testify against her son, JEFFREY
BOURASSA,

"JB,"

13
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9. I n or about 2005 or 2006, JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,
using a
contraband smuggled cell phone while i n prison, organized
the pick up of approximately five pounds of
methamphetamine to a third party.
On or about March 24, 2006, D A V I D G E N E POWELL,
"Davo," and JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,
"JB,"

"Babyface"

"Kid," conspired to purchase

1000 Xanax pills.
11. On or about March 24, 2006, D A V I D G E N E POWELL,
"Davo,"

M A to get away f r o m the scene

after shooting at the drug dealer, fled

the stolen car, and

was picked up by JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,
"JB,"

and other GFG

members and associates.
12. On or about June 8, 2006, JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,
"JB,"

"Kid," and other GFG

members possessed approximately 425.8 grams of
marijuana, $6,471, and a Smith & Wesson 9mm, a firearm,
which was stolen f r o m the Cobb County, GA, Sheriff's
Office.
13. I n or about July through August, 2008, JEFFREY A L A N
BOURASSA,

"JB," a/Va "Babyface"
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C H E R I L E A RAU, along w i t h several other GFG members,
sold large quantities of marijuana.
O n or about July 3, 2008, C H E R I L E A R A U and JEFFREY
ALAN BOURASSA,

a/Va

a/Va

" K i d , " imported large quantities Alprazolam (Xanax) f r o m
Argentina and sold the drugs i n the Northern District of
Georgia.
15. On or about July 31, 2008, JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,
a/Va "JB," a/Va

a/Va " K i d , " shipped at least

two boxes of marijuana f r o m California to Hiram, Georgia.
16. O n or about August 6, 2008, C H E R I L E A R A U and
JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,

"JB,"

a/Va " K i d , " planned and discussed picking up
drugs f r o m a local P.O. Box; they then went to a post office
and retrieved packages.
17. On or about August 30, 2008, C H E R I L E A R A U and
JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,

"JB,"

"Babyface"

a/Va " K i d , " aided by K M and JGB, withdrew drug money
f r o m a bank, and purchased certificates of deposit i n the
names of children to conceal the true owners of the money
and the illegal source of the money.
18. I n or about 2009, D A V I D G E N E POWELL,
recruited C H

"Davo,"

GFG at Augusta State Medical prison; C H
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was beaten into the gang by fighting POWELL and two
other GFG inmates for 76 seconds.
I n or about 2009, D A V I D G E N E P O W E L L ,
made telephone calls f r o m jail on a contraband cell phone to
Genevieve Waits, ordering her to bring phones and drugs
to the prison where the packages w o u l d then be thrown
over the fence of the prison to him. During 2009 and 2010,
while D A V I D G E N E P O W E L L

"Davo," was i n

prison, Genevieve Waits w o u l d facilitate the delivery of
multiple packages of drugs and cell phones to the prison for
POWELL.
20. O n or about November 23, 2009, CA, a Ghost Face gang
member, along w i t h others, shot and killed R N i n
retaliation for a home invasion at CA's house.
21. I n or about February 2011, through August 2011, D A V I D
G E N E POWELL,

the help of corrupt

prison guards, smuggled approximately 500 grams of
methamphetamine into Phillips State Prison

sale.

22. O n or about January 15, 2011, Samantha Miller attempted
to smuggle marijuana into Calhoun State Prison for an
inmate.
23. Between i n or around 2010 and 2011, on numerous
occasions, Joseph McKinley Propps, Jr.
Marc Avon

and

"Ghost," sold quantities of
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methamphetamine, cocaine, pills and Marc Avon
sold firearms to others.
24. O n or about March 9, 2013, JEFFREY A L A N
a/k/a

"Babyface"

"Kid," possessed

marijuana and $4800.00 in United States Currency.
25. On or about A p r i l 12, 2013, JEFFREY A L A N BOURASSA,
a/Va

a/Va "Babyface" a/Va "Kid," possessed

marijuana, methamphetamine and $1490.00 i n United States
Currency.
26. I n or about October and November of 2013, Genevieve
Waits sold methamphetamine on at least two occasions to
GFG member M D .
27. On or about November 25, 2013, Joseph Mckinley Propps,
Jr,

"JP/" possessed distribution amounts of

methamphetamine w i t h the intent to distribute, $1800.00,
and a quantity of marijuana.
28. O n or about February 4, 2014, James Phillips (now
deceased), a GFG member, shot at a Cobb County Police
Officer five times causing serious bodily injury; Phillips
stated to his GFG companion, "this is what it means to be
Ghost Face," prior to

the officer.

29. On or about A p r i l 26, 2014, GFG member CDH, along w i t h
other GFG, used smuggled cell phones while in prison to
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extort and defraud at least one victim i n Rome, Georgia, of
$933.00.
30. On or about October 30, 2014, Marc Avon
possessed w i t h intent to distribute
methamphetamine and other illegal drugs, including
alprazolam,

oxycodone, and marijuana.

31. On or about June 12, 2014, GFG member

while i n

prison, coordinated w i t h other GFG members to pay
Gangster Disciple DG to shoot at the house of a witness i n
retaliation for testifying against C A i n his trial for murder.
32. I n or about 2014, H G was beaten into GFG by Christopher
Steven Jones

and two others for 76 seconds.

33. I n or about 2014, while i n prison, T W was beaten

GFG

by 7 GFG for 76 seconds.
34. On or about A p r i l 20, 2015, C H E R I L E A R A U sent a letter
to a GFG Pillar (in prison) w i t h a police report showing that
Pillar D A V I D G E N E POWELL,

"Davo," was willing

to cooperate i n a criminal incident against Pillar JEFFREY
ALAN BOURASSA,

"JB,"

"Babyface" a/Va

"Kid," to reveal the violation of GFG rules.
35. On or about November 20, 2015, C H E R I L E A R A U mailed
GFG literature to JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,
a/Va "Babyface" a / V a "Kid" (in custody).
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36. I n or about December of 2015, JEFFREY A L A N
BOURASSA,

"Babyface" a/Va "Kid,"

while i n prison, promoted TW to the prison position of
Lt. Violator.
37. On or about January 21, 2016, Genevieve Waits, texted
Kayli Brewer, who held the position of First Lady, that she
(Brewer) needed to delete a photo f r o m Facebook, advising
"as u know w i t h your position comes great responsibility
and u are now under scrutiny f r o m
38. On or about February 7, 2016, JEFFREY A L A N
BOURASSA, a/Va "JB," a/Va "Babyface" a/Va "Kid,"
while i n prison, called

Brewer and told her to "step

up and take over," and to "just listen to what I tell you."
Kayli Brewer then sent a text to Samantha Miller that she
is ready to "be i n control and make shit happen."
39. On or about A p r i l 19, 2016, Kayli Brewer organized the
"beat-in" of JM,

"Frog," which was video recorded, i n

which approximately three GFG members and associates
physically assaulted JM a/Va "Frog;" the f i l m of the "beati n " was f o u n d on Kayli Brewer's phone.
40. On or about July 5, 2016, V I C T O R M A N U E L DeJESUS
carjacked a woman i n Marietta, Georgia, at
threatening to k i l l the victim; DeJESUS drove the stolen car
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to pick up fellow GFG member Christopher Marlow,

41. On or about July 5, 2016, while Christopher Marlow,
"Loko," drove the car and they fled f r o m police i n the
carjacked car, V I C T O R M A N U E L DeJESUS shot at a
pursuing deputy Sheriff.
42. I n or about June, 2016, JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,
"JB," a/Va

a/Va "Kid," while i n prison,

promoted TW (then out of prison) to the position of
Statewide Coordmator; B O U R A S S A

TW to

create a statewide roster and assign Capos over the 12
regions of Georgia, as divided by a map used by the G A
Department of Family and Children's Services.
43. During the summer of 2016, Marc Avon
"Ghost," while i n prison, coordinated at least four separate
sales to BP (who was outside the
prison).
44. During i n or around the summer of 2016, BP traveled to
Virginia and New York to conduct at least six
methamphetamine sales on behalf of
45. Between A p r i l 10, 2016 and A p r i l 23, 2016, Marc Avon
"Ghost," while i n prison sent text messages
to Kayli Brewer ordering a violation and request to
"blacklist," or remove someone f r o m GFG.
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46. On or about A p r i l 14, 2016, Samantha Miller sent a text
message to Kayli Brewer stating that they (Miller and
Brewer) need to send Pillar D A V I D G E N E P O W E L L
and for Kayli Brewer to send the

a
money to

mother.

47. On or about A p r i l 20, 2016, Marc Avon Lefevre, a/Va
"Ghost," while

prison, sent a text message to Kayli

Brewer stating that

needed a copy of the "new l i t "

to pass out.
48. On or about May 3, 2016, Samantha Miller sent a text
message to Kayli Brewer stating that Kayli Brewer is
"approved to do whatever she wants to do."
49. On or about May 5, 2016, Christopher Lasher,
"Retta," sent a text message to Kayli Brewer about beating
another person who falsely claimed to be a Capo; Kayli
Brewer responded via text message, instructing Lasher to
"..

h i m up and cover his ass up."

50. On or about May 14, 2016, G F G CB requested permission
via text message f r o m Kayli Brewer to "smash on site"
another member.
51. On or about May 9, 2016, Genevieve Waits sent a text
message to Kayli Brewer about a person they believed was
a snitch; Waits instructed Brewer to "smash h i m and tell
h i m to quit claiming."
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a/k/a

52. On or about July 15, 2016,

"Retta," and another GFG member JB (not Bourassa)
planned to pick up illegal drugs; Lasher was then seen at
JB's house.
53. On or about July 15, 2016, Christopher Lasher, a/k/a
•"Retta," later traveled to a motel room where other GFG
members were located to sell drugs.
On or about August

Christopher Lasher,

"Retta," possessed illegal drugs.
55. I n or around December, 2016, JEFFREY A L A N
BOURASSA, a/k/a "JB," a/k/a "Babyface" a/k/a "Kid,"
while i n prison, ordered GFG member J O N A T H A N
STUBBS to cut off victim GFG member JBB's tattoo and to
beat h i m out of the gang because victim JBB violated GFG
rules.
56. I n or around December, 2016, upon order of JEFFREY
A L A N BOURASSA, a/k/a "JB," a/k/a "Babyface" a/k/a
"Kid," J O N A T H A N STUBBS and Christopher Jarman
Davis kidnaped victim JBB.
57. I n December of 2016, upon order of JEFFREY A L A N
BOURASSA, a/k/a "JB," a/k/a "Babyface" a/k/a "Kid," and
J O N A T H A N STUBBS held victim JBB at gunpoint, and
Christopher Jarman Davis, using a knife, forcibly cut off
victim JBB's GFG tattoo, causing serious bodily harm.
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58. I n October of 2016, JEFFRY A L A N BOURASSA,
"Babyface"

"Kid," while i n prison, told GFG

TW to take a GFG pillar seat at the table.
59. On October 29, 2016, R I C H A R D B R I A N SO S E B E E ,
"Dirty," and another person, ED, conspired to conduct an
illegal drug transaction w i t h a third person, M C .
60. On October 29, 2016, during the drug transaction described
above, R I C H A R D B R I A N S O S E B E E ,

"Dirty," shot

M C i n the eye, causing serious bodily injury.
61. On or about October 29, 2016, R I C H A R D B R I A N
SOSEBEE, a/Va "Dirty," and ED fled frona the police after
the shooting.
On or about December 2, 2016, C O D Y R Y A N T O D D and
other GFG members kidnaped GFG member CKG because
CKG had violated GFG rules.
63. On or about December 2, 2016, C O D Y R Y A N T O D D and
other GFG members beat CKG causing serious bodily injury
by kicking h i m and beating h i m i n the head until he was
unconscious, and by attempting to p u l l out his teeth w i t h
pliers.
64. On or about December 12, 2016, Marc Avon

a/Va

"Ghost," while i n prison at Wheeler State Prison, claimed
he was i n charge of

GFG policy and by-laws;

Lefevre also possessed a "shank" i n his cell.
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65. O n or about February 13, 2017, J O N A T H A N STUBBS
committed an armed carjacking i n Chattanooga, TN.
66. O n or about February 7, 2017, JEFFREY A L A N
B O U R A S S A , a/k/a

"Babyface"

"Kid,"

while i n custody at the Georgia Hayes State prison,
possessed GFG literature

his cell, including a roster of

current GFG members and their inmate numbers.
67. O n or about March 8, 2017, W I L L I A M J. G O O D M A N ,
a/Va "J. Been

good,"

aided and

abetted by other GFG members, attempted to murder TG by
stabbing h i m i n the neck and back, causing serious bodily
harm, because G O O D M A N thought TG had violated GFG
rules.
68. I n or about 2017, T O B Y JAMES O G L E T R E E , while i n
prison, collected money f r o m other GFG members to put i n
their "green box" to take care of other GFG members.
I n or about 2017, T O B Y JAMES O G L E T R E E , while m
prison, sent money to his wife via Green Dot Cards; she
maintained the money outside the prison and distributed it
as O G L E T R E E directed; some of the money came f r o m the
"phone scam" fraud conducted by inmates on contraband
cell phones.
70. O n or about A p r i l 22, 2017, Samantha Miller set up a video
meetmg w i t h incarcerated GFG Pillars D A V I D G E N E
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POWELL, a/k/a

and Joseph M. Propps, Jr.,

"JP," w i t h those on the outside, including GFG Hailey
Danielle Sizemore and other GFG members, to discuss
gang business and appoint leaders.
71. On or about May 7, 2017, and on or about July 19, 2016,
T O B Y JAMES O G L E T R E E distributed methamphetamine
i n the Valdosta State prison; on these two dates O G L E T R E E
was transported to either Atlanta Medical Center South or
Georgia Medical Center for treatment, and he arranged to
have someone drop methamphetamine into the van he rode
i n while the van was parked outside the medical center; on
these two trips, O G L E T R E E has brought i n quantities of 4
oz. and then 8 oz.
72. O n or about May 17, 2017, D A V I D G E N E POWELL,
"Davo," spoke w i t h t w o other GFG members on a threeway call f r o m prison coordinated by Samantha Miller;
P O W E L L warned the GFG members that he ruled w i t h an
iron fist, and that if he had any trouble he w o u l d have
others follow his orders and "have it dealt w i t h . "
73. I n or about June of 2017, Christopher Steven Jones, a/Va
"Red," while i n prison, directed GFG members TZ and JH,
who were outside the prison, to conduct at least twenty
methamphetamine transactions of 4 - 6 oz. each time, i n
excess of 500 grams.
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74. On or about June 13, 2017, GFG Member R D and an
accomplice k n o w n to the grand jury murdered two Baldwin
Correctional Officers.
75. On or about July 8, 2017, Randall Arthur Lee Chumley
possessed a firearm after having been convicted of a felony
offense.
76. On or about August 5, 2017, Joseph M. Propps,
while i n prison, sent a photo of what appeared to be a bag
of methamphetamine to another GFG, and offered to
supply h i m w i t h methamphetamine.
77. On or about September

GFG member SS

murdered Polk County Detective Kristen Hearn.
78. On or about November 24, 2017, Hailey Danielle
Sizemore,

as a

Lady," contacted TW and

directed h i m to violate another GFG member.
79. O n or about November 26, 2017, Christopher Steven
Jones,

"Red," while

prison, contacted TW, told h i m

he had spoken w i t h Hailey Danielle Sizemore, and
ordered h i m to make sure the violation against the GFG
member happened.
80. On or about November

Christopher Steven

Jones, a/Va "Red," sent $160.00 on a Green Dot card to TW
for travel expenses incurred while looking for the GFG
member to violate.
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81. On or about December 3, 2017, TW went to the home of
Hailey Danielle Sizemore for a "7;" Sizemore had
methamphetamine and marijuana i n a drawer; Sizemore
asked TW if he knew anyone who w o u l d like to buy the
drugs.
82. On or about December 11, 2017, K E V I N S C O T T S O S E B E E ,
shot at a police officer who pulled over a car
i n which S O S E B E E was riding.
83. On or about December 11, 2017, K E V I N S C O T T S O S E B E E
methamphetamuie for Hailey

was
Danielle Sizemore.
84. On or about December

GFG Hailey Danielle

Sizemore, along w i t h C H R I S T O P H E R S T E V E N JONES,
a/Va "Red," offered to sell 10 oz. of methamphetamine for
$5,000.00; Samantha Miller agreed that her house was to be
the location of the methamphetamine deal.
85. On or about December 13, 2017, while K E V I N S C O T T
SOSEBEE, a/Va "Sosa," was hiding f r o m police, Hailey
Danielle Sizemore procured a hotel room for him.
86. On or about December 15, 2017, when police searched for
K E V I N S C O T T SOSEBEE, a / V a "Sosa," they found h i m
w i t h Hailey Danielle Sizemore.
87. On or about December 18, 2017, Christopher Lasher,
"Retta," while i n prison, offered to sell methamphetamuie
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to TW after he heard about the failed deal on December 13,
2017, described above.
88. On or about December

Christopher Lasher, a/k/a

while i n prison, set up a meeting between TW and
Kayli Brewer for the purpose of TW buying
methamphetamine; Kayli Brewer and TW spoke on the
phone to arrange the drug deal.
On or about December 19, 2017, TW and Kayli Brewer
drove to the home of Brittany Nicole Jones, and T W
bought

lb. of methamphetamine f r o m Brittney Nicole

Jones for $4,000, as directed by Christopher Lasher, a/k/a
"Retta," and Kayli Brewer.
On or about December

T O B Y JAMES

O G L E T R E E , while i n prison declared war on the Aryan
Brotherhood gang, i n retaliation for the murder of a GFG
member i n prison.
91. On or about December

Kelly Ray Shiflett

possessed a firearm after having been convicted of a felony
offense
92. On or about January 7, 2018, Marc Avon

a/k/a

"Ghost," f r o m prison, called TW to discuss upcoming
methamphetamine deals he was planning and discussed
buying a gun.
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offense; he also had methamphetamme and an illegal
sawed-off shotgun.
95. O n or about February

D A V I D GENE POWELL,

a/k/a "Davo," and other GFG on members, including TOBY
OGLETREE and Samantha Miller, agreed to assault
and/or to "cut the patch off" of a GFG member for
violations of GFG rules.

Notice of Enhanced Sentencing
1.

The following defendants joined and remained i n the RICO conspiracy

knowing and agreeing that members of the enterprise w o u l d commit acts
involving murder, i n violation of Official Code of Georgia Section 16-5-1, that is,
u n l a w f u l l y and w i t h malice aforethought, either express or implied, causes the
death of another human being:
•

JEFFREY A L A N BOURASSA, a/k/a "JB," "Babyface"
and "Kid,"
D A V I D GENE POWELL,

•

"Davo,"and

R I C H A R D B R I A N SOSEBEE, a/k/a " D i r t y . "

2. The following defendants joined and remained i n the RICO conspiracy
knowing and agreeing that members of the enterprise w o u l d commit i n acts
involving illegal narcotics distribution, i n violation of Title 21, United States
Code, Sections 841(a)(1), and (b)(l)(A)(viii) and 846,
•

JEFFREY A L A N BOURASSA, a/k/a "JB," "Babyface"
and "Kid," at least 500 grams of methamphetamine;
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2. The

defendants

and remained i n the RICO conspiracy

knowing and agreeing that members of the enterprise w o u l d commit i n acts
involving illegal narcotics distribution, i n violation of Title 21, United States
Code, Sections 841(a)(1), and (b)(1)(A)(viii) and 846,
•

JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,

"Babyface"

and "Kid," at least 500 grams of methamphetamine;
DAVID GENE POWELL,

"Davo," at least 500

grams of
A l l i n violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1962(d).

COUNT TWO
{Conspiracy to Traffic a Controlled Substance)
{21 U.S.C. § 846)
1.

on or about March 22, 2002 and

until i n or around

the date of this indictment, i n the Northern District of Georgia and elsewhere, the
defendants, D A V I D G E N E P O W E L L , a/Va

JEFFREY A L A N

B O U R A S S A , a/Va "JB," "Babyface" and "Kid," C H E R I L E A R A U , JOSEPH
M. PROPPS, a/Va "JP/' M A R C A V O N L E F E V R E ,
CHRISTOPHER LASHER,

a/Va "Ghost,"

"Retta," G E N E V I E V E W A I T S , T O B Y JAM ES

O G L E T R E E , C H R I S T O P H E R S T E V E N JONES,

"Red," S A M A N T H A

M I L L E R , H A I L E Y D A N I E L L E S I Z E M O R E , K A Y L I BREWER, and B R I T T A N Y
N I C O L E JONES, d i d knowmgly and w i l l f u l l y ,
agree, and have a tacit

conspire, confederate,

w i t h one another to violate Title 21, United
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States Code, Section 841(a)(1), that is, to knowingly and intentionally distribute
and possess w i t h the intent to distribute a controlled substance, said conspiracy
involving:
a. at least 500 grams of a substance containing a detectable amount of
methamphetamine, a Schedule I I controlled substance, pursuant to
Title 21, United States Code, Sections 841(a)(1) and (b)(l)(A)(viii), as
to defendants D A V I D G E N E P O W E L L ,
A L A N BOURASSA,

JEFFREY

"JB," JOSEPH M. PROPPS, a / V a "JP/'

M A R C A V O N L E F E V R E , JR,

CHRISTOPHER

L A S H E R , a/Va "Retta," G E N E V I E V E W A I T S , TOBY JAMES
O G L E T R E E , S A M A N T H A M I L L E R , K A Y L I BREWER, H A I L E Y
D A N I E L L E S I Z E M O R E , B R I T T N E Y JONES and C H R I S T O P H E R
S T E V E N JONES, a/Va "Red/'
b. a substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine, a Schedule I I
controlled substance, pursuant to Title 21, United States Code,
Sections 841(a)(1) and 841(b)(1)(C) as to defendants JEFFREY A L A N
BOURASSA, a/Va "JB," "Babyface," and "Kid," and G E N E V I E V E
WAITS; and
c. a mixture and substance containing a detectable amount of
marijuana, a Schedule I controlled substance, all in violation of Title
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21, United States Code, Sections 841(a)(1) and (b)(1)(B), as to
defendants JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,
and "Kid," C H E R I L E A R A U , G E N E V I E V E W A I T S , and
SAMANTHA MILLER;
d. a substance containing Alprazolam, a Schedule IV controlled
substance, i n violation of Title 21, United States Code, Sections
841(a)(1) and (b)(1)(E) as to defendants JEFFREY L A N B O U R A S S A ,
"Babyface," and "Kid," and C H E R I L E A R A U ;
A l l m violation of Title 21, United States Code, Section 846.

COUNT THREE
(Carjacking)
U.S.C. §2119)
On or about July

i n the Northern District of Georgia, the defendant,

V I C T O R M A N U E L DEJESUS, a/Va " V G Vic," w i t h the intent to cause death
and serious bodily harm, did take a motor vehicle that had been transported,
shipped and received i n hiterstate commerce, that is, a 2001 Mercury Marquis,
f r o m the person and presence of KG, by

violence and

in

violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 2119.

C O U N T FOUR
(Attempted Murder)
(18 U.S.C. § 1959(a)(5))
1. A t all times relevant to this Indictment, the GFG, as more f u l l y described
i n Paragraphs 1-8 of Count One of this Indictment, which are re-alleged and
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incorporated by reference as though f u l l y set forth herein, constituted an
enterprise as defmed i n Title 18, United States Code, Section 1959(b)(2), namely
the GFG, that is, a group of

associated i n fact, which was engaged in

and the activities of which, affected interstate and foreign commerce. The GFG
constituted an ongoing organization whose members functioned as a conttnuhig
unit

a common purpose of achieving the objectives of the enterprise.
2. A t all times relevant to this Indictment, the above-described enterprise,

through its members and associates, engaged i n

activity, as

i n Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1959(b)(1) and 1961(1), namely, murder,
including attempted murder, and conspiracy to murder, i n violation of Georgia
law, O.C.G.A. §

& 16-4-6 (attempt), and 16-4-8 (conspiracy);

Robbery, i n violation of Georgia law, O.C.G.A. § 16-8-40; 16-4-1; 16-4-8; and 16-544.1;
offenses

i n violation of Georgia law, O.C.G.A. § 16-5-40; Multiple
Distribution of controlled substances, including multiple

grams of methamphetamine, cocaine, illegal prescription pills and marijuana,
violation of Title 21, United States Code, Sections 841(a)(1) and 846; Multiple acts
indictable under: Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1512 and 1513,

to

tampering w i t h a witness; Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1956 and 1957,
relating to money laundering; Title 18, United States Code, Section 1343 relathig
to wire fraud.
3. On or about July 5, 2016, i n the Northern District of Georgia, the
defendants, V I C T O R M A N U E L DEJESUS,

Vic," aided and abetted

by C H R I S T O P H E R M A R L O W ,

attempt to murder Deputy

Sheriff KB, by knowingly and unlawfully

at Deputy Sheriff KB w i t h a
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firearm, i n violation of the Official Code of Georgia Annotated, § 16-5-1 and
§ 16-4-6, for the purpose of

and

position w i t h i n the

Gangsters, an enterprise engaged i n racketeering activity.
A l l m violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1959(a)(5) and Section
2.
COUNT FIVE
(Use of Firearm During Crime of Violence)
U.S.C. § 924(c))
On or about July 5, 2016, i n the Northern District of Georgia, the defendant,
V I C T O R M A N U E L DEJESUS,
MARLOW,

""VG Vic," and C H R I S T O P H E R

aided and abetted by each another, d i d use and carry

a firearm during and i n relation to a crime of violence, that is the shooting and
attempted murder charged i n Count Four of the Indictment, and during and i n
relation to the commission of the offense, d i d discharge the firearm, i n violation
of Title 18, United States Code, Section 924(c)(1)(A)(iii) and Section 2.

C O U N T SIX
(Attempted Murder)
(18 U.S.C. § 1959(a)(5))
1. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Count Four of this Indictment are re-alleged and
incorporated by reference as though f u l l y set forth herein.
2. O n or about October 29, 2016, i n the Northern District of Georgia, the
defendant, R I C H A R D B R I A N SOSEBEE,

"Dirty," d i d

unlawfully attempt to murder MC, by shooting victim M C i n the face, i n
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violation of the Official Code of Georgia Annotated, § 16-5-1 and 16-4-6, for the
purpose of maintaining and increasing position i n the Ghost Face Gangsters, an
enterprise engaged i n racketeering activity, all i n violation of Title 18, United
States Code, Section 1959(a)(5).

COUNT SEVEN
(Felon in possession of firearm)
(18 U.S.C. § 922(g))
On or about October 29, 2016, i n the Northern District of Georgia, the
defendant, R I C H A R D B R I A N SOSEBEE,

after having been

convicted of at least one of the following felony offenses: Felon i n Possession of a
Firearm, i n the Superior Court of Hall County, Georgia, on or about October 18,
2011; and Violation of the Georgia Controlled Substances Act, i n the Superior
Court of Cobb County, Georgia, on or about December

d i d possess a

firearm, that is, a Rohm .22 magnum, which had been shipped and transported
i n interstate and foreign commerce, i n violation of Title 18, United States Code,
Section 922(g)(1).

COUNT EIGHT
(Use of Firearm During Crime of Violence)
(18 U.S.C. § 924(c))
On or about October 29, 2016, in the Northern District of Georgia, the
defendant, R I C H A R D B R I A N SO S E B E E ,

"Dirty," d i d use and carry a

during and i n relation to a crime of violence, that is the attempted
murder charge i n Count Six above, and during and in relation to the
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commission of the offense, d i d discharge the firearm, i n violation of Title 18,
United States Code, Section 924(c)(1)(A)(iii).

COUNT NINE
(Kidnapping)
(18 U.S.C. § 1959(a)(1))
1. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Count Four i n this indictment are re-alleged and
incorporated by reference as though f u l l y set forth herein.
2. I n or about December of 2016, i n the Northern District of Georgia, the
defendants, C H R I S T O P H E R J A R M A N D A V I S , J O N A T H A N STUBBS,
JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A , a/k/a "JB," a/k/a "Babyface" a/k/a "Kid," aided
and abetted by one another and others

to the Grand Jury, d i d

knowingly and unlawfully kidnap victim JBB, i n violation of the Official Code of
Georgia Annotated §16-5-40, for the purpose of maintaining and increasing
position i n the Ghost Face Gangsters, an enterprise engaged i n racketeering

A l l i n violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1959(a)(1) and Section
2.
COUNT TEN
(Maiming)
(18 U.S.C. § 1959(a)(2))
1. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Count Four of this Indictment are re-alleged and
incorporated by reference as though f u l l y set forth herein.
2. I n or about December 2016, i n the Northern District of Georgia, the
defendants, C H R I S T O P H E R J A R M A N D A V I S , J O N A T H A N STUBBS, and
JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A , a/k/a "JB," a/k/a "Babyface" a/k/a "Kid," aided
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and abetted by one another and others unknown to the Grand Jury, d i d
knowingly and unlawfully assault and maim JBB w i t h a knife, by cutting into his
skin to remove a tattoo, i n violation of the Official Code of Georgia Annotated
§ 16-5-24, for the purpose of maintaining and increasing position i n the Ghost
Face Gangsters, an enterprise engaged i n racketeering
A l l i n violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1959(a)(2) and Section
2.
COUNT ELEVEN
(Kidnapping)
(18 U.S.C. § 1959(a)(1))
1. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Count Four of this Indictment are re-alleged and
incorporated by reference as though f u l l y set forth herein.
2. On or about December 2, 2016, i n the Northern District of Georgia, the
defendant, C O D Y R Y A N T O D D and D A V I D G E N E POWELL,
aided and abetted by each other and others k n o w n and unknown to the Grand
Jury, d i d knowingly and unlawfully kidnap CKB, i n violation of the Official
Code of Georgia Annotated, § 16-5-40, for the purpose of

and

increasing position i n the Ghost Face Gangsters, an enterprise engaged i n
racketeering
A l l i n violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1959(a)(1) and Section
2.

COUNT TWELVE
(Assault with Serious Bodily Injury)
(18 U.S.C. § 1959(a)(3))
1. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Count Four of this Indictment are re-alleged and

incorporated by reference as though f u l l y set forth herein.
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2. O n or about December 1, 2016, i n the Northern District of Georgia, the
defendant, C O D Y R Y A N T O D D and D A V I D G E N E P O W E L L ,
aided and abetted by each other and others k n o w n and u n k n o w n to the Grand
Jury, d i d knowingly and unlawfully assault CKB, resulting i n serious bodily
injury to CKB, i n violation of the Official Code of Georgia, § 16-5-21, for the
purpose of maintaining and increasing position i n the Ghost Face Gangsters, an
enterprise engaged i n racketeering activity.
A l l i n violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1959(a)(3) and Section
2.

COUNT THIRTEEN
{Attempted Murder)
(18 U.S.C. §
1. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Count Four of this Indictment are re-alleged and

incorporated by reference as though f u l l y set forth herein.
2. O n or about March

in the Northern District of Georgia, the

defendant, W I L L I A M J. G O O D M A N , a/Va

and "JGood,"

aided and abetted by others k n o w n and unknown to the Grand Jury, w i t h the
use of a dangerous weapon, d i d knowingly and unlawfully attempt to murder
TG, by stabbing TG w i t h a knife, i n violation of the Official Code of Georgia
Annotated, § 16-5-1 and 16-4-6, for the purpose of mamtainuig and increasing
position i n the Ghost Face Gangsters, an enterprise engaged i n racketeerhig
activity.
A l l i n violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1959(a)(5) and Section
2.
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COUNT FOURTEEN
(Attempted murder)
(18 U.S.C § 1959(a)(5))
1. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Count Four of this Indictment are re-alleged and
incorporated by reference as though f u l l y set forth herein.
2. O n or about December 12, 2017, in the Northern District of Georgia, the
defendant, K E V I N S C O T T S O S E B E E ,

d i d knowingly and

u n l a w f u l l y attempt to murder M H K , a Cobb County Police Officer, by shooting
at h i m w i t h a firearm i n violation of the Official Code of Georgia Annotated,
§ 16-5-1 and § 16-4-6, for the purpose of maintaining and increasing position i n
the Ghost Face Gangsters, an enterprise engaged i n racketeering activity.
A l l i n violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1959(a)(5).

COUNT FIFTEEN
(Use of Firearm During Crime of Violence)
(18 U.S.C. § 924(c))
On or about December

i n the Northern District of Georgia, the

defendant, K E V I N S C O T T S O S E B E E ,

"Sosa," d i d use and carry a firearm

and i n relation to a crime of violence, that is the attempted murder charge
i n Count Fourteen of the Indictment, and during and i n relation to the
commission of the offense, d i d discharge the firearm, i n violation of Title 18,
United States Code, Section 924(c)(1)(A)(iii).
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COUNT SIXTEEN
(Felon in possession of a firearm)
(18 U.S.C. § 922(g))
On or about, December 29, 2017, i n the Northern District of Georgia, the
defendant, K E L L Y R A Y S H I F L E T T , after

been convicted of at least one

of the following felony offenses i n the Superior Court of Cobb County, Georgia:
Violation of the Georgia Controlled Substances Act, on or about September 21,
2016, and Possession of a Controlled Substance on or about November 15, 2016,
did possess a firearm, that is a .40 caliber Clock pistol, which had been shipped
and transported i n interstate and foreign commerce, i n violation of Title 18,
United States Code, Section 922(g)(1).

COUNT SEVENTEEN
(Felon in possession of a firearm)
(U.S.C. § 922(g))
O n or about July

i n the Northern District of Georgia, the

defendant, R A N D A L L A R T H U R L E E C H U M L E Y , after havmg been
convicted of at least one of the following felony offenses i n the Superior Court
of Pickens County, Georgia: Burglary and Possession of Methamphetamine
on or about November 16, 2016, and Riot i n a Penal Institute, on or about
November 16, 2016, d i d possess a firearm, that is a .25 Caliber Titan pistol,
w h i c h had been shipped and transported i n interstate and foreign commerce,
i n violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 922(g)(1).
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C O U N T EIGHTEEN
(Felon in possession of a firearm)
(18 U.S.C. § 922(g)
On or about January

2018, in the Northern District of Georgia, the

defendant, R A N D A L L A R T H U R LEE CHUMLEY, after having been convicted
of at least one of the following felony offenses i n the Superior Court of Pickens
County, Georgia: Burglary and Possession of Methamphetamine on or about
November 16, 2016, and Riot in a Penal Institute, on or about November 16, 2016,
did possess a firearm, that is a shotgun,

had been shipped and transported

in interstate and foreign commerce, i n violation of Title 18, United States Code,
Section 922(g)(1).
C O U N T NINETEEN
(Possession of Methamphetamine with intent to distribute)
U.S.C. § 841)
On or about January 12, 2018, in the Northern District of Georgia, the
defendant, R A N D A L L A R T H U R LEE CHUMLEY, did knowingly and
intentionally possess w i t h the intent to distribute a controlled substance, a
substance containing a detectable amount of methamphetamine, a Schedule
controlled substance, pursuant to Title 21, United States Code, Sections 841(a)(1)
and 841(l)(B)(viii).

C O U N T TWENTY
(Use of Firearm During Drug Trafficking Crime)
(18 U.S.C.
924(c))
On or about January 12, 2018, in the Northern District of Georgia, the
defendant, R A N D A L L A R T H U R LEE CHUMLEY did possess a firearm i n
furtherance of a

trafficking crime, that is the possession w i t h the intent to
41
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distribute methamphetamine i n Count Nineteen of this Indictment, i n violation
of Title 18, United States Code, Section

(i).

COUNT TWENTY-ONE
(Possession of an NFA weapon)
(26 U.S.C. § 5861 and 5871)
On or about January 12, 2017, i n the Northern District of Georgia, the
defendant, R A N D A L L A R T H U R L E E C H U M L E Y , d i d possess a firearm made
i n violation of the National Firearms Act (NFA), and not registered to h i m as
required by the N F A , that is a shotgun w i t h a barrel less than 18 inches i n length,
i n violation of Title 26, United States Code, Sections

and 5871.

FORFEITURE PROVISION

Upon conviction of the offense alleged i n COUNT ONE of this Indictment,
the Defendants, JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,
"Kid," D A V I D G E N E POWELL,

"Davo," C H E R I L E A R A U , T O B Y

JAMES O G L E T R E E , V I C T O R M A N U E L DEJESUS,
R I C H A R D B R I A N SOSEBEE,

and

" V G Vic",

"Dirty," J O N A T H A N S T U B B S , C O D Y

R Y A N T O D D , and K E V I N S C O T T S O S E B E E , a/Va "Sosa," shall forfeit to the
United States pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 1963:
a.

A l l interests acquired and maintained i n violation of Title 18, Section
1962;

b.

A l l interests in, security of, claims against, or property or contractual
rights of any kind

a source of influence over, any

enterprise which a Defendant established, operated,
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conducted, or participated i n the conduct of, i n violation of Title 18,
United States Code, Section 1962; and
c.

A l l property constituting, or derived f r o m , proceeds obtained,
directly and indirectly, f r o m racketeering activity or unlawful debt
collection i n violation of Section 1962.

2. As a result of committing the offense alleged i n Count Two of this
Indictinent, the Defendants JEFFREY A L A N B O U R A S S A ,
and "Kid," D A V I D G E N E POWELL,

"Davo," C H E R I L E A

R A U , G E N E V I E V E W A I T S , T O B Y JAMES O G L E T R E E , C H R I S T O P H E R
S T E V E N JONES,

"Red," K A Y L I BREWER, JOSEPH M. PROPPS,

"JP," M A R C A V O N L E F E V R E , JR., a/Va "Ghost," C H R I S T O P H E R L A S H E R ,
a/Va/ "Retta,"

M I L L E R , H A I L E Y D A N I E L L E S I Z E M O R E , and

B R I T T A N Y N I C O L E JONES, shall forfeit to the United States pursuant to Titie
21, United States Code, Section 853; Titie 21, United States Code, Section 881(a);
and Titie 28, United States Code, Section 2461(c) any and all property
constituting or derived f r o m proceeds the said defendants obtained directly or
indirectly as a result of the offenses and any and all property used or intended to
be used i n any manner or part to commit or to facilitate the commission of a
violation alleged i n therein.
3. As a result of committing the offense alleged i n Count Three of this
Indictinent, the Defendant V I C T O R M A N U E L DEJESUS, a / V a " V G Vic," shall
forfeit to the United States, pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Sections
982(a)(5) and 981(a)(1)(C), all property, real and personal, which represents or is
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traceable to the gross proceeds obtained, directly and indirectly, as a result of
said offense, including but not limited to firearm listed below.
As a result of committing one or more of the offenses alleged i n Counts Three,
Five, Seven, Eight, Fifteen, Sixteen, Seventeen, and Eighteen of this Indictment,
the Defendant V I C T O R M A N U E L DEJESUS, a/k/a " V G V i c , " R I C H A R D
B R I A N SOSEBEE, a/k/a "DIRTY," K E V I N SCOTT SOSEBEE, a/k/a "Sosa,"
CHRISTOPHER M A R L O W , a/k/a "Loko," R A N D A L L A R T H U R LEE
CHUMLEY, and KELLY RAY SHIFLETT shall forfeit to the United States
pursuant to Title

United States Code, Section 924(d) and Title 28, United

States Code, Section 2461 all firearms and ammunition involved i n and used i n
the offense alleged i n said Counts below including but not limited to the
following:
a. The Rohm .22 magnum firearm referenced i n Count Seven, above;
b. The .25 Caliber Titan pistol referenced i n Count Seventeen, above
c. The shotgun referenced i n Count Eighteen, above; and
d. The .40 caliber Clock pistol referenced i n Count Sixteen, above.
5. Additionally, as a result of committing one or more of the offenses alleged
in Counts One through Eighteen of this Indictment, the Defendants JEFFREY
A L A N BOURASSA, a/k/a "JB," "Babyface," and " K i d , " D A V I D GENE
POWELL, a/k/a "Davo," CHERI LEA R A U , GENEVIEVE W A I T S , TOBY
JAMES OGLETREE, V I C T O R M A N U E L DEJESUS,

" V G Vic,"

R I C H A R D B R I A N SOSEBEE, a/k/a " D i r t y , " J O N A T H A N STUBBS,
CHRISTOPHER

D A V I S , CHRISTOPHER

JONES,

"Red," K A Y L I BREWER, W I L L I A M J. G O O D M A N , a/k/a "J. Been l i v i n '
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good" and

HEATHER RODGERS,

RYAN T O D D , K E V I N SCOTT SOSEBEE,
MARLOW,

Trouble," C O D Y
"Sosa," C H R I S T O P H E R

"Loko," JOSEPH M. PROPPS, JR., a/Va

AVON LEFEVRE,

MARC

"Ghost," C H R I S T O P H E R L A S H E R ,

"Retta,"

SAMANTHA MILLER, HAILEY DANIELLE SIZEMORE, BRITTANY
N I C O L E JONES, R A N D A L L A R T H U R L E E C H U M L E Y , and K E L L Y R A Y
S H I F L E T T shall forfeit to the United States pursuant to Title 18, United States
Code, Section 3665 the following firearm(s) possessed by and under the
immediate control of said defendants at the time of arrest;

6. Finally, if, as a result of any act or omission of a defendant, any property
subject to forfeiture:
a. cannot be located upon the exercise of due diligence;
b. has been transferred or sold to, or deposited w i t h , a third person
c. has been placed beyond the jurisdiction of the Court;
d. has been substantially diminished i n value; or
e. has been commingled w i t h other property which cannot be subdivided
without difficulty;
the United States hitends, pursuant to Title 18, United States Code,
982(b)(1); Title 21, United States Code, Section 853(p); and Title 28, United
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States Code, Section 2461(c), to seek forfeiture of any

property of said

defendant u p to the value of the forfeitable property.
BILL

FOREPERSON

BYUNG J. P A K
United States Attorney

M .

Assistant
United States
Georgia Bar No. 045737

Attorney

States
Georgia Bar No. 462455

Attorney

Assistant
United States
Ohio Bar No. 79910

Attorney

600 U.S. Courthouse • 75 Ted Turner Drive
Atlanta, GA 30303 404-581-6000
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Government’s Charge No. 1
O75.2
RICO – Conspiracy Offense
18 U.S.C. § 1962(d)
It’s a Federal crime for anyone associated with an enterprise whose
activities involve or affect interstate commerce to participate in conducting the
activities of the enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity.
A “conspiracy” is an agreement by two or more persons to commit an
unlawful act. In other words, it is a kind of partnership for criminal purposes.
Every member of the conspiracy becomes the agent or partner of every other
member.
The Government does not have to prove that all the people named in the
indictment were members of the plan, or that those who were members made any
kind of formal agreement. The heart of a conspiracy is the making of the unlawful
plan itself, so the Government does not have to prove that the conspirators
succeeded in carrying out the plan.
The Defendant can be found guilty only if all the following facts are proved

AO 72A
(Rev.8/82)

(1) two or more people agreed to try to accomplish an unlawful plan,
namely, to engage in a pattern of racketeering activity as charged
in the indictment;
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beyond a reasonable doubt:
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(2) the Defendant knowingly and willfully joined in the conspiracy;
(3) that the affairs of the enterprise affected instate or foreign
commerce;
(3) when the Defendant joined in the agreement, the specifically
intended either to personally participate in committing at least
two other acts of racketeering, or else to participate in the
enterprise’s affairs, knowing that other members of the
conspiracy would commit at least two other acts of racketeering.
A person may be a conspirator even without knowing all the details of the
unlawful plan or the names and identities of all the other alleged conspirators.
An “enterprise” includes any group of people associated for a common
purpose of engaging in a course of conduct. The government may prove the
existence of such an enterprise by evidence of an ongoing organization, formal
or informal, and by evidence that the various associates functioned as a
continuing unit.
A person is “associated with” an enterprise when he has an awareness of
something’s general existence. So, the Government must prove beyond a
reasonable doubt that the Defendant was aware of the general existence of the
enterprise described in the indictment.
A defendant conducts or participates in the affairs of the enterprise when he
agrees that a conspirator, including perhaps himself, would intentionally
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perform acts, functions or duties which are necessary to, or helpful in, the
operation of the enterprise, or that a conspirator had some part in directing the
enterprise’s affairs. However, the government need not prove that the
conspirator would exercise significant control over or within the enterprise.
The evidence in the case need not show that the alleged members of the
conspiracy entered into any express or formal agreement; or that they directly
discussed between themselves the details of the scheme and its purpose, or the
precise ways in which the purpose was to be accomplished. Neither must it be
proved that all of the persons charged to have been members of the conspiracy
were such, nor that the alleged conspirators actually succeeded in
accomplishing their unlawful objectives.
If the Defendant played only a minor part in the plan but had a general
understanding of the unlawful purpose of the plan – and willfully joined in the
plan on at least one occasion – that's sufficient for you to find the Defendant
guilty.
But, simply being present at the scene of an event or merely associating
with certain people and discussing common goals and interests doesn't establish
proof of a conspiracy. Also, a person who doesn't know about a conspiracy but
AO 72A
(Rev.8/82)
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happens to act in a way that advances some purpose of one doesn't automatically
become a conspirator.
“Interstate or foreign commerce” simply means business, trade or movement
between one state and another state, or between the United States and another
country. To show that the affairs of enterprise affected interstate or foreign
commerce, the government need only prove beyond a reasonable doubt either
that the activities of the enterprise considered in their entirety had some
minimal effect on interstate or foreign commerce, or that the enterprise was
“engaged in” interstate or foreign commerce. It is not necessary for the
government to prove that the individual racketeering acts themselves affected
interstate or foreign commerce or that each defendant engaged in, or his
activities affected, interstate or foreign commerce. Moreover, it is not
necessary for the government to prove that the defendant knew that the
enterprise would affect interstate or foreign commerce.
Racketeering activity includes any acts involving murder, attempted
murder, or robbery, any of which are chargeable under state law. It also
includes any drug offense chargeable under federal law. A “pattern of
racketeering activity” requires at least two acts of “racketeering activity” having
AO 72A
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been committed within ten years of each other. At least two of the predicate
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offenses must be connected by some common scheme, plan or motive so as to
be a pattern of criminal activity and not merely separate, isolated or
disconnected acts. Two racketeering acts may be “connected” even though the
specific conduct in each predicate offense is dissimilar or the predicate offenses
are not directly related to each other, provided that the racketeering acts are
related to the same enterprise. The government must also show continuity of the
racketeering acts, that is, that they extended over a period of time or that the
racketeering activity is part of a long-term association that exists for criminal
purposes, or that the racketeering activity is shown to be the regular way of
conducting the affairs of the enterprise.
With regard to acts involving murder, under Georgia law, a person commits
the offense of murder when he unlawfully and with malice aforethought, either
express or implied, causes the death of another human being.
Express malice is the deliberate intention unlawfully to take the life of
another human being which is manifested by external circumstances capable of
proof.
An attempt, under Georgia law, occurs when, with the intent to commit
the specific crime, any act is performed which constitutes a substantial step
AO 72A
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toward the commission of that crime.
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With regard to robbery, Georgia law defines robbery as the knowing and
willful taking of property from another person or from the immediate presence
of another by the use of force; or by intimidation, such as threat or coercion or
by placing such person in fear of immediate serious bodily injury to himself or
to another; or by sudden snatching. Armed robbery rests on the same definition
as robbery, but in addition requires that the defendant committed the robbery by
the use of an offensive weapon or device having the appearance of such a
weapon.
It is not necessary that the defendant participated in two racketeering acts
himself. Instead, in proving a racketeering conspiracy, as alleged in Count One,
the government must prove that the defendant agreed to either commit two acts
of racketeering or agreed that members of the conspiracy would commit at least
two acts of racketeering. It is therefore enough that the defendant agreed that
other gang members would commit at least two acts of racketeering. That is,
supporters of the criminal activity can be equally responsible as the perpetrators
of criminal activity; so long as they share a common purpose, conspirators are
liable for the acts of their co-conspirators. Thus, a conspiracy may exist even if
a particular conspirator does not agree to commit or facilitate every part of the
AO 72A
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substantive offense. It is only required that the defendant know the general
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nature and common purpose of the conspiracy and that the conspiracy extends
beyond his individual role.
The indictment need not specify which exact predicate racketeering acts that
the defendant agreed would be committed by some member of the conspiracy in
the conduct of the affairs of the enterprise. However, to convict the defendant in
Count One, you must be unanimous as to which type or types of predicate
racketeering activity the defendant agreed would be committed; for example, at
least two acts of acts involving murder or acts involving robbery, or two
different acts of the above types, would be sufficient as long as you are
unanimous as to which types.
The government is not required to prove any overt act in furtherance of the
conspiracy. Furthermore, it is not necessary that the government prove that a
particular defendant was a member of the conspiracy from its beginning.
Different persons may become members of the conspiracy at different times.

ANNOTATIONS AND COMMENTS
18 U.S.C. § 1962(d) provides:
It shall be unlawful for any person to conspire to violate any of the provisions
of subsections (a), (b) or (c) of this section.
AO 72A
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Maximum Penalty: Twenty (20) years imprisonment and applicable fine, and forfeiture
of certain property. Life imprisonment if the violation is based on
racketeering activity for which the maximum penalty includes life
imprisonment. (The jury must find that defendant committed such
a predicate act beyond a reasonable doubt. See United States v.
Nguyen, 255 F.3d 1335 (11th Cir. 2001) (applying Apprendi v. New
Jersey, 530 U.S. 466 (2000)).
United States v. Alvarado-Linares, Case No. 1:10-CR-00086-RWS (the Honorable
Richard W. Story jury instruction on RICO conspiracy); United States v. Prudente,
Case No. 1:05-CR-324-CAP (the Honorable Charles A. Pannell jury instruction on
RICO conspiracy)
United States v. To, 144 F.3d 737 (11th Cir. 1998) (discusses ‘single objective’ and
‘overall objective’ RICO conspiracy theories); see also United States v. Beale, 921 F.2d
1412 (11th Cir. 1991) (discusses the alternate methods of proving a RICO conspiracy).
Salinas v. United States, 522 U.S. 52, 63, 118 S. Ct. 469, 476 139 L. Ed. 2d 352 (1997)
(finding that no overt act is required under the RICO conspiracy statute); see also
United States v. Starrett, 55 F.3d 1525 (11th Cir. 1995) (observing that no overt act is
required under § 1962(d)).
The committee believes that the general definition of “willfully” in Basic Instruction
9.1A would usually apply to this crime.

AO 72A
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Request to Charge No. 9
Offense Charge: Violent Crime in Aid of Racketeering
18 U.S.C. § 1959(a)(1)
Count 8 charges the defendant with the offense of committing or aiding
and abetting another person in committing a violent crime in aid of racketeering
activity. The violent crime charged in each count is murder.
A defendant can be found guilty of the offense only if all of the following
facts are proved beyond a reasonable doubt:
First:

that there existed an enterprise engaged in racketeering
activity, as charged in the indictment;

Second:

that the affairs of the enterprise affected
interstate or foreign commerce;

Third:

that on or about the date charged in the count, the defendant
committed the murder or aided and abetted another
individual in the commission of the murder as charged; and

Fourth:

that the defendant did so for the general purpose of
increasing or maintaining his status in the enterprise.

Government’s Charge No. 9.1
Violent Crime In Aid Of Racketeering – Element One
The first element the government must prove beyond a reasonable doubt is
AO 72A
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that an enterprise that engaged in racketeering activity existed on or about the dates
of the alleged assaults. The government has charged that the enterprise is the street
gang — the Brownside Locos. An Aenterprise@ includes any group of people
associated for a common purpose of engaging in a course of conduct. The
government may prove the existence of such an enterprise by evidence of an
ongoing organization, formal or informal, and by evidence that the various
associates functioned as a continuing unit.
“Racketeering activity,@ which is also sometimes called a predicate offense,
includes any act involving murder, attempted murder, robbery, attempted robbery
and drug trafficking. To prove that the enterprise “engaged in racketeering
activity,” there must be some connection between the enterprise and the
racketeering activity being conducted by members and/or associates of the
enterprise.
The Government must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the enterprise
was engaged in at least one of the crimes named above. It is for you to determine
whether the enterprise engaged in these activities as charged. The element is
satisfied by showing that members or associates of the enterprise committed
racketeering activity on behalf of or in connection with the enterprise.
AO 72A
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Government’s Charge No. 9.2
Violent Crime in Aid of Racketeering – Element Two
The second element requires that the activities of the enterprise must have
affected interstate or foreign commerce. AInterstate or foreign commerce@ simply
means business, trade or movement between one state and another state, or
between the United States and another country. To show that the affairs of an
enterprise affected interstate or foreign commerce, the government need only prove
beyond a reasonable doubt either that the activities of the enterprise considered in
their entirety had some minimal effect on interstate or foreign commerce, or that
the enterprise was Aengaged in@ interstate or foreign commerce. It is not
necessary for the government to prove that the individual racketeering acts
themselves affected interstate or foreign commerce or that this defendant engaged
in, or his activities affected, interstate or foreign commerce. Rather, it is the
enterprise and its activities considered in their entirety that must be shown to have
that effect. On the other hand, this effect on interstate or foreign commerce may
also be established through the effect caused by the individual racketeering acts.
Only a minimal effect on commerce is necessary. Moreover, it is not necessary for
AO 72A
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the government to prove that the defendant knew that the enterprise would affect
interstate or foreign commerce.
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Government’s Charge No. 9.3
Violent Crime In Aid Of Racketeering – Element Three
The government must also prove beyond a reasonable doubt that Julio
Ramos murdered or aided and abetted in the murder of Aldo Vallejo, in violation
of the Official Code of Georgia, Section 16-5-1(a) (Murder). Under Georgia law, a
person commits the offense of murder when he unlawfully and with malice
aforethought, either express or implied, causes the death of another human being.
Express malice is the deliberate intent unlawfully to take the life of another
human being. Malice may be implied where no considerable provocation appears
and where all the circumstances of the killing show an abandoned and malignant
heart. Legal malice is not necessarily ill will or hatred, but it is the unlawful
intention to kill without justification, excuse, or mitigation.

AO 72A
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Government’s Charge No. 9.4
Violent Crime In Aid Of Racketeering – Element Four
To prove the fourth element, the government must show that the defendant=s
general purpose in committing the crime was to gain entrance to, or increase or
maintain his position within the enterprise. However, self-promotion need not have
been the defendant=s only, or even his primary, concern. If the crime was
committed as an integral aspect of membership in the enterprise and the defendant
committed the violent crime in furtherance of that membership, or if committing
the crime would enhance his position or prestige within the enterprise, then the
element is satisfied.
ANNOTATIONS AND COMMENTS

11th Cir. Pattern Charge (O75.1, RICO – Substantive Offense, 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c)
) (for definition of enterprise, interstate nexus); 5th Cir. Pattern Charge 2.78
(Violent Crime in Aid of Racketeering) (for purpose and interstate nexus); United
States v. Alvarado-Linares, Case No. 1:10-CR-086-RWS (N.D.G.A. 2013) (jury
instructions for violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1959(a)(1) (VICAR murder)); United
States v. Bran, Case No. 3:12CR131 (E.D.V.A. May 6, 2013) (jury instructions for
VICAR murder); United States v. Feliciano, 223 F.3d 102, 116-117 (2d Cir. 2000)
(In VICAR allegation, that an enterprise consisting of a group of individuals
associated in fact "engaged in racketeering activity" may be established by
evidence that individual members committed racketeering activity "for the group
and/or in concert with other members, or acted in ways that contributed to [or
furthered] the purposes of the group, or that were facilitated or made possible by
the group"); United States v. Phillips, 239 F.3d 829, 845 (7th Cir. 2001) (in charge
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of VICAR, it is sufficient that enterprise engaged in racketeering activity where
"the shooting was the type of behavior encouraged and demanded of members of
[the enterprise]"); United States v. Shryock, 342 F.3d 948, 984 (9th Cir. 2003)
(holding that “a de minimis affect on interstate commerce was sufficient to
establish jurisdiction under RICO).
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State Witness – TFO J.R. Browder, DEA, Atlanta- Carolinas HIDTA

No. ________________________
DEKALB COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
SEPTEMBER TERM 2015
THE STATE
vs
MARIO DEANGELO JAMES
LUIS ENRIQUE LOPEZ-ROJAS
KEITH ADRIAN SIMMONS, A/K/A RED MAN
EDWARD THOMAS BROWN, A/K/A TANGO
TEMENI EMANUEL BREWSTER, A/K/A BIRD
MALCOLM DEON JACKSON, A/K/A CUZ
CHARPEZ GOBER, A/K/A CHARP
ANTHONY DENORRIS YOUNG, A/K/A ANT
LANCE LEVON SCOTT
ISIAH RONTEZ MCCRAY, A/K/A ZAY
JAN MARQUIS BURROUGHS
LAKISHA SHERICE FORT, A/K/A PINK
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL JACKSON
DAWANDA LASHAE DELANEY, A/K/A DEWANDA DELANEY
BRITTANY CHRISTINE KOONTZ, A/K/A BRI
CHARLES EDWARD QUIGG, A/K/A SKEET
ISRAEL SYMONE THOMPSON, A/K/A IZZY
MAURICE GENE WARFIELD, A/K/A POPS, A/K/A DAD
VICTOR BERNARD JAMES, A/K/A VIC

D0253412-7

Ct. 1: Violation of Georgia Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act

____________________________________ Bill.
______________________________ Foreperson.
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COUNT 1
The GRAND JURORS aforesaid, in the name of and on behalf of the citizens of the State of
Georgia, charge and accuse:
MARIO DEANGELO JAMES;
LUIS ENRIQUE LOPEZ-ROJAS;
KEITH ADRIAN SIMMONS, A/K/A RED MAN;
EDWARD THOMAS BROWN, A/K/A TANGO;
TEMENI EMANUEL BREWSTER, A/K/A BIRD;
MALCOLM DEON JACKSON, A/K/A CUZ;
CHARPEZ GOBER, A/K/A CHARP;
ANTHONY DENORRIS YOUNG, A/K/A ANT;
LANCE LEVON SCOTT;
ISIAH RONTEZ MCCRAY, A/K/A ZAY;
JAN MARQUIS BURROUGHS;
LAKISHA SHERICE FORT, A/K/A PINK;
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL JACKSON;
DAWANDA LASHAE DELANEY, A/K/A DEWANDA DELANEY;
BRITTANY CHRISTINE KOONTZ, A/K/A BRI;
CHARLES EDWARD QUIGG, A/K/A SKEET;
ISRAEL SYMONE THOMPSON, A/K/A IZZY;
MAURICE GENE WARFIELD, A/K/A POPS, A/K/A DAD; and
VICTOR BERNARD JAMES, A/K/A VIC
with the offense of VIOLATION OF GEORGIA RACKETEER INFLUENCED AND
CORRUPT ORGANIZATIONS ACT (“Georgia RICO Act”) in violation of O.C.G.A.
16-14-4(c) for the said accused, together and with unindicted co-conspirators, in the County of
DeKalb and State of Georgia, on, about, and between the 28th day of April, 2015 and the
29th day of October, 2015, did unlawfully conspire and endeavor to acquire and maintain,
directly and indirectly, an interest in and control of real property, to wit: apartments and hotel
rooms, and personal property, to wit: motor vehicles and money, through a pattern of
racketeering activity and proceeds derived therefrom in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-14-4(a) as
more particularly described below and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein;
contrary to the laws of said State, the good order, peace and dignity thereof.
DEKALB SUPERIOR COURT
ROBERT JAMES, District Attorney
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PART A – THE NATURE OF THE CONSPIRACY AND THE MEANS BY WHICH IT
WAS ACCOMPLISHED
From April 28, 2015 until October 29, 2015, MARIO DEANGELO JAMES (“MARIO
JAMES”) headed a criminal RICO conspiracy that possessed, possessed with intent to distribute,
and sold cocaine and marijuana in DeKalb and Gwinnett Counties in Georgia. As a part of the
conspiracy, MARIO JAMES purchased cocaine from LUIS ENRIQUE LOPEZ-ROJAS
(“LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS”). MARIO JAMES then sold a portion of the cocaine to: KEITH
ADRIAN SIMMONS, A/K/A RED MAN (“KEITH SIMMONS”); EDWARD THOMAS
BROWN, A/K/A TANGO, (“EDWARD BROWN”); TEMENI EMANUEL BREWSTER,
A/K/A BIRD (“TEMENI BREWSTER”); MALCOLM JACKSON, A/K/A CUZ
(“MALCOLM JACKSON”); CHARPEZ GOBER, A/K/A CHARP (“CHARPEZ
GOBER”); ANTHONY DENORRIS YOUNG, A/K/A ANT (“ANTHONY YOUNG”);
LANCE LEVON SCOTT, (“LANCE SCOTT”); ISIAH RONTEZ MCCRAY, A/K/A ZAY
(“ISIAH MCCRAY”); JAN MARQUIS BURROUGHS, (“JAN BURROUGHS”);
LAKISHA SHERICE FORT, A/K/A PINK (“LAKEISHA FORT”); and CHRISTOPHER
MICHAEL JACKSON (“CHRIS JACKSON”), who in turn, along with MARIO JAMES,
sold to customers.
As a further part of the conspiracy, to facilitate the unlawful cocaine sales, MARIO
JAMES, LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS, KEITH SIMMONS, LANCE SCOTT, CHARPEZ
GOBER, EDWARD BROWN, TEMENI BREWSTER, ISIAH MCCRAY, MALCOLM
JACKSON, JAN BURROUGHS, LAKEISHA FORT; and CHRIS JACKSON had
telephone conversations through text messages and voice calls to arrange the quantities and
prices of the cocaine to be sold and to arrange the meeting locations at which they unlawfully
sold and purchased the cocaine and marijuana.
As a further part of the conspiracy, MAURICE GENE WARFIELD, A/K/A POPS,
A/K/A DAD and certain other unnamed, unindicted coconspirators rented hotel rooms in their
names to conceal the true occupants of the hotel rooms and MARIO JAMES, EDWARD
BROWN, and TEMENI BREWSTER, sold cocaine and marijuana from those hotel rooms. As
a further part of the conspiracy, the conspirators used proceeds derived from cocaine and
marijuana sales to pay the rent for the hotel rooms.
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As a further part of the conspiracy, BRITTANY CHRISTINE KOONTZ, A/K/A BRI
(“BRITTANY KOONTZ”), CHARLES EDWARD QUIGG, A/K/A SKEET (“CHARLES
QUIGG”), and ANTHONY YOUNG acted as drivers for the conspiracy by driving
conspirators to locations in DeKalb County, Georgia and elsewhere for the purpose of
completing the unlawful sale of cocaine at those locations and by couriering money derived from
drug sales to pay rent, to lease vehicles, and to purchase additional cocaine and marijuana.
As a further part of the conspiracy, MARIO JAMES, BRITTANY KOONTZ,
CHARLES QUIGG, and other unindicted coconspirators used the proceeds of the said cocaine
sales to procure and finance motor vehicles and, to conceal MARIO JAMES’s possession and
use of said motor vehicles, by registering the vehicles in their names.
As a further part of the conspiracy, DAWANDA LASHAE DELANEY, A/K/A
DEWANDA DELANEY (“DAWANDA DELANEY”), MARIO JAMES, ISRAEL
SYMONE THOMPSON, A/K/A IZZY (“ISRAEL THOMPSON”), and BRITTANY
KOONTZ conspired to acquire and pay for an apartment and to conceal MARIO JAMES as
the true resident of that apartment. DAWANDA DELANEY created a fictitious paycheck and
paystub for ISRAEL THOMPSON so that ISRAEL THOMPSON could obtain and lease an
apartment for MARIO JAMES while concealing MARIO JAMES’s interest and residence at
the apartment. In addition, MARIO JAMES and BRITTANY KOONTZ used proceeds
derived from the above racketeering activity to pay the rent for that apartment.
The conspirators’ actions also constituted overt acts in furtherance of a conspiracy to
commit crimes which have been identified as racketeering activity under the RICO statute, to
wit: violation of the Georgia Controlled Substances Act, O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi);
possession of marijuana with the intent to distribute, O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(j); forgery,
O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xvi); and acts involving dealing in narcotic or dangerous drugs,
O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).
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PART B – PATTERN OF RACKETEERING ACTIVITY

The following acts constitute a pattern of racketeering activity in that they were
committed in furtherance of one or more incidents, schemes, or transactions that had the same or
similar intents, results, or accomplices and were not isolated incidents. At least one incident of
racketeering and at least one act in furtherance of the RICO conspiracy occurred in DeKalb
County in the State of Georgia.

I.

THE UNLAWFUL POSSESSION, POSSESSION WITH
INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE, SALES, AND
TRAFFICKING OF COCAINE AND MARIJUANA
THE SALE OF COCAINE ON JULY 15, 2015

On and about July 15, 2015, MARIO JAMES, KEITH SIMMONS, and ANTHONY
YOUNG conspired and endeavored to violate the Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of
racketeering activity by possessing and selling cocaine, as described below:

A. ACTS OF RACKETEERING CONCERNING THE SALE OF COCAINE
ON JULY 15, 2015

1) MARIO JAMES, KEITH SIMMONS, and ANTHONY YOUNG, in the County of
DeKalb and State of Georgia, on and about July 15, 2015, did knowingly possess and sell
28 grams or more of a mixture with a purity of 10 percent or more of cocaine, in violation
of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-31.

2) MARIO JAMES and KEITH SIMMONS, in the County of DeKalb and State of
Georgia, on and about July 15, 2015, did have a telephone discussion concerning the
possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby knowingly and intentionally use a
telephone in facilitating the commission of an act constituting a felony under the
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provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. §
16-13-30, in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-32.3.

which conduct constitutes racketeering activity pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and
O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).

B. OVERT ACTS IN FUTHERANCE OF THE CONSPIRACY CONCERNING
THE SALE OF COCAINE ON JULY 15, 2015

1.
On and about July 15, 2015, KEITH SIMMONS arranged by telephone to sell cocaine to
J.W.
2.
On and about July 15, 2015, MARIO JAMES agreed by telephone to provide KEITH
SIMMONS with cocaine to sell to J.W.
3.
On and about July 15, 2015, ANTHONY YOUNG drove MARIO JAMES and KEITH
SIMMONS to a parking lot located at 3396 Chamblee Tucker Rd., Chamblee, DeKalb
County, Georgia, knowing that the purpose of driving to the parking lot was to unlawfully
sell cocaine there.
4.
On and about the July 15, 2015, ANTHONY YOUNG, MARIO JAMES, and KEITH
SIMMONS knowingly and unlawfully sold 164.2 grams of a mixture with a purity of 10
percent or more of cocaine to J.W.

THE SALE OF COCAINE ON APRIL 28, 2015

On and about April 28, 2015, KEITH SIMMONS conspired and endeavored to violate the
Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of racketeering activity by possessing and selling cocaine,
as described below:
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C. ACTS OF RACKETEERING CONCERNING THE SALE OF COCAINE
ON APRIL 28, 2015

3) KEITH SIMMONS, in the County of DeKalb and State of Georgia, on and about April
28, 2015, did unlawfully and knowingly possess and sell 28 grams or more of a mixture
with a purity of 10 percent or more of cocaine, in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-31.

which conduct constitutes racketeering activity pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and
O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).

D. OVERT ACTS IN FUTHERANCE OF THE CONSPIRACY CONCERNING
THE SALE OF COCAINE ON APRIL 28, 2015
5.
On and about April 28, 2015, KEITH SIMMONS traveled to the Shell gas station located at
4301 N. Peachtree Rd., Atlanta, DeKalb County, Georgia with the purpose of driving to that
location to unlawfully sell cocaine there.
6.
On and about the April 28, 2015, KEITH SIMMONS knowingly and unlawfully sold 57
grams of a mixture with a purity of 10 percent or more of cocaine to J.W.

THE SALE OF COCAINE ON MAY 13, 2015

On and about May 13, 2015, KEITH SIMMONS and ANTHONY YOUNG conspired and
endeavored to violate the Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of racketeering activity by
possessing and selling cocaine, as described below:
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E. ACTS OF RACKETEERING CONCERNING THE SALE OF COCAINE
ON MAY 13, 2015

4) KEITH SIMMONS, and ANTHONY YOUNG, in the County of DeKalb and State of
Georgia, On and about May 13, 2015, did unlawfully and knowingly possess and sell 28
grams or more of a mixture with a purity of 10 percent or more of cocaine, in violation of
O.C.G.A. § 16-13-31.

which conduct constitutes racketeering activity pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and
O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).

F. OVERT ACTS IN FUTHERANCE OF THE CONSPIRACY CONCERNING
THE SALE OF COCAINE ON MAY 13, 2015
7.
On and about May 13, 2015, ANTHONY YOUNG drove KEITH SIMMONS to a parking
lot located at 4301 N. Peachtree Rd., Atlanta, DeKalb County, Georgia knowing that the
purpose of driving to the parking lot was to unlawfully sell cocaine there.
8.
On and about May 13, 2015, KEITH SIMMONS knowingly and unlawfully sold 81.2
grams of a mixture with a purity of 10 percent or more of cocaine to J.W.

THE SALE OF COCAINE ON MAY 28, 2015

On and about May 28, 2015 KEITH SIMMONS conspired and endeavored to violate the
Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of racketeering activity by possessing and selling cocaine,
as described below:
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G. ACTS OF RACKETEERING CONCERNING THE SALE OF COCAINE
ON MAY 28, 2015

5) KEITH SIMMONS, in the County of DeKalb and State of Georgia, on and about May
28, 2015, did unlawfully and knowingly possess and sell 28 grams or more of a mixture
with a purity of 10 percent or more of cocaine, in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-31.

which conduct constitutes racketeering activity pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and
O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).

H. OVERT ACTS IN FUTHERANCE OF THE CONSPIRACY CONCERNING
THE SALE OF COCAINE ON MAY 28, 2015
9.
On and about May 28, 2015, KEITH SIMMONS drove to the Shell gas station located at
4301 N. Peachtree Rd., Atlanta, DeKalb County, Georgia with the purpose of driving to that
location to unlawfully sell cocaine there.
10.
On and about May 28, 2015, KEITH SIMMONS knowingly and unlawfully sold 83.5
grams of a mixture with a purity of 10 percent or more of cocaine to J.W.

THE SALE OF COCAINE ON JULY 23, 2015

On and about July 23, 2015, KEITH SIMMONS and LANCE SCOTT conspired and
endeavored to violate the Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of racketeering activity by
KEITH SIMMONS and LANCE SCOTT using telephones to arrange KEITH SIMMONS’s
sale of cocaine to LANCE SCOTT, and then KEITH SIMMONS’s sale of cocaine to LANCE
SCOTT as described below:
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I. ACTS OF RACKETEERING CONCERNING THE SALE OF COCAINE
ON JULY 23, 2015

6) KEITH SIMMONS, in the County of DeKalb and State of Georgia, on and about July
23, 2015, did unlawfully possess and sell cocaine, in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

7) LANCE SCOTT, in the County of DeKalb and State of Georgia, on and about July 23,
2015, did unlawfully possess and have under his control cocaine, in violation of
O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

8) KEITH SIMMONS and LANCE SCOTT, on and about July 23, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30, in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-32.3.

which conduct constitutes racketeering activity pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and
O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).

J. OVERT ACTS IN FUTHERANCE OF THE CONSPIRACY CONCERNING
THE SALE OF COCAINE ON JULY 23, 2015
11.
On and about July 23, 2015, through text messages, KEITH SIMMONS arranged to sell and
LANCE SCOTT arranged to buy cocaine.
12.
On and about July 23, 2015, KEITH SIMMONS traveled to the Shell gas station located at
4301 N. Peachtree Rd., Atlanta, DeKalb County, Georgia with the purpose of driving to that
location to unlawfully sell cocaine there.
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13.
On and about July 23, 2015, LANCE SCOTT traveled to the Shell gas station located at
4301 N. Peachtree Rd., Atlanta, DeKalb County, Georgia with the purpose of driving to that
location to unlawfully purchase and possess cocaine there.
14.
On and about July 23, 2015, KEITH SIMMONS knowingly and unlawfully sold cocaine to
LANCE SCOTT.

THE SALE AND POSSESSION OF COCAINE ON SEPTEMBER 2, 2015

On and about September 2, 2015, MARIO JAMES and CHARPEZ GOBER conspired and
endeavored to violate the Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of racketeering activity by selling
and possessing cocaine, as described below:

K. ACTS OF RACKETEERING CONCERNING THE SALE OF COCAINE
ON SEPTEMBER 2, 2015

9) MARIO JAMES on and about September 2, 2015, did unlawfully and knowingly
possess and sell 28 grams or more of a mixture with a purity of 10 percent or more of
cocaine, in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-31.

10) CHARPEZ GOBER on and about September 2, 2015, did unlawfully and knowingly
possess 28 grams or more of a mixture with a purity of 10 percent or more of cocaine, in
violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-31.

11) MARIO JAMES and CHARPEZ GOBER, on and about September 2, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30, in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-32.3.
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which conduct constitutes racketeering activity pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and
O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).

L. OVERT ACTS IN FUTHERANCE OF THE CONSPIRACY CONCERNING
THE SALE OF COCAINE ON SEPTEMBER 2, 2015
15.
On and about September 2, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and
CHARPEZ GOBER arranged to buy cocaine.
16.
On and about September 2, 2015, CHARPEZ GOBER traveled to a Super 8 motel located
at 5150 Willow Oak Trail, Norcross, Georgia knowing that the purpose of driving to the hotel
was to unlawfully purchase and possess cocaine there.
17.
On and about September 2, 2015, MARIO JAMES knowingly and unlawfully sold 84.4
grams of a mixture with a purity of 10 percent or more of cocaine to CHARPEZ GOBER.

THE SEPTEMBER 16, 2015 RENTAL OF ROOM 220 OF THE HORIZON INN FOR
THE PURPOSE OF SELLING COCAINE AND MARIJUANA

On, about, and between September 11, 2015 and September 16, 2015, MARIO JAMES,
LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS, MAURICE WARFIELD, EDWARD BROWN, and TEMENI
BREWSTER conspired and endeavored to violate the Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of
racketeering by engaging in a scheme to sell cocaine and marijuana from room 220 of the
Horizon Inn & Suites, located at 6187 Dawson Blvd., Norcross, Georgia, 30093 (“Horizon Inn
Room 220”). To facilitate the unlawful sale of cocaine and marijuana, MAURICE WARFIELD
rented room 220 so that MARIO JAMES, EDWARD BROWN, and TEMENI BREWSTER
could sell cocaine and marijuana from the room. LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS sold marijuana to
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MARIO JAMES, which was possessed with the intent to distribute from Horizon Inn Room
220.

M. ACTS OF RACKETEERING CONCERNING THE SEPTEMBER 16, 2015
RENTAL OF ROOM 220 OF THE HORIZON INN FOR THE PURPOSE
OF SELLING COCAINE AND MARIJUANA

12) LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS and MARIO JAMES, on and about September 11, 2015, did
have a telephone discussion concerning the sale of marijuana and possession of marijuana
with the intent to distribute and did thereby knowingly and intentionally use a telephone
in facilitating the commission of an act constituting a felony under the provisions of
Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30, in
violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-32.3.

13) LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS and MARIO JAMES, on and about September 12, 2015, did
have a telephone discussion concerning the sale of marijuana and possession of marijuana
with the intent to distribute and did thereby knowingly and intentionally use a telephone
in facilitating the commission of an act constituting a felony under the provisions of
Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30, in
violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-32.3.

14) EDWARD BROWN, TEMENI BREWSTER, and MAURICE WARFIELD on and
about September 16, 2015, did unlawfully possess and have under their control cocaine,
in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

15) EDWARD BROWN, TEMENI BREWSTER, and MAURICE WARFIELD on and
about September 16, 2015, did unlawfully possess marijuana with the intent to distribute,
in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.
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which conduct constitutes racketeering activity pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and
O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).

N. OVERT ACTS IN FURTHERANCE OF THE CONPSIRACY
CONCERNING THE SEPTEMBER 16, 2015 RENTAL OF ROOM 220 OF
THE HORIZON INN FOR THE PURPOSE OF SELLING COCAINE AND
MARIJUANA

18.
On and about September 11, 2015, LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS and MARIO JAMES had a
telephone conversation about MARIO JAMES purchasing marijuana from LUIS
LOPEZ-ROJAS.
19.
On and about September 12, 2015, LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS and MARIO JAMES had a
telephone conversation about MARIO JAMES coming to LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS to get
marijuana from him.
20.
On and about September 16, 2015, MAURICE WARFIELD rented Horizon Inn Room 220 so
that MARIO JAMES, EDWARD BROWN, and TEMENI BREWSTER could sell cocaine
and marijuana from the room.
21.
On and about September 16, 2015, MAURICE WARFIELD, EDWARD BROWN and
TEMENI BREWSTER went to Horizon Inn Room 220 to sell cocaine and marijuana from said
room.
22.
On and about September 16, 2015, MAURICE WARFIELD, EDWARD BROWN and
TEMENI BREWSTER unlawfully possessed cocaine in Horizon Inn Room 220 with the intent
to distribute.
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23.
On and about September 16, 2015, MAURICE WARFIELD, EDWARD BROWN and
TEMENI BREWSTER unlawfully possessed marijuana in Horizon Inn Room 220 with the
intent to distribute.

LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS’S ADDITIONAL PARTICIPATION IN THE CONSPIRACY

On, about, and between August 6, 2015 and October 28, 2015 LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS
conspired and endeavored to violate the Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of racketeering
activity by using telephones to arrange meetings with MARIO JAMES to sell cocaine and
marijuana to him so that MARIO JAMES could sell said cocaine and marijuana to others.
During this time period, LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS was MARIO JAMES’s primary source of
cocaine for resale, as further described below:

O. LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS’S ADDITONAL ACTS OF RACKETEERING
CONCERNING THE USE OF COMMUNICATION FACILITIES TO
FACILITATE THE POSSESSION OF COCAINE AND THE POSSESSION
OF COCAINE WITH THE INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE

16) LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS and MARIO JAMES, on and about August 15, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

17) LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS and MARIO JAMES, on and about August 20, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.
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18) LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS and MARIO JAMES, on and about August 21, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

19) LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS and MARIO JAMES, on and about August 25, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

20) LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS and MARIO JAMES, on and about September 1, 2015, did
have a telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did
thereby knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an
act constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official
Code of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

21) LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS and MARIO JAMES, on and about September 21, 2015, did
have a telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did
thereby knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an
act constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official
Code of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

22) LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS and MARIO JAMES, on and about September 28, 2015, did
have a telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did
thereby knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an
act constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official
Code of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.
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23) LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS and MARIO JAMES, on and about October 9, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

24) LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS and MARIO JAMES, on and about October 11, 2015, did have
a telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-32.3, and which conduct constitutes racketeering activity
pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).

P. LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS’S ADDITIONAL ACTS IN FUTHERANCE OF THE
CONSPIRACY
24.
On and about August 15, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to buy and LUIS
LOPEZ-ROJAS arranged to sell cocaine.
25.
On and about August 20, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to buy and LUIS
LOPEZ-ROJAS arranged to sell cocaine.
26.
On and about August 21, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to buy and LUIS
LOPEZ-ROJAS arranged to sell cocaine.
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27.
On and about August 25, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to buy and LUIS
LOPEZ-ROJAS arranged to sell cocaine.
28.
On and about September 1, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to buy and LUIS
LOPEZ-ROJAS arranged to sell cocaine.
29.
On and about September 21, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to buy and
LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS arranged to sell marijuana.
30.
On and about September 28, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to buy and
LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS arranged to sell marijuana.
31.
On and about October 9, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to buy and LUIS
LOPEZ-ROJAS arranged to sell marijuana.
32.
On and about October 11, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to buy and LUIS
LOPEZ-ROJAS arranged to sell marijuana.

EDWARD BROWN’S ADDITIONAL PARTICIPATION IN THE CONSPIRACY

On, about, and between August 26, 2015 and October 13, 2015 EDWARD BROWN
conspired and endeavored to violate the Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of racketeering
activity by using telephones to facilitate the purchase of cocaine and marijuana from MARIO
JAMES with the intent to possess, sell, and distribute it, by occupying hotel rooms with
MARIO JAMES to unlawfully sell cocaine and marijuana, and by unlawfully possessing
marijuana and cocaine with the intent to distribute them, as further described below:
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Q. EDWARD BROWN’S ADDITIONAL ACTS OF RACKETEERING
CONCERNING THE USE OF COMMUNICATION FACILITIES TO
FACILITATE THE POSSESSION OF COCAINE AND THE POSSESSION
OF COCAINE WITH THE INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE

25) MARIO JAMES and EDWARD BROWN, on and about August 28, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

26) MARIO JAMES and EDWARD BROWN, on and about September 8, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

27) MARIO JAMES and EDWARD BROWN, on and about September 12, 2015, did have
a telephone discussion concerning the sale, possession, and possession with intent to
distribute more than one ounce of marijuana and did thereby knowingly and intentionally
use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act constituting a felony under the
provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. §
16-13-30.

in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-32.3, and which conduct constitutes racketeering activity
pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).
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R. EDWARD BROWN’S ADDITIONAL ACTS IN FUTHERANCE OF THE
CONSPIRACY
33.
On and about August 28, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and
EDWARD BROWN arranged to buy cocaine.
34.
On and about September 8, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and
EDWARD BROWN arranged to buy cocaine.
35.
On and about September 12, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and
EDWARD BROWN arranged to buy marijuana.

TEMENI BREWSTER’S ADDITIONAL PARTICIPATION IN THE CONSPIRACY

On, about, and between August 7, 2015 and September 16, 2015, TEMENI
BREWSTER conspired and endeavored to violate the Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of
racketeering activity by using telephones to facilitate the purchase of cocaine from MARIO
JAMES with the intent to possess, sell, and distribute it, by occupying hotel rooms with
MARIO JAMES to unlawfully sell cocaine and marijuana, and by unlawfully possessing
marijuana and cocaine with the intent to distribute them, as further described below:

:
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S. TEMENI BREWSTER’S ADDITIONAL ACTS OF RACKETEERING
CONCERNING THE USE OF COMMUNICATION FACILITIES TO
FACILITATE THE POSSESSION OF COCAINE AND THE POSSESSION
OF COCAINE WITH THE INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE

28) MARIO JAMES and TEMENI BREWSTER, on and about August 7, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

29) MARIO JAMES and TEMENI BREWSTER, on and about August 18, 2015, did have
a telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

30) MARIO JAMES and TEMENI BREWSTER, on and about August 27, 2015, did have
a telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

31) MARIO JAMES and TEMENI BREWSTER, on and about September 4, 2015, did
have a telephone discussion concerning the sale and possession of codeine and did
thereby knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an
act constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official
Code of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.
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in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-32.3, and which conduct constitutes racketeering activity
pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).

T. TEMENI BREWSTER’S ADDITIONAL ACTS IN FUTHERANCE OF THE
CONSPIRACY
36.
On and about August 7, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and TEMENI
BREWSTER arranged to buy cocaine.
37.
On and about August 18, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and
TEMENI BREWSTER arranged to buy cocaine.
38.
On and about August 27, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and
TEMENI BREWSTER arranged to buy cocaine.
39.
On and about September 4, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and
TEMENI BREWSTER arranged to buy marijuana.

MALCOLM JACKSON’S PARTICIPATION IN THE CONSPIRACY

On, about, and between August 12, 2015 and October 21, 2015 MALCOLM JACKSON
conspired and endeavored to violate the Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of racketeering
activity by using telephones to facilitate the purchase of cocaine from MARIO JAMES with
the intent to possess, sell, and distribute it, as further described below:
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U. MALCOLM JACKSON’S ACTS OF RACKETEERING CONCERNING
THE USE OF COMMUNICATION FACILITIES TO FACILITATE THE
POSSESSION OF COCAINE AND THE POSSESSION OF COCAINE
WITH THE INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE

32) MARIO JAMES and MALCOLM JACKSON, on and about August 18, 2015, did
have a telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did
thereby knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an
act constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official
Code of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

33) MARIO JAMES and MALCOLM JACKSON, on and about September 22, 2015, did
have a telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did
thereby knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an
act constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official
Code of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

34) MARIO JAMES and MALCOLM JACKSON, on and about September 28, 2015, did
have a telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did
thereby knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an
act constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official
Code of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-32.3, and which conduct constitutes racketeering activity
pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).
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V. MALCOLM JACKSON’S ACTS IN FUTHERANCE OF THE
CONSPIRACY
40.
On and about August 18, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and
MALCOLM JACKSON arranged to buy cocaine.
41.
On and about September 22, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and
MALCOLM JACKSON arranged to buy cocaine.
42.
On and about September 28, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and
MALCOLM JACKSON arranged to buy cocaine.

ISIAH MCCRAY’S PARTICIPATION IN THE CONSPIRACY

On, about, and between August 8, 2015 and September 18, 2015 ISIAH MCCRAY
conspired and endeavored to violate the Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of racketeering
activity by using telephones to arrange meetings with MARIO JAMES to unlawfully possess
cocaine and to possess cocaine with the intent to distribute thereby facilitating the possession of
cocaine and the possession of cocaine with the intent to distribute, as further described below:

W. ISIAH MCCRAY’S ACTS OF RACKETEERING CONCERNING THE
USE OF COMMUNICATION FACILITIES TO FACILITATE THE
POSSESSION OF COCAINE AND THE POSSESSION OF COCAINE
WITH THE INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE

35) MARIO JAMES and ISIAH MCCRAY, on and about September 7, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
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constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

36) MARIO JAMES and ISIAH MCCRAY, on and about September 16, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

37) MARIO JAMES and ISIAH MCCRAY, on and about September 17, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-32.3, and which conduct constitutes racketeering activity
pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).

X. ISIAH MCCRAY’S ACTS IN FUTHERANCE OF THE CONSPIRACY
43.
On and about September 7, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and ISIAH
MCCRAY arranged to buy cocaine.
44.
On and about September 16, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and
ISIAH MCCRAY arranged to buy cocaine.
45.
On and about September 17, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and
ISIAH MCCRAY arranged to buy cocaine.
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JAN BURROUGHS’S PARTICIPATION IN THE CONSPIRACY

On, about, and between August 6, 2015 and October 20, 2015 JAN BURROUGHS
conspired and endeavored to violate the Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of racketeering
activity by using telephones to facilitate the purchase of cocaine from MARIO JAMES with
the intent to possess, sell, and distribute it, as further described below:

Y. JAN BURROUGHS’S ACTS OF RACKETEERING CONCERNING THE
USE OF COMMUNICATION FACILITIES TO FACILITATE THE
POSSESSION OF COCAINE AND THE POSSESSION OF COCAINE
WITH THE INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE

38) MARIO JAMES and JAN BURROUGHS, on and about September 1, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

39) MARIO JAMES and JAN BURROUGHS, on and about September 10, 2015, did have
a telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

40) MARIO JAMES and JAN BURROUGHS, on and about October 1, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.
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in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-32.3, and which conduct constitutes racketeering activity
pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).

Z. JAN BURROUGHS’S ACTS IN FUTHERANCE OF THE CONSPIRACY
46.
On and about September 1, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and JAN
BURROUGHS arranged to buy cocaine.
47.
On and about September 10, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and JAN
BURROUGHS arranged to buy cocaine.
48.
On and about October 1, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and JAN
BURROUGHS arranged to buy cocaine.

LAKISHA FORT’S PARTICIPATION IN THE CONSPIRACY

On, about, and between August 6, 2015 and October 28, 2015 LAKISHA FORT
conspired and endeavored to violate the Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of racketeering
activity by using telephones to facilitate the sale of marijuana and codeine to MARIO
JAMES and the purchase of cocaine from MARIO JAMES with the intent to possess, sell,
and distribute it, as further described below:
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AA.

LAKISHA FORT’S ACTS OF RACKETEERING CONCERNING

THE USE OF COMMUNICATION FACILITIES TO FACILITATE THE
POSSESSION OF COCAINE AND THE POSSESSION OF COCAINE
WITH THE INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE

41) MARIO JAMES and LAKISHA FORT, on and about August 27, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession of more than one ounce of marijuana and
the sale of marijuana and did thereby knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in
facilitating the commission of an act constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter
13 of Title 16 of the Official Code of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

42) MARIO JAMES and LAKISHA FORT, on and about September 9, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of codeine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

43) MARIO JAMES and LAKISHA FORT, on and about September 17, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-32.3, and which conduct constitutes racketeering activity
pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).
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BB.

LAKISHA FORT’S ACTS IN FUTHERANCE OF THE
CONSPIRACY
49.

On and about August 27, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to purchase and
LAKISHA FORT arranged to distribute marijuana.
50.
On and about September 9, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to buy and
LAKISHA FORT arranged to sell codeine.
51.
On and about September 17, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and
LAKISHA FORT arranged to buy cocaine.

CHRIS JACKSON’S PARTICIPATION IN THE CONSPIRACY

On, about, and between August 23, 2015 and October 28, 2015 CHRIS JACKSON
conspired and endeavored to violate the Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of racketeering
activity by using telephones to facilitate the purchase of cocaine from MARIO JAMES with
the intent to possess, sell, and distribute it, as further described below:

CC.

CHRIS JACKSON’S ACTS OF RACKETEERING CONCERNING

THE USE OF COMMUNICATION FACILITIES TO FACILITATE THE
POSSESSION OF COCAINE AND THE POSSESSION OF COCAINE
WITH THE INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE

44) MARIO JAMES and CHRIS JACKSON, on and about September 26, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion by text message concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and
did thereby knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of
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an act constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official
Code of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

45) MARIO JAMES and CHRIS JACKSON, on and about October 14, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

46) MARIO JAMES and CHRIS JACKSON, on and about October 17, 2015, did have a
telephone discussion concerning the possession and sale of cocaine and did thereby
knowingly and intentionally use a telephone in facilitating the commission of an act
constituting a felony under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the Official Code
of Georgia, to wit: O.C.G.A. § 16-13-30.

in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-32.3, and which conduct constitutes racketeering activity
pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(xxxvi) and O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(B).

DD.

CHRIS JACKSON’S ACTS IN FUTHERANCE OF THE
CONSPIRACY
52.

On and about September 26, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and
CHRIS JACKSON arranged to buy cocaine.
53.
On and about October 14, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and CHRIS
JACKSON arranged to buy cocaine.
54.
On and about October 17, 2015, MARIO JAMES arranged by telephone to sell and CHRIS
JACKSON arranged to buy cocaine.
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II.

THE UNLAWFUL USE OF FORGED DOCUMENTS
AND THE PROCEEDS OF RACKETEERING
ACTIVITY TO FINANCE APARTEMENT RENT,
MOTOR VEHICLES, AND PRISON CELL PHONES
THE SEVEN SPRINGS APARTMENT

On, about, and between August 17, 2015 and October 28, 2015, DAWANDA
DELANEY, MARIO JAMES, ISRAEL THOMPSON, and BRITTANY KOONTZ
conspired and endeavored to violate the Georgia RICO Act through a pattern of racketeering and
through proceeds derived from racketeering activity, to wit: the sale of cocaine, to acquire and
maintain directly and indirectly, an interest in and control of real property, to wit: apartment
number 3205, 100 Ridgebrook Way, NE, Atlanta, DeKalb County, Georgia at the Seven Springs
apartment complex (the “Seven Springs Apartment”). To conceal MARIO JAMES as the true
resident of the Sandy Springs Apartment, MARIO JAMES had DAWANDA DELANEY
create a fictitious paycheck and paystub for ISRAEL THOMPSON so that ISRAEL
THOMPSON could obtain and sign the lease for the Seven Springs Apartment. In addition,
MARIO JAMES used proceeds derived from racketeering activity to pay the rent for the Seven
Springs Apartment, as more fully detailed below:

EE.

ACTS OF RACKETEERING CONCERNING THE LEASING AND
PAYMENT OF RENT FOR THE SEVEN SPRINGS APARTMENT

47) DEWANDA DELANEY on and about August 17, 2015, with intent to defraud did
knowingly make, possess, and deliver a paycheck and paystub dated 7/31/2015,
numbered 27956663, purportedly issued to Israel Thompson, and payable in the amount
of $2,104.81, in such a manner that the paycheck and paystub as made purports to have
been made by authority of Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co, who did not give such authority.
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48) MARIO JAMES on and about August 17, 2015, with intent to defraud did knowingly
possess a paycheck and paystub dated 7/31/2015, numbered 27956663, purportedly
issued to Israel Thompson, and payable in the amount of $2,104.81, in such a manner that
the paycheck and paystub as made purports to have been made by authority of Pepsi-Cola
Bottling Co., who did not give such authority.

49) ISRAEL THOMPSON on and about August 18, 2015, in DeKalb County, Georgia, with
intent to defraud did knowingly possess and deliver a paycheck and paystub dated
7/31/2015, numbered 27956663, purportedly issued to Israel Thompson, and payable in
the amount of $2,104.81, in such a manner that the paycheck and paystub as made
purports to have been made by authority of Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., who did not give
such authority.

50) DEWANDA DELANEY on and about August 17, 2015, with intent to defraud did
knowingly make, possess, and deliver a paycheck and paystub dated 8/14/2015,
numbered 27956818, purportedly issued to Israel Thompson, and payable in the amount
of $2,012.78, in such a manner that the paycheck and paystub as made purports to have
been made by authority of Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., who did not give such authority.

51) MARIO JAMES on and about August 17, 2015, with intent to defraud did knowingly
make, possess, and deliver a paycheck and paystub dated 8/14/2015, numbered
27956818, purportedly issued to Israel Thompson, and payable in the amount of
$2,012.78, in such a manner that the paycheck and paystub as made purports to have been
made by authority of Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., who did not give such authority.

52) ISRAEL THOMPSON on and about August 18, 2015, with intent to defraud did
knowingly make, possess, and deliver a paycheck and paystub dated 8/14/2015,
numbered 27956818, purportedly issued to Israel Thompson, and payable in the amount
of $2,012.78, in such a manner that the paycheck and paystub as made purports to have
been made by authority of Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., who did not give such authority.
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which conduct constitutes racketeering activity pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(5)(A)(viii).

FF. OVERT ACTS IN FURTHERANCE OF THE CONPSIRACY
CONCERNING THE LEASING AND PAYMENT OF RENT FOR THE
SEVEN SPRINGS APARTMENT

55.
On and about August 17, 2015, DAWANDA DELANEY provided MARIO JAMES with a
fictitious paycheck and paycheck stub from Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. that she created for
ISRAEL THOMPSON so that ISRAEL THOMPSON could use the fictitious paycheck and
paycheck stub to provide fraudulent proof of employment and income.

56.
On and about August 18, 2015, ISRAEL THOMPSON presented the fictitious Pepsi-Cola
Bottling Co. paycheck and paycheck stub to a representative of Lincoln Property Company to
provide proof of employment and income so that she could sign a lease for the Seven Springs
apartment on behalf of MARIO JAMES.

57.
On and about August 18, 2015, ISRAEL THOMPSON signed a lease to rent the Seven Springs
apartment on behalf of MARIO JAMES knowing that MARIO JAMES would use proceeds
derived from racketeering activity to pay the rent for the said apartment.

58.
On and about September 3, 2015, MARIO JAMES provided BRITTANY KOONTZ with
proceeds derived from racketeering activity so that BRITTANY KOONTZ would use proceeds
derived from racketeering activity to pay the rent for apartment number 3205, 100 Ridgebrook
Way, NE, Atlanta, DeKalb County, Georgia on behalf of MARIO JAMES.
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59.
On and about September 3, 2015 BRITTANY KOONTZ used proceeds derived from
racketeering activity to pay the rent for apartment number 3205, 100 Ridgebrook Way, NE,
Atlanta, DeKalb County, Georgia on behalf of MARIO JAMES knowing that the rent money
was proceeds derived from racketeering activity.

THE 2014 CHEVROLET IMPALA

On, about, and between August 20, 2015 and October 28, 2015, MARIO JAMES,
BRITTANY KOONTZ, and CHARLES QUIGG conspired and endeavored to violate the
Georgia RICO Act by acquiring and maintaining, directly and indirectly, an interest in and
control of personal property, to wit: a 2014 Chevrolet Impala with a VIN number of
2G1125S39E9169121 (“the 2014 Impala”), through proceeds derived from MARIO JAMES’s
unlawful sales of cocaine. CHARLES QUIGG provided the said proceeds to BRITTANY
KOONTZ to pay the insurance and make at least one car payment on the 2014 Impala, knowing
that the money came from the unlawful sales of cocaine. BRITTANY KOONTZ then used the
said proceeds to pay the insurance and the car payment for the 2014 Impala, knowing that the
money came from the unlawful sales of cocaine. BRITTANY KOONTZ registered the 2014
Impala in her name to conceal MARIO JAMES’S ownership interest in the 2014 Impala.
MARIO JAMES then used the 2014 Impala, to facilitate his unlawful sale of cocaine. Thus, the
conspirators used proceeds derived from racketeering activity, as further described below:
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GG.

OVERT ACTS IN FURTHERANCE OF THE CONPSIRACY

CONCERNING THE PAYMENT OF THE INSURANCE AND CAR
PAYMENT FOR THE 2014 CHEVROLET IMPALA AND THE USE OF
THE 2014 IMPALA TO FACILITATE THE UNLAWFUL SALE OF
COCAINE.

60.
On and about August 20, 2015, MARIO JAMES gave CHARLES QUIGG proceeds derived
from racketeering activity to pay the insurance and make the car payment on the 2014 Impala,
knowing that the proceeds were from racketeering activity.

61.
On and about August 20, 2015, CHARLES QUIGG gave proceeds derived from racketeering
activity to BRITTANY KOONTZ to pay the insurance and make the car payment on the 2014
Impala on behalf of MARIO JAMES, knowing that the money was proceeds derived from
racketeering activity and that knowing that MARIO JAMES would use the 2014 Impala to
facilitate the unlawful possession, possession with intent to distribute, and sale of cocaine.

62.
On and about August 21, 2015, BRITTANY KOONTZ used proceeds derived from
racketeering activity to pay the car payment for the 2014 Impala on behalf of MARIO JAMES,
knowing that the money for said insurance and car payment was proceeds derived from
racketeering activity and knowing that MARIO JAMES would use the 2014 Impala to facilitate
the unlawful possession, possession with intent to distribute, and sale of cocaine.

63.
On and about August 24, 2015, BRITTANY KOONTZ acquired the license plate for the 2014
Impala and registered the 2014 Impala in her name to conceal the fact that the 2014 Impala was
MARIO JAMES’s vehicle and knowing that MARIO JAMES would use the 2014 Impala to
facilitate the unlawful possession, possession with intent to distribute, and sale of cocaine.
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64.
On and about August 25, 2015, BRITTANY KOONTZ delivered the 2014 Impala to MARIO
JAMES knowing that MARIO JAMES would use the 2014 Impala to facilitate the unlawful
possession, possession with intent to distribute, and sale of cocaine.

65.
On several dates, MARIO JAMES used the 2014 Impala to facilitate the unlawful possession,
possession with intent to distribute, and sale of cocaine, including on and about September 1,
2015, when MARIO JAMES used the 2014 Impala to meet with LUIS LOPEZ-ROJAS to
facilitate the unlawful possession and sale of cocaine.

VICTOR JAMES’S PRISON CELL PHONE

On, about, and between August 22, 2015 and October 28, 2015, MARIO JAMES,
VICTOR JAMES, and CHARLES QUIGG conspired and endeavored to violate the Georgia
RICO Act by using proceeds derived from racketeering activity to acquire and maintain an
interest in personal property, to wit: a telephone and money. In violation of O.C.G.A. § 42-5-18,
VICTOR JAMES possessed a telephone without the permission of the warden in Calhoun State
Prison where he was in custody for trafficking in cocaine. To maintain VICTOR JAMES’s
interest in said telephone, MARIO JAMES provided the proceeds of the unlawful sale of
cocaine to CHARLES QUIGG to pay the cellphone bill. CHARLES QUIGG then paid the bill
for said cell phone. MARIO JAMES then provided the proceeds of the unlawful sale of cocaine
to CHARLES QUIGG to put in PayPal accounts for VICTOR JAMES to use, as further
described below:
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HH.

OVERT ACTS IN FURTHERANCE OF THE CONPSIRACY

CONCERNING THE PAYMENT OF VICTOR JAMES’S PRISON CELL
PHONE AND PROVIDING MONEY DERIVED FROM RACKETEERING
ACTIVITY TO VICTOR JAMES

66.
On and about August 22, 2015, MARIO JAMES gave CHARLES QUIGG proceeds derived
from racketeering activity to provide to VICTOR JAMES.

67.
On and about August 22, 2015, CHARLES QUIGG sent the proceeds from racketeering
activity to VICTOR JAMES, knowing that the proceeds were derived from racketeering
activity.
68.
On and about August 22, 2015, VICTOR JAMES received proceeds derived from racketeering
activity, knowing that the proceeds were derived from racketeering activity.

69.
On and about September 8, 2015, MARIO JAMES gave CHARLES QUIGG proceeds derived
from racketeering activity to provide to VICTOR JAMES.

70.
On and about September 8, 2015, CHARLES QUIGG sent the proceeds from racketeering
activity to VICTOR JAMES, knowing that the proceeds were derived from racketeering
activity.
71.
On and about September 8, 2015, VICTOR JAMES received proceeds derived from
racketeering activity, knowing that the proceeds were derived from racketeering activity.
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72.
On and about October 15, 2015, MARIO JAMES gave CHARLES QUIGG proceeds derived
from racketeering activity to provide a Verizon phone card to VICTOR JAMES.

73.
On and about October 15, 2015, CHARLES QUIGG used the proceeds from racketeering
activity to purchase a Verizon phone card for VICTOR JAMES, knowing that money to
purchase the phone card were derived from racketeering activity.
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RICO and Conspiracy Related Jury Charges

1.31.90 Single Witness; Corroboration
The testimony of a single witness, if believed, is sufficient to establish a fact. Generally,
there is no legal requirement of corroboration of a witness, provided you find the evidence to be
sufficient.

1.34.00 Limiting Instructions/ Purpose, Parties, Counts
Sometimes evidence is admitted (for a limited purpose) or (against some parties and not
others) or (for some counts and not others). Such evidence may be considered by the jury (for the
sole issue or purpose) (against that/those party(ies)) (only for the counts) for which the evidence
is limited and not for any other purpose.
1.34.10 Other Crimes, Wrongs, Acts (formerly Similar Transactions)
In order prove to its case the State must show knowledge and intent, and may show motive.
To do so, the State has offered evidence of other acts allegedly committed by the
accused. You are permitted to consider that evidence only insofar as it may relate to those issues
and not for any other purpose.
You may not infer from such evidence that the defendant is of a character that would
commit such acts.
The evidence may be considered only to the extent that it may show the knowledge and
intent that the state is required and the motive the state may show to prove in the crime(s)
charged in the case now on trial. Such evidence, if any, may not be considered by you for any
other purpose.
The defendant is on trial for the offense(s) charged in this bill of indictment only and not
for any other acts (even though such acts may incidentally be criminal [and may have resulted in
conviction]).
Before you may consider any other alleged acts for the limited purpose(s) stated, you
must first determine whether it is more likely than not that the accused committed the other
alleged acts.
If so, you must then determine whether the act(s) shed(s) any light on knowledge, intent,
motive for which the act was admitted in the crime(s) charged in the indictment in this trial.
Remember to keep in mind the limited use and the prohibited use of this evidence about other
acts of the defendant.
By giving this instruction, the Court in no way suggests to you that the defendant has or
has not committed any other acts, nor whether such acts, if committed, prove anything; this is
solely a matter for your determination.
1.40.10 Definition of Crime
This defendant is charged with a crime against the laws of this state. A crime is a
violation of a statute of this state in which there is a joint operation of an act and intention.
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1.41.10 Intent
Intent is an essential element of any crime and must be proved by the State beyond a
reasonable doubt.
Intent may be shown in many ways, provided you, the jury, believe that it existed from
the proven facts before you. It may be inferred from the proven circumstances or by acts and
conduct, or it may be, in your discretion, inferred when it is the natural and necessary
consequence of the act. Whether or not you draw such an inference is a matter solely within your
discretion.
Criminal intent does not mean an intention to violate the law or to violate a penal statute
but means simply the intention to commit the act that is prohibited by a statute.

1.41.11 No Presumption of Criminal Intent
This defendant will not be presumed to have acted with criminal intent, but you may find
such intention (or the absence of it) upon a consideration of words, conduct, demeanor, motive,
and other circumstances connected with the act for which the accused is being prosecuted.

1.41.12 Presumptions and Inferences
Every person is presumed to be of sound mind and discretion, but this presumption may
be rebutted.
You may infer, if you wish to do so, that
1) the acts of a person of sound mind and discretion are the product of that
person’s will (O.C.G.A. §16-2-4), and
2) a person of sound mind and discretion intends the natural and probable
consequences of those acts (O.C.G.A. §16-2-5).
Whether or not you make any such inference or inferences is a matter solely within the
discretion of the jury.
1.43.10 Knowledge
Knowledge on the part of the defendant that the crime as alleged were being committed
and that the defendant knowingly and intentionally participated in or helped in the commission
of such crime must be proved by the State beyond a reasonable doubt.
If you find from the evidence in this case that the defendant had no knowledge that a
crime was being committed or that the defendant did not knowingly and intentionally commit,
participate, or help in the commission of and was not a conspirator in the alleged offense, then it
would be your duty to acquit the defendant.
On the other hand, should you find, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the defendant had
knowledge that any of the individual crimes alleged were being committed and that the
defendant knowingly and intentionally participated or helped in the commission of it, then you
would be authorized to convict the defendant as to that individual offense or offenses.
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2.02.10 Conspiracy; Offense of; Definition
A person commits conspiracy to commit a crime when that person, together with one or
more other persons, conspires to commit any crime and any one or more of such persons does
any overt act to bring about the object of the conspiracy.
2.02.20 Conspiracy (Additional Instructions) (Culpability)
A conspiracy is an agreement between two or more persons to do an unlawful act, and the
existence of a conspiracy may be established by proof of acts and conduct, as well as by proof of
an express agreement. When persons associate themselves in an unlawful enterprise, any act
done by any party to the conspiracy to further the unlawful enterprise is considered to be the act
of all the conspirators. However, each person is responsible for the acts of others only insofar as
such acts are naturally or necessarily done to further the conspiracy.
Whether or not a conspiracy existed in this case is a matter for you to determine.

Meeting of the Minds Between Conspirators is Not Required
While conspiracy requires a corrupt agreement, the type of agreement necessary to form a
conspiracy is not the “meeting of the minds” necessary to form a contract: it may be a mere tacit
understanding between two or more people that they will pursue a particular criminal objective.
Consequently, the state need only prove beyond a reasonable doubt that two or more persons
tacitly came to a mutual understanding to accomplish or pursue a criminal objective.”

No Express Agreement is Required
There is no requirement that the State prove an antecedent agreement or understanding
between the alleged conspirators. In other words, it is not necessary to prove an express
agreement between two co-conspirators in order to prove the existence of a conspiracy.

Conspirators Need Not Know One Another of the Entire Plan
Regardless of the method used to prove the conspiriatorial agreement, the government
does not have to establish that each conspirator explicitly agreed with every other conspirator to
commit the substantive RICO crime described in the indictment, or was aware of all the details
of the conspiracy.

One Who Joins a Conspiracy Is Responsible For All Acts Previously Done in Carrying Out
the Conspiracy and All Acts Taken in Furtherance of the Conspiracy Until it Has Ended
Where individuals enter into a conspiracy to commit a crime, its actual perpetration by
one or more of them in pursuance of such conspiracy is in contemplation of the law the act of all,
and therefore is imputable to all, regardless of their presence or absence at the time it is
committed.
Anyone who joins in a conspiracy takes it as he or she finds it and is responsible for all
acts previously done in carrying out the conspiracy and all other actions taken in furtherance of
the conspiracy until the conspiracy has ended.
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RICO –Acquire Money Through a Pattern of Racketeering Activity
It is unlawful for any person to acquire money and/or property through the pattern of racketeering
activity.

RICO – Participating in an Enterprise Through a Pattern of Racketeering Activity
It is unlawful for any person employed by or associated with any enterprise to participate in such
enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity.

Definition of “Enterprise”
Enterprise means any person, legal entity, association, group of people associated in fact
although not a legal entity; and it includes illicit as well as licit enterprises and governmental as
well as other entities.
O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3 (6)

Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations; OCGA §16-14-4(c)
(a) It shall be unlawful for any person, through a pattern of racketeering activity or proceeds
derived therefrom, to acquire, directly or indirectly, any interest in or control of any personal
property of any nature, including money.
(b) It shall be unlawful for any person employed by or associated with any enterprise to
participate in such enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity.
(c) It shall be unlawful for any person to conspire or endeavor to violate any of the
provisions of subsection (a) or (b) of this Code section.
A person violates this subsection when:
(1) He or she together with one or more persons conspires to violate any of the provisions of
subsection (a) of this Code section and any one or more of such persons commits any overt act to
effect the object of the conspiracy.

Racketeering Activity
The term racketeering activity means to commit a number of crimes chargeable by
indictment under the laws of Georgia, including the crimes of ________

Jury Must Agree on Which Two Predicate Acts It Finds Per Count
The indictment alleges that each defendant committed certain acts of racketeering activity that
have been described as predicate acts. In order to find a defendant guilty of any of the three
counts alleged in the Indictment, you must first find that the State proved beyond a reasonable
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doubt that that defendant committed at least two of the alleged acts of racketeering activity
within the prescribed time period.
Your decision that a defendant committed the same two or more predicate acts must be
unanimous as to each count of the Indictment.
See 11TH CIRCUIT PATTERN JURY INSTRUCTIONS 75.1 (p.423)

Pattern of Racketeering Activity
A person participates in a “pattern of racketeering activity” when … she engages “in at
least two acts of racketeering activity in furtherance of one or more incidents, schemes, or
transactions that have the same or similar intents, results, accomplices, victims, or methods of
commission or otherwise are interrelated by distinguishing characteristics and are not isolated
incidents.”

RICO; No Nexus to Organized Crime Required
It is not necessary to demonstrate a nexus with organized crime to prevail on a RICO claim.

State is not required to prove all of the acts of racketeering
A RICO conspiracy conviction requires proof that a defendant has agreed to commit two
or more offenses of the kind included in the RICO statute; the State is not required to prove all of
the acts of racketeering alleged in the indictment.

A RICO Conspiracy Violation Does Not Require Proof of Acts of Racketeering Activity or
Overt Acts, But Such Proof Is Evidence of Agreement to Participate In a Conspiracy
In a RICO conspiracy case it is not necessary for a defendant to personally commit an act of
racketeering activity or even for any acts of racketeering activity to occur.

1.51.14 Venue; R.I.C.O.
Venue for a RICO charge is proper in any county in which an incident of racketeering
occurred or in which an interest or control of an enterprise or real or personal property is
acquired or maintained.
Parties to a Crime
Every party to a crime may be charged with and convicted of commission of the crime.
A person is a party to a crime only if that person
a) Directly commits the crime;
b) Intentionally helps in the commission of the crime;
c) Intentionally advises, encourages, hires, counsels, or procures another to
commit the crime; or
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d) Intentionally causes some other person to commit the crime under such
circumstances that the other person is not guilty of any crime either in fact
or because of legal incapacity.
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RICO DEFENSE: YOU CAN WIN
Craig A. Gillen
Anthony C. Lake
RICO prosecutions can be won. Defense counsel’s first reaction to a massive RICO
indictment, stuffed with a plethora of State and federal criminal predicate offenses and a
blizzard of hundreds of thousands of pages of discovery, may be one of hopelessness,
concluding that there is simply “too much” evidence and allegations against your client to
emerge victorious from the RICO nightmare which your client faces. Take heart: the
massive nature of RICO charges may not be evidence of the strength of the government’s
case, but rather an attempt to cover its weaknesses.
RICO prosecutions can be won and have been won in both State and federal courts.
As with all criminal charges, counsel should attempt to win his case prior to trial if
possible—attack the charges early and often.
A. Federal Pre-Trial Motions
Perhaps the most significant distinction is the approach defense counsel may take
in challenging an indictment in pre-trial motions.
As the federal practitioner is aware, attacking a federal indictment is a difficult task,
which rarely succeeds.
1. Federal Motions To Dismiss
Consistent with the “drift of the law away from the rules of technical and formalized
pleading which had characterized an earlier era,” the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
1
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require that an indictment simply set forth “a plain, concise, and definite written statement
of the essential facts constituting the offense charged.” United States v. Resendiz-Ponce,
549 U.S. 102, 110 (2007). Highly detailed allegations are not required, and technicalities
are discouraged. “When analyzing challenges to the sufficiency of an indictment, courts
give the indictment a common sense construction, and its validity is to be determined ‘by
practical, not technical, considerations.’” United States v. Gold, 743 F.2d 800, 812 (11th
Cir. 1984) (quoting United States v. Morano, 697 F.2d 923, 927 (11th Cir. 1983)). In
evaluating the sufficiency of an indictment, the question “is not whether the indictment
might have been drafted with more clarity, but whether it conforms to minimal
constitutional standards.” United States v. Poirier, 321 F.3d 1024, 1029 (11th Cir. 2003)
(quoting United States v. Varkonyi, 645 F.2d 453, 456 (5th Cir. Unit A, May 1981)).
To be valid and sufficient, an indictment must meet two constitutional requirements.
First, it must contain the elements of the offense charged and fairly inform a defendant of
the charge against which he must defend. United States v. Resendiz-Ponce, 549 U.S. 102,
108 (2007). Second, it must enable the defendant to plead an acquittal or conviction in bar
of future prosecutions for the same offense. Attempts to dismiss a federal indictment based
on the allegations of outrageous investigative conduct and attempted entrapment are also
rarely successful. A Georgia federal court recently addressed the high burden of such an
attack on a federal indictment: [2:12-CR-024]
Defendant seeks dismissal of the indictment by invoking a defense that has been recognized, but
apparently never applied within this Circuit. In United States v. Haimowitz, 725 F.2d 1561 (11th
Cir. 1984), the court wrote, “In United States v. Russell, 411 U.S. 423 [] (1973), the Supreme Court

2
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recognized outrageous governmental conduct as a legal defense.” 725 F.2d 1561, 1577 (11th Cir.
1984). In Russell, the Court explained, “While we may some day be presented with a situation in
which the conduct of law enforcement agents is so outrageous that due process principles would
absolutely bar the government from invoking judicial processes to obtain a conviction, the instant
case is distinctly not of that breed.” United States v. Russell, 411 U.S. 423, 431-32 (1973) (emphasis
added). The Court found that the government agent’s conduct in that case, supplying the defendant
with materials to make methamphetamine, “stop[ped] short of violating that fundamental fairness,
shocking to the universal sense of justice, mandated by the Due Process Clause of the Fifth
Amendment.” Id. at 432 (quotation omitted). Therefore, while the Supreme Court in Russell left
open the possibility that an outrageous governmental conduct defense might be recognized some
day, it did not apply such a defense in that case.
Within this Circuit more recently, in United States v. Jayyousi, 657 F.3d 1085 (11th Cir. 2011), the
court explained that the Eleventh Circuit had “never applied the outrageous government conduct
defense and ha[d] discussed it only in dicta,” and pointed out that several other circuits “have either
rejected this defense completely” or “have been sharply critical of the defense,” thus casting doubt
on its continued viability. Id. at 1111; see also United States v. Galvis-Pena, No. 1:09-CR-25-TCBCCH-4, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 153045, at *32-33 (N.D. Ga.Dec. 6, 2011) (“Indeed, the Eleventh
Circuit has never found that a case should have been dismissed on the ground of outrageous
governmental conduct.” (citing Donald F. Samuel, Eleventh Circuit Criminal Handbook § 87 at 47 (2011 Ed.) (claim may at least still be “theoretically possible”)), adopted by 2012 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 16239 (N.D. Ga. Feb. 9, 2012). “To succeed under this defense, the defendant must show
that the challenged governmental conduct violated that fundamental fairness, shocking to the
universal sense of justice, mandated by the due process clause of the fifth amendment.” Haimowitz,
725 F.2d at 1577 (quotation omitted)). “Whether outrageous governmental conduct exists turns
upon the totality of the circumstances with no single factor controlling[,] and the defense can only
be invoked in the rarest and most outrageous circumstances.” Id. (quotations omitted). “Although
federal courts possess the authority to dismiss an indictment for governmental misconduct,
dismissal is an extreme sanction which should be infrequently utilized[, and d]ismissal is only
favored in the most egregious cases.” United States v. Michael, 17 F.3d 1383, 1386 (11th Cir. 1994)
(quotations omitted).

Motions to dismiss the indictment based on selective prosecution are equally
difficult. Recently, in an anti-trust prosecution in the Northern District of Georgia [16:CR051], the court denied the request for a hearing, holding the following:
Government prosecutors possess discretion with regard to charging decisions “subject to
constitutional constraints.” United States v. Shaygan, 652 F.3d 1297, 1312 (11th Cir. 2011)
(quoting United States v. Armstrong, 517 U.S. 456, 464 (1996)) (quotation marks omitted). The
government’s decisions as to whom to prosecute are presumed not to violate equal protection
principles. See United States v. Brantley, 803 F.3d 1265, 1271 (11th Cir. 2015). The burden is on
the defendant to present clear evidence of selective prosecution. Id. (citing United States v. Smith,
231 F.3d 800, 807 (11th Cir. 2000)). This is a “demanding” burden, requiring the defendant to
produce clear and convincing evidence “that the federal prosecutorial policy had a discriminatory
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effect and that it was motivated by a discriminatory purpose.” Smith, 231 F.3d at 807-8 (quoting
Armstrong, 517 U.S. at 465) (quotation marks omitted). Discriminatory effect requires a showing
that individuals similarly situated to a defendant were not prosecuted for the same offense. United
States v. Jordan, 635 F.3d 1181, 1188 (11th Cir. 2011). The discriminatory purpose prong requires
that the government prosecutes the defendant “because of, not merely in spite of,” his race, religion,
or some other arbitrary classification. Id. (quoting Wayte v. United States, 470 U.S. 598, 610
(1985)) (quotation marks omitted).

2. Grand Jury Challenges
Defense counsel should already be well versed in federal grand jury practice. The
federal prosecutor utilizes the grand jury to collect subpoenaed documents and to examine
witnesses under oath regarding the federal investigation. It is not uncommon for the federal
grand jury to meet each month for a year to collect evidence. It is not necessary for the
federal grand jury to have an indictment before them in order to receive documents.
The typical State case will proceed with the prosecutor presenting an indictment at
the time of grand jury consideration and not the use of the grand jury for investigative
purposes.
However, the State may request that the Superior Court impanel a special
investigative grand jury, pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 15-12-100 et seq. Although the Special
Purpose Grand Jury may subpoena documents and take testimony, because it is not
specifically authorized by statute, the special purpose grand jury cannot return and
indictment based on the evidence it has collected. See Kenerly v. State, 311 Ga. App. 190
(2011).

4
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Therefore, unlike the federal practice of warning potential targets of the
investigation of their status and advising them of their Miranda rights, no such warning
will be afforded the State witness.
Moreover, although the Special Purpose Grand Jury may be limited in its scope and
time period for the activities investigated, if the trial court finds that the witnesses’
testimony was at best related indirectly to the subject matter of the investigation being
conducted by the Special Purpose Grand Jury the witness may be prosecuted for perjury.
Ellis v. State, 300 Ga. 371 (2016).
In potential challenges to a federal indictment based on false or misleading
testimony given to the grand jury, one must realize the high burden the defense must prove
to obtain a dismissal of the indictment. The Supreme Court of the United States has held
that: “dismissal of the indictment is appropriate only ‘if it is established that the violation
substantially influenced the grand jury’s decision to indict,’ or if there is ‘grave doubt’ that
the decision to indict was free from the substantial influence of such violations.” Bank of
Nova Scotia v. United States, 487 U.S. 250, 256, 108 S. Ct. 2369 (1988) (quoting United
States v. Mechanik, 475 U.S. 66, 106 S.Ct. 938 (1986)); citing United States v. Cavallo,
790 F.3d 1202, 1219 (11th Cir. 2015); United States v. Verbitskaya, 406 F.3d 1324, 1336
& n. 13 (11th Cir. 2005); United States v. Vallejo, 297 F.3d 1154, 1166 (11th Cir. 2002)).
Regarding an assertion that a witness’ testimony was perjured and that the
prosecution knew it, the Supreme Court has held:

5
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As long ago as Mooney v. Holohan, 294 U.S. 103, 112, 55 S.Ct. 340 [ ] (1935), this Court made
clear that deliberate deception of a court and jurors by the presentation of known false evidence is
incompatible with ‘rudimentary demands of justice.’ This was reaffirmed in Pyle v. Kansas, 317
U.S. 213, 63 S.Ct. 177 [ ] (1942). In Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264, 79 S.Ct. 1173 [ ] (1959), we
said, ‘(t)he same result obtains when the State, although not soliciting false evidence, allows it to
go uncorrected when it appears.’ Id., at 269, 79 S.Ct., at 1177.

Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150, 153, 92 S. Ct. 763 (1972).
This summer, the defense moved to dismiss a federal indictment in Alabama against
a well-respected lawyer by asserting that the FBI case agent, acting as a summary witness,
falsely summarized the statements of the key government witness, who had pled guilty but
did not testify before the indicting grand jury, incorrectly implicating the defendant,
resulting in his indictment. Although the Court denied the pretrial motion, the testimony at
trial supported the defense’s claims.
At trial, the cross-examination of the case agent revealed the following:
“Did you or did you not give false testimony before the grand jury about [defendant] when you
were trying to indict him.
Answer: “Yes.”

Later, citing the defense’s pending Rule 29 motion and the issue of the case agent’s
testimony, upon which the government continued to insist it could prevail, the government
stated that it must “do the right thing,” and dismissed all charges against the defendant with
prejudice.
The take away point is that pretrial grand jury motions, although rarely granted, can
form the basis for subsequent victory at trial.
B. State Pre-Trial Motions
In recent years, State prosecutors have brought more “white collar” paper cases
6
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utilizing the Georgia RICO statute. State indictments, unlike federal indictments, are more
vulnerable to pre-trial motion to dismiss, in the form of general and specific demurrers. In
many cases, the defense is entitled to an evidentiary hearing on those motions, particularly
when the defense attack centers on the Statute of Limitations.
Below, two high profile State RICO prosecutions are discussed. Both, after many
years of litigation, resulted in the entire State prosecution being dismissed.
1. Case Study #1: State of Georgia v. Brown, Case # 11-9-2482-42 (Super.Ct.
Fulton Co. 2011):
In State of Georgia v. Brown, Case # 11-9-2482-42 (Super.Ct. Fulton Co. 2011), the
State indicted Dwight L. Brown for conduct while he was President and CEO of Cobb
EMC, an electric membership corporation. Electric membership corporations are almost
entirely self-governing. Each electric service customer of an electric membership
corporation is a “member”. Membership is similar to the interest of a shareholder in a
corporation. Members have the right to vote in the election of directors to Cobb EMC’s
Board. During his tenure as President and CEO, Brown answered to Cobb EMC’s Board
of Directors who, in turn, were answerable to the members.
The indictment related to a series of business transactions relating to complex
business transactions involving Cobb EMC over the course of several years. The defense
contention was that all the business transactions, including any compensation to Brown,
were carefully reviewed and approved by the respective Boards of Directors and the
lawyers who were providing extensive legal advice to Cobb EMC. Most of the facts
7
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relating to the indictment had been litigated in Cobb County civil court by derivative
actions and had been independently investigated by a Special Litigation Committee (SLC)
formed by Cobb EMC’s Board of Directors. The SLC had concluded that Brown had acted
upon advice of various business, legal, and accounting professionals and with the consent
and approval of the Board of Directors. The civil litigation resulted in a settlement.
Thereafter, the District Attorney indicted Brown in a massive RICO case. The
pretrial litigation lasted almost nine years.
The defense successfully dismissed the original indictment because the indictment
had not been returned in open court as required by Georgia law. See State v. Brown, 293
Ga. 493 (2013). A subsequent attack on the State’s new indictment resulted in the dismissal
of four counts, but affirmed the remaining counts. See Brown v. State, 322 Ga. App. 446
(2013).
On November 24, 2014, Brown re-asserted his prior attacks on the remaining counts
of the indictment by filing:
1. Pleas in Bar asserting three separate and independent legal bars to prosecution:
(1) consent, ratification, collateral estoppel, or court-approved release, (2) the
statutory protection of the business judgment rule, and (3) the statute of limitations;
2. a General and Special Demurrer to the Theft by Taking Counts of the Indictment;
3. a General and Special Demurrer to the False Statement Counts of the Indictment;
and
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4. a General and Special Demurrer to the RICO Counts of the Indictment.
Following an evidentiary hearing, the Court agreed with all the defense’s
contentions that the indictment was fatally defective. The Court found that:
1. The SLC’s ﬁndings and the judicial resolution in Pounds involving Cobb EMC bar this
criminal prosecution because of the doctrines of consent, ratiﬁcation, court-approved
release, and collateral estoppel.
The court-approved settlement of the property dispute in the Pounds case bars this criminal
prosecution… (Citing O.C.G.A. § 17-8-2)… The overwhelming evidence of Cobb EMC’s consent
and ratiﬁcation of Brown’s actions as shown by the Pounds settlement proves as a matter of law
that the State could never prove Brown’s criminal intent in the instant case.

Additionally, the Court found that the business judgment rule was a statutory bar to
the prosecution, finding:
2. The “business judgment rule" is a statutory bar to this prosecution.
Regardless of whether this argument is technically a plea in bar or a demurrer, the law is clear:
as an officer of Cobb EMC, Brown was entitled by law to rely upon the advice of other “officers
or employees” of Cobb EMC, as well as “legal counsel, public accountants, investment bankers, or
other persons as to matters [Brown] reasonably believe[d] [we]re within the person’s professional
or expert experience.” (Citing O.C.G.A. §§ 46-3-303.1(A), (B)).

Furthermore, the Court ruled that the indictment was barred by the statute of
limitations, reasoning that:
3. The Indictment is barred by the statute of limitations.
Brown's third plea in bar asserts the statute of limitations.
When raised by a plea in bar, criminal statutes of limitation must be liberally interpreted in
favor of repose. The State must prove-not merely claim-that Brown committed a crime within the
statutory period.”
“The correct date to apply in analyzing the statute of limitations is the date that the crime
became known to the victim of the crime.” This Indictment was returned on July 7, 2011; therefore,
the applicable statute of limitation is ﬁve years. The State must show an overt criminal act during
the existence of the alleged conspiracy after July 7, 2006. The state has not shown that such an act
occurred.

Finally, the RICO prosecution ended in 2017 when the State’s appeal of the trial
9
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court’s ruling was dismissed by the Georgia Court of Appeals.
Although the litigation took several years, the Brown case is an example of how a
State RICO case can be successfully won prior to trial.
2. Case Study #2: State of Georgia v. Laskar, Case # 14SC131684 (Super.Ct.
Fulton Co. 2014):
The RICO prosecution of Professor Joy Laskar is another example of successfully
challenging a massive State RICO indictment through pretrial pleadings. As the defense
pleading shows, the defense should focus on the RICO predicates which allegedly occurred
within the SOL. If successful on these challenges, the previous RICO predicates are
irrelevant.
A. The Indictment Fails to Allege an Offense
The true test of the sufficiency of an indictment to withstand a special demurrer “is not
whether it could have been made more definite and certain, but whether it contains the
elements of the offense intended to be charged, and sufficiently apprises the defendant of
what he must be prepared to meet, and, in case any other proceedings are taken against him
for a similar offense, whether the record shows with accuracy to what extent he may plead
a former acquittal or conviction.”
State v. Wyatt, 295 Ga. 257, 759 S.E.2d 500 (2014) (quoting State v. English, 276 Ga. 343, 346,
578 S.E.2d 413 (2003); citing Green v. State, 292 Ga. 451, 452, 738 S.E.2d 582 (2013)). “Having
filed a timely special demurrer objecting to the form of the indictment, appellant is entitled to an
indictment perfect in form and substance.” Malloy v. State, 293 Ga. 350, 360, 744 S.E.2d 778
(2013) (citing State v. Corhen, 306 Ga.App. 495, 498, 700 S.E.2d 912 (2010)). “Unless every
essential element of a crime is stated in an indictment, it is impossible to ensure that the grand jury
found probable cause to indict. Consequently, there can be no conviction for the commission of a
crime an essential element of which is not charged in the indictment.” Cooks v. State, 325 Ga.App.
426, 426-27, 750 S.E.2d 765 (2013).
Moreover, “[t]he true criterion as to the sufficiency of an indictment is the description of
the crime charged rather than the description and number of the statute under the code or the law.”
State v. Black, 149 Ga. App. 389, 390, 254 S.E.2d 506 (1979) (citing Curtis v. State, 80 Ga.App.
244, 55 S.E.2d 758 (1949); Perkins v. State, 29 Ga. App. 278, 115 S.E. 27 (1922)). “‘[W]here the
statutory definition of an offense includes generic terms, the indictment must state the species of
acts charged; it must descend to particulars’” State v. Pittman, 302 Ga.App. 531, 532-33, 690
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S.E.2d 661 (2010) (quoting State v. Delaby, 298 Ga.App. 723, 725, 681 S.E.2d 645 (2009)). This
rule is moreover applied more strictly to indictments challenged by timely-filed special demurrers.
See State v. Pittman, 302 Ga.App. 531, 533, 690 S.E.2d 661 (2010) (citing State v. Delaby, 298
Ga.App. 723, 724, 681 S.E.2d 645 (2009)). The Court has also recognized that, if merely tracking
of the language is insufficient to inform the defendant of the transaction by which he or she is
alleged to have violated the law:
[T]here must be an amplified statement of details of the transaction, so as not to deprive
the defendant of the substantial right of being informed of the nature of the charge against
him, and of having an opportunity to defend against it.
State v. Green, 135 Ga. App. 622, 623, 218 S.E.2d 456 (1975) (emphasis added). Furthermore,
“each count set forth in an indictment must be wholly complete within itself, and plainly, fully, and
distinctly set out the crime charged in that count.” Cooks, at 426-27.
The RICO Act makes it unlawful for a person, “through a pattern of racketeering activity
or proceeds derived therefrom, to acquire or maintain, directly or indirectly, any interest in or
control of any enterprise, real property, or personal property of any nature, including money[,] [or]
for any person employed by or associated with any enterprise to conduct or participate in, directly
or indirectly, such enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity…” O.C.G.A. §§ 16-14-4(a)
& (b). A “pattern of racketeering activity” is “[e]ngaging in at least two acts of racketeering activity
in furtherance of one or more incidents, schemes, or transactions…” O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(8)(A).
Acts of “racketeering activity” include theft by taking, pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 16-8-2. See
O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(9)(A)(ix).
In regard to theft by taking, “[a] person commits the offense of theft by taking when he
unlawfully takes or, being in lawful possession thereof, unlawfully appropriates any property of
another with the intention of depriving him of the property, regardless of the manner in which the
property is taken or appropriated.” O.C.G.A. § 16-8-2 (emphasis added). The theft by taking statute
“‘cover[s] any criminal appropriation of another’s property to the taker’s use.” Harris v. State, 324
Ga.App. 411, 412, 750 S.E.2d 721 (2013) (emphasis added) (quoting Ruppert v. State, 284 Ga.App.
456, 458, 643 S.E.2d 892 (2007)). “Intent [is] an essential element of the crime[ ] of… theft by
taking.” Mills v. State, 198 Ga.App. 527, 527, 402 S.E.2d 123 (1991) (citing O.C.G.A. § 16-3-4).
Similarly, “[t]hat the taking was “unlawful,” that is, without the owner’s consent, is an essential
element of the crime.” In re E.C., 311 Ga.App. 549, 550, 716 S.E.2d 601 (2011) (emphasis added)
(citing O.C.G.A. § 16–8–2).
In its Indictment, the State has asserted eleven (11) alleged acts of racketeering activity by
[the defendant]—all alleging theft by taking under O.C.G.A. § 16-8-2. See Indictment, ¶¶ 17-27.
Reading the particulars of the State’s allegations, in ten (10) of the alleged acts of theft by taking,
the State alleges that a person or entity other than [the defendant] —CMP—received the monies
from Georgia Tech. See id., ¶¶ 18-27. The essential element under Section 16-8-2 that the defendant
be the “taker” is wholly absent. See O.C.G.A. § 16-8-2; Harris, 324 Ga.App. at 412.
The State fails to allege in its Indictment how Georgia Tech’s payments to CMP for “chip
runs” allegedly involve [the defendant] personally taking or misappropriating money or property
from Georgia Tech in violation of Section 16-8-2. Furthermore, in their particulars, the State’s
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allegations do not even allege that the money or property was “unlawfully” taken—i.e. taken
without Georgia Tech’s consent. See In re E.C., 311 Ga.App. at 550. On the contrary, the State has
alleged that CMP invoiced Georgia Tech for “chip runs,” which Georgia Tech knowingly paid for.
See Indictment, ¶¶ 18-27. The State’s allegations fail to provide notice to [the defendant] as to
precisely how he engaged in unlawful theft by taking from Georgia Tech and, by extension, how
he allegedly engaged in a “pattern of racketeering activity” sufficient to violate the RICO Act. For
these reasons, the Indictment should be dismissed.
Dismissal of the Indictment for failure to adequately allege an offense of theft by taking or
RICO offenses is supported by Cooks v. State, 325 Ga.App. 426, in which the State charged the
defendant with alleged robbery, alleging that Cooks “‘did, with the intent to commit theft, take
lawful U.S. Currency, from the immediate presence of [the alleged victim], by use of force, contrary
to the laws of [this] State, the good order, peace and dignity thereof,’” id. at 426. Cooks filed a
general demurrer to the indictment, which was denied by the trial court, and he was convicted and
appealed. Id. The Georgia Court of Appeals reversed, holding that the State’s indictment was
“defective in that it does not allege the essential element of robbery that Cooks took the ‘property
of another,’ and he could admit all the allegations in the indictment and not be guilty of a crime…”
Id. Specifically, the Court concluded that:
Cooks could admit all the allegations of the indictment and still not be guilty of the robbery
charged since there would be no admission that he took the property of another. Likewise,
he would not be guilty of a lesser crime of theft by taking, which also includes the essential
element that the accused has taken the “property of another.” OCGA § 16–8–2. Compare
generally State v. Wilson, 318 Ga.App. 88, 94–95[ ], 732 S.E.2d 330 (2012)…
Because the indictment in this case fails to allege the necessary element that Cooks
took the property of another, and he could thus admit the facts alleged and not be guilty of
a crime, we are constrained to find that the indictment is void, that the trial court erred in
overruling the general demurrer and that such ruling must be reversed. See Stinson v. State,
279 Ga. 177, 179[ ], 611 S.E.2d 52 (2005) (if accused can admit to the allegations and still
not be guilty of a crime, the indictment is insufficient and the conviction void); Spence v.
State, 263 Ga.App. 25, 28, 587 S.E.2d 183 (2003) (reversing trial court's overruling of
general demurrer where accusation did not contain all essential elements of offense
charged).
Id. at 428-29 (emphasis added).
As with the indictment in Cooks, in its particulars, the State’s Indictment fails to allege that
[the defendant] took the property of Georgia Tech in its theft by taking allegations. [The defendant]
could admit the alleged “facts” in paragraphs 18 through 27 of the Indictment and not be guilty of
any alleged offense.
The failure of paragraphs 18 through 27 of the State’s Indictment to allege theft by taking
furthermore compels a finding that the State’s RICO Counts fail. The State has failed to allege at
least two acts of “racketeering activity,” and therefore a “pattern of racketeering activity” under
Section 16-14-4. The State’s Indictment is therefore subject to dismissal.
B. The Charges Are Barred By the Statute of Limitations
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The State’s Indictment is also subject to dismissal as a result of its failure to allege a
predicate crime of theft by taking within the statute of limitations under the RICO Act. “[T]he
proper procedure for litigating a plea in bar based upon the statute of limitations should be
analogous to a pretrial Jackson v. Denno [cit.] hearing…” Jenkins v. State, 278 Ga. 598, 604, 604
S.E.2d 789 (2004) (internal citation omitted) (citing 378 U.S. 368, 84 S.Ct. 1774 (1964)).
If a defendant prevails on a pretrial plea in bar on the statute of limitations, the charge should
be dismissed; [cit.] if the State prevails on this issue before trial, the defendant may still require
the State to prove at trial that the charge is not barred by the statute of limitations.
Id. (internal citation omitted).
“‘[C]riminal limitations statutes are to be liberally interpreted in favor of repose.’”
Jannuzzo v. State, 322 Ga.App. 760, 761, 746 S.E.2d 238 (2013) (quoting Sears v. State, 182
Ga.App. 480, 482, 356 S.E.2d 72 (1987), overruled on other grounds, Johnston v. State, 213
Ga.App. 579, 445 S.E.2d 566 (1994)).
“At trial, the burden is unquestionably upon the [S]tate to prove that a crime occurred
within the statute of limitation, or, if an exception to the statute is alleged, to prove that the
case properly falls within the exception. [Cit.]” Lee v. State, 289 Ga. 95, 97, 709 S.E.2d
762 (2011) (Citation and punctuation omitted). “‘The fact that the issue is determined pretrial does not relieve the State of this burden.’ [Cit.]” State v. Conzo, 293 Ga.App. 72, 74[
], 666 S.E.2d 404 (2008).
Harper v. State, 292 Ga. 557, 563, 738 S.E.2d 584 (2013). “Where an exception is relied upon to
toll the statute of limitation, it must be alleged in the indictment and proved.” Jannuzzo, at 765
(citing Moss v. State, 220 Ga.App. 150, 469 S.E.2d 325 (1996)). See also Harper, at 564 (observing
that, in response to the defendants’ plea in bar to the RICO count of the indictment on statute of
limitation grounds, that “the State produced some evidence that one or more of the alleged
conspirators committed acts that included mail fraud and obstruction of justice… as the trial court
specifically found”). “‘[A]ny exception to the limitation period must be construed narrowly and in
a light most favorable to the accused.’” Jannuzzo, at 762 (quoting Sears, at 482; citing Womack v.
State, 260 Ga. 21, 23, 389 S.E.2d 240 (1990)).
The RICO Act provides, in relevant part, that “[n]otwithstanding any other provision of
law setting forth a statute of limitations, a criminal proceeding… shall be commenced up until five
years after the conduct in violation of a provision of this chapter terminates.” O.C.G.A. § 16-14-8.
“Generally, prosecutions for RICO violations must begin within five years of the termination of
any violation…” Harper, 292 Ga. at 558 (citing O.C.G.A. § 16–14–8).
The State does not allege any exception in its Indictment to the statute of limitations for
RICO actions in Section 16–14–8. The only potential alleged acts occurring within five (5) years
of the date on which the State’s Indictment was returned are the alleged acts in paragraphs 26 and
27 of the Indictment. See Indictment, ¶¶ 26, 27. As detailed above, these paragraphs fail to set forth
any alleged violation of Section 16-8-2 or other criminal violation.
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Moreover, in both paragraphs, the State spuriously alleges that [the defendant] “unlawfully
took” monies from Georgia Tech—only to admit that Georgia Tech in fact made payments to CMP.
See Indictment, ¶¶ 26, 27. There is no evidence that [the defendant] “took” anything during the
transactions—an essential element of theft by taking under Section 16-8-2. See Henderson v. State,
167 Ga.App. 808, 809(2), 307 S.E.2d 704 (1983) (holding that a theft by taking crime is completed
when there is asportation, however slight).
The State’s allegations relating to the June 24, 2011, payment are spurious in view of the
incontrovertible fact [the defendant] had been suspended from employment for over a year and
possessed neither the opportunity or the capability to “unlawfully take” any monies from Georgia
Tech. See id., ¶ 27. Moreover, paragraph 27 is rendered entirely specious when it is revealed that
Georgia Tech expressly approved the June 24, 2011, payment to CMP was expressly authorized by
Georgia Tech, as evidenced by the March 7, 2011, e-mail from Georgia Tech’s Vice President for
Legal Affairs and Risk Management to the Senior Assistant Attorney General. See Exhibit H. Also,
communications between the Office of the Attorney General and Georgia Tech suggest the Office’s
involvement or input into Georgia Tech’s June 24, 2011, payment to CMP.
Furthermore, in regard to the January 6, 2010, payment by Georgia Tech to CMP, the State
cannot show that [the defendant] allegedly acted to cause the payment within the statute of
limitations. On the contrary, employees of Georgia Tech’s Office of the Provost both created and
approved the purchasing request for the chip run. See Exhibit C. Georgia Tech’s Purchasing
Department also placed the order with CMP. See Exhibit D. The Office of the Provost received the
invoice for the chip run from CMP and certified that the chips had been received in accordance
with the order and that the invoice was approved for payment. See Exhibit E. The Invoice stated,
on its face, that it was for chip runs delivered to Georgia Tech in July of 2007. The purchase was
listed as an expense of GEDC. See Exhibit G.
[The defendant] was not directly involved in the transaction resulting in the January 6,
2010, payment and did not approve or cause the payment. Neither Sayana nor [the defendant]
received any monies from the transaction. The chips were furthermore used by Georgia Tech and
its graduate students—not [the defendant]. He also did not control or direct Ms. Beam, an employee
of the Office of the Provost, in causing the payment.
The State has failed to allege any criminal act occurring within the limitations period, and
its charges against [the defendant] should be held to be barred by the statute of limitations. [The
defendant] requests a full evidentiary hearing on whether the State’s charges are barred by the
statute of limitations, pursuant to the Georgia Supreme Court’s directives in Jenkins and Harper.
The State must be required to prove that a crime occurred within the statute of limitation. This
result is supported by State v. Conzo, 293 Ga.App. 72, 666 S.E.2d 404 (2008), in which the
defendants were charged with engaging in a telemarketing scheme in which they telephoned
victims and told the victims either that they were entitled to receive large sums of money, or they
would be entered into drawings to receive large sums of money or valuable things, or they were
entitled to receive free gifts, in exchange for purchasing magazine subscriptions, id., at 73. The
victims never received anything of substantial value. Id. The defendants were arrested on January
29, 2002, and on February 5, 2002, a consent order between the State and defense attorneys was
issued by the court authorizing alleged victims to be entered in a real sweepstakes for $10,000. Id.
The defendants mailed a $10,000 check to the sweepstakes operator on February 14, 2002. Id.
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On February 5, 2007, the State indicted the defendants for committing a RICO conspiracy
between July 1, 2000 and February 14, 2002, id., at 73. The trial court dismissed the indictment for
violating the statute of limitation. Id., at 72. The State appealed the dismissal, arguing that an overt
act in furtherance of the conspiracy occurred less than five years before the indictment. Id.
On appeal, the Court of Appeals rejected the State’s assertion that the trial court erred by
requiring the State to prove that a crime occurred within the five (5) year limitation period. Id., at
74 (quoting Tarver v. State, 198 Ga.App. 634, 635, 402 S.E.2d 365 (1991)). The Court proceeded
to find that the State’s claim that it met its burden of proving that an act in furtherance of the
conspiracy had occurred within the applicable five-year statute of limitation by showing the mailing
of the check on February 14, 2002, as an overt act in furtherance of the conspiracy. Id. It concluded
that “[a]n allegation by the State that a crime has occurred is hardly proof that the crime did in
fact occur, and, unless we are to assume that both the prosecutor and the judge were un-indicted
co-conspirators, sending the check could not be part of the conspiracy.” Id. (emphasis added). The
Court affirmed, holding that “the State was required to offer evidence or proof that part of the crime
charged occurred within the applicable statute of limitation, and that the State failed to do so.” Id.
As with the prosecution in Conzo, if the State in this case cannot meet its burden to prove
that a crime listed as a predicate under the RICO Act was committed by [the defendant] within the
statute of limitations, then its charges should be dismissed. See Jannuzzo, 322 Ga.App. at 766
(reversing the defendant’s convictions for theft by conversion, in violation of O.C.G.A. § 16–8–4,
and RICO violations, holding that the State failed to carry its burden to prove that the defendant
was indictment within the statute of limitations). Mere allegations that an alleged crime has
occurred are not sufficient. A full evidentiary hearing should be held in which the Court should
consider whether the State’s charges against [the defendant] are barred by the relevant statute of
limitations and should be dismissed.

As in Brown, following an evidentiary hearing, the Court dismissed the Laskar
indictment, finding that no predicate acts occurred within the SOL. The State chose not to
appeal.
3. Federal Predicate Offenses in State RICO Prosecutions
Georgia RICO prosecutions may incorporate many federal criminal statutes as
predicate offenses. Examine the federal predicates closely. Many State prosecutions have
little or no experience in federal prosecutions and may not understand the case rulings
regarding the federal predicates. This is particularly true of federal money laundering
predicates. The following is an example of a successful defense challenge to a State RICO
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prosecution which contained federal money laundering predicates (18 U.S.C. 1957 &18
U.S.C. 1956). The factual allegation in the indictment demonstrated the lack of
understanding of 11th Circuit and Supreme Court decisions regarding money laundering.
Excerpt:
B. The Engaging in Monetary Transactions in Property Derived from Specified Unlawful
Activity Charge Is Subject to Dismissal
The State has failed, as a matter of law, to allege any violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1957 in its
charge for engaging in monetary transactions in property derived from specified unlawful
activity. See Indictment, p. 11-13.
18 U.S.C. § 1957 provides, in relevant part, that “[w]hoever… knowingly engages or attempts
to engage in a monetary transaction in criminally derived property of a value greater than $10,000
and is derived from specified unlawful activity, shall be punished as provided in subsection (b).”
18 U.S.C. § 1957(a). § 1957 further contains the following definitions: “(f) As used in this section…
(2) the term “criminally derived property” means any property constituting, or derived from,
proceeds obtained from a criminal offense; and (3) the term “specified unlawful activity” has the
meaning given that term in section 1956 of this title.” 18 U.S.C. § 1957(f) (emphasis added).
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The Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals has expressly held that “[m]oney laundering is an
offense to be punished separately from an underlying criminal offense.” United States v. Christo,
129 F.3d 578, 579 (11th Cir. 1997)(per curiam) (reversing a bank director’s conviction under §
1957, holding that “[the] facts are insufficient to establish that [the director] engaged in a monetary
transaction that was separate from and in addition to the underlying criminal activity”) (citing
United States v. Edgmon, 952 F.2d 1206, 1213 (10th Cir. 1991)). “Before the primary offense of
money laundering can occur, the underlying criminal activity must be complete, generating
proceeds to be laundered.” United States v. Majors, 196 F.3d 1206, 1212 n.13 (11th Cir. 1999)
(citing Christo, at 580). “[B]oth the plain language of § 1957 and the legislative history behind it
suggest that Congress targeted only those transactions occurring after proceeds have been obtained
from the underlying unlawful activity.” United States v. Johnson, 971 F.2d 562, 569 (10th Cir.
1992) (emphasis added).
The State’s § 1957 charge is entirely based upon [the defendant’s] mere receipt and deposit of
checks or monies from tenants of the [xxxxxx] shopping center. The prosecution cannot maintain
that the tenants were engaged in any criminal or unlawful activity, or that their payment of rent was
criminal or unlawful. By extension, [the defendant’s] mere receipt or deposit of payments as a
partner of [xxxxx] or [xxxxx] does not constitute unlawful activity. The prosecution has failed to
allege in its charge that [the defendant] engaged in any transaction involving “criminally derived
property” or “specified unlawful activity,” essential elements of a § 1957 violation.
Dismissal of the State’s § 1957 charge is urged by United States v. Johnson, 971 F.2d 562, in
which the defendant solicited investors by informing them that he knew citizens and businesses in
Mexico who wanted to convert Mexican pesos to U.S. dollars, and that investors could make a
large percentage profit on the exchanges, id. at 564-65. Investors sent millions of dollars to the
defendant, who used the monies for various personal purchases and expenses. Id. at 565. The
defendant was indicted and convicted for mail fraud, wire fraud and money laundering in violation
of § 1957, and appealed. Id. at 564. The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the defendant’s
convictions on several of the money laundering counts which were based on wire transfers of
monies from investors to the defendant’s bank account, holding that the transfer of funds from the
did not constitute violations of § 1957:
The underlying criminal activity in this case was wire fraud, which the defendant
accomplished by causing the investors to wire funds to his account. [Fn.]. Whether or not
the funds that were wired to the defendant were “criminally derived property” depends
upon whether they were proceeds obtained from a criminal offense at the time the
defendant engaged in the monetary transaction. We find they were not. Section 1957
appears to be drafted to proscribe certain transactions in proceeds that have already been
obtained by an individual from an underlying criminal offense. The defendant did not have
possession of the funds nor were they at his disposal until the investors transferred them
to him. The defendant therefore cannot be said to have obtained the proceeds of the wire
fraud until the funds were credited to his account. Thus, the transfers alleged in counts four
through thirty-one of the indictment were not transactions in criminally derived property
and the defendant’s convictions on those counts are reversed.
Id. at 569-570 (emphasis added).
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Precisely as with the defendant’s receipt and deposit of monies from investors in Johnson, [the
defendant] had no control over the rent payments until the tenants forwarded the payments to him.
Moreover, in contrast to the defendant’s fraudulent solicitation in Johnson, in this case there is no
underlying criminal or unlawful activity in the tenants’ rental of property at [xxxxxx] or the
charging or payment of rent. Compare United States v. Edouard, 485 F.3d 1324, 1349 (11th Cir.
2007) (affirming the defendant’s convictions for money laundering in violation of § 1957 where
there was evidence from which a reasonable juror could conclude that the deposit which the
defendant made on an order of rice was funded by the proceeds of the defendant’s drug-trafficking
operation). The prosecution has therefore patently failed to allege in its § 1957 charge that [the
defendant] allegedly engaged in a transaction any transaction involving “criminally derived
property” or “specified unlawful activity.” The State’s § 1957 charge fails to allege essential
elements of the offense, and is accordingly properly subject to dismissal.

Second Excerpt:
b. Section 1956 Money Laundering
The Indictment then alleges in Predicate Acts 56-115 that [the defendant] violated 18
U.S.C. § 1956(a)(1)(B)(I) by depositing items into various bank accounts.
18 U.S.C. § 1956(a)(1) provides, in relevant part that “Whoever, knowing that the property
involved in a financial transaction represents the proceeds of some form of unlawful activity,
conducts or attempts to conduct such a financial transaction which in fact involves the proceeds of
specified unlawful activity…(B) knowing that the transaction is designed in whole or in part--(I)
to conceal or disguise the nature, the location, the source, the ownership, or the control of the
proceeds of specified unlawful activity” shall have committed a federal offense.
2. The Supreme Court’s Santos Decision Precludes the Money Laundering Allegations
In 2008, The Supreme Court in United States v. Santos, 128 S.Ct.2020, 2031 (2008),
affirmed the Seventh Circuit in holding that the term “proceeds” in 18 U.S.C. § 1956 (a)(1) means
“profits,” not “receipts” of the specified unlawful activity. Efrain Santos was found guilty of
running an illegal lottery business in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1955, and money laundering and
conspiracy to commit money laundering in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1956 (a)(1) and 18 U.S.C. §
1956 (h). He was sentenced to 60 months imprisonment for the illegal gambling charges and 210
months on the money laundering charges. Following affirmance on direct appeal, Santos filed a
section 2255 motion to vacate his sentence, ultimately alleging in part, that his payments to
customers and collectors of his illegal operation did not constitute money laundering. United States
v. Santos, 342 F.Supp.2d 781 (N.D. Ind. 2004). The district court granted Santos’ 2255 motion
finding that Judge Easterbrook’s decision in United States v. Scialabba, 282 F.3d 475 (7th Cir.
2002), controlled, and that the “proceeds” of an illegal gambling business under 1956 means “net”
proceeds, not the ongoing monies used to conduct the illegal business in the first place. That
decision was affirmed on appeal, Santos v. United States, 461 F.3d 886 (7th Circuit 2006), and the
government appealed to the Supreme Court.
Justice Scalia writing for the majority held that “proceeds” under section 1956 means
“profits,” not the ongoing “receipts” of the illegal business. United States v. Santos, 128 S.Ct. at
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2031.
Thus, as Santos makes clear the government must plead and prove a completed
specified unlawful activity such that the profit from the completed activity “[gives] rise to the
money involved in the charged activity.” Id., at 2029.
Although the Indictment does not particularize the “specified unlawful activity” it is clear
that the Section 1957 Predicate Acts, charge nothing more than receipt and deposit of funds from
October 2007 to August 2008, the very time frame of the alleged unlawful scheme. Definitionally,
the profit from the alleged scheme (the 1957 violation), could not take place during the scheme
itself.
Similarly, in the 1956 Predicate Acts (numbers 56-115) there is no defined “specified
unlawful activity.” However, the grand jury has defined the “specified unlawful activity” as
encompassing the same conduct alleged to be money laundering. In other words, there is no
separation from the specified unlawful activity alleged and the “profits” from that activity. The
Indictment, therefore, charges this case as a “receipts”, not a “profits” case, and under Santos, these
Predicate Acts (Predicate Acts 56-115) fail to allege a crime.

C. Conclusion
As stated above, RICO cases can be won at the federal and State levels. The use of
pretrial litigation is required to obtain an “early victory” or to set the stage for a favorable
outcome at trial.
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RICO class actions: To win certification, the RICO claims must be driven by
defendant-specific and not class-member specific evidence; otherwise,
individualized issues predominate.
by Jay Bogan
Takeaway: RICO actions tend to be complex. RICO class actions add to the complexity,
because class counsel must figure out a way to persuade a court that common issues predominate
over individual ones. This is a challenge, because fraud-based RICO claims (the most common
type of RICO claim) usually raise individualized issues of exposure to and reliance on an alleged
scheme to defraud. These factors played out in In re: Testosterone Replacement Therapy
Products Liability Litigation, MDL No. 2545, Case Nos. 14 C 1748, 14 C 8857, 2018 WL
3586182 (N.D. Ill., July 26, 2018), where the district court concluded that individualized issues
predominated, because the evidence going to the key issues of exposure to and reliance on the
alleged fraud – the evidence critical to a showing of RICO proximate cause – required classmember by class-member proof.
In that case – an MDL proceeding consolidated in federal court in the Northern District of
Illinois – thousands of individuals asserted personal injury claims against a number of
defendants, consisting of manufacturers, promoters, and sellers of testosterone replacement
therapy (TRT) drugs. The individual plaintiffs claimed that use of TRT drugs caused serious
personal injuries, such as “cardiovascular and venous thromboembolic injuries.” Id. at *1. One of
the plaintiffs in the MDL, however, was Medical Mutual of Ohio (MMO), a third-party payor
(TPP) seeking to represent a class of TPPs. MMO claimed that the TPPs suffered financial harm
as the result of the defendants’ fraudulent marketing schemes, by reimbursing medically
unnecessary or even harmful TRT prescriptions.
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After various motions to dismiss were resolved, MMO’s remaining claims consisted of one
substantive RICO count (under 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c)), one RICO conspiracy count, and one count
for negligent misrepresentation under Ohio law. MMO then moved to certify a nationwide class
of TPPs and a subclass of Ohio TPPs.
In support of it RICO and negligent misrepresentation claims, MMO alleged that the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) only approved TRT drugs for the treatment of “classical
hypogonadism,” a relatively rare condition. Defendants, however, marketed the drugs for various
“off-label” purposes, such as for erectile dysfunction, diabetes, AIDS, cancer, depression, and
obesity. According to MMO, defendants’ marketing scheme promoted the awareness of – and
TRT drug prescriptions for – a disease that did not actually exist, called “Andropause” or “Low
T.”
Accordingly to MMO, there was “no competent medical evidence” showing that TRT drugs
were appropriate to treat “Low T” or any other “off-label” condition or symptom. Indeed, TRT
drugs posed safety risks, especially for older men (in 2014, the FDA published a drug safety
communication announcing its investigation of cardiovascular risks to men posed by TRT drugs;
in 2015, the FDA required label changes to TRT drugs). But the defendants’ marketing campaign
nevertheless resulted in an “astronomical spike” in TRT drug prescriptions and sales, causing
economic harm to TPPs such as MMO.
In support of its motion for class certification, MMO argued (among other things) that it was an
adequate class representative and that common issues predominated over individualized issues.
But the district court rejected these arguments.
In terms of MMO’s adequacy as a class representative, the district court ruled that “MMO is
particularly vulnerable to defenses regarding its claims of reliance and injury.” Id. at *14. That
was because “MMO did not implement a prior authorization requirement for topical TRTs until
nearly four years after it alleges it first received notice of defendants’ alleged fraud.” Id. In
contrast, defendants’ expert “presented evidence tending to suggest that at least some TPPs and
PBMs [pharmacy benefit managers] monitored their formularies and prior authorization policies
during the class period more vigilantly than MMO did.” Id. at *15. The district court further
ruled that MMO engaged in “unconventional pharmacy management practices,” such as by not
reviewing clinical information on an annual basis, and that such unconventional practices “could
hinder [MMO’s] ability to prove crucial elements of its case such as receipt of and reliance on
defendants’ alleged misrepresentations.” Id. Accordingly, the district court ruled that MMO
could not adequately represent the TPP classes.
To assess whether individualized issues predominated over common ones, the district court
identified both the individual and common issues presented by the evidence. The individualized
issues included (1) TPP’s exposure to the alleged misrepresentations and (2) TPP’s reliance on
the alleged misrepresentations.
Regarding exposure to the alleged misrepresentations, the district court analyzed the evidence,
finding that there was no indication that “standardized” misrepresentations about TRT drugs
were disseminated to the TPPs. While MMO suggested that declarations could be obtained from
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the putative class members about what misrepresentation were made to them, the court dismissed
this suggestion, explaining: “sworn statements from class members regarding what they were
told amounts to individualized, not common evidence.” Id. at *17. The court further rejected
MMO’s reliance on select documents purporting to show common misrepresentations made to
certain pharmacy benefit managers, ruling: “[h]aphazard evidence relevant only to certain PBMs,
however, cannot serve as class-wide proof.” Id.
On the issue of reliance, the court observed that “[j]ust as MMO must prove that each of the
thousands of putative class members received misrepresentations directly, MMO must also prove
that each relied on the misrepresentations.” Id. at *18. Here, the court credited the evidence
submitted by the class defendants “tending to show that TPPs’ formulary and utilization
management decisions are complex and individualized.” Id. The court further found as
“unpersuasive” authorities cited by MMO to the effect that RICO reliance may be presumed. The
court concluded: “even assuming all TPPs received the same alleged misrepresentations, the
question whether all TPPs based their formulary or utilization management decisions on the
misrepresentations cannot be answered with common evidence.” Id. at *19.
The court did conclude that there were a number of common issues, because they all could be
established through “defendant-specific” proof, as opposed to class-member specific proof.
Those common issues included “whether (1) defendants’ promotional materials were false and
misleading; (2) defendants’ alleged misrepresentations were material (for RICO purposes); (3)
defendants knowingly or negligently made the alleged misrepresentations; and (4) defendants
‘agree[d] to participate in an endeavor which, if completed, would constitute a violation of the
substantive [RICO] statute.’” Id. at *20 (quoting Goren v. New Vision Int’l, Inc., 156 F.3d 721,
732 (7th Cir. 1998)). In evaluating the common issues, the court noted (among other things) that
“materiality for RICO purposes” could be established by common evidence “because the inquiry
is an objective one.” Id.
On balance, however, the individualized issues going to but-for and proximate causation for at
least 10,000 TPP class members (exposure and reliance) predominated over the common issues.
The court concluded: “Individualized issues are not just present in this case, but rather loom
large.” Id.
Category: Adequacy, Predominance, Presumption of reliance, RICO, Seventh Circuit | Tags: | 0
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A Ninth Circuit Blueprint for a RICO Class Action
by Jay Bogan
Takeaway: Civil RICO claims usually present complex issues. As civil causes of action
predicated on violations of criminal law, a RICO plaintiff must prove (1) conduct (2) of an
enterprise (3) through a pattern (4) of racketeering activity (5) causing injury to the plaintiff’s
business or property. Given their inherent complexity, RICO claims – especially fraud-based
RICO claims – usually raise fact-intensive issues inappropriate for class certification. But, as
demonstrated in a recent Ninth Circuit decision, class certifications in RICO cases remain
possible, giving plaintiffs a potentially lethal weapon in winning the certification of nationwide
federal-claim class actions seeking the treble damages and attorneys’ fees mandated under the
federal RICO statute.
In Just Film, Inc. v. Buono, 847 F.3d 1108 (9th Cir. 2017), small businesses that leased “point of
sale” processing equipment for credit and debit cards filed a putative class action, alleging that
the providers of credit card processing services conspired to sell fraudulent, long-term equipment
leases and processing services, in violation of the federal Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
Organizations Act (RICO) and other statutes. Plaintiffs alleged the defendants (the “Leasing
Defendants”) engaged in two fraudulent schemes in connection with the equipment leases
between the Leasing Defendants and the class members.
First, in the “Post-Lease Tax Collection Scheme,” the Leasing Defendants allegedly conspired to
defraud plaintiffs “by collecting or attempting to collect taxes that were not actually due or paid
to any taxing authority.” Id. at 1113. Notably, on this issue, the district court had entered a
preliminary injunction earlier in this case, enjoining the collection of these taxes. The Ninth
Circuit upheld this injunction in a prior appeal.
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Second, in the “Property Tax Scheme,” the Leasing Defendants allegedly employed a fraudulent
means of collecting property taxes on leased equipment (point of sale swipe terminals and
pinpads). While the Leasing Defendants should have calculated property taxes under the leases
based on the actual cost of the equipment, they instead calculated the taxes using a much higher
base – the stream of income a lease would generate. On this point, a Rule 30(b)(6) witness for
the Leasing Defendants had conceded in a deposition that the higher base should not have been
used, and that the tax should have been based on the much-lower equipment cost. Despite this
admitted mistake, the Leasing Defendants never told the plaintiffs about the tax overcharge and
made no effort to provide refunds to the members of the class.
Based on these alleged schemes, the plaintiffs asserted federal RICO and related claims against
the Leasing Defendants. As relevant to the RICO claims, the district court certified two national
classes to pursue RICO and RICO conspiracy claims with respect to both the “Post-Lease Tax
Collection Scheme” and the “Property Tax Scheme.” The Leasing Defendants then filed a
petition to appeal these certifications under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(f), which the
Ninth Circuit granted. On appeal, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the certification of the classes and,
in so doing, rejected the Leasing Defendants’ arguments that the plaintiffs (1) did not establish
typicality, commonality, and predominance for the “Post-Lease” class and (2) did not establish
commonality, predominance, and superiority for the “Property Tax” class.
The Ninth Circuit started off by noting its view that a grant of class certification should be
accorded “noticeably more deference” than a denial of class certification. Id. at 1115. The Court
of Appeals’ analysis relative to both classes includes several highlights summarized below.
POST-LEASE CLASS
Typicality: The representative of this class did not directly lose money (by having her account
debited for taxes and fees), while the other putative class members did. The Ninth Circuit
nevertheless found that she had established typicality, because she “was injured by the same
pattern of racketeering activity as the other class members” (the class representative’s only
injury consisted of the time and money she spent contesting the allegedly fraudulent taxes and
related fees). Id. at 1116. The Court of Appeals did not consider it determinative that the class
representative’s injury differed from the other class members or that she relied on different
criminal predicate acts that proximately caused her RICO injury. Rather, the Ninth Circuit found
typicality because the representative’s claims were “reasonably coextensive” with the claims of
the other class members. Id. at 1120.
Commonality and predominance: The Leasing Defendants argued that the class representative’s
damages theory – the time and effort she spent contesting charges – did not lend itself to proof
on a class-wide basis. The Court of Appeals rejected this argument, stating that “damage
calculations alone cannot defeat certification,” and that each class member need not experience
identical damages from the illegal conduct. Id. Plaintiffs argued the class could demonstrate
damages in two ways, either by proving up the amount of unauthorized debits from their
accounts or proving the amount of time and effort they spent in contesting the charges. The
Ninth Circuit accepted this argument, ruling that common issues in terms of establishing liability
predominated over any individualized issues arising from class members’ damages calculations.
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PROPERTY TAX CLASS
Commonality and predominance: According to the Leasing Defendants, the district court
assumed that the higher tax base – the stream of income a lease would generate – constituted an
inflated figure unsupported by the record. The Ninth Circuit ruled that while plaintiffs “may or
may not prevail” on that issue, it nevertheless represented “a merits question not appropriately
addressed at the class certification stage.” Id. at 1122. The Leasing Defendants further argued
that plaintiffs had presented no evidence about the various tax rates in innumerable jurisdictions.
This also did not matter, according to the Ninth Circuit, because, no matter the tax rate, the issue
of whether the Leasing Defendants employed the wrong tax basis under the equipment leases
presented a common question that predominated over individual ones.
Superiority: While the Leasing Defendants challenged the superiority of the class device given
the number of taxing jurisdiction involved (over 3,500 taxing jurisdictions), the Ninth Circuit
disagreed. Noting the small recovery sought by each class member, the Court of Appeals stated:
“These considerations are at the heart of why the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure allow class
actions in cases where Rule 23’s requirements are satisfied. This case vividly points to the need
for class treatment.” Id. at 1123.
Just Film systematically rejected numerous arguments against class certification – arguments
that frequently go to the heart of a class action defendant’s opposition to class certification. If left
undisturbed, it could mark the beginning of even more aggressive class action efforts in the
Ninth Circuit. Conversely, this latest pro-certification ruling may provide an opportunity for the
U.S. Supreme Court to weigh in again on the “rigorous requirements” for certification under
Rule 23.
Category: Class-wide damages model, Commonality, Ninth Circuit, Predominance, RICO,
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[2] district court abused its discretion in certifying state
breach of contract claims for classwide treatment;
[3] class certification of state unjust enrichment claims was
inappropriate;
[4] certification of claims that HMOs violated variety
of state prompt-pay statutes by failing to send doctors
their reimbursements within certain statutorily established
deadlines was inappropriate;
[5] HMOs waived issue of whether district court should
have certified subclass alleging violations of California
unfair competition statute; and
[6] class action was superior to other available methods of
adjudication of RICO claims.

Affirmed in part, reversed in part, and remanded.
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plaintiffs. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(b)(3),
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Concern that certification of class action
will cause manageability problems will
rarely, if ever, be in itself sufficient to
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Appeal from the United States District Court for the
Southern District of Florida.
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Before TJOFLAT, BIRCH and GOODWIN * , Circuit
Judges.
Honorable Alfred T. Goodwin, United States Circuit
Judge for the Ninth Circuit, sitting by designation.

TJOFLAT, Circuit Judge:
This is a case of almost all doctors versus almost all
major health maintenance organizations (HMOs), coming
before us for the third time in as many years; there have
been twenty-one published orders and opinions in this
case from various federal courts. The plaintiffs are a
putative class of all doctors who submitted at least one
claim to any of the defendant HMOs between 1990 and
2002. They allege that the defendants conspired with each
other to program their computer systems to systematically
underpay physicians for their services. We affirm the
district court's certification of the plaintiffs' federal claims,
though we strongly urge the district court to revisit the
definition of these classes, and reverse the district court's
certification of the plaintiffs' state claims. We do not reach
the district court's certification of a California Subclass
since the defendants did not specifically challenge the
certification on appeal.

I.
The plaintiffs are physicians who were reimbursed by
one or more of the defendant HMOs for treating
patients covered by those HMOs. The plaintiffs allege
that the backbone of their relationship with the HMOs
is that they “will be paid, in a timely manner,
for the covered, medically *1247 necessary services
they render.” Provider Plaintiffs' Second Amended,
Consolidated Class Action Complaint, ¶ 4 (Sept. 19,
2002) (hereinafter, Second Complaint ). 1 In a phrase
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that will undoubtedly play well with a jury, the doctors
alliteratively claim that the defendants systematically
“deny, delay and diminish the payments due to [them],” id.
¶ 5, and fail to tell doctors that they are being underpaid,
id. ¶ 78. The complaint alleges that the defendants'
reimbursement system is based on
1

We quote from the plaintiffs' second amended
complaint because it sets forth the material facts
of this case most clearly; the substance of the
allegations is the same across all three of the plaintiffs'
complaints.

covertly denying payments to physicians based on
financially expedient cost and actuarial criteria rather
than medical necessity, processing physicians' bills
using automated programs which manipulate standard
coding practices to artificially reduce the amount they
are paid, and ... systematically delaying payments to
gain increased use of the physicians' funds.
Id. ¶ 6.
If an agreement between a physician and an HMO
exists, its terms govern the physician's reimbursement.
The HMOs also “represent to the medical profession at
large” that when a physician treats a patient who belongs
to an HMO with which the physician does not have
a contract, the HMO will still reimburse him. Among
the ways in which the defendants allegedly convey this
information are “[b]y disseminating billing information
to the profession at large,” “confirming coverage for
medically necessary services when contacted by doctors
prior to treatment,” and “explaining payments so as to
make it appear that doctors are being paid for the covered,
medically necessary services they render.” Id. ¶¶ 77(c), (d),
(f).
The complaint alleges that physicians under contract with
HMOs are compensated through one of two different
methods—fee-for-service or capitation. Physicians who
do not have a contractual relationship with an HMO are
reimbursed only under a fee-for-service regime. See id. ¶¶
79, 101. Although the plaintiffs allege that they are being
systematically underpaid under both payment methods,
the exact ways in which this is purportedly accomplished
differ; we will consider each reimbursement scheme in
turn.

A.
Under a fee-for-service plan, an HMO agrees to reimburse
doctors for any medically necessary services they perform
on covered individuals, whether or not those doctors are
under contract with the HMO. This gives doctors an
incentive to perform as many tests and procedures as they
can convince the HMO are medically necessary; HMOs, in
contrast, have an incentive to approve as few procedures
as possible. Both parties claim they are acting in their
patients' best medical interests.
To claim reimbursement, physicians are required to fill
out an HCFA–1500 form, developed by the federal
government and the American Medical Association.
These forms employ a “current procedural terminology”
coding procedure (“CPT coding”) whereby medical
procedures are identified by standardized designators.
Each designator is comprised of two components: a “base
code” that identifies the nature of the procedure and a
series of modifiers “for the degree of difficulty, complexity
and multiplicity.” Id. ¶ 80. Each HCFA–1500 form is
processed by the defendants' computer systems, which
specify the amount that the physician should be paid.
*1248 The plaintiffs allege that these computer systems
are programmed to systematically underpay the plaintiffs
through a variety of methods. First, the plaintiffs
allege that the systems are programmed to simply deny
reimbursement for certain base codes that insurance
companies feel are too expensive, notwithstanding their
contractual obligations to both physicians and patients.
Id. ¶ 84. Second, the plaintiffs allege that when
the systems read certain base codes on HCFA–1500
forms, they are programmed to interpret them as
requesting reimbursement for less expensive procedures
(“downcoding”). Id. ¶ 86. Third, the plaintiffs contend
that the system is programmed to simply group certain
base codes together, so that if the system reads certain
combinations of codes on the forms, they will be
interpreted as being only a single code (“grouping”). Id.
Fourth, the system is allegedly programmed to ignore
certain modifiers that would drive up physicians'
reimbursements. Id. ¶ 90. Fifth, the plaintiffs assert
that the system is designed to unnecessarily put their
reimbursement claims in a “state of suspense before they
are processed even though no additional information is
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needed or requested.... The end result is that average
payment times exceed by multiples the time provided for
by law in most states as well as the time set by contract
and industry practice.” Id. ¶¶ 94, 96. Finally, the plaintiffs
allege that the forms the HMOs send to physicians
explaining the amounts of their reimbursements, called
“explanation of benefits” forms (“EOBs”), “misrepresent
or conceal the actual manner in which Plaintiffs' ...
payment requests were processed so as to induce them to
accept reduced payments in reliance thereon.” Id. ¶ 98.

B.
Even plaintiffs whose contracts establish a capitation
payment plan are not free from the defendants' alleged
manipulation. Under a capitation agreement, each patient
specifies a physician as his “primary care provider.”
The HMO is obligated to pay each physician a small
monthly fee, called a capitation payment, for each patient
registered to him. The physician, in turn, is obligated to
provide whatever medical services each registered patient
requires. Thus, a capitation system is a flat-rate scheme in
which a physician's payments are “based on the number
of patients they agree to treat rather than on the services
they actually render.” Id. ¶ 7. A capitation method
gives a physician an incentive to provide as few services
as possible to each patient, whether or not medically
necessary, because his payments are not tied to the quality
or extent of services he provides. The HMOs, in turn, have
an incentive to register as few patients as possible with
each physician, so as to reduce their monthly per-patient
outlays.
The plaintiffs contend that the HMOs are underpaying
physicians by failing to pay capitation fees for many
patients who have registered with a physician but never
visited him. Id. ¶ 105. Consequently, plaintiffs allege,
they are receiving capitation payments based on a much
smaller pool of patients than that to which they are
entitled.
This is not the only way in which the defendants have
allegedly cheated doctors reimbursed under a capitation
scheme. Before sending physicians their capitation
payments, HMOs withhold a small amount of money to
establish a “pharmacy risk pool,” which is used to pay for
their insured patients' medication. The plaintiffs contend
that the defendants are withholding too much from their

capitation reimbursements because they are basing the
withholdings on the actual cost of the *1249 drugs
the patients are using, without taking into account “the
substantial rebates/refunds/discounts granted by drug
manufacturers.” Id. ¶ 106.
The defendants are also contractually obligated to pay
the plaintiffs an extra bonus if there is money left in
the pharmaceutical risk fund at the end of the year
after all of the patients' covered medications have been
paid for. The plaintiffs allege, however, that defendants
somehow “adjust” the year-end statements for the risk
fund so as to avoid making these payments. Id. ¶ 107.
Finally, not all services are covered by the capitation plan;
for certain non-covered services, physicians are required
to submit HCFA–1500 forms. The plaintiffs allege that
when capitation-plan doctors submit these forms, they are
subjected to the same types of fraudulent behavior as the
fee-for-service doctors, discussed in the previous Section.

C.
The plaintiffs sued a variety of large HMOs because
they claim that these practices are not occurring in
isolation, but are instead the end-product of a decadeslong nefarious conspiracy to undermine the American
health care system. The plaintiffs assert that such a
conspiracy was necessary to permit these practices to
continue, because “[i]f only one Defendant engaged in
these activities, physicians could and would refuse to do
business with that Defendant, but together Defendants
have the power and influence necessary to affect and
perpetuate their scheme.” Id. ¶ 118. To support this
allegation, the plaintiffs point to the fact that most of the
HMOs run their reimbursement processes in substantially
the same way, id. ¶ 119, and participate in various industry
groups, trade associations, and standards-promulgation
projects, id. ¶ 120.

D.
This case originated when lawsuits were filed in four
federal judicial districts against Humana, Inc., for
underpaying doctors in the manners described above.
These suits were consolidated by the Judicial Panel on
Multidistrict Litigation (the “Panel”) in the Southern
District of Florida. In re Humana Managed Care Litig.,
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No. 1334, 2000 WL 34325806, 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
5099 (J.P.M.L. Apr. 28, 2000). Later, the Panel decided
to combine the suits against Humana with several other
similar federal suits from across the country filed against
other major HMOs. In re Humana Managed Care Litig.,
Nos. 1334, 1364, 1366 & 1367, 2000 WL 1925080,
2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15927 (J.P.M.L. Oct. 23, 2000).
The Panel found that these suits “involve[d] common
questions of fact concerning whether defendants—either
singly or as part of a conspiracy—implemented certain
policies, including inter alia utilization review processes,
physician financial incentives, and/or failure to pay clean
claims in a timely manner which ... unlawfully interfered
with health care providers' delivery of ... care.” Id. at *2,
2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15927 at *7–8. It further held,
Centralization of all the actions
under Section 1407 in the Southern
District of Florida ... will serve
the convenience of the parties and
witnesses and promote the just and
efficient conduct of this litigation.
Congregating all these actions there
is necessary in order to avoid
duplication of discovery, prevent
inconsistent or repetitive pretrial
rulings, and conserve the resources
of the parties, their counsel and
the judiciary. As a result, resolution
of overlapping issues, such as class
certification, any common practices,
and the nature and existence of any
conspiracy, will be streamlined.
*1250 Id. at *2, 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15927 at *8.
Separate federal proceedings against CIGNA were later
consolidated into this suit in In re Managed Care Litig.,
246 F.Supp.2d 1363, 1364 (J.P.M.L.2003).
Once the cases were consolidated, the plaintiffs filed an
amended complaint against all of the defendants, see First
Consolidated, Amended Class Action Complaint (Mar. 26,
2001) (hereinafter, First Complaint). It requested that the
district court certify three classes. First, the plaintiffs
requested certification of a Global Class, including “[a]ll
medical doctors who provided services to any person
insured by any defendant from August 14, 1990 to [the
date of certification],” to pursue their claims that the
defendants conspired to violate the Racketeer Influenced
and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO), and aided and

abetted each other in doing so. Id. ¶ 119 (brackets in
original). Second, the plaintiffs sought recognition of a
National Subclass, comprised of all “[m]edical doctors
who provided services to any person insured by a
Defendant, when the doctor has a claim against such
Defendant and is not bound to arbitrate the claim,” to
pursue various state-law claims against the defendants, as
well as claims based on “direct” (substantive, as opposed
to inchoate) RICO violations. 2 Id. ¶ 120. Finally, the
plaintiffs requested certification of a California Subclass,
comprised of “[m]edical doctors who provided services
to any person insured in California by any defendant,
when the doctor was not bound to arbitrate the claim
being asserted,” to pursue alleged violations of Cal. Bus.
& Prof.Code § 17200. Id. ¶ 121. The district court certified
all three classes, In re Managed Care Litig., 209 F.R.D.
678 (S.D.Fla.2002), and the HMOs now appeal.
2

The district court certified a Global Class, comprised
of all doctors, whether or not they had arbitration
clauses, to pursue RICO claims based on aiding
and abetting and conspiracy because it held that
such causes of action were non-arbitrable. It certified
a National Subclass, comprised only of doctors
not subject to enforceable arbitration clauses, to
pursue the substantive RICO claims because those
claims were ultimately held by the Supreme Court
to be arbitrable. See PacifiCare Health Sys. v.
Book, 538 U.S. 401, 407, 123 S.Ct. 1531, 1536, 155
L.Ed.2d 578 (2003) ( “[T]he proper course is to
compel arbitration” of the direct RICO claims.); see
also In re Managed Care Litig., MDL No. 1334,
at 8, 2003 WL 22410373, *4 (S.D.Fla. Sept. 15,
2003) (“[A]ll direct RICO claims that stem from
contractual relationships subject to arbitration must
be arbitrated, notwithstanding any clauses limiting
the availability of punitive, exemplary or extracontractual damages.”).

[1] For a district court to certify a class action, the named
plaintiffs must have standing, and the putative class must
meet each of the requirements specified in Federal Rule
of Civil Procedure 23(a), 3 as well as at least one of the
requirements set forth in Rule 23(b). 4 City of Hialeah v.
*1251 Rojas, 311 F.3d 1096, 1101 (11th Cir.2002); Turner
v. Beneficial Corp., 242 F.3d 1023, 1025 (11th Cir.2001).
The classes in this case were certified under Rule 23(b)(3),
which states that a class action may be certified if “the
court finds that the questions of law or fact common to
the members of the class predominate over any questions
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affecting only individual members, and that a class action
is superior to other available methods for the fair and
efficient adjudication of the controversy.”
3

4

This Rule states:
One or more members of a class may sue or be
sued as representative parties on behalf of all
only if (1) the class is so numerous that joinder
of all members is impracticable, (2) there are
questions of law or fact common to the class,
(3) the claims or defenses of the representative
parties are typical of the claims or defenses of the
class, and (4) the representative parties will fairly
and adequately protect the interests of the class.
Fed.R.Civ.P. 23(a).
This Rule states:
An action may be maintained as a class action if
the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied,
and in addition:
(1) the prosecution of separate actions by or
against individual members of the class would
create a risk of
(A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with
respect to individual members of the class
which would establish incompatible standards
of conduct for the party opposing the class, or
(B) adjudications with respect to individual
members of the class which would as a
practical matter be dispositive of the interests
of the other members not parties to the
adjudications or substantially impair or
impede their ability to protect their interests;
or
(2) the party opposing the class has acted or
refused to act on grounds generally applicable
to the class, thereby making appropriate final
injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory
relief with respect to the class as a whole; or
(3) the court finds that the questions of law
or fact common to the members of the class
predominate over any questions affecting only
individual members, and that a class action is
superior to other available methods for the fair
and efficient adjudication of the controversy.
The matters pertinent to the findings include:
(A) the interest of members of the class in
individually controlling the prosecution or
defense of separate actions;
(B) the extent and nature of any
litigation concerning the controversy already
commenced by or against members of the
class;

(C) the desirability or undesirability of
concentrating the litigation of the claims in the
particular forum;
(D) the difficulties likely to be encountered in
the management of a class action.
Fed.R.Civ.P. 23(b).

In this appeal, the defendants do not challenge the
standing of the named plaintiffs or any of the district
court's findings concerning Rule 23(a); they contend only
that certification under Rule 23(b)(3) was improper. They
raise three separate arguments. First, they contend that
common questions of law and fact concerning the federal
claims do not predominate over individual issues specific
to each plaintiff. They next make the same argument
regarding the plaintiffs' state law claims. Finally, for both
the federal and state claims, they contend that, regardless
of whether common issues of law and fact predominate,
a class action is inferior to other methods of adjudicating
them. We address each of these arguments in separate
Parts.
[2] “The decision to certify is within the broad discretion
of the district court....” Castano v. Am. Tobacco Co., 84
F.3d 734, 740 (5th Cir.1996). However, with great power
comes great responsibility; the awesome power of a district
court must be “exercised within the framework of rule
23.” Id. We apply an abuse of discretion standard in
reviewing the district court's class certification rulings.
Hines v. Widnall, 334 F.3d 1253, 1255 (11th Cir.2003).
A district court abuses its
discretion if it applies an
incorrect legal standard, follows
improper procedures in making the
determination, or makes findings
of fact that are clearly erroneous.
A district court may also abuse
its discretion by applying the law
in an unreasonable or incorrect
manner. Finally, an abuse of
discretion occurs if the district court
imposes some harm, disadvantage,
or restriction upon someone that
is unnecessarily broad or does not
result in any offsetting gain to
anyone else or society at large.
In making these assessments, we
review the district court's factual
determinations for clear error, and
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its purely legal determinations de
novo.
Klay v. United Healthgroup, Inc., 376 F.3d 1092, 1096
(11th Cir.2004) (quotation marks and citations omitted).

*1252 II.
The defendants' first claim is that the district court erred
in certifying a Global Class to pursue federal RICO
claims based on conspiracy and aiding-and-abetting, and
a National Class to pursue federal claims based on
“direct” RICO violations, because the common issues of
fact and law these claims involve do not predominate over
individualized issues. Section A explains the substance of
the plaintiffs' RICO claims in order to determine the issues
of fact and law that are implicated. Section B analyzes our
circuit's precedents concerning whether common issues of
fact and law predominate over individualized ones under
Rule 23(b)(3). Section C applies these principles to the
RICO claims in this case, concluding that the district
court did not abuse its discretion in certifying classes to
litigate these claims. Finally, although we conclude that
the district court acted within the proper scope of its
power, Section D offers an observation that we strongly
urge the court to consider in potentially redefining the
scope of these classes.

A.
To understand the plaintiffs' RICO claims, it is necessary
to first examine two of the central elements upon
which they are predicated—the “pattern of racketeering
activity” in which the defendants allegedly engaged, and
the “enterprise” to which this racketeering activity was
allegedly related. To violate RICO, a defendant must
engage in a pattern of racketeering activities. RICO
designates the violation of certain federal criminal laws
as “racketeering activities,” see 18 U.S.C. § 1961(1).
The plaintiffs contend that the defendants committed
racketeering activities by engaging in mail and wire fraud,
in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341 and 1343; extortion, in
violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1951(a) and (b)(2); and violations
of the Travel Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1952(a)(3). 5
5

The plaintiffs originally alleged that the defendants
also engaged in racketeering activity by interfering

with benefit plans in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1954.
See First Complaint ¶¶ 264–67. This allegation was
dropped from the Third Amended, Consolidated Class
Action Complaint (Nov. 25, 2002), so we need not
consider it.

The defendants allegedly committed mail and wire
fraud by withholding from the plaintiffs information
concerning the various practices described above in
Sections I.A and I.B. For example, the plaintiffs allege
that the “Defendants misrepresented to Plaintiffs and
class members that Defendants would pay Plaintiffs
and class members for medically necessary services and
procedures according to the CPT codes for the services
and procedures they provided.” First Complaint ¶ 236.
The plaintiffs further contend that the defendants “have
concealed and have failed to disclose that they deliberately
delay payments ... [and] that they have developed or
purchased claims systems designed to manipulate CPT
codes.” Id. ¶ 239, 241. Regarding doctors reimbursed
under a capitation plan, the plaintiffs maintain that the
defendants “have represented that capitation payments
are paid upon enrollment of members [and] ... have failed
to disclose their use of age/sex adjustment factors to adjust
capitation payments below the levels the Defendants
agreed to pay.” Id. ¶¶ 245–46.
The defendants allegedly engaged in extortion by
forc[ing] Plaintiffs and members
of the class to accept capitation
contracts,
accept
the
loss
of compensation for treating
Defendants' insureds which results
from their misrepresentation and
manipulation of the workings of
the capitation payment system,
and accept the denial,
*1253
reduction and delay of payments
for covered, medically necessary
services ... through fear of economic
loss. Defendants create this fear
through threats, both veiled and
explicit, that doctors will lose the
patient base Defendants control,
be blacklisted, and in the case of
noncontract doctors, not be paid at
all.
Third Amended, Consolidated Class Action Complaint ¶¶
150–51 (Nov. 25, 2002) (hereinafter, Third Complaint). 6
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6

The district court's class certification decision was, of
course, based on the First Complaint. However, we
will base our class certification ruling on the Third
Complaint—apparently the most recent complaint
filed in this case—when it pleads a claim better than
the First Complaint, for the sake of judicial economy.
If we reversed the district court's certification of a
class concerning a particular claim as it is pled in
the First Complaint, even though that class might
have been certified based on the pleadings in the
Third Complaint, we would be engendering much
unnecessary litigation. Thus, even though the district
court did not formally rule upon the Third Complaint,
we will take it into account when it better repleads
claims that the district court adjudicated from the
First Complaint. As discussed later, however, this
ruling does not address counts that are raised for the
first time in the Third Complaint.

The final racketeering activity in which the defendants
allegedly engaged was violating the Travel Act, which
makes it a crime to “travel[ ] in interstate or foreign
commerce or use[ ] the mail or any facility in interstate
or foreign commerce, with intent to ... promote,
manage, establish, carry on or facilitate the promotion,
management, establishment, or carrying on, of any
unlawful activity.” 18 U.S.C. § 1952(a)(3). The defendants
purportedly used “the mail or other facilities of interstate
commerce ... to carry on their extortion” as described
above. Third Complaint ¶ 154.
Having laid out the various racketeering activities in
which the defendants allegedly engaged, we now turn to
the enterprise to which these activities were ostensibly
related. The plaintiffs assert that the defendants belonged
to a shadowy, mysterious “Managed Case Enterprise”
that included other health insurance companies not
named as defendants, the companies that developed the
claims-processing software the defendants use, companies
that review claims for the defendants, and several
trade, standards-setting, and industry organizations and
associations to which the defendants belong or with
which the defendants work. This enterprise is a “system
that allows [the defendants] to manipulate and control
reimbursements to physicians and conceal the manner in
which that is done.” Third Complaint ¶ 138.
Based on these facts, the plaintiffs allege several different
RICO violations. First, they contend that the defendants
violated 18 U.S.C. §§ 1962(a) and (c) (Counts III and IV

in the First Complaint; Count III in the Third Complaint).
Section 1962(a) makes it unlawful for “any person who
has received any income, derived directly or indirectly,
from a pattern of racketeering activity ... to use or
invest, directly or indirectly, any part of such income ...
[in the] operation of, any enterprise which is engaged
in ... interstate ... commerce.” The defendants allegedly
violated this provision by using money they obtained
through racketeering activities—that is, underpaying
doctors through the dishonest means specified in Sections
I.A and I.B, thereby violating the federal criminal laws
specified above—to further the Managed Care Enterprise.
18 U.S.C. § 1962(c) makes it unlawful for “any person
employed by or associated with any enterprise engaged
in ... interstate ... commerce, to conduct or participate,
directly or indirectly, in the conduct of such enterprise's
affairs through a pattern *1254 of racketeering activity.”
The plaintiffs assert that the defendants operated the
Managed Care Enterprise by engaging in racketeering
activity because the enterprise itself was created to
systematically underpay doctors for the services they
provide.
Next, the plaintiffs contend that the defendants violated
18 U.S.C. § 1962(d), which prohibits conspiracies to
violate other provisions of RICO by conspiring with
each other to violate 18 U.S.C. §§ 1962(a) and (c), as
discussed above. (Count I in both the First Complaint
and Third Complaint). The plaintiffs further assert that
the defendants violated 18 U.S.C. § 2 by aiding and
abetting each other in violating 18 U.S.C. §§ 1962(a)
and (c), as discussed above. (Count II in both the First
Complaint and Third Complaint). Finally, based on these
allegations, the plaintiffs seek injunctive and declaratory
relief. (Count X in the First Complaint; Count IV in the
Third Complaint). Having explained the federal claims
for which the plaintiffs sought class certification, we now
explore the “predominance” analysis mandated by Rule
23(b)(3).

B.
[3]
[4]
[5] The defendants' main contention is that
the district court erred in certifying classes to litigate
the RICO claims discussed above because the common
issues of fact and law these claims involve do not
predominate over the individualized issues involved that
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are specific to each plaintiff. Under Rule 23(b)(3), “[i]t
is not necessary that all questions of fact or law be
common, but only that some questions are common
and that they predominate over individual questions.”
In re Theragenics Corp. Secs. Litig., 205 F.R.D. 687,
697 (N.D.Ga.2002). In determining whether class or
individual issues predominate in a putative class action
suit, we must take into account “the claims, defenses,
relevant facts, and applicable substantive law,” Castano,
84 F.3d at 744, to assess the degree to which resolution
of the classwide issues will further each individual class
member's claim against the defendant. 7
7

In determining whether individual or collective issues
predominate, we look not only to the plaintiff's
allegations, but also to any compulsory counterclaims
that the defendant can be expected to bring or
permissive counterclaims that the defendant has
already brought. See Heaven v. Trust Co. Bank,
118 F.3d 735, 738 (11th Cir.1997) (rejecting class
certification in part because the class members, as
“counterclaim defendants[,] would be compelled to
come forward with individual defenses” that would
“require the court to engage in multiple separate
factual determinations”). We do not, however,
take into account permissive counterclaims that the
defendant has yet to bring because it is possible they
will not actually be brought and the district court
can reconsider its certification decision once they have
been filed. See Roper v. Consurve, Inc., 578 F.2d
1106, 1116 (5th Cir.1978); see also Bonner v. City of
Prichard, 661 F.2d 1206, 1209 (11th Cir.1981) (en
banc) (adopting as binding precedent all decisions
of the former Fifth Circuit handed down prior to
October 1, 1981); Brown v. SCI Funeral Servs. of
Fla., Inc., 212 F.R.D. 602, 607 (S.D.Fla.2003) (“[I]f
the Court, following certification, concludes that
the counterclaims make the class unmanageable, the
Court has the continuing authority under Rule 23
to issue a supplemental order excluding counterclaim defendants from the plaintiff class....”). Indeed,
even where a defendant files a counterclaim, he must
adduce some evidence in support of it before a court
will take it into account as a reason for declining
to certify a class. The defendants in this case have
not pointed to any permissive counterclaims they
have already filed, or compulsory counterclaims they
are likely to file, against substantial numbers of
class members. Consequently, in determining whether
individual or collective issues predominate in this
class action, we consider only the evidentiary and

legal issues arising from the allegations contained in
the complaint and the defenses raised against them.

*1255 [6]
[7]
[8] “Whether an issue predominates
can only be determined after considering what value the
resolution of the class-wide issue will have in each class
member's underlying cause of action.” Rutstein v. Avis
Rent–A–Car Sys., 211 F.3d 1228, 1234 (11th Cir.2000).
Common issues of fact and law predominate if they
“ha[ve] a direct impact on every class member's effort to
establish liability and on every class member's entitlement
to injunctive and monetary relief.” Ingram v. Coca–Cola
Co., 200 F.R.D. 685, 699 (N.D.Ga.2001). Where, after
adjudication of the classwide issues, plaintiffs must still
introduce a great deal of individualized proof or argue a
number of individualized legal points to establish most or
all of the elements of their individual claims, such claims
are not suitable for class certification under Rule 23(b)
(3). See Perez v. Metabolife Int'l, Inc., 218 F.R.D. 262,
273 (S.D.Fla.2003) (declining class certification in part
because “any efficiency gained by deciding the common
elements will be lost when separate trials are required for
each class member in order to determine each member's
entitlement to the requested relief”).
[9] [10] An alternate formulation of this test was offered
in Alabama v. Blue Bird Body Co., 573 F.2d 309 (5th
Cir.1978). In that case, we observed that if common issues
truly predominate over individualized issues in a lawsuit,
then “the addition or subtraction of any of the plaintiffs
to or from the class [should not] have a substantial effect
on the substance or quantity of evidence offered.” Id.
at 322. Put simply, if the addition of more plaintiffs to
a class requires the presentation of significant amounts
of new evidence, that strongly suggests that individual
issues (made relevant only through the inclusion of these
new class members) are important. Id. (“If such addition
or subtraction of plaintiffs does affect the substance
or quantity of evidence offered, then the necessary
common question might not be present.”). If, on the
other hand, the addition of more plaintiffs leaves the
quantum of evidence introduced by the plaintiffs as a
whole relatively undisturbed, then common issues are
likely to predominate.

C.
[11] In certifying the plaintiffs' RICO claims, the district
court found that common questions of fact and law
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predominate because this case “involves a conspiracy and
joint efforts to monopolize and restrain trade.” Managed
Care Litig., 209 F.R.D. at 696. The common factual issues
that predominated over individualized ones included
Defendants'
medical
necessity
requirements, Defendants' use of
actuarial guidelines, Defendants'
use
of
automated
claims
system and comparable software
capable of adjusting CPT codes
and reimbursement rates and
automatically delaying and denying
claims as well as other uniform
activities designed to deny, delay
or decrease reimbursement or
payments to physicians.
Id. The existence of a conspiracy, and whether the
defendants aided and abetted each other, were also
issues common to all of the plaintiffs that tended to
predominate. Id. We agree with this analysis.

1.
The plaintiffs here allege the type of nationwide
conspiracy which we intimated in Blue Bird Body Co., 573
F.2d 309, would probably be appropriate for nationwide
class certification. In that case, the State of Alabama
sought to represent a nationwide class of all governmental
entities in the United States that purchased school buses,
alleging that the defendants engaged in a nationwide pricefixing conspiracy in violation of federal antitrust *1256
laws. The only evidence to which the plaintiffs pointed to
support their claims of a nationwide conspiracy, however,
was an excerpt from a deposition that referred solely
to price-fixing within Alabama. We recognized that the
plaintiffs might have intended to establish proof of a
nationwide conspiracy “through testimony, exhibits, etc.,
of the various school bus markets on a state by state
basis.” Id. at 322. We held,
If this is indeed the plaintiffs'
plan, then the national class should
not have been certified since there
would be no evidence linking the
different conspiracies to each other
in order to establish the one
“common” conspiracy. Common

issues of fact do not predominate
in such a situation even though all
the plaintiffs might have separate
causes of actions against the same
defendants based upon similar
theories of recovery.
Id. at 323 (footnote omitted). In this case, in contrast,
all of the defendants operate nationwide and allegedly
conspired to underpay doctors across the nation, so the
numerous factual issues relating to the conspiracy are
common to all plaintiffs. Cf. Kirkpatrick v. J.C. Bradford
& Co., 827 F.2d 718, 725 (11th Cir.1987) (granting class
certification because “each of the complaints alleges a
single conspiracy and fraudulent scheme against a large
number of individuals and thus is particularly appropriate
for class action” (quotation marks and citation omitted)).
This case stands in stark contrast to many others in
which we found individualized issues to predominate. For
example, in Jackson v. Motel 6 Multipurpose, Inc., 130
F.3d 999 (11th Cir.1997), a putative class of African–
American plaintiffs sued Motel 6, alleging that the
chain either denied African–Americans accommodations
altogether, or rented them only dirty rooms. We
declined to certify the class because the plaintiffs' claims
would have “require[d] distinctly case-specific inquiries
into the facts surrounding each alleged incident of
discrimination.” Id. at 1006. We explained:
The issues that must be addressed
include not only whether a
particular plaintiff was denied a
room or was rented a substandard
room, but also whether there
were any rooms vacant when
that plaintiff inquired; whether the
plaintiff had reservations; whether
unclean rooms were rented to
the plaintiff for reasons having
nothing to do with the plaintiff's
race; whether the plaintiff, at
the time that he requested
a room, exhibited any nonracial characteristics legitimately
counseling against renting him a
room; and so on.... These issues are
clearly predominant over the only
issue arguably common to the class
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—whether Motel 6 has a practice or
policy of racial discrimination.

on. All of these issues are clearly
case-specific, and they will all have
to be addressed in one way or
another in order for each plaintiff
to demonstrate a prima facie case of
intentional discrimination.

Id.
We came to the same conclusion in Rutstein, 211 F.3d
1228, where we denied class certification to a group
of plaintiffs alleging that Avis refused to establish
corporate accounts for Jewish companies. We held
that each plaintiff's individualized allegations necessarily
predominated over the issue of whether Avis had
discriminatory policies because “[e]ach plaintiff [would]
have to bring forth evidence demonstrating that the
defendant had an intent to treat him or her less favorably
because of the plaintiff's Jewish ethnicity.” Id. at 1235.
We explained that individual claims for discrimination
are inextricably bound up in innumerable case-specific
facts, for “even if [the] plaintiffs [could] demonstrate that a
general policy or practice of discrimination was applied in
their cases, Avis [could] escape liability by showing that an
individual plaintiff would have been denied or terminated
even if no such *1257 policy or practice had existed.” Id.
at 1236.
The individual issues that must be
addressed [regarding each individual
plaintiff] include not only whether
Avis actually denied a particular
plaintiff a corporate account, gave
the plaintiff a less advantageous
account, or cancelled the plaintiff's
account, but also whether the
particular plaintiff was of the age
required by Avis to qualify for
a corporate account; whether the
plaintiff met the financial criteria
for a corporate account; whether
the nature of the plaintiff's expected
use of Avis vehicles would make
the transaction cost-justified for
Avis; whether the plaintiff would
be renting cars from Avis in a
criminally high-risk or low-risk
geographical area; whether the Avis
employee who allegedly denied the
plaintiff a corporate account judged
the caller-applicant to be lying
about his or her qualifications based
on information not related to the
caller's ethnicity; and so on, and so

Id. at 1235.
Motel 6 and Rutstein were both cases in which individuals
were seeking to litigate separate discrimination claims that
arose from a variety of individual incidents together in
the same class action simply because they alleged that
the acts of discrimination occurred pursuant to corporate
policies. In the instant case, however, the plaintiffs'
RICO claims are not simply individual allegations of
underpayments lumped together, and the allegation
of an official corporate policy or conspiracy is not
simply a piece of circumstantial evidence being used to
support such individual underpayment claims. Instead,
the very gravamen of the RICO claims is the “pattern
of racketeering activities” and the existence of a national
conspiracy to underpay doctors. These are not facts from
which jurors will be asked to infer the commission of
wrongful acts against individual plaintiffs; these very
facts constitute essential elements of each plaintiff's RICO
claims. While the existence of a policy of discrimination
did not constitute an element of any of the causes
of action in Rutstein or Motel 6, the existence of a
general conspiracy to violate certain federal laws, or a
pattern and practice of aiding and abetting other HMOs'
violations of those laws, is an essential element of each
individual plaintiff's RICO-related claims. Cf. Rutstein,
211 F.3d at 1235 (“Whether Avis maintains a policy or
practice of discrimination may be relevant in a given
case, but it certainly cannot establish that the company
intentionally discriminated against every member of the
putative class.”). Thus, while corporate policies were only
circumstantially relevant in the discrimination cases, and
insufficient to overcome the tremendous individualized
issues of fact that remained in those cases, they constitute
the very heart of the plaintiffs' RICO claims here, and
would necessarily have to be re-proven by every plaintiff
if each doctor's claims were tried separately.

2.
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[12] The defendants contend that class certification is
inappropriate because the RICO claims are based, in
large part, on allegations of mail and wire fraud. Under
Sikes v. Teleline, Inc., reliance may not be presumed in
fraud-based RICO actions; instead, the evidence must
demonstrate that each individual plaintiff actually relied
upon the misrepresentations at issue. 281 F.3d 1350,
1360, 1362 (11th Cir.2002) (holding that, to make out
a civil RICO claim *1258 based on mail or wire
fraud, a plaintiff must demonstrate that he “relied on a
misrepresentation made in furtherance of [a] fraudulent
scheme” because “[i]t would be unjust to employ a
presumption to relieve a party of its burden of production
when that party has all the evidence regarding that element
of the claim”). The defendants contend that, because
each individual plaintiff must specifically show that he,
personally, relied on the misstatements at issue, this
individualized issue necessarily predominates.
The Fifth Circuit, in Castano, 84 F.3d at 745 (which is not
binding upon us), held that, under Simon v. Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 482 F.2d 880 (5th Cir.1973)
(citations omitted) (which is binding on us), “a fraud class
action cannot be certified when individual reliance will be
an issue.” This is a misinterpretation of Simon, which in
fact stated only that
[i]f there is any material variation
in the representations made or in
the degrees of reliance thereupon,
a fraud case may be unsuited for
treatment as a class action.... [I]f the
writings contain material variations,
emanate from several sources, or
do not actually reach the subject
investors, they are no more valid
a basis for a class action than
dissimilar oral representations.
Simon, 482 F.2d at 882. As this quote demonstrates, we
declined certification in Simon because of the plaintiff's
“failure to prove any standardized representations by
[the defendant].” Id. at 883. In this case, however, the
plaintiffs allege that while the defendants engaged in
a variety of specific communications with physicians,
they all conveyed essentially the same message—that the
defendants would honestly pay physicians the amounts to
which they were entitled.

[13] Under well-established Eleventh Circuit precedent,
the simple fact that reliance is an element in a cause of
action is not an absolute bar to class certification. In
Kirkpatrick, 827 F.2d at 720, for example, the plaintiffs
sought class certification of their claim that various
brokerage firms “disseminat[ed] materially misleading
information” concerning the financial condition of a
company in which the plaintiffs had purchased limited
partnership interests. Among the provisions under which
the plaintiffs sought recovery was Rule 10b–5 (17 C.F.R.
§ 240.10b–5), promulgated under the Securities and
Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. § 78j. We reversed
the district court's order denying certification under Rule
23(b)(3), concluding that common issues of fact and
law predominated over individual issues. The district
court's main concern was that each of the plaintiffs was
individually obligated to demonstrate his or her reliance
on the defendants' misstatements to make out claims
under Rule 10b–5. We held, however,
In view of the overwhelming
number of common factual and
legal issues presented by plaintiffs'
misrepresentation claims, ... the
mere presence of the factual
issue of individual reliance could
not render the claims unsuitable
for class treatment. Here, ...
each of the complaints alleges a
single conspiracy and fraudulent
scheme against a large number of
individuals and thus is particularly
appropriate for class action.
Kirkpatrick, 827 F.2d at 724–25 (quotation marks and
citation omitted).
We follow Kirkpatrick here for two reasons. First, the
common issues of fact discussed in the previous Section,
concerning the existence of a national conspiracy, a
pattern of racketeering activity, and a Managed Care
Enterprise, are quite substantial. They would tend to
predominate *1259 over all but the most complex
individualized issues.
Second, while each plaintiff must prove his own reliance
in this case, we believe that, based on the nature
of the misrepresentations at issue, the circumstantial
evidence that can be used to show reliance is common
to the whole class. That is, the same considerations
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could lead a reasonable factfinder to conclude beyond
a preponderance of the evidence that each individual
plaintiff relied on the defendants' representations.
The alleged misrepresentations in the instant case are
simply that the defendants repeatedly claimed they would
reimburse the plaintiffs for medically necessary services
they provide to the defendants' insureds, and sent the
plaintiffs various EOB forms claiming that they had
actually paid the plaintiffs the proper amounts. While
the EOB forms may raise substantial individualized
issues of reliance, the antecedent representations about
the defendants' reimbursement practices do not. It does
not strain credulity to conclude that each plaintiff, in
entering into contracts with the defendants, relied upon
the defendants' representations and assumed they would
be paid the amounts they were due. A jury could quite
reasonably infer that guarantees concerning physician pay
—the very consideration upon which those agreements
are based—go to the heart of these agreements, and
that doctors based their assent upon them. This is a far
cry from the type of “presumed” reliance we invalidated
in Sikes. Consequently, while each plaintiff must prove
reliance, he or she may do so through common evidence
(that is, through legitimate inferences based on the nature
of the alleged misrepresentations at issue). For this reason,
this is not a case in which individualized issues of reliance
predominate over common questions.

[14] “[I]n assessing whether to certify a class, the
Court's inquiry is limited to whether or not the proposed
methods [for computing damages] are so insubstantial
as to amount to no method at all.... [Plaintiffs] need
only come forward with plausible statistical or economic
methodologies to demonstrate impact on a class-wide
basis.” In re Terazosin Hydrochloride Antitrust Litig.,
220 F.R.D. 672, 698 (S.D.Fla.2004) (quotation marks
omitted). Particularly where damages can be computed
according to some formula, 8 statistical *1260 analysis, 9
or other easy or essentially mechanical methods, 10 the
fact that damages must be calculated on an individual
basis is no impediment to class certification.
8

9

10
3.
The defendants point out that individualized
determinations are necessary to determine the extent
of damages allegedly suffered by each plaintiff. While
this is undoubtedly true, it is insufficient to defeat class
certification under Rule 23(b)(3). “[N]umerous courts
have recognized that the presence of individualized
damages issues does not prevent a finding that the
common issues in the case predominate.” Allapattah
Servs. v. Exxon Corp., 333 F.3d 1248, 1261 (11th
Cir.2003), reh'g en banc denied, 362 F.3d 739 (11th
Cir.2004); see, e.g., In re Tri–State Crematory Litig., 215
F.R.D. 660, 692 n. 20 (N.D.Ga.2003) (“The requirement
of determination of damages on an individual basis
does not foreclose a finding of predominance or defeat
certification of the class.”).

E.g., In re Terazosin Hydrochloride Antitrust Litig.,
203 F.R.D. 551, 559 (S.D.Fla.2001) (upholding
class certification where the plaintiffs offered an
“algebraic formula for the computation of class
members' overcharge damages” despite the fact
that “the jury will also have to consider some
individualized evidence in rendering individual
damage calculations”).
See Pickett v. IBP, Inc., No. 96–A–1103–N, 2001 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 22453, at *35 (M.D.Ala. Dec. 26, 2001)
(“[I]f damages can be computed using ‘statistical
techniques, the existence of individualized damage
claims does not pose a barrier to certification.’
” (quoting Moore's Federal Practice § 23.49[5][b])).
E.g., Roper v. Consurve, Inc., 578 F.2d 1106, 1112
(5th Cir.1978) (“While it may be necessary to
make individual fact determinations with respect
to charges, if that question is reached, these will
depend on objective criteria that can be organized
by a computer, perhaps with some clerical assistance.
It will not be necessary to hear evidence on each
claim.”).

[15]
It is primarily when there are significant
individualized questions going to liability that the need
for individualized assessments of damages is enough to
preclude 23(b)(3) certification. See, e.g., Sikes, 281 F.3d at
1366 (“These claims will involve extensive individualized
inquiries on the issues of injury and damages—so much
so that a class action is not sustainable.”); Rutstein, 211
F.3d at 1234, 1240 (declining to certify a class because
“most, if not all, of the plaintiffs' claims will stand or fall ...
on the resolution of ... highly case-specific factual issues”
and “liability for damages is a necessarily individualized
inquiry”). Of course, there are also extreme cases in
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which computation of each individual's damages will be
so complex, fact-specific, and difficult that the burden
on the court system would be simply intolerable, see,
e.g., Windham v. Am. Brands, Inc., 565 F.2d 59, 70 (4th
Cir.1977) (“The district court estimated—conservatively,
we think—that in the absence of a practical damage
formula, determination of individual damages in this
case could consume ten years of its time. The propriety
of placing such a burden on already strained judicial
resources seems unjustified.”), but we emphasize that such
cases rarely, if ever, come along.
[16] In this case, even though individualized damage
inquiries are necessary, many of them can be accomplished
simply through reference to the HCFA–1500 forms or the
HMO's records of which patients registered with doctors
who are reimbursed through a capitation system. Cf.
Roper v. Consurve, Inc., 578 F.2d 1106, 1112 (5th Cir.1978)
(“While it may be necessary to make individual fact
determinations with respect to charges, if that question is
reached, these will depend on objective criteria that can
be organized by a computer, perhaps with some clerical
assistance.”). In addition, even if many plaintiffs' claims
require corroboration and individualized consideration,
such inquiries are outweighed by the predominating fact
that the defendants allegedly conspired to commit, and
proceeded to engage in, a pattern of racketeering activities
to further their Managed Care Enterprise. It is ridiculous
to expect 600,000 doctors across the nation to repeatedly
prove these complicated and overwhelming facts.

D.
Because we are reviewing the district court's certifications
under an abuse of discretion standard, we affirm.
Nevertheless, it seems that the plaintiffs could
comfortably be split into two Subclasses based on their
reimbursement scheme: those operating on a fee-forservice basis and those with capitation contracts. While
the existence of the conspiracy is equally relevant to
both groups of plaintiffs, it seems that the capitation
providers' claims revolve *1261 around some additional
common issues that are not relevant to the fee-for-service
providers. Moreover, because the capitation providers'
primary allegation is that the HMOs did not pay them
for all the patients actually registered to them, their
individualized damage inquiries seem to be limited to an
examination of the HMOs' records, and do not require as

much potentially in-depth analysis as the fee-for-service
providers' claims. Because this issue was not raised on
appeal, however, we leave it to the district court to
consider in the first instance whether the creation of these
Subclasses might be a superior way of proceeding.

III.
The First Complaint contained five state-law claims. In
the plaintiffs' Third Complaint, one of the original state
law claims (Count V of the First Complaint, quantum
meruit) was dropped, and four additional state-law claims
were added (Counts VIII, IX, XI, and XII of the Third
Complaint). Because the quantum meruit claim is no
longer an issue in this lawsuit, we vacate the district court's
grant of class certification regarding that issue. Similarly,
because the district court order being appealed did not
address the additional state law claims raised for the first
time in the Third Complaint, there is nothing for us to
review about them. Consequently, we focus on the four
remaining state law claims raised in the First Complaint.
Section A addresses the breach of contract claims, Section
B discusses unjust enrichment, Section C turns to alleged
violations of state prompt-pay statutes, and Section D
considers the district court's certification of a subclass
concerning alleged violations of California law.

A.
The plaintiffs' breach of contract claims (Count VI in
the First Complaint; Count V in the Third Complaint)
are not amenable to class certification under Rule 23(b)
(3) because, although they are based on questions of
contract law that are common to the whole class, the
individualized issues of fact they entail will probably
predominate. These claims allege that “Defendants have
breached their obligation to pay Plaintiffs and class
members for medically necessary services in accordance
with their contractual obligations.” First Complaint ¶ 335.
[17]
“In a multi-state class action, variations in
state law may swamp any common issues and defeat
predominance.” Castano, 84 F.3d at 741. It goes without
saying that class certification is impossible where the fifty
states truly establish a large number of different legal
standards governing a particular claim. See Sikes, 281
F.3d at 1367 n. 44 (“Assuming that the district court was
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correct in ruling that the laws of all fifty states apply, that
alone would render the class unmanageable.”); Andrews v.
Am. Tel. & Tel. Co., 95 F.3d 1014, 1024 (11th Cir.1996)
(“The appellants cite the need to interpret and apply
the gaming laws of all fifty states to assess the legality
of each 900–number program as foremost among the
difficulties in trying the gambling claims on a class basis,
and we agree.”); Kirkpatrick, 827 F.2d at 725 (upholding
the district court's denial of class certification because
“the state law claims would require application of the
standards of liability of the state in which each purchase
was transacted”). But see In re St. Jude Med., Inc., MDL
No. 01–1396, 2004 WL 45504, at *4, 2004 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 149, at *12 (D.Minn. Jan. 5, 2004) (“[T]he Court
is not convinced that it is per se impossible to certify and
successfully try a class action involving the laws of 50
states....”).
*1262 On the other hand, if a claim is based on
a principle of law that is uniform among the states,
class certification is a realistic possibility. See In re
Terazosin Hydrochloride Antitrust Litig., 220 F.R.D. 672,
695 (S.D.Fla.2004) (noting that because “the essential
elements of [the plaintiffs'] antitrust claims do not vary
significantly from state-to-state, ... they are susceptible
to proof using common evidence”). In In re GMC Pick–
Up Truck Fuel Tank Products Liability Litigation, for
example, the Third Circuit held that class certification
was appropriate because “we cannot conceive that each
of the forty-nine states (excluding Texas) represented here
has a truly unique statutory scheme....” 55 F.3d 768, 818
(3d Cir.1995); cf. Simon, 482 F.2d at 883 (declining class
certification in part because “the geographical dispersion
of the alleged representations would bring into issue
various state common law standards. With no single law
governing the entire class, common issues of law cannot
be shown to warrant Rule 23 treatment.”).
[18] Similarly, if the applicable state laws can be sorted
into a small number of groups, each containing materially
identical legal standards, then certification of subclasses
embracing each of the dominant legal standards can be
appropriate. See, e.g., Krell v. Prudential Ins. Co. of Am.,
148 F.3d 283, 315 (3d Cir.1998) (“Courts have expressed
a willingness to certify nationwide classes on the ground
that relatively minor differences in state law could be
overcome at trial by grouping similar state laws together
and applying them as a unit.”); Walsh v. Ford Motor Co.,
807 F.2d 1000, 1017 (D.C.Cir.1986) (holding that class

certification is appropriate where “variations [in state law]
can be effectively managed through creation of a small
number of subclasses grouping the states that have similar
legal doctrines”). In such a case, of course, a court must
be careful not to certify too many groups. “If more than a
few of the laws of the fifty states differ, the district judge
would face an impossible task of instructing a jury on the
relevant law....” In re Am. Med. Sys., 75 F.3d 1069, 1085
(6th Cir.1996).
[19] The burden of showing uniformity or the existence
of only a small number of applicable standards (that is,
“groupability”) among the laws of the fifty states rests
squarely with the plaintiffs. Walsh, 807 F.2d at 1017 (“[T]o
establish commonality of the applicable law, nationwide
class action movants must credibly demonstrate, through
an extensive analysis of state law variances, that class
certification does not present insuperable obstacles.”)
(quotation marks omitted); Powers v. Gov't Employees Ins.
Co., 192 F.R.D. 313, 318–19 (S.D.Fla.1998) (“To certify
a multi-state class action, a plaintiff must prove through
‘extensive analysis' that there are no material variations
among the law of the states for which certification is
sought. If a plaintiff fails to carry his or her burden of
demonstrating similarity of state laws, then certification
should be denied.”) (citation omitted); cf. Carnegie v.
Household Int'l, Inc., 220 F.R.D. 542, 549 (N.D.Ill.2004)
(declining class certification because “[i]f the laws of the
fifty states all follow one of a small number of identical
standards, [the named plaintiff] has not made any attempt
to prove that this is the case”).
[20] In this case, the plaintiffs allege that the only real
legal issue pertinent to their breach of contract claims is
the definition of “breach,” which does not differ from
state to state. Judge Marcus once held, “Whether [a]
contract[ ] ... has been breached is a pure and simple
question of contract interpretation which should not vary
from state to state.” Indianer v. Franklin Life Ins. Co., 113
F.R.D. 595, 607 (S.D.Fla.1986), overruled in part on other
*1263 grounds by Ericsson GE Mobile Communs., Inc. v.
Motorola Communs. & Elecs., Inc., 120 F.3d 216, 219 n.
12 (11th Cir.1997); accord Leszczynski v. Allianz Ins., 176
F.R.D. 659, 672 (S.D.Fla.1997); see also Kleiner v. First
Nat'l Bank of Atlanta, 97 F.R.D. 683, 694 (N.D.Ga.1983)
( “The application of various state laws would not be
a bar where, as here, the general policies underlying
common law rules of contract interpretation tend to be
uniform.”). Based on “genius, general knowledge and
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previous information,” Penn. Nat'l Mut. Cas. Ins. Co.
v. Barnett, 445 F.2d 573, 575–76 (5th Cir.1971), we are
inclined to agree. A breach is a breach is a breach,
whether you are on the sunny shores of California or
enjoying a sweet autumn breeze in New Jersey. See Black's
Law Dictionary 200 (8th ed. 2004) (defining “breach of
contract” as “[v]iolation of a contractual obligation by
failing to perform one's own promise”).
Moreover, while the plaintiffs' breach of contract claims
necessarily implicate the contract law of all fifty states
(since members of the putative class practice in every
jurisdiction in the country), the defendants fail to argue
on appeal that there are any relevant differences in
the applicable laws among these jurisdictions. Their
brief fails to point to any material differences among
state laws addressing breaches of contract. Cf. In re
Rhone–Poulenc Rorer, Inc., 51 F.3d 1293, 1300–01 (7th
Cir.1995) (declining class certification because the laws
of the several states concerning “negligence, including
subsidiary concepts such as duty of care, foreseeability,
and proximate cause” differed sufficiently from each other
that they could not be consolidated into one or a few
standards). Consequently, we accept the proposition that
the applicable state laws governing contract interpretation
and breach are sufficiently identical to constitute common
legal issues in this case.
While this relatively simple issue of law is common to
all the breach of contract claims, it is far outweighed by
the individualized issues of fact pertinent to these claims.
The plaintiffs contend that all of the agreements at issue
require that doctors be reimbursed at a “reasonable rate”
for the “medically necessary” services they provide. We
nevertheless recognize that this case involves the actions
of many defendants over a significant period of time
and that each defendant throughout this period utilized
many different form contracts. Indeed, each defendant
contracted with different types of care-providing entities,
including individual physicians, partnerships, medical
practice groups, and the like, each of which necessitated a
different type of contract. The sheer number of contracts
involved is one factor that makes us hesitant to conclude
that common issues of fact predominate; this is not a
situation in which all plaintiffs signed the same form
contract. See Broussard v. Meineke Disc. Muffler Shops,
155 F.3d 331, 340 (4th Cir.1998) ( “[P]laintiffs simply
cannot advance a single collective breach of contract
action on the basis of multiple different contracts.”); cf.

Kleiner, 97 F.R.D. at 692 (“When viewed in light of Rule
23, claims arising from interpretations of a [single] form
contract appear to present the classic case for treatment
as a class action....”). The plaintiffs might be able to
establish by admission, stipulation, or judicial finding of
undisputed fact that, notwithstanding their differences
in form or language, all the contracts at issue call
for “reasonable compensation” for “medically necessary
services.” See Kleiner, 97 F.R.D. at 694–95 (“[A]t this
point[,] the fact that not all contracts are identical is not
sufficient to overcome the apparent commonality of issues
that they present.”). Even assuming, however, that this
is a common fact, it, along with the common legal issue
of what *1264 constitutes a “breach” under state law, is
dwarfed by the individualized issues of fact to be resolved.
The facts that the defendants conspired to underpay
doctors, and that they programmed their computer
systems to frequently do so in a variety of ways, do
nothing to establish that any individual doctor was
underpaid on any particular occasion. See Rutstein, 211
F.3d at 1235 (“Whether Avis maintains a policy or
practice of discrimination may be relevant in a given
case, but it certainly cannot establish that the company
intentionally discriminated against every member of the
putative class.”); Motel 6, 130 F.3d at 1006 (holding
that plaintiffs alleging racial discrimination had failed
to show “predominance” because proof concerning the
existence of a general policy of racial discrimination does
not show whether any individual plaintiff was actually
discriminated against); Ramirez v. DeCoster, 194 F.R.D.
348, 353 (D.Me.2000) (holding that plaintiffs “do not
necessarily satisfy the requirement that questions of law
or fact predominate merely by alleging a pattern or
practice claim”). The evidence that each doctor must
introduce to make out each breach claim is essentially
the same whether or not a general conspiracy or policy
of breaching existed. For example, regardless of whether
facts about the conspiracy or computer programs are
proven, each doctor, for each alleged breach of contract
(that is, each alleged underpayment), must prove the
services he provided, the request for reimbursement he
submitted, the amount to which he was entitled, the
amount he actually received, and the insufficiency of the
HMO's reasons for denying full payment. There are no
common issues of fact that relieve each plaintiff of a
substantial portion of this individual evidentiary burden.
Cf. Terazosin Litig., 220 F.R.D. at 694 (“[W]hen there
exists generalized evidence which proves or disproves an
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element on a simultaneous, class-wide basis, since such
proof obviates the need to examine each class member's
individual position, the predominance test will be met.”)
(quotation marks omitted). While allegations concerning
the defendants' conspiracy to underpay doctors, or
their policy of and aiding and abetting each other in
underpaying doctors, went directly to material elements
of each individual plaintiff's RICO claim, here they are, at
best, merely circumstantial evidence tangentially relevant
to each individual plaintiff's breach of contract claim.
Another crucial reason why the plaintiffs cannot establish
predominance of classwide facts on their breach of
contract claims is that, although each of the defendants
allegedly breached their contracts in the same general
ways, they did so through a variety of specific means
that are not subject to generalized proof for a large
number of physicians. See Andrews, 95 F.3d at 1023
(rejecting class certification because while “at a general
level, the predominant issue presented ... is whether
the appellants were involved in the operation of illegal
gambling schemes[,] .... as a practical matter, the
resolution of this overarching common issue breaks
down into an unmanageable variety of individual legal
and factual issues”). For example, the plaintiffs claim
that the defendants often grouped together separate
procedures specified on HCFA–1500 forms submitted by
doctors, frequently reimbursing them for only one of the
procedures actually performed. If the plaintiffs were able
to prove that the billing programs automatically grouped
together the first and second procedures specified on the
HCFA–1500 form, regardless of what they were, paying
doctors only for the first, then the breach of contract issue
would be subject to generalized proof. After establishing
*1265 that the computer program worked in this way, the
doctors would be able to simply submit their HCFA–1500
forms to the court for an easy determination of damages;
no further evidence of breach would be necessary.
This is not the type of allegation the plaintiffs make,
however. The algorithms by which the computer
programs allegedly groups procedures appear to be
much more varied and complicated than this. Instead of
applying one specific universal rule to cheat all doctors
(e.g. automatically deducting $100 from everyone's claim),
the reimbursement programs are instead alleged to apply
a variety of more individually tailored rules, each of which
applies to only a subset of the plaintiff class. For example,
if the doctors proved that the programs automatically

grouped together all lung transplants with all heart
transplants, reimbursing all doctors who submitted a
claim for both only for heart transplants, this fact would
be irrelevant to the breach of contract claims of most
members of the plaintiff class. Instead, such proof would
be relevant only to those doctors who submitted a
reimbursement request for both a heart transplant and
lung transplant on the same patient.
For this reason, proof of any given algorithm concerning
grouping would be relevant to only a handful of doctors
within the class; separate subclasses would have to be
established for each allegedly improper grouping formula.
The various methodologies employed by these programs
“cannot be lumped together and condemned or absolved
en masse.” Andrews, 95 F.3d at 1024. This is a case
in which “numerous plaintiffs suffer varying types of
injury ... through different causal mechanisms, thereby
creating many separate issues.” Watson v. Shell Oil Co.,
979 F.2d 1014, 1023 (5th Cir.1992), reh'g granted, 990
F.2d 805 (5th Cir.1993), appeal dismissed, 53 F.3d 663
(5th Cir.1994). “No one set of operative facts establishes
liability. No single proximate cause applies equally to
each potential class member and each defendant.” In re
Northern District of California Dalkon Shield IUD Prods.
Liability Litig., 693 F.2d 847, 853 (9th Cir.1982).
The same reasoning applies to the plaintiffs' claim that the
programs used by the defendants sometimes improperly
drop modifiers from doctors' reimbursement requests. For
example, a doctor could include a modifier claiming that a
particular procedure was “complex,” entitling the doctor
to greater payment. The plaintiffs allege that the computer
systems sometimes improperly drops the modifier, paying
the doctor for a “standard” rather than a “complex”
procedure, meaning that he receives less than the full
amount to which he is entitled.
Because the program does not always automatically drop
all modifiers, however, or always ignore a particular
modifier under a set of circumstances applicable to
most or all applicants (e.g., if it automatically dropped
modifiers whenever the total amount of reimbursement
sought in a claim was over $200), this allegation is
not susceptible to classwide proof. Even if the plaintiffs
were to prove that the computer systems “sometimes”
improperly drops “certain” modifiers, this fact would
do nothing to further any of the plaintiffs' individual
breach of contract claims. Each plaintiff would still
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have to establish that he submitted a claim containing a
modifier warranting increased payment, that use of the
modifier was justified in that particular situation, and
that the HMO's computer program improperly dropped
it. Generalized evidence that the programs sometimes
drop modifiers would not help each plaintiff in satisfying
his burden of proof of demonstrating that a modifier
was improperly *1266 dropped in his particular case.
Furthermore, even if the plaintiffs were able to establish
that modifiers were automatically dropped in particular
situations not applicable to most of the 600,000 plaintiffs
involved in this case (e.g., the program automatically
dropped “complex” modifiers whenever the underlying
procedure was a hysterectomy), such proof would be
irrelevant to the large majority of doctors who had not
submitted a claim for that particular procedure with the
particular modifier at issue.
Similar reasoning applies to the other ways in which
the HMOs allegedly breached their contracts with the
fee-for-service providers, such as the defendants' alleged
downcoding and denial of payment practices. While some
of the capitation claims may have been suitable for
class treatment, no capitation provider subclasses were
requested or certified.
This case stands in stark contrast to Allapattah, 333
F.3d 1248, in which we affirmed certification of a
class of approximately 10,000 Exxon dealers who sued
Exxon Corp. for breaching their dealer agreements by
overcharging them for wholesale fuel purchases. The
dealers alleged that Exxon had promised them that it
would reduce the price of gasoline by 1.7 cents per gallon,
but secretly eliminated that price reduction after a few
months. Exxon challenged the district court's certification
of a class of all Exxon retailers, alleging “that there
were individual issues inherent in each dealer's breach
of contract claim and [Exxon Corp.'s] own affirmative
defenses.” Id. at 1261. We rejected this argument, holding:
Because all of the dealer agreements
were materially similar and Exxon
purported to reduce the price of
wholesale gas for all dealers, the
duty of good faith was an obligation
that it owed to the dealers as a
whole. Whether it breached that
obligation was a question common
to the class, and the issue of liability

was appropriately determined on a
class-wide basis.
Id.
In Allapattah, Exxon cheated all of the plaintiffs in exactly
the same way—by secretly eliminating its 1.7 cent-pergallon price reduction. Once the plaintiffs proved that
Exxon engaged in this behavior, each individual plaintiff's
breach of contract claim was substantially advanced. In
light of this classwide evidence, each individual dealer
could demonstrate that Exxon violated his contractual
rights simply by demonstrating that he had purchased
gas from Exxon during the relevant time period. Here, in
contrast, classwide proof that the computer systems were
programmed to sometimes cheat doctors in a variety of
ways, through a variety of algorithms, does not tend to
demonstrate that any particular doctor was cheated on
any particular occasion, or by how much.
Roper, 578 F.2d 1106, provides an even better example
of why the plaintiffs' contract claims are inappropriate
for class certification, even though Roper involved claims
brought under the National Bank Act, 12 U.S.C. §§ 85
and 86. In that case, the plaintiffs—over 90,000 credit
card holders—contended that their credit card company
charged them usurious interest rates, in violation of the
National Bank Act, through its policy on when interest
started accruing on certain purchases. We held that
class certification was appropriate because, if the way in
which the credit card company calculated interest violated
applicable laws (a point we did not reach), then the
billing program harmed each customer in exactly the same
way; the same illegal formula was applied to each, and
proof of that formula substantially advanced everyone's
claims. Unlike *1267 the interest formula at issue in
Roper, even if the plaintiffs here were to establish that
the defendants engaged in some or all of the practices
at issue, they would still need extensive individualized
proof regarding which plaintiffs have been harmed and
in what ways. Cf. Kennedy v. Tallant, 710 F.2d 711,
717 (11th Cir.1983) (granting class certification where the
defendants “committed the same unlawful acts in the same
method against an entire class”).
For these reasons, we conclude that, even though
the plaintiffs' breach of contract claims involve some
relatively simple common issues of law and possibly
some common issues of fact, individualized issues of
fact predominate. Cf. Graybeal v. Am. Sav. & Loan
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Ass'n, 59 F.R.D. 7, 15 (D.D.C.1973) (denying class
certification because, “while there may be questions of law
or fact common to the members of the proposed class,
such questions do not predominate over those questions
affecting only individual class members”). Consequently,
the district court abused its discretion in certifying these
claims for classwide treatment.

B.
[21] The plaintiffs' unjust enrichment claims (Count
VII in the First Complaint; Count VI in the Third
Complaint) allege that the “Defendants, through the acts
and omissions described herein, are in possession of
money that is the rightful property of Plaintiffs and
the class. As a result, Defendants have been unjustly
enriched by their activities.” First Complaint ¶ ¶ 338–39.
These claims require the same extensive determinations
of individualized fact as the breach of contract claims
discussed above because the facts necessary to support
the two types of claims are almost identical. The major
difference between these claims is not factual but legal:
the obligation underlying a breach of contract claim
comes most immediately from a voluntary agreement,
whereas the obligation underlying an unjust enrichment
claim comes directly from state law (equity). Indeed, in
this case the unjust enrichment claims are simply the
way in which doctors without contracts with particular
HMOs are attempting to state breach of contracttype claims against them. Because individualized factual
determinations overwhelm the common issues of fact and
law that exist regarding these claims, class certification
was inappropriate.

C.
[22] The plaintiffs' next allegation is that the defendant
HMOs violated a variety of state prompt-pay statutes by
failing to send doctors their reimbursements within certain
statutorily established deadlines. The most immediate
problem with certifying a nationwide class for this issue is
that only thirty-two states have prompt-pay statutes at all,
and of those only five states expressly provide a cause of
action, with courts in another six states having recognized
an implied cause of action under their respective statutes.
Even assuming these claims were otherwise certifiable, the
district court abused its discretion by certifying them as

to a nationwide class of physicians, rather than a subclass
confined to a subset of only certain states.
Even a properly restricted subclass, however, would be
unable to meet Rule 23(b)(3)'s predominance requirement.
There are few common issues of law because, as the
defendant HMOs point out, “[s]tates define differently
what constitutes a ‘clean’ claim for payment. States have
also adopted different deadlines for making ‘prompt’
payment. Not surprisingly, given the heavily regulated
nature of this field, there are also diverse exceptions and
conditions contained in certain states' *1268 prompt pay
regulations.” Opening Brief of Appellants Aetna, et al., at
41–42. Because the applicable state laws are similar only in
their broad contours, class certification is inappropriate.
Compounding the problem of disparate laws is the need
for individualized findings of fact. The plaintiffs have
failed to allege that the defendants' computer programs
always delay payments for every physician, or always
delay payments under a particular set of circumstances
that applies to most class members. The simple fact
that payments are sometimes delayed, or delayed under
various sets of particular circumstances that each apply
only to a small number of class members, does not
give rise to any predominating common questions of
fact. Even if the plaintiffs were to establish that the
HMOs conspired to delay payments and that payments
to physicians were sometimes delayed, that would do
nothing to further any individual physician's claim that
a particular reimbursement of his was actually held up
improperly. Even if a class were certified for this issue,
each physician would still have to prove the same facts to
make out a prima facie prompt-pay case that he would
if his prompt-pay claims were being tried independently.
Because there are no common questions of either law
or fact that predominate with these claims, certification
under Rule 23(b)(3) was improper.

D.
[23]
The defendants have failed to challenge the
predominance finding implicit in the district court's
certification of a California Subclass based on alleged
violations of § 17200 of the California Business and
Professions Code (Count IX in the First Complaint; Count
X in the Third Complaint). The appellants' only mention
of this provision is in a somewhat cryptic footnote stating,
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“In any event, the 17200 class does not provide an
independent basis for certification where, as here, the
federal claims giving rise to subject matter jurisdiction
are not subject to class treatment.” Opening Brief of
Appellants Aetna, et al., at 41 n.19. Consequently, we deem
this issue waived, and do not consider whether this claim
satisfies the “predominance” prong of Rule 23(b)(3). See
Chavis v. Clayton County Sch. Dist., 300 F.3d 1288, 1291,
n. 4 (11th Cir.2002) (“[I]ssues not argued on appeal are
deemed waived, and a passing reference in an appellate
brief is insufficient to raise an issue.”).
In conclusion, the district court abused its discretion
in certifying the plaintiffs' breach of contract,
unjust enrichment, and prompt-pay claims because
individualized issues of law or fact predominate over
common, classwide issues. We do not reach whether the
court should have certified a California Subclass alleging
violations of the California Business and Professions
Code.

IV.
[24] The preceding Parts focused exclusively on whether
common issues of fact and law stemming from the
plaintiffs' federal and state claims predominate over
individualized issues. We held that while the plaintiffs'
federal claims satisfy this requirement, their state claims
do not. 11 *1269 We now turn to whether the plaintiffs'
federal claims satisfy the second prong of the Rule
23(b)(3) test—that “a class action is superior to other
available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication
of the [claims].” Our focus is not on the convenience or
burden of a class action suit per se, but on the relative
advantages of a class action suit over whatever other
forms of litigation might be realistically available to the
plaintiffs. See In re Managed Care Litig., 209 F.R.D. 678,
692 (S.D.Fla.2002) (noting that this factor “requires the
Court to determine whether there is a better method of
handling the controversy other than through the class
action mechanism”); Carnegie v. Mut. Sav. Life Ins. Co.,
No. CV–99–S–3292–NE, 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 21396,
at *76–77 (N.D.Ala. Nov. 1, 2002) (“It is only when
[management] difficulties make a class action less fair
and efficient than some other method, such as individual
interventions or consolidation of individual lawsuits, that
a class action is improper.”) (quoting Herbert B. Newburg

& Alba Conte, Newburg on Class Actions § 4.32, at 4–125
(3d ed. 1992)) (alteration in original).
11

We also noted that the appellants failed to specifically
challenge the district court's certification of a
California Subclass on “predominance” grounds.
Their claims regarding the “superiority” of a class
action similarly ignore the California Subclass.
Consequently, we need not consider this subclass
at all in this appeal, and so the district court's
ruling in this regard remains undisturbed (though not
specifically affirmed for “law of the case” or “prior
panel” rule purposes).

[25] In many respects, the predominance analysis of
Part II has a tremendous impact on the superiority
analysis of this Part for the simple reason that, the more
common issues predominate over individual issues, the
more desirable a class action lawsuit will be as a vehicle for
adjudicating the plaintiffs' claims. See Motel 6, 130 F.3d at
1006 n. 12 (“The predominance and efficiency criteria are
of course intertwined. When there are predominant issues
of law or fact, resolution of those issues in one proceeding
efficiently resolves those issues with regard to all claimants
in the class.”); Shelley v. AmSouth Bank, No. 97–1170–
RV–C, 2000 WL 1121778, at *8, 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
11429, at *26 (S.D.Ala. July 24, 2000) (“[S]uperiority
analysis is intertwined with predominance analysis; when
there are no predominant common issues of law or fact,
class treatment would be either singularly inefficient ... or
unjust.”) (quotation marks omitted) (second alteration in
original). Rule 23(b)(3) contains a “non exhaustive” list
of four factors courts should take into account in making
this determination, Miles v. Am. Online, Inc., 202 F.R.D.
297 (M.D.Fla.2001):
(A) the interest of members of the class in individually
controlling the prosecution or defense of separate
actions;
(B) the extent and nature of any litigation concerning
the controversy already commenced by or against
members of the class;
(C) the desirability or undesirability of concentrating
the litigation of the claims in the particular forum; [and]
(D) the difficulties likely to be encountered in the
management of a class action.
Fed.R.Civ.P. 23(b)(3). There is no reason to believe
that the putative class members in this case have any
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particular interest in controlling their own litigation, so
the first factor does not counsel against class certification.
Similarly, there are no class members separately pursuing
other cases involving the same claims and parties, see
In re Managed Care Litig., 246 F.Supp.2d 1363, 1364
(J.P.M.L.2003) (consolidating a separate lawsuit against
CIGMA into this multidistrict litigation), so the second
specified factor does not aid the defendants, either. The
parties focus most of their discussion on the remaining
two factors—the desirability of litigating these claims in a
single forum, and the manageability of such a large case.
We address each of these concerns in turn. We then turn to
two additional arguments against class certification raised
by the defendants.

*1270 A.
[26] The first factor the parties seriously contest is
whether it is desirable to concentrate this litigation in a
single forum. Once the plaintiffs establish that common
issues of fact and law predominate over individualized
issues, there are typically three main reasons why it
is desirable to litigate multiple parties' claims in a
single forum. 12 First, class actions “offer[ ] substantial
economies of time, effort, and expense for the litigants ...
as well as for the [c]ourt.” Terazosin Litig., 220 F.R.D.
at 700. Holding separate trials for claims that could be
tried together “would be costly, inefficient, and would
burden the court system” by forcing individual plaintiffs
to repeatedly prove the same facts and make the same legal
arguments before different courts. Id.; see also Cheney v.
Cyberguard Corp., 213 F.R.D. 484, 502 (S.D.Fla.2003)
(“It would be impracticable to permit individual suits
by each shareholder of Cyberguard stock during the
relevant class period as it is alleged that there are
thousands of purchasers who have been injured by the
alleged wrongful acts of the Defendants.”); Upshaw v. Ga.
Catalog Sales, Inc., 206 F.R.D. 694, 701 (M.D.Ga.2002)
(“[E]ven if sufficient incentive existed for individual
claimants to pursue their claims separately, class action
treatment is far superior to having the same claims
litigated repeatedly, wasting valuable judicial resources.”).
Where predominance is established, this consideration
will almost always mitigate in favor of certifying a class.
12

We reject the claim that this factor “is relevant
only when other class litigation has already been
commenced elsewhere.” Carnegie v. Mut. Sav. Life

Ins. Co., No. CV–99–S–3292–NE, 2002 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 21396, at *75 (N.D.Ala. Nov. 1, 2002)
(quoting Herbert B. Newburg & Alba Conte,
Newburg on Class Actions § 4.31, at 4–124 (3d ed.
1992)). This factor calls us to conduct a general
examination of “the desirability of concentrating
litigation in one forum,” Pickett v. IBP, Inc., No. 96–
A–1103–N, 2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22453, at *33–
34 (M.D.Ala. Dec. 26, 2001), regardless of whether
litigation is pending elsewhere.

Second, as the Supreme Court has recognized in a related
context, class actions often involve “an aggregation of
small individual claims, where a large number of claims
are required to make it economical to bring suit. The
plaintiff's claim may be so small, or the plaintiff so
unfamiliar with the law, that he would not file suit
individually....” Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Shutts, 472
U.S. 797, 813, 105 S.Ct. 2965, 2975, 86 L.Ed.2d 628
(1985); see also Amchem Prods., Inc. v. Windsor, 521
U.S. 591, 617, 117 S.Ct. 2231, 2246, 138 L.Ed.2d 689
(1997) (noting that, in enacting Rule 23(b)(3), “the
Advisory Committee had dominantly in mind vindication
of ‘the rights of groups of people who individually would
be without effective strength to bring their opponents
into court at all.’ ”) (quoting Benjamin Kaplan, A
Prefatory Note, 10 B.C. Indus. & Com. L. Rev. 497,
497 (1969)); Montgomery v. New Piper Aircraft, Inc.,
209 F.R.D. 221, 230 (S.D.Fla.2002) (declining class
certification in part because “there is nothing to indicate
that individual owners of these aircraft will be precluded
from bringing separate legal actions if they so desired”).
This consideration supports class certification in cases
where the total amount sought by each individual plaintiff
is small in absolute terms. Cf. Managed Care Litig., 209
F.R.D. at 693 (rejecting the “[p]laintiffs' assertion that the
small size of each member's claims makes class treatment
appear to be the only feasible method of adjudication”
because “[e]ven small individual claims under RICO can
be feasible given the possibility of the award of *1271
treble damages and attorneys' fees”). 13 It also applies
in situations where, as here, the amounts in controversy
would make it unlikely that most of the plaintiffs, or
attorneys working on a contingency fee basis, would be
willing to pursue the claims individually. This is especially
true when the defendants are corporate behemoths with a
demonstrated willingness and proclivity for drawing out
legal proceedings for as long as humanly possible and
burying their opponents in paperwork and filings.
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13

We hasten to add, however, that “the text of Rule
23(b)(3) does not exclude from certification cases in
which individual damages run high.” Windsor, 521
U.S. at 617, 117 S.Ct. at 2246.

Third, it is desirable to concentrate claims in a particular
forum when that forum has already handled several
preliminary matters. 14 See Lehocky v. Tidel Techs., Inc.,
220 F.R.D. 491, 510–11 (S.D.Tex.2004) (“[T]he value of
concentrating litigation in this forum is great as the Court
has already made several rulings in this case thus far.”).
In this case, various individual claims were consolidated
before the district court by the Panel on Multidistrict
Litigation, and the court has done a fine job in addressing
a wide range of pretrial motions. While such extensive
work is by no means necessary for us to conclude that
concentration of the claims in a class action in a single
forum is desirable, in this case it is impossible to overlook
the significant efforts that have already been put into these
proceedings. Consequently, the most common factors for
assessing whether it is desirable for the plaintiffs' claims to
be litigated in a single forum point to class certification in
this case.
14

The fact that a court may not yet have made any
progress in dealing with a class action, however, is not
a reason against certifying a class action.

There are also several reasons courts commonly cite as to
why it is particularly undesirable to litigate a class's claims
in a single judicial forum. Perhaps most importantly,
we assess whether the potential damages available in a
class action are grossly disproportionate to the conduct at
issue. Where the defendant's alleged behavior is deliberate
or intentional, we have had no problem allowing class
actions to proceed. Where defendants are being sued for
statutory damages for unintentional acts under a strict
liability standard, however, courts take a harder look at
whether a defendant deserves to be subject to potentially
immense liability. See Ratner v. Chem. Bank N.Y. Trust
Co., 54 F.R.D. 412, 416 (S.D.N.Y.1972) (declining
to certify a class where a mandatory strict liability
statutory penalty scheme would lead to “horrendous,
possibly annihilating punishment”). Similar reasoning
applies where damages are being sought for technical
violations of a “complex regulatory scheme, subject to
different reasonable interpretations,” London v. Wal–
Mart Stores, Inc., 340 F.3d 1246, 1255 n. 5 (11th Cir.2003).
In cases where “the defendants' potential liability would
be enormous and completely out of proportion to any

harm suffered by the plaintiff,” we are likely to find that
individual suits, rather than a single class action, are the
superior method of adjudication. Id.; see also Roper, 578
F.2d at 1114 (noting our concern with “a fixed minimum
penalty of a substantial amount for a technical violation
that, if magnified, would exact a punishment unrelated to
statutory purposes”) (citations omitted).
Although RICO allows for treble damages, these are
tied to the actual harm suffered by the plaintiffs; RICO
does not guarantee a fixed amount of damages regardless
*1272 of the gravity of the defendants' behavior.
Furthermore, since RICO violations must be intentional,
there is no danger that the defendants will be subject to
an unjustly harsh verdict for accidental behavior. Finally,
because RICO violations are predicated upon serious
federal criminal acts, this is not a case where the plaintiffs
are attempting to obtain a windfall based on minor or
technical violations of a complex regulatory scheme. Thus,
the concerns that typically mitigate against concentrating
claims in a single forum do not apply in this case.
At least one district court in our circuit has suggested
that, in considering whether it is desirable to have all
putative class members' claims litigated in a single forum,
we should consider whether the theories under which
they seek relief are “immature”—that is, relatively new or
innovative. In Jacobs v. Osmose, Inc., the district court
held,
Class action treatment is not the
superior method for handling this
matter. A mass tort such as this
cannot properly be certified without
a prior track record from which
this Court would be able to draw
the information necessary to make
the predominance analysis required
under Rule 23. Certification of
an “immature” tort results in a
higher than normal risk that the
class action may not be superior
to individual adjudication. Any
savings in judicial resources in this
case is speculative....
213 F.R.D. 607, 618 (S.D.Fla.2003); see also Castano,
84 F.3d at 749 (“In the context of an immature tort,
any savings in judicial resources is speculative, and
any imagined savings would be overwhelmed by the
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procedural problems that certification of a sui generis
cause of action brings with it.”).
None of our cases has ever held the “maturity” of a
tort to be a proper consideration in the certification
decision. Without delving into whether the plaintiffs'
claims in this case are sufficiently new or innovative to
count as an “immature” tort under the Osmose standard,
we reject this as a legitimate consideration in making
a “superiority” determination. There is no reason why,
even with so-called “immature torts,” district and circuit
courts cannot make the necessary determinations under
Rule 23 based on the pleadings and whatever evidence
has been gathered through discovery. Moreover, there is
no basis in Rule 23 for arbitrarily foreclosing plaintiffs
from pursuing innovative theories through the vehicle of a
class action lawsuit. Particularly when the considerations
discussed at the beginning of this Section would preclude
most plaintiffs from individually litigating their personal
claims, a class action may be the only way that most people
can have their rights—even “innovative” or “immature”
rights—enforced. Furthermore, if an “immature tort”
truly raises a variety of new or complicated legal
questions, then those questions constitute significant
common issues of law. Their resolution in a single
class-action forum would greatly foster judicial efficiency
and avoid unnecessary, repetitious litigation. For these
reasons, it is desirable to litigate the plaintiffs' federal
claims in a single forum.

B.
[27] The final factor expressly specified in Rule 23(b)
(3) that courts must weigh in deciding to certify a class
action is whether certification will cause manageability
problems. See Perez v. Metabolife Int'l, Inc., 218
F.R.D. 262, 273 (S.D.Fla.2003) (“Severe manageability
problems are a prime consideration that can defeat
a claim of superiority.”). This concern will rarely, if
ever, be in itself sufficient to prevent certification of
a class. “Courts are generally reluctant to deny class
certification *1273 based on speculative problems with
case management.” Managed Care Litig., 209 F.R.D. at
692. Even potentially severe management issues have been
held insufficient to defeat class certification. See, e.g.,
Carnegie, 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 21396, at *77 (“There
is no question that this action, if certified, would present
management difficulties.... [T]hose management issues,

although substantial, do not counsel against certifying the
class under Rule 23(b)(3).”); In re Thermagenics Corp. Sec.
Litig., 205 F.R.D. 687, 697 (N.D.Ga.2002) (“Certification
cannot be denied because the number of potential class
members makes the proceeding complex or difficult.”).
In this case, the district court concluded that there
were no “unsurmountable difficulties” with managing the
case. Managed Care Litig., 209 F.R.D. at 696. While
recognizing that “[r]eliance, causation and damages may
create complications during the course of this litigation,”
the court found that “the potential difficulties are nowhere
near the magnitude of problems that could arise from
600,000 separate actions.” Id. at 696–97.
In reviewing this determination, we recall two points
generally applicable throughout this “superiority”
analysis. First, we are not assessing whether this class
action will create significant management problems, but
instead determining whether it will create relatively
more management problems than any of the alternatives
(including, most notably, 600,000 separate lawsuits by
the class members). Second, where a court has already
made a finding that common issues predominate over
individualized issues, we would be hard pressed to
conclude that a class action is less manageable than
individual actions. See, e.g., Terazosin Litig., 220 F.R.D.
at 700 (certifying class because “[m]ultiple lawsuits
brought by thousands of consumers and third-party
payers in seventeen different states would be costly,
inefficient, and would burden the court system”); cf.
Shelley, 2000 WL 1121778, at *9, 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
11429, at *28 (“[T]he complexity of the individual issues
weighs further against manageability of the class action.
Most if not all of the individual issues identified above
would require extensive individualized examination of
each class member.”).
While each plaintiff must prove some individualized
factual issues to support his RICO claim,
[t]here are a number of management
tools available to a district court to
address any individualized damages
issues that might arise in a class
action, including: (1) bifurcating
liability and damage trials with
the same or different juries; (2)
appointing a magistrate judge or
special master to preside over
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individual damages proceedings; (3)
decertifying the class after the
liability trial and providing notice to
class members concerning how they
may proceed to prove damages; (4)
creating subclasses; or (5) altering or
amending the class.
In re Tri–State Crematory Litig., 215 F.R.D. 660, 699 n. 28
(N.D.Ga.2003) (quoting In re Visa Check/MasterMoney
Antitrust Litig., 280 F.3d 124, 141 (2d Cir.2001)).
In light of these considerations, we hold that the district
court acted well within its discretion in concluding that it
would be better to handle this case as a class action instead
of clogging the federal courts with innumerable individual
suits litigating the same issues repeatedly. The defendants
have failed to point to any specific management problems
—aside from the obvious ones that are intrinsic in
large class actions—that would render a class action
impracticable in this case.

*1274 C.
Moving beyond the factors enumerated in Rule 23(b)(3),
the defendants offer two additional reasons why a class
action is inferior to a host of individual suits in resolving
these disputes. First, they maintain that “a single jury, in
a single trial, should not decide the fate of the managed
care industry.” Opening Brief of Appellants Aetna, et al.,
at 45. Courts have occasionally found the impact that a
class action suit could potentially have on an industry
to be a persuasive reason to prohibit a class action from
proceeding. In Rhone, for example, one of the reasons the
Seventh Circuit granted a writ of mandamus ordering a
district court to decertify a class was that, with a class
action,
[o]ne jury, consisting of six
persons ... will hold the fate of an
industry in the palm of its hand. This
jury ... [may] hurl the industry into
bankruptcy.... [This] need not be
tolerated when the alternative exists
of submitting an issue to multiple
juries constituting in the aggregate
a much larger and more diverse
sample of decision-makers.

51 F.3d at 1300.
We find such reasoning unpersuasive and contrary to
the ends of justice. This trial is not about the managed
care industry; it is about whether several large HMOs
conspired to systematically underpay doctors. The issue
is not whether managed care is wrong, but whether
particular managed care companies failed to live up
to their agreements. The plaintiffs are seeking nothing
more than the compensatory damages to which they are
contractually entitled, and the treble damages to which
they are statutorily entitled.
We have nothing but the defendants' conclusory,
self-serving speculations to support their claim that
this trial could devastate the managed care industry.
“Because considering the financial impact of a judgment
presupposes success on the merits and requires the trial
court to express an opinion on the harshness vel non
of a particular remedy prior to trial itself, it ought to
be allowed only in extreme cases.” Roper, 578 F.2d at
1114. More importantly, however, if their fears are truly
justified, the defendants can blame no one but themselves.
It would be unjust to allow corporations to engage in
rampant and systematic wrongdoing, and then allow
them to avoid a class action because the consequences
of being held accountable for their misdeeds would be
financially ruinous. We are courts of justice, and can
give the defendants only that which they deserve; if they
wish special favors such as protection from high—though
deserved—verdicts, they must turn to Congress.

D.
Second, the defendants contend that a class action creates
“unfair and coercive pressures on [them]” to settle that are
unrelated to the merits of the plaintiffs' claims. They point
to Castano, in which the Fifth Circuit decertified a class
of cigarette smokers seeking to sue tobacco companies in
part because
[i]n the context of mass tort class
actions, certification dramatically
affects the stakes for defendants.
Class certification magnifies and
strengthens
the
number
of
unmeritorious claims. Aggregation
of claims also makes it more likely
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that a defendant will be found
liable and results in significantly
higher damage awards. In addition
to skewing trial outcomes, class
certification creates insurmountable
pressure on defendants to settle,
whereas individual trials would not.
The risk of facing an all-or-nothing
verdict presents too high a risk,
even when the probability of an
adverse judgment *1275 is low.
These settlements have been referred
to as judicial blackmail.
84 F.3d at 746 (citations omitted); accord Griffin v. GK
Intelligent Sys., 196 F.R.D. 298, 305 (S.D.Tex.2000).
The defendants also tear out of context quotes from
Supreme Court cases. For example, they point out that
the Supreme Court once observed that “[c]ertification
of a large class may so increase the defendant's
potential liability and litigation costs that he may find
it economically prudent to settle and to abandon a
meritorious defense.” Coopers & Lybrand v. Livesay, 437
U.S. 463, 476, 98 S.Ct. 2454, 2462, 57 L.Ed.2d 351 (1978).
What the defendants conveniently omitted from their
brief, however, is the fact that Livesay had nothing to
do with the standards articulated in Rule 23(b)(3); it
addressed only whether class certification decisions were
immediately appealable prior to the enactment of Rule
23(f). See id. at 477, 98 S.Ct. at 2462 (“[T]he fact that
an interlocutory order [denying class certification] may
induce a party to abandon his claim before final judgment
is not a sufficient reason for considering it a ‘final decision’
within the meaning of § 1291.”).
[28] Mere pressure to settle is not a sufficient reason for
a court to avoid certifying an otherwise meritorious class
action suit. See MasterMoney Antitrust Litig., 280 F.3d
at 145 (“The effect of certification on parties' leverage in
settlement negotiations is a fact of life for class action
litigants. While the sheer size of the class in this case
may enhance this effect, this alone cannot defeat an
otherwise proper certification.”); Waste Mgmt. Holdings,
Inc. v. Mowbray, 208 F.3d 288, 295 (1st Cir.2000)
( “[N]o matter how strong the economic pressure to
settle, a Rule 23(f) application, in order to succeed, also
must demonstrate some significant weakness in the class
certification decision.”).

Indeed, settlement pressures have already been taken into
account in the structure of Rule 23; such pressures were
the main reason behind the enactment of Rule 23(f),
which allowed the defendants to pursue this appeal in the
first place. See id. at 148 (“One sound basis for granting
jurisdiction under Rule 23(f) is ... the circumstance that the
class certification places inordinate or hydraulic pressure
on defendants to settle, avoiding the risk, however small,
of potentially ruinous liability.”) (quotation marks and
citation omitted); see, e.g., Isaacs v. Sprint Corp., 261
F.3d 679, 681 (7th Cir.2001) (“If the order of certification
stands, the pressure on [the defendant] to settle will be
enormous. We conclude that this is an appropriate case in
which to accept a Rule 23(f) appeal and we proceed to the
merits....”). Having already used settlement pressure as a
basis for getting into this court on interlocutory appeal,
the defendants cannot continue to rely upon it as the basis
for overturning the underlying certification ruling.
Moreover, while affirming certification may induce some
defendants to settle, overturning certification may create
similar “hydraulic” pressures on the plaintiffs, causing
them to either settle or—more likely—abandon their
claims altogether. See In re Diet Drugs Prod. Liab. Litig.,
93 Fed.Appx. 345, 350 (3d Cir.2004) (“Orders granting
class certification may expose defendants to enormous
liability while orders denying certification may effectively
eviscerate the plaintiffs' ability to recover. In such cases,
the pressure to settle that is imposed on the dissatisfied
party may be grave and, effectively, unreviewable.”);
Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 259
F.3d 154, 165 (3d Cir.2001) (holding that while “some of
the securities claims pressed by the putative class members
may be too small to survive as individual claims[,] ...
certifying the *1276 class may place unwarranted or
hydraulic pressure to settle on defendants. Either way, an
adverse certification decision will likely have a dispositive
impact on the ... litigation.”). Because one of the parties
will generally be disadvantaged regardless of how a court
rules on certification, this factor should not be weighed.

V.
For the reasons articulated above, we affirm the district
court's grants of class certification as to all RICO-related
claims, though we urge it to reconsider the precise scope
of the classes, and reverse the district court's grant of class
certification as to all state-law claims other than the claim
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based on California law. We do not disturb the district
court's certification of the California Subclass because the
defendants did not specifically challenge that on appeal.
Given the number of parties involved in this case, it
threatens to degenerate into a Hobbesian war of all
against all. Nevertheless, we feel that the district court—
a veritable Leviathan—will be able to prevent the parties
from regressing to a state of nature. One can only hope
End of Document

that, on remand, the proceedings will be short, though
preferably not nasty and brutish.
SO ORDERED.

All Citations
382 F.3d 1241, 59 Fed.R.Serv.3d 707, RICO
Bus.Disp.Guide 10,739, 17 Fla. L. Weekly Fed. C 998
© 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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USING RICO
An Antithetical Jurisprudence
Judge C. Latain Kell
Judge Shawn E. Lagrua
Judge Daniel J. Craig
September 20, 2018

OVERTON v. STATE
A complex conspiracy involving 7 defendants,
charged with the following predicate acts:
1992 - Federal income Tax Fraud (adjudicated)
1994 - Auto Theft
1996 - Auto Theft and Counterfeit Checks (forgery)
1997 - Possession of Marijuana (adjudicated in S.C.
1998 - Possession of stolen checks and ID’s
1998-99- Counterfeiting currency
1998 - Kidnapping and murder in another circuit
1999- Armed Robbery and Kidnapping that led to
murder in S.C.
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OTHER CASES WHERE RICO
HAS BEEN USED
A County employee who stole $148,000 from the County tag office.
An independent insurance agent who wrote fictitious insurance
policies over many years.
A schoolteacher who stole over $100,000 from her students under
pretense that she had arranged European trips over 2 years.
A church secretary who stole $260,000 from the church over time.
A county employee who embezzled $149,000 from the motor vehicle
tag office
A personal investor who converted all entrusted funds (about $2.1
million) to his own use over a period of 14 years.

LOST OPPORTUNITY
U.S. Attorney in South Carolina brings a RICO action against a
select few participants in a RICO enterprise (The Irish Travelers of
Murphy Village) that has prospered in plain view for a century.
§ The enterprise was too narrowly defined and identified.
§ Only a small fraction of the RICO “participants” were
prosecuted.
§ The vast number of crimes was reduced to a small fraction of
those committed by the enterprise.
§ A nationwide criminal enterprise was pursued only locally.
§ The opportunity to seize the assets of the enterprise was largely
overlooked.
§ Because the breadth and depth of the enterprise was barely
penetrated, the proceeds of the racketeering activity are left
largely intact.

2
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Why use RICO

You overcome the venue and jurisdictional issues.

Why use RICO

The parole severity level - highest level.
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Why use RICO

The sentence is usually much greater.

Why use RICO

The cases are much easier to try because the
pattern of criminal conduct is not only admissible it’s required.
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Why use RICO

When well-pled, RICO uniquely intimidates by its
inherent dangers.

Why use RICO

The “investigative investment” in the RICO case by
both sides brings opposing counsel to the table for
substantive “mediation” expeditiously.
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Why use RICO

In criminal prosecutions, juries are ready to vote
guilty after hearing the indictment read.

DRAFTING THE COMPLAINT/INDICTMENT
Before charging the substantive accusation:
§ Track the history of the enterprise, its
perpetrators, its purpose, and a list of the crimes
committed
§ Then, as part of the Racketeering charge:
§ Outline the scheme in detail
§ Outline the “enterprise”
§ Outline the “Pattern of Racketeering Activity” by
stating the dates and manner
§ Then, list the predicate acts

6
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Practice Tips
• The RICO case must be “ready for trial” on the day the
Complaint/Indictment is filed.
• Always submit a comprehensive trial brief to the court and
opposing counsel.
• Remember to brief the issues about statements made during the
course of a conspiracy.
• Always include in the brief a functional tutorial on hearsay in the
context of a RICO enterprise.
• Prepare a comprehensive jury charge – beginning to end.
• Use a check-off chart for closing argument

7
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COUNT SIX
Introduction
The Grand Jurors aforesaid, chosen and sworn for the County of Richmond, in the
name and behalf of the citizens of Georgia, find that RONALD COLEMAN, JR.,
CARLSTON WINSLOW COLEMAN, JR., a/k/a “CC,” JARMAN HAROLD,
CHARLES WINTERS, KENDRICK DUDLEY, BERNARD OVERTON, JOHN
TRAVIS, and LAVERNE ELLIS (hereafter sometimes referred to as “defendant(s)”)
conspired among themselves and with others to develop and execute an interrelated
pattern of criminal activity motivated by, and the effect of which was, pecuniary gain,
physical injury, and murder.
In executing and concealing this scheme, the defendants engaged in crimes of:
(A) Theft by receiving stolen motor vehicles.
(B) Forgery in the first degree by knowingly making and uttering checks without
authority of the authorized account holder to Walmart Stores, Inc. doing
business as Sam’s Club.
(C) Conspiracy to commit forgery in the first degree by knowingly and
intentionally possessing stolen checks, deposit slips, identification data, and
tools and supplies intended for use in the creation of false proof of
identification.
(D) Theft by taking from Walmart Stores, Inc. doing business as Sam’s Club.
(E) Violations of the Georgia Controlled Substances Act and the laws of the State
of South Carolina that prohibit the possession of marijuana with intent to
distribute.

4
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(F) Solicitation to commit murder.
(G) False imprisonment of persons whom they intended to murder.
(H) Concealing the death of said persons after their murders, by burning their
bodies in the trunk of a stolen car.
(I) Arson in the third degree.
(J) Conspiracy to file false federal income tax returns.
(K) Filing false claims for payment of money from the Internal Revenue Service.

Based upon these findings, as more fully described hereinafter, the Grand Jurors
aforesaid, charge and accuse RONALD COLEMAN, JR., CARLSTON WINSLOW
COLEMAN, JR., a/k/a “CC,” JARMAN HAROLD, CHARLES WINTERS,
KENDRICK DUDLEY, BERNARD OVERTON, JOHN TRAVIS, and LAVERNE
ELLIS with the offense of:

Violation of the RACKETEER INFLUENCED AND CORRUPT
ORGANIZATION ACT (O.C.G.A. 16-14-4 (c)) in that the said accused, inside and
outside Richmond County and in the States of Georgia and South Carolina, on and
between February 3, 1994 and October 30,1998, did unlawfully conspire to formulate,
implement, and execute a plan, both directly and indirectly, to participate in an
interrelated pattern of racketeering activity motivated by, and the effect of which was,
pecuniary gain, physical injury and murder, as follows:

5
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The Schemes
(1)
From on or about February 3, 1994, through April 6, 1994, the defendants, Ronald
Coleman, Jr., and Carlston Winslow Coleman, Jr., a/k/a “CC” agreed to participate in a
scheme to help individuals obtain payment of false claims for refunds from the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS), an agency of the United States Department of the Treasury, by
filing and causing others to file false 1993 federal income tax returns claiming refunds to
which the defendants knew the individuals were not entitled. To accomplish the objects
of this scheme, the defendants recruited individuals to file fraudulent federal income tax
returns under their own names and social security numbers. The defendants created false
W-2 forms in the names and social security numbers of each recruited individual that
contained fabricated employers, income, and amounts of withholdings. The defendants
caused the false W-2 forms and other documents to be submitted to commercial tax
return preparers authorized by the IRS to file tax returns electronically and to be
represented to such tax preparers as legitimate. The false W-2 forms were used by
commercial tax return preparers to prepare false 1993 federal income tax returns, which
were electronically filed with the IRS. On some occasions the defendants would
accompany the recruited individual to the commercial tax return preparer. The recruited
individuals applied for refund anticipation loans through which they received cash
advances on their false income tax returns. The defendants then took and kept all or a
part of the loan proceeds from the recruited individuals. Using said scheme, the
defendants, Ronald Coleman, Jr. and Carlston Winslow Coleman, Jr., a/k/a “CC” caused

6
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twenty false income tax returns to be filed. Among the twenty recruited individuals was
a person known to the Grand Jury, and later identified in the schemes as Charles Winters.

(2)
Between July 11, 1994 and October 12, 1994, the defendant, Ronald Coleman, Jr.,
did retain a stolen motor vehicle, to-wit: a 1985 Buick Riviera, the property of Janice
Kitchens, which he knew or should have known was stolen and without the intention to
restore it to said owner. While being in possession of said vehicle, he loaned it to the
defendant, Jarman Harold, on October 12, 1994 and the said Jarman Harold was the
driver of said vehicle when he was stopped by Richmond County Sheriff’s deputies and
the vehicle was recovered.

(3)
Between November 8, 1995 and November 15, 1995, the defendant, Ronald
Coleman, Jr., did retain two stolen motor vehicles, to-wit: a 1996 Mitsubishi Gallant, the
property of Jim Hudson Mitsubishi in Columbia, South Carolina, and a 1995 Mitsubishi
Eclipse, the property of Jim Hudson Mitsubishi in Columbia, South Carolina. While
being in possession of said vehicles, he loaned the Mitsubishi Gallant to a female, Torri
Gavin, and the said Torri Gavin was the driver of said vehicle when the vehicle was
recovered. The 1995 Mitsubishi Eclipse was recovered from the defendant, Ronald
Coleman, Jr., after he had driven said vehicle to an apartment in Richmond County,
Georgia, primarily occupied by his girlfriend, Nzanaza Foster. A search of the
apartment occupied by defendant Ronald Coleman, Jr. and Nzanaza Foster revealed the

7
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unauthorized possession of stolen checks and deposit slips; blank Georgia Department of
Public Safety identification cards; laminating pouches; scissors; laminating paper; and
polaroid photographs of unknown persons. Possession of said supplies and materials
constituted an overt act in an ongoing conspiracy to commit forgery in the first degree.

(4)
Prior to December 26, 1996, Jarman Harold stole a 1978 Chevrolet Caprice, the
property of Shawn Hill, in Richmond County, Georgia. After said car was stolen in
Richmond County, it was driven to Otis Jones Road in Warren County, Georgia where it
was set afire. On December 26, 1996, Martel Reese, a resident of Otis Jones Road
reported that his 1982 Buick LaSabre was stolen from his residence, which is within
walking distance of the scene of the aforesaid arson. The automobile of Martel Reese
was later found stripped in Columbia County, Georgia.

(5)
In January 1997, the defendant Ronald Coleman, Jr. met Bernardo Arroyo
(hereinafter Arroyo). In March 1997, Arroyo moved into an apartment with Ronald
Coleman, Jr. and his girlfriend, Nzanaza Foster, in Richmond County, Georgia. Diane
Wilson lived in the apartment below Ronald Coleman, Jr.’s apartment. Arroyo met
Diane Wilson during the time in which he lived with Ronald Coleman, Jr. and Nianaza
Foster. During the month of June, 1997, Arroyo moved into Diane Wilson’s apartment
and was living there until July 24, 1997 when he was murdered.

8
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Arroyo was associated closely with Ryan Singh (hereinafter Singh). Arroyo and
Singh had known each other for more than a year. They had been roommates when they
attended DeVry College in the Atlanta area. They continued to maintain a close
relationship after returning to Augusta and up until July 24, 1997 when Singh was
murdered simultaneously with Arroyo.
Sometime after January 1997, Arroyo introduced Ronald Coleman, Jr. to several
Jamaican marijuana suppliers in the Atlanta area. These individuals are known to the
Grand Jury only as “Dred,” Philip, Wayne, and Mikey. Ronald Coleman, Jr. established
a relationship with these drug dealers, and purchased marijuana from them on more than
one occasion. Charles Winters, an associate of Ronald Coleman, Jr., also had contacts
with the Jamaican drug dealers. The transactions for the purchase of marijuana took
place in DeKalb County, Georgia, at the residence of John Travis, also known as
“Squeaky.”
On June 13,1997, Ronald Coleman, Jr. was arrested in South Carolina for
possession with intent to distribute marijuana. At the time of his arrest, he was in
possession of approximately four pounds of marijuana. The marijuana was seized by the
state of South Carolina and Ronald Coleman, Jr. was later convicted of the offense of
possession of marijuana with intent to distribute. The marijuana that was seized had been
purchased from the Jamaican dealers but Ronald Coleman, Jr. had not yet paid them and
remained indebted to them for the price thereof.

9
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(6)
On July 23, 1997 in DeKalb County, Georgia, Ronald Coleman, Jr., Charles
Winters, John Travis, and other individuals both known and unknown to the State of
Georgia were at the apartment of John Travis. They planned a purchase of drugs or
marijuana or both. They were in possession of money in an amount between $8,000 and
$10,000, a portion of which had been supplied by Carlston Winslow Coleman, Jr. While
they awaited the arrival of drug dealers, certain persons wearing disguises entered the
apartment and robbed Ronald Coleman, Jr. and Charles Winters of their money. The
robbers had Jamaican accents and they have never been apprehended.
Ronald Coleman, Jr. and Charles Winters believed that Arroyo and Singh set
them up to be robbed by advising the Jamaican dealers of their plan to transact a drug
transaction at the place where the robbery occurred. Acting on that belief, Charles
Winters and Ronald Coleman, Jr. returned to Augusta on July 23, 1997. John Travis also
came to Augusta that day. Jarman Harold, Carlston Winslow Coleman, Jr., Bernard
Overton, and Kendrick Dudley were all in the Augusta area that day.
On the evening of July 23, 1997, a meeting took place at the apartment of
Carlston Winslow Coleman, Jr, located at 2006 McDowell Street in Richmond County,
Georgia. Present at that meeting were Charles Winters, Ronald Coleman, Jr., John
Travis, Jarman Harold, Carlston Winslow Coleman, Jr., Bernard Overton, Kendrick
Dudley and other unindicted co-conspirators. During this meeting, those present planned
revenge against Arroyo and Singh.
Sometime in the early morning hours of July 24, 1997, co-conspirators including
Ronald Coleman, Jr., John Travis, Jarman Harold, Bernard Overton, Charles Winters,
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Kendrick Dudley, went to apartment 10-A at Foxwood Apartments, in Richmond County,
Georgia, occupied by Diane Wilson, Bernardo Arroyo and Ryan Singh. Diane Wilson
was given crack cocaine to motivate her to leave the apartment.
In said apartment, the victims Arroyo and Singh were tied to chairs and beaten
about the head and face. During the course of the beating salt was put into Arroyo’s
mouth. After the attack, Arroyo and Singh were wrapped in a blanket, and moved from
the apartment and into Ronald Coleman, Jr.’s Buick.

(7)
Ronald Coleman, Jr.’s Buick was driven first to an apartment complex located at
170 Westwood Drive, N.W., in McDuffie County, Georgia. Carlston Coleman, Sr. and
Centrell Coleman, father and brother of the defendant Carlston Winslow Coleman, Jr,
respectively, lived in this same apartment complex. Defendant Jarman Harold stole a
certain Buick Regal from the parking lot of 170 Westwood Drive,N.W., McDuffie
County, Georgia. After stealing the Buick Regal, defendant Jarman Harold and other coconspirators drove to Otis Jones Road in Warren County, Georgia where the victims,
Arroyo and Singh, were removed from Ronald Coleman, Jr.’s Buick. Each was shot in
the back of the head and then placed into the trunk of the stolen Buick Regal. The car
was set on fire.

(8)
Defendant Laverne Ellis was employed as a cashier by Walmart Inc, doing
business as Sam’s Club, from approximately May 1997 until October 1998, when she
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was terminated. Ellis has known the defendant Carlston Winslow Coleman, Jr. since
1992. During the time when Ellis was employed by Sam’s Club as a cashier, she
provided to Carlston Winslow Coleman, Jr. certain confidential Sam’s Club membership
numbers of persons or businesses, and allowed Carlston Winslow Coleman, Jr. to
purchase merchandise with checks that she knew to be fraudulent, forged, or stolen
checks. On at least one occasion, Laverne Ellis allowed Carlston Winslow Coleman, Jr.
to purchase three (3) computers with a stolen check. She was paid $200.00 for her
participation in the enterprise.

(9)
On September 24, 1997, agents of the United States Secret Service, together with
Richmond County and Jefferson County Sheriffs’ investigators, and the Wrens Police
officers executed a search warrant at the residence of defendant Carlston Winslow
Coleman, Jr., located at 2006 McDowell Street in Richmond County, Georgia.
Defendants Ronald Coleman, Jr., Carlston Winslow Coleman, Jr., and Jarman Harold
were present at the residence. Also present were Centrell Coleman, Troyce Tillman and
Shaquane Mitchell. A search revealed a Boston paper trimmer, a counterfeit $20.00 bill,
driver’s licenses in the names of Virgil Rogers and Vivian Oliver, and checkbooks
reflecting accounts in the name of Scott Young, James Rutland Jr., Annette Harlan or
John Harlan, Cindy Lee Welch and Stinson Masonry, and a quantity of marijuana.
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(10)
On October 22, 1998, deputies of the Richmond County Sheriff’s Department
conducted a traffic stop of a gray Buick Lesabre automobile. Said automobile was driven
by the defendant Ronald Coleman, Jr. who immediately got out of the car and fled on
foot, avoiding apprehension at that time. The passenger, who was riding with defendant
Ronald Coleman, Jr., remained with the vehicle. A search of the vehicle revealed the
defendant Ronald Coleman, Jr.’s driver’s license and the unauthorized possession of
stolen checks; social security cards; a fictitious South Carolina drivers license in the
name of Nzanza Foster, containing false information; a fictitious South Carolina
identification card in the name of Clarisa Ryans, containing false information; and
$935.00 in cash. No one has yet made any claim of ownership of said vehicle or its
contents. Possession of said materials constituted an overt act in an ongoing conspiracy
to commit forgery in the first degree.

(11)
On October 28, 1998, the defendant Ronald Coleman, Jr. attempted to cash
fictitious checks, purporting to be issued on an account of “U-Haul”, at a Kroger grocery
store in Macon, Bibb County, Georgia. He provided said checks to a juvenile and waited
in an automobile in the parking lot while the juvenile entered the store and attempted to
cash the checks. When the fictitious nature of the checks was discovered, the juvenile
fled the store and returned to the car where defendant Ronald Coleman, Jr. was waiting.
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An investigator apprehended defendant Coleman, the juvenile, and another occupant of
the car. A search of the car revealed 30 more fictitious U-Haul payroll checks, a list
names and addresses of various retail stores in Macon, Georgia, and maps of the city of
Macon.

The Pattern of Racketeering Activity
In the State of Georgia and County of Richmond as well as other counties, the
defendants engaged in at least two incidents of racketeering activity as defined in
O.C.G.A. 16-14-3(9)(A).

The incidents of racketeering activity in which the defendants engaged were
directed toward a common objective of pecuniary gain, resulting in or associated with
physical threats or injury to those who they perceived to threaten the criminal enterprise
or to reveal the identity of the participants therein.

The incidents of racketeering activity engaged in by the defendants include, but
are not limited to, committing, soliciting others to commit, or attempting to commit the
following crimes by the means and manner herein set forth and as referenced by the
numbered paragraphs:
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(A) Violations of O.C.G.A 16-14-3(9)(A)(iv) (Solicitation to Commit Murder), by
unlawfully, and with intent that another person engage in conduct constituting
the felony of murder, having solicited, requested, commanded, importuned, or
otherwise attempted to cause such other persons to engage said crime.
(DEFENDANTS, RONALD COLEMAN, JR., CARLSTON WINSLOW
COLEMAN, JR., a/k/a “CC,” JARMAN HAROLD, CHARLES
WINTERS, KENDRICK DUDLEY, BERNARD OVERTON, JOHN
TRAVIS) (Paragraphs 5, 6, 7)
(B) Violations of O.C.G.A 16-14-3(9)(A)(xxx) (False Imprisonment), by
unlawfully, and in violation of the personal liberty of another, having
confined or detained Bernardo Arroyo and Ryan Singh. (DEFENDANTS,
RONALD COLEMAN, JR., JARMAN HAROLD, CHARLES
WINTERS, KENDRICK DUDLEY, BERNARD OVERTON, JOHN
TRAVIS) (Paragraphs 5, 6, 7)

(C) Violations of O.C.G.A 16-14-3(9)(A)(ix) (Theft By Taking), by unlawfully
taking the property of Walmart Stores, Inc. d/b/a/ Sam’s Club with the
intention of depriving the said owner of said property. (DEFENDANTS,
CARLSTON WINSLOW COLEMAN, JR. a/k/a “CC” and LAVERNE
ELLIS) (Paragraph 8)
(D) Violations of O.C.G.A 16-14-3(9)(A)(ix) (Theft by Receiving Stolen
Property), by unlawfully receiving and retaining motor vehicles which the
defendants knew or should have known were stolen, without the intention of
restoring them to their true owner. (DEFENDANTS, RONALD
COLEMAN, JR., JARMAN HAROLD, CHARLES WINTERS,
KENDRICK DUDLEY, BERNARD OVERTON, JOHN TRAVIS)
(Paragraphs 4 and 7)
(E) Violations of O.C.G.A 16-14-3(9)(A)(vi) (Arson in the Third Degree), by
unlawfully, and by means of a fire or explosive, they knowingly damaged or
caused, aided, abetted, encouraged, advised, counseled or procured another to
damage personal property of another without his consent. (DEFENDANTS,
RONALD COLEMAN, JR., JARMAN HAROLD, CHARLES
WINTERS, KENDRICK DUDLEY, BERNARD OVERTON, JOHN
TRAVIS) (Paragraphs 4 and 7)
(F) Violations of O.C.G.A 16-14-3(9)(A)(viii) (Forgery in the First Degree) by,
with intent to defraud, knowingly making, altering or possessing writings in
fictitious names or in such a manner that the writings, as made or altered,
purport to have been made by other persons, or by authority of other persons
who did not give such authority, and uttering or delivering said writings.
(DEFENDANTS, RONALD COLEMAN, JR., CARLSTON WINSLOW
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COLEMAN, JR., a/k/a “CC,” JARMAN HAROLD, and LAVERNE
ELLIS) (Paragraphs 3, 8 and 9, 10, and 11)

MARCH TERM 2001

INVESTIGATOR WAYNE BUNTON
SPECIAL AGENT DEREK EDWARDS
INVESTIGATOR TIM OWEN
INVESTIGATOR GREG NEWSOME
SPECIAL AGENT STEVE FOSTER
AGENT TRACY ATKINSON
INVESTIGATOR BILLY DIXON
INVESTIGATOR ALDEN WASHINGTON
PROSECUTORS
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY
.
.
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OVERTON v. THE STATE
DUDLEY v. THE STATE
COLEMAN v. THE STATE
295 Ga. App. 223 * | 671 S.E.2d 507 ** | 2008 Ga. App. LEXIS 1358 *** | 2008 Fulton County
D. Rep. 4005 | 2008 Fulton County D. Rep. 34
Subsequent History:
Reconsideration Denied December 15, 2008. Cert. Applied For.
Writ of certiorari denied Overton v. State, 2009 Ga. LEXIS 212 (Ga., Apr. 20, 2009)
Prior History:
RICO, etc. Richmond Superior Court. Before Judge Dickert.

Disposition: [***1]
Judgment affirmed.

Core Terms
trial court, juror, photographs, murder, witnesses, contends, admissible, cross-examination,
offenses, robbery, stolen, racketeering activity, convictions, accomplice, sever, appellant
contention, defendants', indictment, apartment, alleges, autopsy, kidnapping, marijuana, mistrial,
excused, post-autopsy, burned, theft, trunk, pled guilty

Case Summary
Procedural Posture
Four defendants tried jointly appealed the judgment of a Georgia trial court, which convicted
them of conspiracy, kidnapping, forgery, theft, and related crimes involving the abduction of an
assistant store manager, which resulted in that victim's death as well as the death of another
victim. All defendants were charged with violating the Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt
Organization Act (RICO), O.C.G.A. § 16-14-4.

Overview
On appeal, two defendants challenged their convictions for kidnapping with bodily injury
resulting in death, burglary, armed robbery, hijacking a motor vehicle, possession of a firearm or
knife during the commission of a felony and violating RICO. Two defendants appealed their
convictions for violating RICO, the only offense with which they were charged. The court found
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no merit to any of defendants' challenges to the sufficiency of the evidence. As to the
introduction of gruesome post-autopsy photographs of the victims, the court agreed with
defendants that the trial court abused its discretion by admitting the photographs into evidence.
However, in light of the overwhelming evidence of defendants' guilt, the court found that the
admission of the photographs were harmless error. The court found no abuse of the trial court's
discretion in refusing to sever the offenses or defendants because the offenses were properly
joined since the offenses were part of defendants' course of supporting themselves through
criminal activity and the evidence was admissible against all defendants. The court found no
merit to any of the other evidentiary challenges raised by defendants.

Outcome
The court affirmed the judgment convicting defendants.

Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Racketeering > Racketeer Influenced & Corrupt
Organizations Act > Elements
HN2 Racketeer Influenced & Corrupt Organizations Act, Elements
O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(8)(A) and (B) define a pattern of racketeering as engaging in at least two
acts of racketeering activity in furtherance of one or more incidents, schemes, or transactions that
have the same or similar intents, results, accomplices, victims, or methods of commission or
otherwise are interrelated by distinguishing characteristics and are not isolated incidents,
provided at least one of such acts occurred after July 1, 1980, and that the last of such acts
occurred within four years, excluding any periods of imprisonment, after the commission of a
prior act of racketeering activity, and racketeering activity means to commit, to attempt to
commit, or to solicit, coerce, or intimidate another person to commit any crime which is
chargeable by indictment under enumerated laws of the State of Georgia. More like this
Headnote
Shepardize - Narrow by this Headnote (1)

Criminal Law & Procedure > Trials > Motions for Acquittal
Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Standards of Review > Substantial Evidence > Motions to
Acquit & Dismiss
View more legal topics
HN4 Trials, Motions for Acquittal
A motion for a directed verdict in a criminal case should only be granted when there is no
conflict in the evidence and the evidence demands a verdict of acquittal as a matter of law.
O.C.G.A. § 17-9-1(a). More like this Headnote
Shepardize - Narrow by this Headnote (1)

Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Racketeering >
Organizations Act > Elements

Racketeer Influenced & Corrupt
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Criminal Law & Procedure > Trials > Burdens of Proof > Prosecution
View more legal topics
HN5 Racketeer Influenced & Corrupt Organizations Act, Elements
The Georgia Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act (RICO), O.C.G.A. §
16-14-3, is narrower than the federal statute, in that § 16-14-3(8) defines a pattern of
racketeering activity as at least two incidents of racketeering activity that have the same or
similar intents, results, accomplices, victims, or methods of commission or otherwise are
interrelated by distinguishing characteristics and are not isolated incidents. The federal
RICO statute requires a connection between the racketeering activity and the enterprise,
but it does not on its face require any interrelatedness between the predicate crimes
themselves. Because of that difference, the Georgia legislature intends to and did, by virtue
of O.C.G.A. §§ 16-14-4(a) and 16-14-3(8), subject to the coverage of Georgia's RICO
statute to two crimes, included in the statute as designated predicate acts, which are part of
the same scheme, without the added burden of showing that defendant would continue the
conduct or had been guilty of like conduct before the incidents charged as a RICO
violation. More like this Headnote
Shepardize - Narrow by this Headnote (4)

Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Racketeering > Racketeer Influenced & Corrupt
Organizations Act > Elements
Evidence > Burdens of Proof > Allocation
Criminal Law & Procedure > Trials > Burdens of Proof > Prosecution
View more legal topics
HN6 Racketeer Influenced & Corrupt Organizations Act, Elements
A Georgia Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act (RICO), O.C.G.A. § 1614-4, conviction requires proof that a defendant has committed two or more offenses of the
kind included in the RICO statute; the State is not required to prove all of the alleged
predicate offenses.

Criminal Law & Procedure > Trials > Judicial Discretion
Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Joinder & Severance > Defective Joinder &
Severance > Severance of Offenses
View more legal topics
HN10 Trials, Judicial Discretion
In Georgia, the right to severance of offenses exists only where the offenses have been
joined solely on the ground that they are of the same or similar character. However, where
they are based on the same conduct or on a series of acts connected together or constituting
parts of a single scheme or plan, severance lies within the discretion of the trial court since
the facts in each case are likely to be unique. It is clear that where separate crimes are
committed in order to accomplish a single criminal purpose, the crimes are said to
constitute parts of a single scheme or plan, even if they are somewhat removed from one
another in terms of time and place. The test for the court to consider is whether, in light of
the number of offenses charged and the complexity of the evidence, the fact-trier will be
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able to distinguish the evidence and apply the law intelligently to each offense.
this Headnote
Shepardize - Narrow by this Headnote (0)

More like

Criminal Law & Procedure > Trials > Judicial Discretion
Evidence > Burdens of Proof > Allocation
Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Joinder & Severance > Defective Joinder &
Severance > Severance of Codefendants
View more legal topics
HN11 Trials, Judicial Discretion
Whether to grant a motion to sever the trial of some of the defendants is within the
discretion of the trial court, pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 17-8-4, and the appellants were
required to do more that raise the possibility that a separate trial would have given them a
better chance of obtaining an acquittal. The test is whether the number of defendants will
create confusion during the trial; whether the strength of the evidence against one
defendant will engulf the others with a spillover effect; and whether the defendants' claims
are antagonistic to each other's rights. The appellants' burden is to make a clear showing of
prejudice sufficient to establish a denial of due process. More like this Headnote
Shepardize - Narrow by this Headnote (1) 1

Evidence > ... > Exemptions > Statements by Coconspirators > Statements During Conspiracy
HN14 Statements by Coconspirators, Statements During Conspiracy
Pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 24-3-5, after the fact of conspiracy is proved, the declarations by
any one of the conspirators during the pendency of the criminal project shall be admissible
against all. More like this Headnote
Shepardize - Narrow by this Headnote (0)

Criminal Law & Procedure > Accessories > Aiding & Abetting
Criminal Law & Procedure > Juries & Jurors > Province of Court & Jury > Defense Issues
Criminal Law & Procedure > Defenses > Coercion & Duress
View more legal topics
HN21 Accessories, Aiding & Abetting
An accomplice is one who acts as the result of free will and not of duress or coercion. Thus,
if a witness testifies that he acted out of fear and coercion, not free will, the jury must
decide whether the witness is an accomplice. Should the jury decide that the witness is not
an accomplice due to coercion, the corroboration requirement is eliminated. More like
this Headnote
Shepardize - Narrow by this Headnote (0)

Criminal Law & Procedure > Trials > Closing Arguments > Defendant's Failure to Testify
Criminal Law & Procedure > Trials > Closing Arguments > Fair Comment & Fair Response
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View more legal topics
HN22 Closing Arguments, Defendant's Failure to Testify
Although a prosecutor may not comment on a defendant's failure to testify, it is not error
nor is it improper for a prosecutor to comment upon the defense's failure to rebut the proof
presented by the State. More like this Headnote
Shepardize - Narrow by this Headnote (0)

Evidence > ... > Exemptions > Statements by Coconspirators > Members of Conspiracy
HN23 Statements by Coconspirators, Members of Conspiracy
If a co-conspirator testifies at trial and is subject to cross-examination, the concerns of
O.C.G.A. § 24-3-52, regarding a conspirator's confession as being admissible only against
himself, are satisfied. Bruton only excludes statements by a non-testifying co-defendant
that directly inculpate the defendant. After the fact of conspiracy is proved, the
declarations by any one of the conspirators during the pendency of the criminal project
shall be admissible against all. O.C.G.A. § 24-3-5. More like this Headnote
Shepardize - Narrow by this Headnote (0)

Judges: BARNES, Chief Judge. Johnson, P. J., and Phipps, J., concur.
Opinion by: BARNES

Opinion: Barnes, Judge.
Initially eight defendants were charged with the offenses leading to these appeals. Two
defendants were granted new trials, one is a fugitive, and one pled guilty and testified against the
other defendants. The remaining four defendants are appealing their convictions. Because their
convictions arise from the same general factual allegations, they were tried and convicted jointly,
and they generally assert the same enumerations of error, we have consolidated their four appeals
for disposition.
The indictments alleged that Ronald Coleman, Jr., and Carlston Coleman, Jr., abducted an
assistant manager of a Sam's Club against his will and the kidnapping resulted in the victim's
death. They were also charged with entering a Sam's Club with the intent to commit a theft,
committing a theft by taking money from the victim through the use of force, a handgun, and
hijacking the victim's car. No defendant was charged with murder.
The Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act ("RICO") indictment alleged that
Ronnie Overton, Carlston Coleman, Ronald Coleman, Kendric Dudley and others conspired to
develop and execute a pattern of criminal activity motivated by, and the effect of which was,
pecuniary gain, physical injury, and murder. In furtherance of this plan the defendants engaged
in theft by receiving motor vehicles, forging and uttering checks, conspiring to commit forgery
and possessing stolen checks, deposit slips, identification data, and tools to create false
identification, stealing from Sam's Club stores, violating the Georgia Controlled Substances Act
and the laws of South Carolina by possessing marijuana with the intent to distribute, soliciting
murder, falsely imprisoning the persons they intended to murder, concealing the deaths of the
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victims by burning their bodies in the trunks of stolen cars, committing arson in the third degree,
conspiring to file false federal income tax returns, and filing false claims with the Internal
Revenue Service.
After a trial lasting approximately two months, all the defendants were found guilty as charged.
Carlston Winslow Coleman, in Case No. A08A1194, and Ronald Coleman, in Case No.
A08A1717, challenge their convictions for kidnapping with bodily injury resulting in death,
burglary, armed robbery, hijacking a motor vehicle, possession of a firearm or knife during the
commission of a felony and violating the RICO Act. Ronnie Overton in Case No. A08A1192 and
Kendric Dudley, in Case No. A08A1193, appeal their convictions for violating the RICO Act,
the only offense with which they were charged.
Although sometimes phrased differently, the appellants contend generally that the trial court
erred by failing to sever offenses and failing to sever their cases from each others' cases, by
denying a Batson challenge, by refusing to excuse for cause a juror with a fixed opinion about
the case and a non-English speaking juror, and by allowing the State to introduce gruesome and
prejudicially inflammatory photographs of the victims. They also contend the State failed to
prove the predicate acts they allegedly committed and the RICO prosecution was flawed because
disparate crimes were joined. They further contend that the evidence was insufficient to sustain
the verdicts and that the trial court erred by admitting certain witness statements into evidence,
and by denying their motion for a mistrial based on the State's failure to disclose exculpatory
evidence and argument involving matters not in evidence.
Carlston Coleman contends the trial court erred by admitting a statement he gave because it was
not voluntary. Ronald Coleman also contends the trial court erred by violating his right to
confront the witnesses against him, and by denying a mistrial or refusing to give curative
instructions.
During the trial, the trial court granted a defense motion to allow counsel for all the defendants to
adopt all objections and motions made during the course of the trial, unless a defendant
specifically opted out of a particular objection or motion. The trial court also had a policy of not
requiring contemporaneous objections.
Finding no reversible error, we affirm the convictions of all the appellants.
1. All appellants contest the sufficiency of the evidence to sustain their convictions. When
evaluating the sufficiency of evidence, the proper standard for review is whether a rational trier
of fact could have found the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. Jackson v. Virginia,
443 U. S. 307 (99 S. Ct. 2781, 61 LE2d 560) (1979)." Dean v. State, 273 Ga. 806, 806-807 (1)
(546 SE2d 499) (2001). We review the evidence in the light most favorable to the verdict, giving
deference to the jury's determination on the proper weight and credibility to be given the
evidence. Id. at 807 (1). It is the function of the jury, not this Court, to assess the credibility of
the witnesses, to resolve any conflicting evidence, and to determine the facts. Butler v. State, 273
Ga. 380, 382 (1) (541 SE2d 653) (2001). Issues related to the credibility of witnesses are "solely
. . . matter[s] to be resolved by the jury. [Cit.]" Hawkins v. State, 254 Ga. App. 868, 869 (563
SE2d 926) (2002).
The State alleged that all of the defendants engaged in a pattern of criminal conduct for monetary
gain that began in 1994, and included car thefts, forgery, income tax fraud, drug sales and
possession, kidnapping, and other crimes. Ronald Coleman and Carlston Coleman were also
charged with additional crimes, including soliciting murder, kidnapping, theft by force, and
hijacking a car. Viewed in the light most favorable to the jury's verdict, the evidence shows that
Ronald Coleman and Carlston Coleman were convicted of filing false income tax returns and
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falsifying W-2 forms in 1994. Also, in 1994, a woman's Buick Riviera was stolen from her yard
in Augusta. After she saw the car being driven by her house several times, she stopped the car
on a pretext to see if it was hers and Ronald Coleman was driving. On another occasion the
police stopped the car while it was being driven by Jarman Harold who said he borrowed the car
from Ronald Coleman. The car was again stopped by the police who were investigating a stolen
check incident involving a young woman with a child. After the woman was arrested, she turned
the child over to Ronald Coleman. Ronald Coleman was ultimately prosecuted and pled guilty
for theft by receiving of the car and possessing a car with an altered identification number.
In 1995, two automobiles that had been stolen from a dealer in South Carolina were recovered
from Ronald Coleman and stolen checkbooks and deposit slips, laminating pouches, scissors and
other items were recovered from his residence. Ronald Coleman pled guilty to stealing the cars.
In 1997, Ronald Coleman was found with marijuana in his pocket while he was a passenger in a
car pulled over by the police in South Carolina, and 4.7 pounds of marijuana also were found in
the car. Ronald Coleman pled guilty to possessing the marijuana.
Also in 1997, Ronald Coleman met with John Travis, also known as "Squeaky," in DeKalb
County, Georgia, to buy more marijuana to sell and use the money to pay back "the Jamaicans,"
who had supplied him with the marijuana confiscated in South Carolina, but during the meeting
Coleman was robbed. Because he believed that Bernard Arroyo had set up the robbery, Coleman
planned to gain revenge on him. Arroyo and another man, Ryan Singh, were lured to an
apartment where they were brutally beaten. The men were then wrapped in blankets, put in the
trunk of a car, and taken to Thomson, Georgia, where they were put in the trunk of a recently
stolen car and shot in the head with the same pistol. The car was then set on fire.
A deputy sheriff found a burned car in some woods in Warren County, Georgia. Two bodies in
the trunk were identified through fingerprint and dental records as Arroyo and Singh. Autopsies
disclosed skull fractures caused by bullets and multiple blunt force trauma showing that the men
had been beaten before their deaths.
The Georgia Bureau of Investigation (GBI) agent investigating the deaths found that the burned
car had been stolen from an apartment complex in Thomson, Georgia. After the victims' families
reported them missing, the GBI agent learned that Arroyo had been living in an apartment in
Augusta with Ronald Coleman. When he was interviewed, Coleman told the agent that Arroyo
had introduced him to some Jamaicans who became his suppliers for marijuana, and who became
angry with him over the marijuana confiscated in South Carolina. He suggested to the agent that
the Jamaicans may have been involved in the deaths of Arroyo and Singh.
Also in 1997, the Secret Service contacted the Richmond County Sheriff's Department about
counterfeit bills that had been passed in a local store. The person passing the bills identified
Carlston Coleman as the one who provided her with them. When the authorities searched
Carlston Coleman's apartment, Ronald Coleman was present, and the authorities found a
counterfeit bill with the same serial number as the bill passed in Richmond County, as well as a
professional paper trimmer, a paper cutter, checkbooks with different names, and some
marijuana. Carlston Coleman was interviewed by the GBI and told the agent that he had heard
that Charles Winters and "Squeaky" had been robbed by some Jamaicans and he believed that
Ronald Coleman was there.
In November 1997, the GBI agent received information from Virgil Rogers that Ronald Coleman
told him in July that he had been tied up and robbed in Atlanta with Winters, that he believed he
was set up by a white guy named "B," that he lost a significant amount of money in the robbery,
and that he was planning to get it back. Ronald Coleman later told Rogers that the two men he
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believed responsible for his robbery were dead; they had been killed and their bodies wrapped in
a rug and burned in the trunk of a car in Warren County, Georgia. He also said Harold had stolen
that car and driven it to Warren County.
In 1998, the GBI agent interviewed Antonio Tillery, who had been arrested in Norfolk, Virginia,
for several armed robberies. Tillery told Virginia police that he wanted to give information about
two men who had been murdered in Warren County, Georgia, in July 1997. Tillery said that he
was present with Harold, Dudley, Overton, and Carlston Coleman in Coleman's apartment when
"Squeaky" talked about the robbery in Atlanta. He could not recall if Ronald Coleman was part
of the conversation. The group believed that Arroyo and Singh were responsible for the robbery.
Tillery believed that Squeaky and Dudley said something about killing Arroyo and Singh and
produced a pistol. Harold came up with the plan to steal a car and drive them to Warren County.
The next day Rogers had a telephone conversation with Overton, who said they had caught
Arroyo and Singh and took them to a woman's apartment where they were beaten. According to
Tillery, Overton told him that when he arrived the two men were tied up and their faces were
"swole up, bloodied, cut up." Overton said Squeaky came in and put salt in their mouths and
rubbed salt on their faces. When Carlston Coleman's father, Carlston Coleman, Sr., was
interviewed he suggested that Arroyo and Singh were murdered in retaliation for the robbery.
The GBI agent also testified about the extensive telephone calls during that period of time
between the apartment where Arroyo and Singh were beaten and the service garage of Carlston
Coleman, Sr., in Thomson, Georgia.
Regarding the robbery of a Sam's Club and the kidnapping and murder of David Holt, the
evidence showed that David Easterling, who pled guilty to two other murders in South Carolina
and to participating in the robbery and Holt's abduction, heard Ronald and Carlston Coleman
discussing their plans to pull a "lick" at Sam's Club. According to Easterling, at about 9:30 to
10:00 p.m. on June 21, 1998, Carlston Coleman came to his apartment and with a gun forced him
to drive Ronald and Carlston Coleman to a location across the road from Sam's Club. Easterling
parked there, gave the keys to Carlston Coleman, and waited for about an hour to an hour and a
half.
Easterling testified that Ronald Coleman rode with him as he then followed Carlston Coleman,
who was driving another car. After stopping to pick up Ronald Coleman's car, they went to a gas
station and bought a red plastic gas can. Easterling followed the others to South Carolina where
he saw something glowing and smoke from a fire on the other side of the river. He saw Carlston
Coleman running away from the fire, carrying a gym bag. Carlston Coleman then took Easterling
back to his apartment.
A witness testified that in the early morning hours of June 21, 1998, he saw smoke on the South
Carolina side of the bridge. When he saw a car in flames, he called the police and fire
department. The authorities discovered that the car was registered to David and Donna Holt. The
body of David Holt was in the trunk of the car which had been set on fire with gasoline. The
body in the trunk was identified as that of David Holt.
An autopsy revealed that Holt was alive when the car burned. Soot was in his nostrils, airways,
and lungs, and he died from carbon monoxide poisoning and external burns. While at the scene,
the police received a report to be on the lookout for Holt and the car in which his body was
found. Sam's Club employees had reported they found the store doors open, the office unsecured
and in disarray, and currency bags scattered about. Holt, who was the manager on duty, and his
car were missing. The store's safe was open and approximately $ 63,000 was missing, as were
video surveillance tapes for June 19 and 20. The alarm code activity showed that Holt had locked
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the store and set the alarm at 12:05 a.m. on June 20, 1998. Then, at 1:28 a.m., his code was used
to reopen the store.
The investigation revealed that Lavern Ellis was suspected of working with Carlston Coleman in
stealing from the store. This information was consistent with information from a witness who
reported that while he was checking out of Sam's Club on June 19 he saw three men enter the
store through an exit door. One of the men made a motion to a female cashier and then walked
with the others into a public restroom rather than into the merchandise area of the store. The
witness identified Ellis as the cashier and Carlston Coleman as one of the three men.
Ellis was named a defendant in the RICO indictment, but then pled guilty to theft and forgery,
two of the predicate offenses to the RICO charge. Cooperating with the State, she testified that,
in return for $ 300, she provided information about a church in Jacksonville, Florida, to Carlston
Coleman that he used to buy three computers with a fictitious check. She also testified that she
gave Carlston Coleman extensive information about the store's internal operations. During the
trial, her prior statement was read to the jury after she had been released as a witness.
A bartender in Augusta, Georgia, testified that she knew Carlston Coleman because he was
dating her sister. She was at the bar the night that news about Holt's death was broadcast, and
Carlston Coleman was seated nearby. When he heard the report, Coleman said, "They'll be a f-king fool if they think they'll catch my ass." Then he said, "I hope they don't catch them son of
bitches, because the money's going to be good." The witness immediately recalled all the money
Coleman had been spending on her sister, buying "outrageous items."
The bartender's daughter recalled being outside of Carlston Coleman's apartment when he drove
up and gave another man something black, "like a mask or gloves" to take around the corner and
throw in the dumpster. When she went in Coleman's apartment, she saw him and four other men
with money, a gun, and envelopes with zippers, "like a bank envelope." They were dividing the
money which was in "green Army bags." Carlston Coleman said he had robbed somebody and
was passing out $ 100 bills.
Another witness testified that in July, Carlston Coleman and others were discussing hiding
someone because the Federal Bureau of Investigation wanted to talk to her. Someone with
Coleman said that if he did not do anything, he had nothing to worry about, but he replied that he
had been driving and his partners were the ones that had "done it."
In October 1998, a Richmond County deputy sheriff stopped a car Ronald Coleman was driving.
Although Coleman avoided apprehension by fleeing on foot, a search of the car revealed his
driver's license, stolen checks, social security cards, a fictitious South Carolina identification
card, and $ 935 in cash. Ronald Coleman also was identified in the investigation of an attempt to
pass a bad U-Haul check in Macon, Georgia, after he gave a false name. A search of the car he
was driving uncovered 30 other fake U-Haul checks.
(a) Ronald Coleman and Carlston Coleman's convictions. The evidence was sufficient for a
reasonable trier of fact to have found Ronald Coleman and Carlston Coleman guilty, beyond a
reasonable doubt, of the kidnapping of Holt that resulted in his death, burglary of the Sam's Club,
armed robbery, hijacking Holt's car, and the RICO violation.
(b) Kendric Dudley's RICO conviction. The evidence was also sufficient for a reasonable trier of
fact to have found Kendric Dudley guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of the RICO violation, as it
showed Dudley was involved in planning the murders of Arroyo and Singh and that he
participated in the groups' other crimes alleged in the RICO indictment.
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Dudley's allegation that the trial court erred by denying his motion for a directed verdict of
acquittal because the State did not prove that he had engaged in a pattern of racketeering, is also
without merit. OCGA § 16-14-3 (8) (A) and (9) (A), (B) define a pattern of racketeering as
[e]ngaging in at least two acts of racketeering activity in furtherance of one or more incidents,
schemes, or transactions that have the same or similar intents, results, accomplices, victims, or
methods of commission or otherwise are interrelated by distinguishing characteristics and are not
isolated incidents, provided at least one of such acts occurred after July 1, 1980, and that the last
of such acts occurred within four years, excluding any periods of imprisonment, after the
commission of a prior act of racketeering activity,
and "racketeering activity" means
to commit, to attempt to commit, or to solicit, coerce, or intimidate another person to commit any
crime which is chargeable by indictment under the following laws of this state: [The list of
crimes included the crimes alleged in the RICO indictment in this case.]
(B) "Racketeering activity" shall also mean any act or threat involving murder, kidnapping,
gambling, arson, robbery, theft, receipt of stolen property, bribery, extortion, obstruction of
justice, dealing in narcotic or dangerous drugs, or dealing in securities which is chargeable under
the laws of the United States or any of the several states and which is punishable by
imprisonment for more than one year.
A motion for a directed verdict in a criminal case should only be granted when there is no
conflict in the evidence and the evidence demands a verdict of acquittal as a matter of law.
OCGA § 17-9-1 (a). Based upon the evidence discussed above and the definition of racketeering
activity in OCGA § 16-14-3 (8) (A) and (9) (A), (B), the trial court did not err by denying
Dudley's motion for a directed verdict. The activities that Dudley engaged in were sufficiently
linked to form a RICO pattern, but sufficiently distinguishable so that they were not mere single
transactions. Compare Stargate Software International v. Rumph, 224 Ga. App. 873, 878 (3)
(482 SE2d 498) (1997) (taking and wrongful use of computer equipment and records a single
transaction); Raines v. State, 219 Ga. App. 893, 894 (1) (467 SE2d 217) (1996) (sale of timber
land based on false reports of value and filing a false deed on the same transaction).
(c) Ronnie Overton's RICO conviction. The evidence showed that Overton was present and was
involved in the planning of the murders of Arroyo and Singh. Overton's statement to Tillery
regarding his involvement in their beating and imprisonment and that he participated in the
groups' other crimes alleged in the RICO indictment was sufficient for a reasonable trier of fact
to have found him guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of the RICO violation.
Overton also alleges the State failed to prove that he committed any of the predicate acts alleged
and that the RICO prosecution was flawed because it joined disparate crimes in one transaction
that were not interrelated as required by OCGA § 16-14-3 (8). In Dover v. State, 192 Ga. App.
429, 430-431 (1) (385 SE2d 417) (1989), this court explained that
the Georgia RICO statute is narrower than the federal statute, in that OCGA § 16-14-3 [8]
defines a "pattern of racketeering activity" as "at least two incidents of racketeering activity that
have the same or similar intents, results, accomplices, victims, or methods of commission or
otherwise are interrelated by distinguishing characteristics and are not isolated incidents." The
federal RICO statute, of course, requires a connection between the racketeering activity and the
enterprise, but it does not on its face require any interrelatedness between the predicate crimes
themselves.
(Citations and punctuation omitted.) Id. Dover further explained that "[b]ecause of this
difference, our legislature intended to and did, by virtue of OCGA §§ 16-14-4 (a) and 16-14-3
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[8], subject to the coverage of our RICO statute two crimes, included in the statute as designated
predicate acts, which are part of the same scheme, without the added burden of showing that
defendant would continue the conduct or had been guilty of like conduct before the incidents
charged as a RICO violation." Id. at 420-421. A RICO conviction requires proof that a defendant
has committed two or more offenses of the kind included in the RICO statute; the State is not
required to prove all of the alleged predicate offenses. Bethune v. State, 198 Ga. App. 490, 491
(1) (402 SE2d 276) (1991). Overton maintains, however, that the crimes were isolated incidents,
"and it is glossy paperback fiction to say that they are connected simply because the end result is
an often indefinable 'gain' for the defendants." We disagree. [**518] The acts alleged met the
definition of a "pattern of racketeering activity" as set forth in OCGA § 16-14-3 (8) of "at least
two [incidents] of racketeering activity . . . that have the same or similar intents, results,
accomplices, victims, or methods of commission or otherwise are interrelated by distinguishing
characteristics and are not isolated incidents." Here, the State established a number of
interrelated incidents of racketeering activity that had the same intents and results (monetary
gain) and the same accomplices (the defendants and other members of the group). The evidence
also established that these were not isolated incidents, but a continuing pattern of criminal
activity. Dorsey v. State, 279 Ga. 534, 540 (2) (b) (615 SE2d 512) (2005).
Although Overton argues that Tillery's testimony should not be credited because he gave many
different versions of the facts, it is solely the jury's responsibility to determine witness
credibility, to resolve conflicting evidence, and to determine the facts. Butler v. State, supra, 273
Ga. at 382 (1); Hawkins v. State, supra, 254 Ga. App. at 869. This allegation of error is without
merit.
2. All the appellants contend the trial court erred by allowing the State to introduce, over the
defendants' objection, gruesome, highly inflammatory, and prejudicial pre- and post-autopsy
photographs of the murder victims.
(a) One of the post-autopsy photographs showed the skin pulled away from the skull revealing
skull fractures caused by the gunshot. Another showed a wooden dowel inserted through the
brain cap through the skull. Another of the post-autopsy photographs was a color photograph of
an exposed brain. The State's witness testified that the photograph depicted the path of the bullet
and the associated bone fractures. The witness did not testify, however, and the State does not
contend, the photograph illustrated some material fact apparent only because of the autopsy.
Instead, the State contends the autopsy photographs were admissible to show the extent of their
wounds and the nature of their death.
Brown v. State, 250 Ga. 862, 866 (5) (302 SE2d 347) (1983), announced the rule applicable to
admitting photographs of crime victims.
A photograph which depicts the victim after autopsy incisions are made or after the state of the
body is changed by authorities or the pathologist will not be admissible unless necessary to show
some material fact which becomes apparent only because of the autopsy. A photograph which
shows mutilation of a victim resulting from the crime against him may, however gruesome, have
relevance to the trial of his alleged assailant. The necessary further mutilation of a body at
autopsy has no such relevance and may cause confusion, if not prejudice, in the minds of jurors.
Id. at 867 (5). Further, "mid-autopsy and post-autopsy photographs are admissible only when
they depict injuries or other relevant matters not otherwise apparent. [Cits.]" Stinski v. State, 281
Ga. 783, 785-786 (3) (642 SE2d 1) (2007).
In McCullough v. State, 255 Ga. 672, 672-673 (2) (341 SE2d 706) (1986), our Supreme Court
reversed McCullough's conviction for the murder of his wife because the State introduced post-
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autopsy photographs. The court held that Brown requires that the photograph be "necessary" to
establish a material fact that could only become apparent because of the autopsy. Because other
evidence could show that McCullough strangled the victim, a post-autopsy photograph was not
"necessary." Also, the post-autopsy photograph which could be used to tell the depth of stab
wounds was also unnecessary because no connection was established between the wound's depth
and any issue in the case.
No defendant in this case was charged with murder. No issues of self-defense, or accident, were
raised by any defendant. In fact, the defendants were willing to stipulate that the two men were
killed and their bodies burned to conceal the crime. The State, of course, was not obligated to
accept the defendants' stipulation, but the State was obligated to comply with the mandate of
Brown, and we find that the State has not done so.
On appeal, the State merely asserts that the post-autopsy photographs were admissible to show
the nature and extent of the wounds and the cause of death. Missing from this explanation, of
course, is a showing that the photographs were "necessary" to establish a material fact that could
only become apparent because of the autopsy and a connection between that and some material
issue at trial. McCullough v. State, supra, 255 Ga. at 672-673 (2).
The State's reliance on Smith v. State, 283 Ga. 237 (657 SE2d 523) (2008), is misplaced because
the evidence in that case showed the photographs were necessary to show the full extent of the
injuries, which could not be detected before the autopsy. Further, the quotation from Roberts v.
State, 282 Ga. 548, 552 (9) (651 SE2d 689) (2007), that the State relies on concerns pre-autopsy
photographs.
Accordingly, the trial court abused its discretion by admitting the photographs into evidence. In
light of the overwhelming evidence of appellants' guilt, however, we are confident that the
admission of the photographs was harmless error. McClure v. State, 278 Ga. 411, 412 (2) (603
SE2d 224) (2004).
(b) Even though introducing 24 pre-autopsy photographs appears excessive, pre-autopsy
photographs are usually relevant and material to issues in the case, and are admissible even if
they may inflame the jury because photographs showing the extent, location, and nature of the
victim's wounds are material and relevant. Smith v. State, 280 Ga. 490, 492 (2) (629 SE2d 816)
(2006); Morgan v. State, 276 Ga. 72, 76 (7) (575 SE2d 468) (2003). A trial court has broad
discretion in balancing the probative and prejudicial nature of crime scene photographs. Dean v.
State, 273 Ga. at 807 (2) (546 SE2d 499) (2001).
3. The appellants contend the trial court erred by denying their motions to sever the offenses
which were joined merely because they are of the same or similar character. Dingler v. State, 233
Ga. 462, 464 (211 SE2d 752) (1975). They argue that the "spillover" from the Sam's Club
offenses prejudiced the jury against defendants who were only charged with the RICO violation
and the Sam's Club crimes were unrelated to the RICO violation.
The State contends, however, that the trial court properly denied the defendants' motions to sever
the counts of the indictments because the evidence showed that all the offenses were part of the
defendants' course of supporting themselves through criminal activity. The indictment shows that
all the defendants were alleged to have "conspired among themselves and with others to develop
and execute an interrelated pattern of criminal activity motived by, and the effect of which was,
pecuniary gain, physical injury, and murder." They were further alleged to have committed
solicitation to commit murder, false imprisonment of persons whom they intended to murder,
and concealing the death of said persons after their murders, by burning their bodies in the trunk
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of a stolen car as part of the scheme of illegal activity. These allegations included the Sam's Club
crimes.
In Georgia, [t]he right to severance of offenses exists only where the offenses have been joined
solely on the ground that they are of the same or similar character. However, where they are
based on the same conduct or on a series of acts connected together or constituting parts of a
single scheme or plan, severance lies within the discretion of the trial court since the facts in
each case are likely to be unique. It is clear that where separate crimes are committed in order
to accomplish a single criminal purpose, the crimes are said to constitute parts of a single
scheme or plan, even if they are somewhat removed from one another in terms of time and
place.
(Citations and punctuation omitted.) Bailey v. State, 157 Ga. App. 222, 223-224 (3) (276 SE2d
843) (1981). "The test for the court to consider is whether, in light of the number of offenses
charged and the complexity of the evidence, the fact-trier will be able to distinguish the evidence
and apply the law intelligently to each offense." (Citation and punctuation omitted.) Dobbs v.
State, 204 Ga. App. 83, 84 (1) (418 SE2d 443) (1992). The trial court did not err by denying the
motions to sever the offenses.
4. In the same manner, the appellants also contend the trial court erred by denying their motions
to sever their cases from the other defendants. They assert that the complexity of the evidence
presented a danger that the jury would be confused, and that the bulk of the evidence was
directed toward Ronald Coleman and Carlston Coleman because of their actions in Holt's
kidnapping, robbery, and murder. Whether to grant a motion to sever the trial of some of the
defendants is within the discretion of the trial court, OCGA § 17-8-4; Freeman v. State, 205 Ga.
App. 112 (421 SE2d 308) (1992), and the appellants were required to do more than raise the
possibility that a separate trial would have given them a better chance of obtaining an acquittal.
The test is whether the number of defendants will create confusion during the trial; whether the
strength of the evidence against one defendant will engulf the others with a "spillover" effect;
and whether the defendants' claims are antagonistic to each other's rights. Cain v. State, 235 Ga.
128, 129 (218 SE2d 856) (1975).
The appellants' burden was to make a clear showing of prejudice sufficient to establish a denial
of due process. Barnett v. State, 204 Ga. App. 491, 495 (2) (b) (420 SE2d 43) (1992); Emmett v.
State, 199 Ga. App. 650, 652 (4) (405 SE2d 707) (1991). They have not done so. Because each
defendant was charged with the RICO violation, all of the evidence, including the evidence
concerning the Colemans' actions toward Sam's Club manager Holt, was admissible against
all the defendants, and would have been admissible even if they had separate trials on the
RICO violations. We do not find that the defendants presented antagonistic defenses. Further,
the fact that some of the testimony might have been stronger against some of the defendants does
not demand a finding that denial of a motion to sever is an abuse of discretion. Martin v. State,
162 Ga. App. 703, 704 (2) (292 SE2d 864) (1982). Accordingly, the trial court did not err by
denying the defendants' motion to sever some of the parties.
5. The appellants contend the trial court erred by allowing the State to introduce out-of-court
statements made by Rogers, Tillery, Ellis, and Brenda Lyons. They contend that Rogers' and
Lyons' credibility had not been challenged within the meaning of Woodard v. State, 269 Ga. 317,
320 (2) (496 SE2d 896) (1998), because the witnesses' veracity was not placed in issue during
cross-examination by affirmative charges of recent fabrication, improper influence, or improper
motive. Id. The appellants also contend that they were deprived of their right to confront the
witnesses against them because federal grand jury testimony was read to the jury after the
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witnesses were excused, and because the federal grand jury testimony of other witnesses went
beyond the scope of the direct and cross-examination of the witnesses. Carlston Coleman also
contends that the testimony of Rogers and Tillery placed his character in issue.
The prior consistent statements were admissible because all the witnesses testified during the
trial and were subjected to cross-examination in which their credibility was challenged. Warren
v. State, 283 Ga. 42, 43 (3) (656 SE2d 803) (2008). Further, some of the statements were
admissible as prior inconsistent statements because the statements were inconsistent with the
witnesses' trial testimony, see Gibbons v. State, 248 Ga. 858 (286 SE2d 717) (1982), and in some
instances the prior statements were admissible under the rule of completeness, because the
defense had introduced parts of the witnesses' grand jury testimony.
If a hearsay declarant is present at trial and subject to unrestricted cross-examination, a
defendant's right of cross-examination is satisfied, and the witnesses' prior out-of-court
statements are not hearsay under OCGA § 24-3-1 because the declarant is available for crossexamination, and the evidence does not rest upon the credibility of other persons. Cuzzort v.
State, 254 Ga. 745 (334 SE2d 661) (1985). "[T]he concerns of the rule against hearsay are
satisfied [when] the witness whose veracity is at issue is present at trial, under oath, and subject
to cross-examination." Carroll v. State, 261 Ga. 553, 554 (1) (408 SE2d 412) (1991). Crawford
v. Washington, 541 U. S. 36 (124 S. Ct. 1354, 158 LE2d 177) (2004), does not demand a
different result because when a witness appears at trial for cross-examination, the confrontation
clause places no constraints on the use of the witness' prior testimonial statements.
We find no error regarding these witnesses because their veracity had been attacked during
cross-examination, they were present, testified under oath, and were subject to crossexamination. The fact that the witnesses were discharged before their out-of-court statements
were presented to the jury does not alter this result. If the appellants desired that the witnesses
remain available they should have taken measures to have them retained.
Rogers' grand jury testimony was permitted under the co-conspirator exception. See OCGA §
24-3-5 ("After the fact of conspiracy is proved, the declarations by any one of the conspirators
during the pendency of the criminal project shall be admissible against all."). Thereafter,
Dudley subpoenaed Rogers into court and cross-examined him. Dudley contends that this was
error because the court allowed Rogers' grand jury testimony to be read without evaluating his
reliability under Smith v. State, 253 Ga. App. 131, 134 (2) (b) (558 SE2d 455) (2001). Dudley
challenges the hearsay testimony of Tillery on the same basis, and also contends the trial court
erred by allowing the GBI agent to testify about what Winters told him that Diane Wilson said
and by allowing the agent to testify about Nzana Foster's statements to the agent. These
allegations are without merit. As far as Overton is concerned, Rogers' grand jury testimony did
not mention him, and thus he could not have been prejudiced by it and has no standing to
complain. Rogers v. State, 211 Ga. App. 67, 68 (1) (438 SE2d 140) (1993). Moreover, Ronald
Coleman's complaint that these witnesses placed his character in issue is without merit. Material
and relevant evidence is not inadmissible because it incidentally places the defendant's character
in issue. Wood v. State, 279 Ga. 667, 670 (2) (620 SE2d 348) (2005).
6. Ronald Coleman contends his conviction should be reversed because the State did not provide
him with exculpatory evidence regarding statements that Easterling made implicating others in
the Sam's Club crimes. See Brady v. Maryland, 373 U. S. 83 (83 S. Ct. 1194, 10 LE2d 215)
(1963). Coleman alleges that Easterling made these allegations in another case that was being
prosecuted by the same district attorney's office that prosecuted him and that Easterling's
statements were in the case file of that case. Brady does not require the prosecution to open its
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files for general inspection by the defense or for pretrial discovery, and it does not entitle the
defense to a fishing expedition in the State's files. Boatright v. State, 192 Ga. App. 112, 113 (2)
(385 SE2d 298) (1989). Further, Brady is not violated if the material in question is provided
during trial, and Coleman states in his brief that Easterling's statement was available to him
during the trial. Glenn v. State, 255 Ga. 533, 534 (2) (340 SE2d 609) (1986). Accordingly, there
was no Brady violation. We do not find Giglio v. United States, 405 U. S. 150 (92 S. Ct. 763, 31
LE2d 104) (1972), applicable because Ronald Coleman is not complaining that the State failed to
inform him of an agreement between the State and the witness regarding his testimony.
7. Ronald Coleman alleges the trial court erred by denying his motion for a mistrial because
Easterling, while testifying about the abduction and murder of Holt, improperly injected his
character in issue by saying, in front of the jury, "these guys are killers." The State agrees that the
reference to "killers" in this comment should not have been made, but contends the statement did
not place the appellants' character in issue because it did not concern other transactions, see
OCGA § 24-2-2, and that any error was harmless. Pretermitting whether error was committed,
we find that in the context of this case, any error was harmless.
8. The appellants contend the trial court erred by denying their motion for a mistrial after the
prosecutor argued facts from an exhibit that had not been introduced in evidence. A GBI agent
had interviewed Carlston Coleman's father and had surreptitiously recorded the interview. Based
upon this recorded interview, the prosecutor prepared an exhibit that was shown to the jury
during closing argument. When the defendants recognized this, they objected and [*239] moved
for a mistrial, and the trial court denied the motion, but gave curative instructions telling the
jurors to disregard the argument.
A trial court's decision not to grant a mistrial based on a prosecutor's improper argument will not
be disturbed on appeal without a manifest abuse of discretion. Harrell v. State, 253 Ga. 474, 476
(4) (321 SE2d 739) (1984). Moreover, a new trial will not be granted unless it is clear that the
trial court's curative actions failed to eliminate the improper argument from consideration by the
jury. Watkins v. State, 237 Ga. 678, 683 (229 SE2d 465) (1976). As the court here gave proper
curative, limiting instructions, we cannot say that it was an abuse of discretion to deny the
motion for mistrial.
……..
12. Ronald Coleman and Carlston Coleman contend their convictions for the crimes associated
with Holt and Sam's Club must be reversed because they were based upon the uncorroborated
testimony of an accomplice, Easterling. See OCGA § 24-4-8. The State contends, however, that
Easterling was not an accomplice because he testified that his involvement in the Sam's Club
crimes was coerced by Carlston Coleman who threatened him with a gun. He further testified
that Carlston Coleman told him where to go and what to do under threat of death if he did not
follow orders, and after the crimes were committed Coleman repeatedly threatened to kill him if
he told anyone what he saw that night. Also, Easterling testified that after they left the scene of
the crimes, Carlston Coleman stabbed him in the arm with a knife to emphasize the seriousness
of Easterling's predicament if he revealed what had happened.
An accomplice is one who acts as the result of free will and not of duress or coercion. Milton v.
State, 248 Ga. 192, 196 (2)(282 SE2d 90) (1981). Thus, if a witness testifies that he acted out of
fear and coercion, not free will, the jury must decide whether the witness is an accomplice.
Should the jury decide that the witness is not an accomplice due to coercion, the corroboration
requirement is eliminated. Kelly v. State, 270 Ga. 523, 525 (2) (511 SE2d 169) (1999). Because
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the evidence authorized the jury to conclude that Easterling was coerced and not an accomplice,
no corroboration was required and the evidence was sufficient to sustain the convictions of
Ronald Coleman and Carlston Coleman for these crimes. Id. Therefore, we have not considered
whether the evidence presented was sufficient to corroborate Easterling's testimony if he were
deemed an accomplice.
13. Ronald Coleman contends the State improperly argued that he failed to present alibi evidence
in his own defense. The State contends that its argument was not a comment upon the
defendant's failure to testify. We agree. Although a prosecutor may not comment on a
defendant's failure to testify, it is not error nor is it improper for a prosecutor to comment upon
the defense's failure to rebut the proof presented by the State. Martin v. State, 193 Ga. App. 581,
585 (4) (388 SE2d 420) (1989). Here, the prosecutor's comments were not directed toward
Coleman's failure to testify, but rather toward the defense's failure to rebut the State's evidence.
Accordingly, we find no error.
14. Ronald Coleman alleges that the trial court erred by allowing the State to introduce Carlston
Coleman's recorded statement which he contends incriminated him in violation of the rule
announced in Bruton v. United States, 391 U. S. 123 (88 S. Ct. 1620, 20 LE2d 476) (1968).
Pretermitting whether the statement was admissible as a statement of a co-conspirator, we
find no error because Carlston Coleman testified and was subject to cross-examination. See
Brown v. State, 266 Ga. 633, 635 (2) (469 SE2d 186) (1996) if co-conspirator testifies at trial
and is subject to cross-examination, the concerns of OCGA § 24-3-52 (conspirator's
confession admissible only against himself) are satisfied). Further, "Bruton only excludes
statements by a non-testifying co-defendant that directly inculpate the defendant." Moss v.
State, 275 Ga. 96, 98 (2) (561 SE2d 382) (2002).
15. Overton alleges that the State erred by eliciting evidence of his bad character from a witness.
He contends the prosecutor did so when he asked questions about comments that a witness heard
Carlston Coleman make in Overton's presence. The witness answered that Coleman told Overton
that he, Coleman, would "leave a person stinking somewhere," and the witness explained that
this statement meant that Coleman would leave a person where no one could find him. Relying
upon OCGA § 24-2-2 (the general character of the parties and their conduct in other transactions
is irrelevant) and the fact that this conversation was not revealed to him in discovery, Overton
moved for a mistrial.
Whether to grant a mistrial is within the sound discretion of the trial court and his ruling will not
be disturbed absent an abuse of discretion. Ladson v. State, 248 Ga. 470 (285 SE2d 508) (1981).
Pretermitting whether the witness's comments placed Overton's character in issue, we find it
highly probable that any error did not contribute to Overton's conviction, and accordingly we
find that any error was harmless. Johnson v. State, 238 Ga. 59, 60 (230 SE2d 869) (1976);
Palmer v. State, 186 Ga. App. 892, 897 (369 SE2d 38) (1988).
16. Carlston Coleman contends the trial court erred by allowing the State to introduce the
statements he made to a GBI agent because the statements were not freely and voluntarily given
without hope of benefit. See OCGA § 24-3-50 ("To make a confession admissible, it must have
been made voluntarily, without being induced by another by the slightest hope of benefit or
remotest fear of injury."). Carlston alleges that he made the statement so that he would be
released from jail where he was being held on other charges. The "hope of benefit" to which this
section refers, however, is usually a hope of lighter punishment. Caffo v. State, 247 Ga. 751, 757
(3) (279 SE2d 678) (1981); Burton v. State, 212 Ga. App. 100, 102 (2) (441 SE2d 470) (1994).
Consequently, being released is not a hope of benefit that would implicate this code section.
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Further, even if we were to find that the GBI agent said that Coleman would be released if he
gave him information, this would be an offer of a collateral benefit which does not invalidate the
statement. Head v. State, 180 Ga. App. 901 (1) (350 SE2d 854) (1986). The trial court did not err
by allowing these statements to be introduced in evidence.
Judgment affirmed. Johnson, P. J., and Phipps, J., concur.
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